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COMPUTER CENTRE 

HOW TO ORDER DELIVERY TARIFFS 
• Software standard delivery.*1.50 
•2-3 Week Days..... .£2,95 
•Next Week Day.... .£4.95 

Detivery subject to stock 
•All prices include VAT @ 17.5% 
•Large showroom with parking 
• Multi-million pound company 
• Overseas orders taken 
• Educational purchase orders welcome 

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
    Prie« are correct at the time of gains to press. Pleate <h«k our 

H><V A        w laCKt prices heftire altering-Wl »lei arc subject to our standard SUrcnarge on M*.meX (tm,&crjnditions(r.opyavaihbleuponrequesc)-E&OE. 

Order by telephone quoting your credit 
card number. If paying by cheque please 
malte payable to: "FIRST COMPUTER 
CENTRE" In any correspondence please 
quote a phone number & post code, Allow 
5 working days cheque clearance 
SHOWROOM ADDRESSt 

DEPT. AS, UNIT ZARMLEY PARK 
COURT, STANNINGLEYRD, 

LEEDS, LSI2 2AE. 

Telephone 0532 319444 
24 HOUR MAILORDER SERVICE FAXr 05323191 91 
NEW! BBS Modem sales & technical line Tel 053 2 3 11422 

PRINTERS 
IAll our printers come with ribbonftoner, 

prinlerdrivers (ifavailable^ paper& cables.1.1 

Canon 
Canon BJIOsx ....£182,99 
LiTpr quality autsput Large buffet- 
Canon BJ200 £231.99 
1 UriK« A "i in UNJMI. 340 dpi, imilJ NMTpnnr £ Hil nae* jhc-ctficdcr. Bj2 darria,jv Y*FV(?|. iif RJ700 ;:■ \y £ j£4.$9 
Canon BJC6Q0Colour.„.£5 3 2.99 
IHW bttfaUt j<t from Canm 
BJ10 Autos heetfeed er~ „£49.9 9 

CITIZEN 

Citizen printers have a 2 year guarantee 
New/ABC Colour printer,,£ 154*99 

ilmp[f-{j^ f3.iy t- ARC) m ..jir 14 pin prints*. Comciai Kwndavna1 with SD ihset AutD ibrrt fcerdtr. Tractor feed optional at 4 *7 ?fl- ouijr i 13-1.* J if Otju^ht without tlit colour option 
Swift 90 Colour £156-99 
Excellcnc value * pin <aluur. Highly T,qommor*dcrJ 
Swift 200 Colour. £ 181.99 
5a,roc out put ai the 240 but wltti leu facllit** 
Swift 240 Colour,™ ..,£218.99 
24 pin, 24dcpt oVift, 10 fm.iv quiet mode, 24ntji5. 
ProjetlJ £214,99 
new inkfet printer with built in amtj sheet feeder 
Swift Auto Sheet feeder. .£7 9.9 9 

Wl^m HEWLETT 
WL'HM PACKARD 

HP3l0portable .-.£229.99 
NEW.' HP520mono £249.99 
HP 500 Colour... ..£344.99 
NEW! HP 560 Co I our.. ..£489.99 4 timei fairer than tlu. HPSOPCff*! HP pnnten tnme with a i 

SUPRA MODEMS *M 

..£1 19.99 Star LCI 00 colour.. 
¥ pin colour. 8 tents, I fl& epi cVaft, 4S<u* NUQ 
Star LC24-100 mono....£ 126.99 
Star LC24-30 Col £199.99 
Star LC24-300 Col.. £249.99 

Star SJ 144 Colour.,only £339.99 
Stunning affordable colour rmntnr 1 PPM, 

CONSUMABLES 
QTY DS/DD DISKS Branded DS/0D 

10 £4.49 £5.49 
30 £12.*? £14,99 
SO £20.?* £22:99 

100 £37.99 £42.99 
200 £69.99 £79.99 
500 £16899 £190.99 
000 £324.99 £3*5.99 

All drift are fjjmnflfid U brandEd disks ranie with labeli 
Disk labels 500...£6.9 9 10tM.....,t£9.9 9 

Ribbons 
Citizen Swift mono ribbon £4.99 
Citizen Swfft Col our ribbon.,,.., ....,.£ 13.99 
Star LC 100 mo no , „.„£3.69 
Star LC200 mono.... £4.99 
Star LC 100co toilr .£7.99 
Star LC200 colour £12.99 
Star LC24-30 mono £8.99 
Star LC24-30/200 Colou r, £11.99 
Re-I nk Spray for mono ribbons.-.., ►£! 1,99 

COVERS 
Star LC 10^20cover.   „>£4<99 
Citi len Swi ft/ABC.... , „.„.„.„„.„.,£5.99 
HPSOOrSSOrSIO £5.99 
Star LC24-300/30r 100r200 £S,99 

PREMIER Ink Refills xa.vc a fortune Jn runnlnjf torn with your Inh.'bubblc Jet. Ci.' .ilililr wilh HP. C.i-iS I.ir,Ci<i& I r .1 r y 11.1.r 1 -. Single refills.. (22 m l>.. .£6.99 
Twin refills , (44ml).£ I 2.99 
Three colour kit..(66ml).£ I 9.99 
Fu 11 toJ CJU r tki t....__. (88m l).£ 27.99 
Bulk refills (i 25ml).£24.99 

Cartridges 
Cano n BJ 10 cart rf dge....«.*.».,..«..„ .£ 3 B. 9 9 
Double HfeSOO cartridges £24,99 
H PS S Q/5 G Q C r>lo u r cart ridge. £24.9? 
Star SJ4&cartridge C I 8.99 
Star SJ144 mono or colour (3 pack).£21.99 

Miscellaneous 
Printer Switch Box 2 way £ 12.99 
Printer Switch Box 3 way.. . £17.99 
Printer Stands(Unrvei^>Uve on space,£4,?9 
3 Metre printer cable  . £6.99 
5 Metre printer cable,,. .,..,..,..,.£8.99 
10 Metre p rinter table , £ 12.99 

Supra^^Modem 288 
Super fast I 28,800 bps + I4,400 Fax 
Phone for more details Only £275,99 

VJ2bis(l4400 baud/) 

only £154.99 
ut perform BAIT ajfraved moderns. Supra Madeira have a } f**r 

E Modem v.52bis 
flu* n.KKh.m \m Ml M4H baud, indudei V.iibli. Y.il. V.2Ibis, VII, Ylr, MNF2 5, V.42. V42tii>, Gla.ii I & I com- r^andt tIWNI A4M Group J Fan. f ndkidot fcw* ii»o4«m COCROU F4iri$rw & tank 

only £205.99 

SupmjPMX' PiUS..i\ 14.99 

COMPUTERS 
Amiga I 200 ..........from £259.99 
Amiga 4000 from £999.99 

Amiga500 Plus trade rn available 
Please cal I for dttai Is 

dial 4r luro receive, ffrGO bp* Han/cs comp. Vll&lE, V41 fin. MMP 2-S £ MK« adjuit (u ■■i^aimisc tranimniinn ipeedi. Include* fresc modem tommi (not Fax) £ 

2400 £64.99 

QMtobotics 
Sportster 2496 +Fax..£l 04.99 
Sportster 14400 Fax £ 151.99 
WorldPort 14400+Fax...£251.99 
Courier V32 Terbo + 
Fax £334.99 
Courier HST/Dual 16.8 
Terbo Fax„„„^.^£409.99 
If you thought V32bls was fast try the t«rl>p! They CCiinft with a 5 yt^irwnnranty    nrr- RAAT Appro >>e<) 

ACCELERATORS 
SUPRA 28 only £144.99! 
for the AS00/A50O + & A I 500/2000 

Oct on I 1,- UtinK !l-n j;n-.U villi. irmiiTn wip -i M.I.C di.'.l & rcteive. 1*00 baud Mayot comp. V21 BIS. Includes fr«e modem commt i/w & caMeff 

SPECIAL OFFERS.' 
Deluxe Paint 4 AG A .£39.99 
Directory Opus 4,... .....£51.99 
Distant Suns 5.—.,...,...,...,. £3 5,99 
Personal Paint V4...... „.„„,.,.,£29,99 
Technosound Turbo i 18.99 
Te-chnosound Turbo 2, £25.99 
Wordworth 2 AG A with Print Mgr& Day 
To Day Planner .......£39.99 
XCcpy Pro plus hard ware £25.99 
Frame Machine (one only).., £579.99 
Video Director 2 (fine only)  V 

Workbench 2.04 software and ROM 
upgrade (complete with manuals) 

only £49.99 • 
Rohoshlft automatic mouse/joystick switch 
only i \ 3,99 or £ 16.99 witii mouse emulation 

and rapid fire push on modules 

CD ROM Drives 
AI 200 OVERDRIVE CD-ROM 

Run* CD3 2 software, PJays Audio CD's, 
shuws photo CD's. Plugs intn PCMCIA si of 

only £194.99 Ihttrtial SCSI CD-ftQHdriresfnrthE AI iOft'IuuflMOM (*itH tukabla ■iL bl II-:. -I.ltf-). All d, .vf-l, -„  ,. ,|r ihH.r      \ «l rH.,rl CDTY'CDII S. PC ISO ^00 Handartt d^ks. En.tcmiJ hm for AJOOu also available 
NEC Multispm 2X1 internal £ I 67,99 
9 2ASM$ Acom time* 3 55KB transfer rate 

lTEACCD-50 Internal £339,99 
(Amiga 1500:1000 curnpatibJ^ only) | * 320Ms Access time       * 300KB transfer rate 

TOSHIBAXM3401 lntemal£32 1,99 
* 20OMs Access time •130KB tranrfrr rate 
TOSHIBAXM4I0I Internal. £ I 88-99 
* 39 5-Ms Access time* 300KB transfer rate 

External version.£258.99 
MrtsumrLUOOOS single Speed £99,99 
Mitsumi FX00I IDo^sp^flZS^ 
Tandon IDE CD ROM Controller 
fcruse with M itsu mi only £64,99 
G VP A4008 SCSI controller £ 122.9? ■ 

The amazing new graphics tablet for the Amiga 
developed with the help of First Computers. Bt'!* 
rated in ST Format January issuei Requires 2.04 
WB or above       on|y £5499 

ROMBOPRODUCTS 
VID1 12 RT....£134.99 
Hen I t">ne- cola or dijitiriing iram any video lourte. Foil AG A luppart 
VIDI 24 RT....£223.99 

VIDI I2AGA....£67.99 
Fu! support -for AQA chipict. Ca\aut lfna^«f capiur^u in, Icid chan a second, mono ima£*t in real tl rate with U¥f vioco sourer. Multitaikinu tlw, cue t- pavta. 
VIDI I 2 Sound & Vision AGA 

with built In KlegamkMaHfrr £98.99 

SOFTWARE 

MONITORS 
All our monitors are UK spec. Ail monitors I comfc umplttc with a free Amiga lead* 

Microvitec Autoscan 1438 
.28 dpi, \SIJB KHz, ,,11 Amiga modes, AGA 
compatible. No audio, tilt & swJvell itatid. 

only £289.99 
V! Acorn AKF40 NEW! 

5tc-rcoh colour monitor wJth 
similar ipec to die old Phi lips 8833 and Commodore I084S. Iririudn"; 
only £219.99 

MICE&TRACKERBALLS 
Al p ha Data M ega M ouse 90% 
rating. 290 Dpi..£ 10.99 or 
£ 12,99 for 400 Dpi version 

Zydec Trackball... £29.99 
Golden Image TrackbaiL£37.99 

RAM EXPANSION 
PRIMA A5Q05]    RAM (noeloek^..£ I 9.99 
PRIMA AS00 Plus I Mb RAM ..£14.99 
PRIMA A600 I Mb RAM(wtthdocK) .£39,99 

DISK DRIVES 
AMITEC 
I mb3.5" 

drive 
£58.99 

Zappo 3.5 with 10 FREE disks 
only £49.99 

Features *ntiClicli, Antivirus, Sony Mech, 1 year warranty 
Cumana3»5M .£56.99 
I («»% en ternail Afn. The best name In ttiu: drlvEi 
A600/1200iritemaJdrive £53.99 

IASO0 internal drive.„ £49.99 
A4O00internalHDdrive £99.99 

GENLOCKS 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Distant Suns 5-,- 
XC AD 2000..  

 £35.99 
.„„£97.99 

32 BIT RAM 

FREE built In tilt and swivel I stand' 

(for A4000 etc) 
1 Mb SIMM..... ,,£39,99 
2 Mb SIMM ..,£95,99 
4 Mb SIMM  11 52-99 
8 Mb SIMM 009.99 

CHIPS 
Co pro's for use with A40QO & accelerators 

PRIMA ROM SHARERS 
This hij;h quality ROM ihartr features a fleilble dbban I .- DniM  ' li M I so that it can b* posltldricJ ui jwh«r« wiihin- your 1 
AIM Plirt firAftQD. Full 1 /4.:ir ri^J.ri-rniMit warranqr 
now only £ 17.99 or £24.991 

for keyboard switchable version 

SPEED PLC PGA 
25 Mhz 

TS Mhz 
50 Mhz 

£53.99 
£7 1.99 

NrA 

£69.99 
£91.99 

£137.99 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Amiga 5 00/600/I20DP5U £59.99 I 
Amiga SOD/504 Plus keyboards .£45.99 
AmigaSOCI Plus Motherboard _ ,..,.£2999 
AmigaSDO Pigs'^fr-1--1-Tl--r-T--1-r---i-i.^1199 | 
QUALITY MOUSE MATS.... £3.99 
10 CAPACITY DISK BOX ...,.£0.99 
20 CAPACITY DISK BOX £2.99 
40 CAP LOC KAB LE DISK BOX £ 1.99 
100CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX £5.49 
*90 CAP STACKAB LE B ANX BOX..£9,99 
• I SO CAP 5TACKABLE POSSOBOX.-. £ 17.99 4add U.OffdelNcir if f«ifehasiiij |uM on* Puasu <tt Ban* box. 
Normal delivery vrficn puixhaiscrj with other product or when buying 2 or more. 
AMIGA A500 DUST COVER.. £3.99 
AMIGA 600 COVEft £2,99 
14" MO NITOR D U STCO VE R...... ..£6.99 
Keyboard Membrane Covers .,£14.95 
AMIGA TO SCART CABLES £9.99 
STD I .a MTR PRINTER LEAD £4.99 
M ODEM/N ULL MODEM C ABLES..£9,99 

AMIGA CONTROL STATIONS 
ASOOor I 200 VERSION... .£16.99 
A 6 00 VERS I ON £29,99 

I mb by 8^9 SIMMS (I Mb)„..,.....£34.99 
4 Mb by 9 SIMMS (4 Mb).. ..„£ 144,99 
I Mb by 4 DRAMS( 1Mb).... ..+..+.£39.99 
I Mb by4ZIPS< 112 Mb) £22,99 
256 by 4 ZIPS  (each)£5.99 
256 by 4 DRAM (Dl Ls) „ ^each)£5.99 
Kickstart 1.3 £19.99 
Kickstart 2f04fl„lt„tl,tlltl„ltllt..„1„ltfl£24.99 
Kickstart 2.05 {for use in A600) £26,99 
Fatter Agnes 0372A £26,99 
Super Denise,.T..T..T..T..T.,T ..„.„.„..£ I ft.99 
657 I -0326 Keyboard controller £ I 3.99 
CIASSIOAI/Ocontroller.,.. £8.99 
HAWK CO-PRO & RAM 

hama ON DEMO NOW! 
The Professional answer 
hama 292 .£269.99 

S-Video, and composite compatible 
hama 290 £674.99 
S-Video, arid Composite mixing, plusfermore 

/?am3A-CUT Video 
Editor £185.99 

GVP Genlock ..£289.99 
features professional SVHS output 

Roc gen Plus £ I 52.99 
IntliHU:* JHtal c&flirol fur <kv<rfay *rt(J ktyhokj tun 
Reindaie 8802 FMC..£ I 64.99 
Rocgen Roc key £ 152,99 
For Granting IpeClal efleets in rrdeO r>rOducti«n with ^enlrjchs, 

XCAD 30QO £289.99 
MUSIC/SOUND 

Deluxe Music Construction Setv2..,£59.99 
Pro Midi I interface tay Mkrodeal £2 4.99 
Techno Sound Turbo 2 £25.99 

PROGRAMMING 
Amos Professional.... £47.99 
Amos Professional Compiler...,,.,,...£24.99 
Bli* Basic 2„ ...£53.99 
Devpac3 m _  £50,99 
Easy AMOS... .......................£24.99 
S AS C Version 6.5...... ..£234.99 
PUBLIC DOMAIN Top 20 
from £1.50! (many more trtrcsovof/ob/eji 
Ami Base Pro Y L8 ^PDAOOIJI dlskiLSO 
Disk 5alv V7 , ^PDA003j I dBk.CI.50 
D Copy V3 ^PDA004)ldiskil.50 
Edworti Pro V4.. (PDA00S) I disk£l,50 
Easy CaJc Plus (PDAQ06) I di$k£ I.SO 
Firsc Mods disk 2 (PDA0S6) I disk.CI.S0 

..(PDA0t9)3Ensk.a7S 

Realise toe full potential of four AI HID with th trapdoor Mfp<an<cIon. Ire rral i\mn cloth- 1 MB RAM..............................£98.99 
2 MB RAM ...£134.99 
4 MB RAM ( I 98,99 
8 MB RAM................... ...£394.99 
2 MB & 33 MHz CO PRO £ I 98.99 
4 MB & 40 MHzCO PRO.......£294.99 

A600& 1200's 2.5" 
Hard Drive kits 
*Ju*t Add £ I 0.00 for fitting 

I 60Mb* £134.99 l20Mb*£219.99 I 
80Mb£l59.99 250Mb...*£309.99 | 

I 3.5" Hid rive upgrade kit no HD only £21.99 

SCANNERS 
Alfa Scan only £1 14,99 

and held scanner with J56 grey-stJIM and i>[> td mu Ufii 
add £25.00 for OCR software 

AHa Data Alfa Colour Scan 
IB tiiH scanner with       trj£aim 4nc trjluur camcdoni 

only £329.99 
Power Scanner V4 £ I 19,99 

rtjixe * lip, 
Colour version onJy £239.99 
EPSON GT6500 Colour Flatbed 
only £587,50 PhDn«fgr^ii, 

Art Department Pro 
Scanner software £109.99 

Grapevine 17... 
Rclokkk 13. (PDAOIljldiakaSQ 
Klondike AGA (PDAO13) 3 diskC2.7S 
First Muds disk I (PDA0S5JI diskCl,S0 
Magk Workbench Utils [PDAO 17) I disk.£!.!iD 
Spectrum Emulator 1.7 ....(PDA03T) I disk.flid 
Spcttrum Games Disk (PDAOM) I diskCI.50 
And^s Workbench 3 Ucils fPDAQJI) ldisk.£5.SD 
CLI.'SHELL Help (PDAD02) | diskCI.SO 
Clipart I ■ MicArt,„„„. (PDAGDI)ldiskCI.SO 
Cliparc 11 - Wildlife (PDACI I) I dtskCI.50 
Cfipan 4 - Food ,. (PDAC04) I diskCl.SO 
First Fonts Disk I (PDAFOI) I disk£l50 
Fint Fonts Disk 2 (POAF02) I disk£2i0 

UTILITIES 
Am i back Tools.  ..£ 19.99 
AmEback Plus Tools Bundle., ,,,£74.99 
Directory Opus 4 £51.99 
GP FAX 2.1 software........ „ ......£49.99 
Mekon Magic ,..£24.99 
Quarterback V6 NEWT, £5 2.99 
Laces? version ofdils Fast & FamuusHD backupudllty. 
Prima A600/I2CK) Hard Drive setup. .. £S ,9 9 
Quarterback Tools Deluxe. , £64,99 
Xcopy Pro inc. hardware,.,.* » £25.9 9 
VIDEO AND GRAPHICS 
Deluxe Paint3 .,..£12.99 
Deluxe Paint 4 AGA, , £J9,99 
ReaJ 3D Classic. £77,99 
Senary Animate r V4 (3M b r&qired) £49.99 
Video CreatorforCD32 „, ...£31,99 
Vista Pro 3 (4Mb required) £45.99 

WORD PROCESSING/DTP 
Fi nal Writer DT P NEWL £72.99 
FinalCopy V2 UK .New LowPriceJ. £48.99 
Pagestream 2.2 U.K. version,.... £69.99 
Pagestream 3 U,K. version £249,99 
Pacesetter 1 £42.99 
Pro Page V4 ,..£109.99 
Pro Page V4 & Pro Draw 3,.„„„,.„,£ I 59.99 
Pretext 4,3 W/P..  «>. £39.99 
Prowrite3.3NEWf, , £45.99 
Wordworth 1 AGA inc Print Mgr.... £29.99 
Wordworth 3 limited offer* £64.99 
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4 NEWS 

Richard B ponders over this 
month's Amiga events... 

Rumours still abound, but 
there is still no word on who 

Is going to buy Commodore. 
Although Commodore UK are still 
optimistic, there is no Ink on a 
contract, not evert any damp Ink 
What could this mean for Amiga 
users then? 

The only thing that is certain 
is that nothing Is certain. Until 
somebody finally makes public 
their decision to buy Commodore, 
it's very difficult to work out what 
is likely to happen. Although we 
believe that Samsung are still 
interested, there may well be 
other players on the field. 
Commodore have been granted an 
extension of the liquidation order, 
but there is still no confirmed 
buyer for the company. 

So once again Amiga users 
are left in the dark, This isn't 
really anybody's fault, but how 
can people not be concerned 
when the company that produces 
the computer they probably have 
several thousand pounds invested 
In Is left in a state of limbo? 
Hopefully somebody will shortly 
step in and end this confusion, 
otherwise even more Amiga users 
may be tempted away by the 
perceived delights of PCs and 
Apple Macs, 

One of the people that we 
mentioned on our news story last 
month was a company called 
Giama, who allegedly made fruit 
machines. Since then, we have 
discovered that this was in fact a 
fake. It was produced by a person 
on Usenet calling himself Skip. 
Unfortunately, Skip Is not alone. 
There have been several postings 
of this type, claiming to contain 
information on who is buying 
Commodore and what their 
intentions are. lTm completely 
flummoxed as to why people 
would want to do this. What 
benefit is there in deliberately 
misleading people? What to they 
gain by lying about a matter so 
Important to so many people? 
Answers, on a postcard, to... 

MORE STAFF LEAVE 

COMMODORE 

More engineers have left Commodore, With no 

buyer in sight, can they hope to keep their staff? 

The exodus of engineering staff from Commodore's 
US headquarters continues unabated, with the 
news that Dave Haynie has left to join multimedia 

software producers ScaJa. He joins Jeff Porter (who left 
Commodore in May) and Mike Sim, who wrote a large 
portion of the Amiga's operating system. In fact, eight 
out of the nine people in Scala's Philadelphia office used 
to work for Commodore, and the other one used to work 
tor QVP. Dave describes it as "Commodore in exile, East 
coast branch". The West coast branch Is the California 
office of the San Mateo Software group, who designed 
the 3DO games console, which employs a large number 
of ex-Commodore software and hardware engineers. 

Amiga Shopper managed to track down Dave Haynie 
at his new office, which is apparently about five 
minutes drive from the Commodore 
headquarters in West Chester, 
Pennsylvania. So why did Dave leave 
Commodore? "Because there was no 
point in staying at Commodore. There 
was nothing Happening. They had a 
number of chip designs, but no money to 
put them into Silicon. I was trying to work 
around this, but some days I was just 
sitting around twiddling my thumbs." 

Did the management make any effort to 
make him stay? "They made no effort to make 
anybody stay/' says Dave," When \ resigned, nobody 
attempted to make me stay, and none of the management 
attempted to dissuade me." 

So where does this leave the AAA chipset? "They 
made no effort to keep anything going. When 1 was 
leaving, they were even packing away the test equipment 
(in research terms) - they are really a year behind where 
they ought to be in order to 
be competitive/ 

Dave Haynie was responsible for designing several 
parts of the Amiga and was working on the long awaited 

AAA (Advanced Amiga Architecture) chipset up until he left. 
Although Dave would not comment on what he is now 
working on, Amiga Shopper believes that he is involved in 
a project to produce hardware for an interactive TV 
product. Scala have recently been discussing such a 
project with General Instruments. 

Dave's future work for Scala will not be based on the 
Amiga, but he fully intends to remain involved in the Amiga 
scene and witf continue to develop software such as his 
excelfent DiskSaiv disk repair and recovery program. He 
will also continue to read and get involved in the Usenet 
Ami gas newsgroups. 

So what does Dave think is likely to happen to 
Commodore? "I dunno. I hope somebody buys it, I would 

be nice to see the Amiga find a home where somebody 
treats it properly, Whether this future lies with 
Samsung or somebody else, I really don't know." 

It's an extremely worrying sign that 
previously committed and enthusiastic 
people like Dave Haynie no longer want 

to work for Commodore, Losing members 
of the team who would design and build 

the next generation of Amigas means 
inevitable delays, and Commodore really 

can't afford to lose any more time. Most observers 
reckon that Commodore research and development is 
about a year behind where it ought to be in order to be 
competitive with the rapidly improving graphics and 

sound capabilities of Macs and PCs. 
Colin Proudfoot (Joint MD of Commodore UK) believes that 
"whoever takes over Commodore will need to take over 
the Amiga expertise. It may take a little time for whoever it 
is to re-establish the design team, but I'm sure they could 
do it pretty quickly." 

Unfortunately, in the fast moving world of computers, 
a delay of just a few months can be fatal, and 
Commodore are in danger of failing even further behind 
their competitors, 
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Multilingual word in 
A new version of what the authors 
claim is the only truly multilingual 
word processor for the Amiga has 
been re teased. 

Rashumon version 3 fully 
supports languages such as Hebrew 
and Farsi, and also fully supports 256 
colour images. It can also import and 

export PostscripfTtles. It also has one 
other unique feature in that it can 
export Scala Lingua script files. It's 
produced by an Israeli company called 
Harmony Soft, who can be contacted 
by Fax on 010 9723 315 967T or at 
the Internet address of 
harmony@ccsg.tau.ac.il. 

PDDominated 
PD company Donnnator One have been burgled, and one 
of the pieces of equipment stolen was their A4000 
which held most of their PD disk collection. This means 
that they will not be able to fulfil any orders until they 
have got a new machine, so please don't order from 
them. Anybody who has already ordered will get a 
refund. They hope to be back up and working again 
within two months. 

FAST to parliament 
The Federation Against Software Theft (FAST) is taking 
its fight against software piracy to parliament in an 
attempt to gain greater powers. FAST are hoping to 
persuade the government that the current legislation is 
not effective in combating piracy in the SoHo (Small 
office Home office) environment FAST estimate that the 
UK computer industry loses over £300 million every year 
through the illegal copying of software. 
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The first "Virtual Reality in 
Entertainment" conference will be 
held at the London No vote I from 
13th to 15th September. This 
show will feature both the latest in 
Virtual Reality fVR} technology from 
a wide range of exhibitors and a 
series of executive briefings and 
workshops on the potential of VR. 
including recent breakthroughs in 
design and medical applications. 
Will there be any Amigas at the 
show? Why not ring Gerry Murray 
on ?r 081 996 3632 to find out. 

Remote 

Mediap&ktf ~ 

Activa International, programmers 
of the noted multimedia program 
Mediapoint have announced the 
release of a remote player. This 
will allow a remote machine to play 
MediaPoint scripts without having 
to run the full MediaPoint program. 
It will also allow scripts to be 
updated or new scripts sent over a 
network or mode link. Activa are 
on H 071 3715241. 

If you need the sort of facilities 
that the Personal Animation 
Recorder (reviewed on page 20] 
can offer, but can't afford the price 
tag, have a word with Automatic 
Television. They specialise in 
transferring computer images to 
videotape, including direct 
transfers on to digital standard 
video tapes. Automatic Television 
are on *r071 240 2073, 

Pab8& Picasso: § 

BJittersoft are now selling Pablo, a 
PAL encoder for the Picasso 
graphics board. This gives 
Composite and S Video outputs 
suitable for use with a Genlock or 
Video Recorder, Also included is a 
version of Mainactor* an animation 
and graphics package. The Pablo 
costs £149.95. Blittersoft are on 
9 0908 220196. 

Bruce Smith Books have released 
Workbench 3 A to Z, which they 
claim covers "everyday usage of 
the Workbench in step by step 
terms, " This is also accompanied 
by a series of tutorials on subjects 
such as setting up your Amiga and 
using commodities. The book 
should be available from any 
decent bookstore. Bruce Smith 
Books are on « 0923 894355. 

Troubled Waters 

R Shamms Mortier checks how US 

developers feel about the big C. 

The first thing to get straight is that 
99 per cent of the developers that I 
have spoken with are more 
optimistic about the future of the 
Amiga than they have been in years* 
Very few have ever connected 
Commodore with the Amiga - those 
that did, have been so depressed 
that they quit the game a long time 
ago, That's not because Commodore 
didn't have some of the best 
engineers around; they did. Just look 
at how many they fired over the 
years. No, it's because Commodore 
have been out of touch - seriously 
out of touch, If I had a copper for 
every time I was put off by an 
arrogant and unkind remark made by 
a Commodore executive in response 

to a query, I would have enough 
funds at this point to own about a 
dozen fully equipped 4000s. And I 
am far from alone - I and my 
stateside comrades have begged 
and pleaded with big C for years to 
take marketing and the rabid Amiga 
community more seriously, but to no 
avail. The big Bahamian brass were 
unreachable, and apparently sat 
back and milked the company dry. I 
would be surprised to learn that 
anyone on the Board of Trustees was 
well acquainted enough with the 
system they pa rented to know their 
mouse from a hole in the ground. 

So now liquidation is in full 
swing. The onty anxiety that I am 
hearing about is that C will somehow 

hang on to a part of the Amiga 
technology's future. That would be a 
literal drag. We all hope that the new 
parent will realise that what all the 
community wants is someone to 
love, to respect, to praise. Advice to 
the new landlords? Push the damn 
system ahead where it should be, 
and you will be honoured among 
heroes. Remove the stain left by a 
company that sadly never 
understood the Amiga. 

Still no buyer for Commodore 

At the time of going to press, there 
was still no confirmation of a buyer 
for Commodore International, 
although there were indications that 
negotiations with Samsung were still 
going ahead. Several Samsung 
executives have visited the West 
Chester headquarters of Commodore 
and held discussions with 
Commodore managers. 

According to one source, the 
Judge dealing with the liquidation 
order has given Commodore a three 
week extension, but with the 
condition that the assets of the 

company are sold to the highest 
bidder. There are aiso thought to be 
around seven companies bidding 
for the assets, although the identity 
of the other bidders is not known at 
the moment. 

According to Colin Proudfoot, 
Joint MD of Commodore UK, "We are 
aware that an number of discussions 
are continuing. The liquidation is 
ongoing in the Bahamas, but we are 
continuing with business as usual", 

One area that has concerned 
many Amiga owners is the 
maintenance of existing machines. 

Commodore UK claim that there are 
sufficient stocks of new machines to 
last until September, but what about 
machines needing repair or 
replacement parts? fCL, who handle 
the warranties on both Amiga 1200 
and CD32 machines, have had no 
trouble in getting hold of 
components, and think it unlikely 
that there will be any in the near 
future. At the moment, machines are 
being repaired and maintained 
normally, and it seems unlikely 
that this situation will change in the 
near future, 

Primera goes pro 

H Bannerbridge Pic 
J have announced that 
■ they will be 

marketing the 
H PrimeraPro wax 
/   sublimation printer. 

The original Primera 
was somewhat 
revolutionary in that 
it brought a 
previously incredibly 

The upgraded Primera printer.        expensive form of 
printing down to a 

reasonable price. In fact, Jeff Walker liked it so much that 
he gave it a stonking 93% in the May issue. 

This new version of the Primera is somewhat more 
expensive (with a RRP of £1,649), but the main 
improvement is a serious upgrade in terms of resolution. 
The Pro model can now print at a maximum resolution of 
600 by 300 dpi, a doubling of the horizontal resolution. 
Although, using the Primera is not cheap (with a cost of 
around £2.50 per page), but it's a lot cheaper than other 
wax sublimation printers, which start at around £6,000.. 
Bannerbridge Pic are on * 0268 419101. 

Don't forget the show 

Once again, the Future Entertainment Show will be 
landing in the vicinity of Earls Court 2 in late October. All 
manner of weird and wonderful things will be there, 
including a special CD area where you can try out the 
latest developments in CD technology, a Games arcade 
(Games? What are they? - Ed) and various other Amiga 
related technological type things, There will also be an 
Amiga theatre where you can ask awkward questions of 
various well-known Amiga people, including the staff of 
this magazine and our sister magazine Amiga Format. 

As you would expect, there will also be a profusion of 
dealers displaying their goods, and the FES is always a 
good place to pick up a bargain. The FES runs from 
October 26th to October 30th. Tickets cost £6 in advance 
or £7 on the day, The ticket hotline is on * 0369 4235, 

Entertainment 
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Protect 

yourself 

Projection TVs are beginning to 
creep into the home, and Citizen 
have launched a new model which 
could also be used with an Amiga, ■ 
The Citizen 30PC LCD projector 
can project an image of up to 100 
inches across, although you will 
need to be in a darkened room to 
see any images bigger than 50v 
inches. It can work from any 
composite video signal, so you 
could even project your favourite 
video on to the wall of your 
neighbours house. The 30PC is 
distributed by Visual Products on 

0494 890601* 

Critical 

Compuserve 

The online service Compuserve 
has announced that its 
membership roster has just 
passed the two million mark with 
over 48,000 users based in the 
UK. They have also added reviews 
of UK books, films and plays to Its 
range of services. These will 
include 500 word reviews of the 
top ten films currently showing in 
the UK and reviews of new 
releases. A database of British 
books in print has also been 
added, enabling you to search for 
books by subject, title or author, 
Further details from Compuserve 
on i* 0800 289378. 

Make mine a 

mouse mat 

The Data Business have launched 
a new range of "Fun" mouse mats, 
which include a variety of designs 
ranging from Boobs to gleaming 
male torsos. Other designs include 
a cute pig (which has won the 
heart of Amiga Format art editor 
Sue White) and a spilt cup of 
coffee, To further emphasise theT 
ermt "fun" aspect of the mats, 
they all avoid the traditional 
square shape in favour of various 
curves and curious bumps. The 
Data Business are on 0865 
842224. 

Helios have announced the 
release of version 6 of Resource, 
their popular disassembler. This 
new version now fully supports 
Memory Management and Floating 
Point unit code, as well as 
Workbench 3 specific code. The 
user interface has also been 
redesigned, with floating toolbars 
instead of menus now being used. 
Helios are on ^ 0623 554 S2S, 

Don't be just a player 

Middlesex University are the first to offer a degree course 
in J the Design and Production of Interactive Games '. This 
one year Master of Arts course will start in September of 
this year, and a three year Bachelor of Arts course is 
planned to start in 1995. Both courses will cover design, 
programming, music, and the business side of games 
writing and publishing. 

Publishers such as Domark are Involved in the course, 
and will be providing both hardware and work experience. 
According to programme leader Julian Sanderson, there 
are still places available on the MA course. 

Applicants should have either a prior degree, or be 
over 25 and have a great deal of relevant experience in 
producing games or associated activities such as music, 
animation or other types of programming . 

Contact Maureen Burkle on * 081 362 5159 for 
further details of both courses, 

Big Business in the 

Counting House 

Business software is an area in which the Amiga has 
always been sadly lacking, and this is especially true of 
accounting software. Fortunately, Applied Research Kernel 
are now coming to the rescue with Counting House, a 
combined accounts and business management package. 
This can cope with such mundane tasks as audit trails, 
balance sheets and profit and loss accounts, Address 
labels and mail merges can also be done from within the 
program, and Superbasc 4 users can also write their own 
routines for use within the program. 

The program requires 2Mb of RAM and a hard disk. 
The price is £99.95. Further details from Applied Research 
Kernel on   0983 551 496, 

Imagine Upgrades 

tf the first look at imagine 3 (starting on page 26) has wet your appetite for 
getting into some serious ray tracing, you might like to know that Meridian 
distribution are offering an upgrade from either previous versions of Imagine or 
other ray tracing programs for only £93,45, They are also selling Essence 

volume 3 (which includes 
volumes 1, 2 and Forge, a 
texture manipulation program) 
for the special offer price of 
£79.95 

Don't forget that if you have 
the Amiga Format imagine 2 
coverdisk (from issue 53, 
December 1993), you can also 
upgrade to imagine 3 from 
Future publishing for only £95, 
You will need the form that was 

lmagine.3 has a wide range of new features   printed in that issue, 

Print Cheaper 

Silica have dropped the price of the 
Ricoh 1200 Laser printer to under 
£500, 2Mb of memory is installed on 
the printer, but this can be expanded 
to 4Mb, This 400dpi six page per 
minute printer can emulate the HP 
Laserjet III or an IBM ProPrinter, but it 
also comes with a specially written 
Amiga printer driver. 

Silica have also just started selling 
the Amitek modulator which plugs 
straight into the RGB socket, and gives 
an RF signal suitable for use on a TV 
and a composite signal for a monitor 
such as the 1084S. The Amitek 
Modulator costs £34 from Silica on * 
081 309 1111 

Workbench 3.1 Available 
In the absence of any official announcement from 
Commodore UK, Amiga Dealers Blittersoft are now selling 
Kickstart and Workbench 3,1 upgrade kits. These include 
the Kickstart chipst Workbench disks and English 
manuals. Two versions are available: one for 16-bit 
machines such as the A500, A1500 and A2000, and 
another version for the A3000 and A4000. Prices are 
£92.95 and £102.95 respectively. 

Workbench 3.1 offers a variety of new features 
including direct support for CO-ROM drives and the ability 
to have 256 colour screens on non-AGA systems (as long 
as a 24-bit graphics card such as a Picasso II is fitted). 
Commodore hope that the fact that this new version of 
Workbench can be used on any Amiga (with 1Mb or more) 
will help to cut down the confusion as to which version of 
Workbench to use and encourage users to upgrade their 
machines. Blittersoft are on * 0908 220196. 

Advertisement 

Join the Family 
You may, or indeed may notf be 
aware that Future publishing 
atso publish two other Amiga 
magazines. These are Amiga 
Format and Amiga Power, and 
they are both equally as fab 
and groovy as Amiga Shopper. 

This month's 180page 
Amiga Format features a round- 
up of every football game 
available, plus a jolly nice 
seven page feature on how to 
get into Amiga animation. 
There are two cover disks, one 
of which includes a full version 
of the animation program 
CtariSSA, while the other disk 
contains two game demos: 

Wembley international Soccer 
and Apidiya. 

And speaking of games, 
Amiga Power is the magazine 
which tells you "everything you 
ever wanted to know about 
games but were afraid to ask." 
This features loads of good 
stuff, including an exclusive 
review of Banshee, plus 
reviews of Elf Mania and 
Benefactor. And that's even 
before you get to the feature 
on "Games That Mimic 
Reality\ The two coverdisks 
have demos of ElfMansa and 
Apldtya, plus four of the best 
PO games around. 
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More Toaster news. All of those 
fancy 3D wipes that came with 
the Toaster Switcher 3.0 software 
are boring in comparison to what 
is contained in the Hollywood FX 
package from SYNERGY 
International, They send out a 
sample video with the promo if 
you're interested, showing the 
effects in action. All effects are 
rendered as A4Q0O Toaster 
playable HAM-8 anims or as 
single frames. This is it folks - all 
of the 3D wraps that you've seen 
on CNIM and other venues, The 
price is $499, and you'll need a 
Toaster and 10Mb or RAM or 
more to run it. Of course, new FX 
libraries are already in the works, 
as well as a special developer's 
kit that allows you to design and 
market your own! Just contact 
SYNERGY international for more 
details (^0101 801 532 0604), 

Awesome 

Cyberstorm 

Series 
The number and quality of the 
proliferation of Amiga 
acceleration and expanded 
memory boards is becoming 
almost overwhelming. Now there 
is a trio of such from a company 
called the Advanced Systems and 
Software Internationa I Group out 
of Dallas, Texas. AS&SIG has 
already made a reputation for 
itself with the FastLane Z3 and 
Blizzard boards, and now adds 
more muscle to its line. The 
Blizzard 1230-11 series adds 
acce lerati on /expa n s i o n 
possibilities to the Amiga 1200 
series ($395 and $595), The 
Blizzard 4030 does the same for 
the Amiga 4000/030 (no price 
yet available). The spanking new 
Cyberstorm series looks to be the 
most awesome, and addresses 
the A4000 only. It comes in three 
flavours: an 040/25, and 
040/40, and a whopping 060/50 
($695, $1495, and .$1995). 
The 0601 obviously, will be 
available as soon as the 68060 
chips are released. Cyberstorm is 
modular, and is configured with 
three basic parts at the start, 
including a Carrier Board, a CPU 
module, and a Memory board. 
Later on you can add a 
Communications Module (SCSI-II 
interface, Ethernet ControHer, 
High Speed Serial Ports) and a 
Cache Module {second level 
caching for even greater 
performance increases). 

NEW OPERATING SYSTEM FOR TOASTER USERS 

If you have a Toaster system you'll 
want to check out DevWare's new 
CroutonTooIs. This software is one of 
the best utilities that Toaster users 
can get. If you need help with the 
install process, you'll have to call 
their technical support number for a 
new install disk and code. Crouton 
Tools is nothing less than an 
operating system for the NewTek 
Video Toaster, but it allows you to do 
much more than you'd expect from 
that vantage point. Just to give you a 
basic idea of what can be done from 
the CroutonTooIs interface, we'll 
peruse its "Section Selectors.1' 
These are main interface buttons 
that direct you to other points in an 
almost limitless hierarchy. There are 
nine main choices. 

"Configure"is a selection that 
ailows you to tell the software where 
other programs are located that you 
might want to run from the interface 
(I mage FX, ADPro, DPaint, etc.). Its 
an easy point and click process, 
,J ProgramsM allows you to actually 
access any of the choices that were 
targeted in the Configure section. 
Again, Access is made by a very 
sim pie to understand and use 
graphic interface with appropriate 
buttons, "Images" is a selection that 
contains some very brainy screens. 
From here, you can add image 
processing to any DVi, DV2, or 
Toaster?aint image. There are 

separate screens for the three best 
Amiga image processing packages: 
ImageMasterRT, image FX, and ADPro 
(as well as DPa/rcf and Brilliance). 
Every nuance of these programs can 
be controlled from this interface. 
Another choice is "Audio". From 
here, you can control the Sunrize' 
Studio 16, Bars & Pipes Pro, 
Super J am!, and other music wares. 
"VTR" controls the Single Frame 
Controller that's connected thru the 
serial or parallel ports, with all the 
appropriate VTR buttons. "Logger" 
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Crouton Tools "Program" interface. 
ailows the Toaster user to log tape 
positions where specific data has 
been recorded for further editing 
tasks later on. The button marked 
"Utility" allows you to copy, move, 
rename, and delete any files on the 
system. Though this software works 
as expected, giving Toaster users a 
much needed central interface to 
target any application from. 

Crouton Tools classifies itself as 

a "Video Operating System", and 
excites the DevWare president, Scott 
Pinkuf, into animated descriptions of 
the product I had a long 
conversation with him recently 
regarding the direction DevWare 
plans to take the package. He told 
me that there would be a new 1.1 
version out En June, followed by a 2.0 
upgrade in the Fall, DevWare is 
becoming the fattest Toaster and 
Toaster utilities marketing service in 
the US, and supports all of the 
NewTek as well as third party wares. 
Central to the release of Crouton 
Tools is a modular approach, 
allowing them to market add-ons in 
the future, One of these wilt be the 
"Canvass Module", a super batch 
processor for the main program, 
allowing you to do all of those neat 
animations on a list of frames that 
the best Amiga image processors 
can provide. Other modules in the 
works are StoryBoard and others. All 
of this is meant to make the Toaster 
a full video solution. Support for the 
PAR animation controller should 
arrive with version 2.0, while Sanyo 
GVRS-950 single frame recording is 
also a planned add-on. MAC 
"Quicktime" movie translation is also 
in the works. With eventual Toaster 
support for PAL users projected in 
about a year, Crouton Toois looks to 
be an international hit, 
DevWare s* 0101 619 679 2825 

A PAL TOASTER FROM NEWTEK? 

There is a statement on the 3.1 software upgrades that 
stipulates that users of the software must run it on the 
original NewTek dongle, the Toaster board. European 
resellers of the software upgrade seem to be bundling it 
with the LightRave product, which is against the law as far 
as NewTek is concerned. They are doing everything in their 
power to try to put a stop to it, including (so I'm told) 
planned legal action. I was also told that NewTek has no 
plans to develop a PAL Toaster at this time, but I don't 

believe it a bit (and you shouldn't either). I have confirmed 
information Tom another highly respected industry source 
that the PAL Toaster development is already well 
underway, with planned release of a PAL Toaster package 
by next year. Let's face it. NewTek is not going to pass up 
the fat world market. Also underway is a separate Toaster 
box that will address any and all platforms in addition to 
the Amiga, and may do so through ARexxl 
NewTek tr 0101 800 843 8934 

DPAINT BUG 

EXTERMINATED 

First off, if you have DPaint AGA 4.6, 
be aware that you have a 
comfortable bug nested in the 
software. To prod this critter into 
wakefulness, try and load a font 
directory from somewhere else 
besides "Fonts". Surprise! It won't 
work. Unlike some other paint 
programs that have no way to allow 
this, loading alternate font 
directories has always been a DPaint 
strongpoint - but not in version 4.6* 
To fix it, EA will send you a free 4.6.1 
- then it'll work fine. 

On another issue, DPaint owners 
are going to be treated (so I have 
been apprised) to a very major 
upgrade in version 5 (some time in 

late summer or fall). The teenies 
won11 tell me much at the moment, 
but I understand that Digital 
Creations, the makers of DPaint'$ 
main competition - Brilliance - lost a 
couple of programmers to Electronic 
Arts a while ago. These folks just 
happened to be some of the same 
designers working on Sri I fiance 
before its 2.0 release. Now what do 
you suppose they're up to. By the 
way, did you know that Digital 
Creations developed software that EA 
went to market with at one time? But 
that was then, and this is now. 
And... 

Speaking about paint packages - 
are you aware that Innovision 
Technology, the creators of Montage 
and other superlative Amiga 
animation and graphics software, 
has assumed the task of creating a 
new paint package for NewTek's 

Toaster. The present offering, 
ToasterPaint is about twelve 
centuries behind the times, and is 
the poorest part of an otherwise 
spectacular bundle. There have been 
rumours for awhile that NewTek was 
planning to release a paint package 
that would blow every other 24-bit 
one out of the water (on any 
platform), and now those rumours 
have been confirmed. Exactly how 
good it is will have to be determined 
on more than rumour alone, but on 
the final product. The name of the 
new software (targeted right now for 
late June release} is Alpha Paint 
Price is as yet unknown, but from my 
conversations with Innovision, it will 
not support anything but the Toaster 
at this time. 
Electronic Arts ^ 0753 549 442. 
innovision Technology 

0101 510 638 0800. 
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8     EDITORS' DESK 

Here today, gone... 

There's a lot happening in the Amiga world at present 

and here at Amiga Shopper we are having our fair share 

of changes too. It's time to say goodbye and hello to... 

Rambling Ramshaw. 

"When I started here it 
was different At that 
time the most powerful 
computer in the office 
was an A1500 running 
Workbench 1.3... The 
Amiga range as it 
stands today is a good 
solid one, offering far 
more power than we 
over dreamt of three 
years ago." 

It's goodbye from me. This, sadly, wilt 
be my last issue of Amiga Shopper. 
I've been working on the magazine 

ever since its launch nearly three and a 
half years ago, and I've been proud to 
edit it for the past 17 months, but now 
it's time for me to go, f Please don't go - 
the staff]. Oh, but I must. [Alright, shut 
the door on your way out - the staff]. 

As you1 II have gathered from the 
above, it's not as if I'm leaving you all 
without a good man to carry on the 
sterling work, I'm sure Richard, a man of 
integrity, boundless energy and wide 
Amiga experience (I'm touched! - Ed), will 
strive to make more improvements to the 
magazine and further increase its value. 

Not that you've heard the last from 
me. Oh no. t intend to keep my hand in, 
writing reviews, articles and so forth for 
this glorious tome we call Amiga Shopper. 
I'm also hoping to be able to devote more 
of my time to just having fun with my 
Amiga, particularly in the area of 
programming. So if I come up with any 
marvellous discoveries, you can rest 
assured that I'll be passing them on to 
you (one has to make a living somehow). 

'Course, when I started here it were 

all fields... well, not really, but it was 
certainly different. At that time the most 
powerful Amiga we had in the office was 
an A1500 running Workbench 1.3. At that 
time it was pretty much the most powerful 
Amiga you could buy off the shelf. Our first 
issue's main feature was a round-up of all 
the hard drives available, Not many owned 
one then, but after years of extolling their 
benefits we've finally convinced most of 
you to go for the hard option, 

It was two and a half years ago that 
C o m m od o re U K co m m it ted t h e m s e I ves to 
opening a nationwide network of 1.2 
multimedia centres over the following 
three years, Well, after two changes of 
leadership (from Steve Franklin to Kelly 
Sumner to David Pleasance) they've 
finally managed to open just two - one in 
Wales and one in London - not, thank 
God, stocked with CDTVs as originally 
intended, I don't fancy their chances of 
getting another ten going in the next six 
months, though, 

Mind yout it's anyone's guess what 
they will be doing in the next six months. 
I'm told, as a write this, that an 
announcement about Commodore's buyer 
is expected in the next few days. It's 

about time. Consumer confidence in 
Commodore has really dropped - in one 
retail outlet I spoke to only one Amiga had 
been sold since the liquidation became 
public knowledge. People want to wait and 
see what's going to happen, but if 
something doesn't happen soon they're 
liable to go out and buy a computer made 
by a more stable manufacturer. 

The Amiga range as it stands - the 
CD32, the A1200 and the A4000 - is a 
good solid one, offering far more power 
than we dreamt of three years ago. 
Nevertheless, it needs improving, and the 
prices, especially of the A4000 models, 
need to come down. But quite what the 
all-new, Phoenix-like Commodore will do is 
anyone's guess. I can tell you about the 
rumour that they're hiring a certain ex- 
editor of an Amiga magazine to advise on 
a top-secret Ultra Super Amiga 8000 that 
will simultaneously form the computing 
core of a manned mission to Mars 
financed by an international consortium 
including Samsung, Sony, Ml5t Rupert 
Murdoch, AT&T, the CIA and Amstrad, and 
that will be on sale in Dixons for around 
£299 this time next year. I can tell you 
that it's not true, Take it easy! Cliff 

Boisterous Baguley 

And It's hello from mfc. As you 
may have noticed, things are 
changing around here. Cliff 

Ramshaw (editor for the past seventeen 
months) has decide to leave the 
magazine and the powers that be (Steve 
Carey - our beloved publisher) have 
decided that I'm the one to take over 
Amiga Shopper. 

For those of you who haven't bumped 
into me before, I used to be the Staff 
Writer (translation: general dogsbody, tea 
person and a nything-e I se-t hat-needs-doing 
person) on Amiga Format, our sister 
magazine, I did this for just over a year 
end prior to that I had a wide range of 
jobs, ranging from PC telephone support 
to working as a freelance photographer. If 
you're interested (which I doubt) I've also 
got a BA (Hons) in photography. Quite how 
this lot makes me qualified to be an 
editor I don't know, but there you go. 

It's certainly an interesting time to be 
made the Editor of Britain's biggest 
selling serious Amiga magazine, but you 
shouldn't worry about this magazine 
changing. I intend to keep the same mix 
of reviews, features and tutorials, 

although you will see some changes in 
the way these are put together. One thing 
I really want to do is to find out what you 
think of the magazine. Do you think it 
could be changed for the better? Do you 
want to see more or less of any particular 
aspect of Amiga use? Please write to me 
with your thoughts, or contact us via the 
E-Mail addresses on page 98. 

This may be old news to you lot, but I 
was recently sent a disk by a reader, 
containing a pirated copy of Brilliance, 
There is nothing particularly surprising 
about this as, regrettably, piracy on the 
Amiga is very widespread, as anybody 
who read our feature on computer crime 
in our September issue will know. Pirated 
programs are "cracked" (which means 
that any copy protection is removed) and 
within a couple of days it will be 
distributed around the world by pirates. 
The disturbing thing about the cracked 
copy of Brit fiance is a text file which was 
on the disk. This was by somebody calling 
himself " Entity" who boasted about how 
difficult Briiiiance was to crack, and how 
the code which detected the presence of 
the dongle was burled deep within the 

program. To quote from the file: '"They 
went to extreme lengths to make sure 
that nobody would crack it... Of course, 
they didn't know about me." 

As if this isn't bad enough, Entity then 
goes on to say that he thinks that 
Brilliance is the best Amiga paint package 
available, and that everybody reading this 
should go out and buy it. Coming from 
somebody who has just provided the 
means for people to use the program 
without buying it, I think this is rather 
ironic. The simple truth of the matter is 
that thieves like Entity and his 
"colleagues" are hurting the Amiga by 
depriving companies such as Digital 
Creations (the publishers of Briiiiance) of 
money from the sales of their programs. If 
they don't make money on these 
programs, they won't be able to afford to 
develop new ones. There's no doubting 
that Entity is a good programmer, but why 
is he wasting his obvious talents on 
stealing other people's work? Why isn't 
he writing his own paint programs? If this 
organised network of pirates continues, 
t h ey w ill eve n tu a i I y h a ve n othing I eft to 
steal, But will they care? I doubt it! Rich 

"tVs an interesting 
time to he made the 
editor of Britain's 
biggest setting serious 
Amiga magazine, but 
don ft worry about this 
mag changing. I intend 
to keep the same mix 
of reviews, features 
and tutorials, with 
some changes in ho w 
they are put together.n 
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Gibson suggested the 

idea of Cyberspace, a 

network of computer 

users linked together 

across the world. Now, 

this idea is slowly being 

made real (in a virtual 

sense) by the Internet, 

the biggest computer 

network the world has 

ever seen. Come with 

Dave Winder on a 

voyage into the 

future... 



INTERNET   11 

ore than 20 million people have access 
to the Internet, using more than one 
million connected computers, and it 

has been estimated that they are being joined by 
somewhere In the region of one million people 
every month. Awesome, isn't it! The Internet is 
the world's biggest computer network, more 
precisely it is a network of computer networks. It 
is part of the Information Superhighway that is 
revolutionising the way that information is 
dispersed, literally at your fingertips are 
Gigabytes of data just waiting for you to pull them 
out of Cyberspace and on to your Amiga, 

And we're not talking boring anorak-fodder here 
either, although that's out there if you want it; we 
are talking about electronic magazines, fine art, 
home shopping by modem, chatting in real time 
with people on the other side of the world, playing 
multi-user games, 
learning to play the 
guitar, weather reports, 
recipes for brewing beer, 
getting the latest public 
domain software for your 
Amiga, finding out how 
to make an origami 
earwig. And let's not 
forget what is possibly 
the greatest 
technological advance of 
the 20th Century - 
Electronic Mail. Once 
you are connected to the 
Internet you can send 
Email across the world, in an instant. Whatever you 
want is waiting for you on the Net, and III tell you 
how to go about finding it and using it! 

shared, and the clients needed to be able to 
access them. At first the NSF hoped to use 
ARPANET, but this plan was scuppered mainly by 
red tape. Thus the NSFNET was born. The network 
operated by schools and universities connecting to 
each other, on a regional basis, with at least one 
site in the region connected to the supercomputer 
centre. This allowed all sites to have access to the 
centre, and each other, by forwarding information 
from site to site. 

THE HISTORY OF IT ALL 
The Internet started life way back in 1969 thanks 
to a US defence department by the name of the 
Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency, or 
DARPA for short, and was primarily for military 
research purposes. There were only four 
computers, or nodes, on the network at this early 
stage, and it became known as the DARPANET 
which was soon shortened to ARPANET. The 
computers would exchange information very 
quickly, and so the scientists of ARPA could share 
computer facilities and research material over long 
distances. By 1972 ARPANET had grown to 37 
nodes, and its users weren't just exchanging 
military research data anymore - they were talking 
to each other about all sorts of things, they were 
gossiping, they had mmmmmmmmmnmmm 
private Email accounts. 
As the network 
continued to grow, and 
its use became ever 
more diverse and less 
centrally controlled (or 
indeed controllable) the 
need to separate the 
military research side 
became apparent, and 
In 1983 a separate 
network called M1LNET 
was formed. In 1984 
the National Science 
Foundation, another US 
Government Agency, ———————— 
created five supercomputer centres whose 
resources were to be available to any educational 
facility that wanted access. The five centres 
needed to be connected so the resources could be 

Other Government departments and agencies soon 
joined in, with NASA, health departments, energy 
departments, all having sites on to the ever 
growing Net and al! contributing towards what is 
now known as the Internet. 

The really amazing thing is that nobody is 
actually in control of the 
Internet. Admittedly the 
US Government has been 
instrumental in the 
development of the net, 
what with ARPANET and 
NSFNET. The NSF may 
appear to have some 
degree of control, but this 
is only true up to a very 
limited point as It can 
have no control over the 
networks connected along 
the way. Perhaps the 

A graphical interpretation of the Internet, as truth is that the Internet 
downloaded from ftp.eff.org, is a kind of anarchic 

democracy, where the lack of control is the best 
form of control? 

The Internet shouldn't be confused with other 
networks such as Fidonet. Whilst they may appear 
superficially the same, they really are very different 
beasts. If the Internet is a network of computer 
networks, then Fidonet is just a network, albeit a 
very large one indeed. Fidonet comprises of 
thousands of bulletin board systems (BBSs) 
worldwide which are linked together to form a giant 
network, Many Fidonet BBSs now have Internet 
links, mainly restricted to Email and Usenet news, 
as their users are demanding this service more 
and more. 

WHAT MAKES 
THE NET WORK 
So we now know that the Internet is a network of 
sites, be they military, educational, commercial, 
scientific, or whatever, Each site is, in fact, a 
 ,-   ,   network itself, be it a 

"Gigabytes of data is 

at your fingertips.*, 

electronic magazines, fine 

art, home shopping, 

chatting in real time, multi 

user games, weather 

reports.,, you name it" 

Local Area Network (LAN) 
or a Wide Area Network 
(WAN). All the sites are 
connected to the Internet, 
and so to each other, 
using anything from 
standard phone lines, 
dedicated leased lines, 
even satellite and 
microwave links are used. 
You will have guessed by 
now that these sites are 
not all comprised of 
Amigas, in fact they 
encompass every 

———«•   conceivable platform from 
PCs and Macs through to the big boys of 
supercomputing. You will also be wondering how 
the heck they can all talk to each other in that 
case, after a I lit can be hell itself just transferring 

THE RIGHT ROUTE 

TCP/IP is the Internet Protocol Suite, 
The networks that form the Internet are 
connected by computers known as 
routers. These routers need to decide 
how best to transmit data, or packets, 
across different parts of the network- 
The Internet Protocol (IP) takes care of 
packet addressing, so that a router 
knows where to send data when it 
receives it. These packets are small, 
with a limit of 1,500 characters. 
Because of this restriction, and the fact 
that packets can get lost or damaged 
"in the postrr as it were, another layer In 
the network is required. This is where 
the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 
comes into play by breaking down the 
packets into smaller chunks which are 
numbered in sequence and then placed 
inside an addressed "envelope, '' The 
TCP envelope is then placed inside an 
IP envelope for transfer over the 
network, At its destination another TCP 
application will remove the contents of 
the IP envelope and ensure they are re- 
assembled in the correct sequence. 

MAKING THE RIGHT 

CONNECTION 
In order to actually get on the Net you 
will need to use a "ServiceProvider". 
Thts means different things to different 
people - it coufd be that you are a 
student using your university account, 
you may have access through your 
place of work, or maybe your local BBS 
gives you some sort of Internet access. 
A Service Provider actually provides the 
physical links to the Internet that you 
need to get connected. If you don't 
have access to the internet via school 
or work, then you could always lease a 
dedicated line, and set up a routing 
computer, and become a part of the Net 
the expensive way, but why pay out big 
bucks when someone has already 
invested in the necessary machinery? 
There are now a number of compares 
in the UK offering dedicated Internet 
access at reasonable rates, you pay a 
fee and get on to the Net using a 
normal telephone line by way of SLIP or 
PPP software. The Service Provider you 
choose should make setting up SLIP or 
PPP as easy as possible for the user, 
and will generally offer good technical 
support should you get in trouble. If you 
don t like the idea of having to set up 
and configure the software, then you 
could opt for an online system which 
gives Internet access as part of its 
service. Systems such as Cix have 
Internet gateways already set up, which 
are very easy to use, but you tend to 
pay extra for this ease of use as you 
are also paying for much more than 
"just" Internet access. 
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SERVICE PROVIDERS 

Name: CIX 
Phone: 081 390 S446 
Email: cixadmin@cix.compulink.co.uk 
Charges: Registration fee £25,00 
£3.20 per hour (Mon-Fri 8.00am to 5,00pm) 
£2.40 per hour (all other times) 

Name: Demon internet Ltd 
Contact: Phone 081 349 0063 
Email: internet#de mon.net 
Charges: Registration fee £12.00 
£10.00 per month 

Name: The Direct Connection 
Contact: Phone 081 317 0100 
Email: helpdesk@dirconxo.uk 
Charges: Registration 7.50 
Standard account £10-00 per month 
Enhanced account £20.00 per month 

Name: EUnet (GB) 
Contact: Phone 0227 475497 
Charges: From £95.00 per quarter 

Name:Green Net 
Contact: Phone 071 608 3040 
Emalf: support@gn.apc.org 
Charges: Registration fee £15.00 Monthly 
charge of £5.00 plus 4p per minute 
Name: Pipex Ltd 
Contact; Phone 0223 250120 
Email: pipex@pipex.net 
Charges: Contact Pipex for details, . 

Name: Genesis Project Limited 
Contact: IPnone. 0232 231622, 
Email: sales@gpl.com 
Charges: Registration fee £12.00 
£10.00 per month 

JARGON BUSTING 

Cyberspace - the "virtual world" that 
exists inside computer networks. 
Information Superhighway - a term 
used to describe the the process by 
which services such as the Internet, 
video on demand, home shopping 
are supplied. Please note that anybody 
using this rather naff phrase in Amiga 
Shopper wi ll be shot. 
LAN - a Local Area Network is a data 
network that serves a small 
geographical area, such as a single 
company or office. 
Net - another word for the Internet. 
NODE - a computer attached to a 
network, 
PPP - Point to Point Protocol allows a 
computer to use TCP/IP with standard 
telephone lines, 
SLIP - Serial Line IP is a protocof that 
allows a computer to use the Internet 
Protocols by means of a standard 
telephone line. 
Teapot - something that Wavey Davey 
is totally out of most of the ti me. 
WAN - a Wide Area Network is a data 
network that serves a large 
geographical area. 

files from an Amiga to a PC sometimes! 
The answer is that there are standard protocols 

used to enable communication on the Internet, and 
any computers that want to be understood have to 
use those protocols. The Internet uses 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol, 
hereafter forever referred to as TCP/IP (or my 
fingers will fall off from excessive typing}. TCP/IP 
was developed by DARPA and Is an open protocol 
that is implemented on just about every computer 
platform available, 

ARCHIE helps you to locate files stored in 
public access sites on 
the Net, It gets its name 
from the word archive, 
and is very clever indeed. 
The ARCHIE database 
contains information on 
over 1,000 public access 
sites, or 1.5 million fifes, 
or in excess of 100 
Gigabytes of data! 
Imagine trying to locate 
something amongst that 
lot on your own, the 
phrase "blimey o* re illy on 
a bicycle" comes to 
mind. There is an ARCHIE 
database at 
archie.doc.ic.ac.uk which you can query with the 
whole or part of a filename you are interested in. 
ARCHIE will then return a list of sites where you 
can FTP the file from. 

Wide Area Information Servers (WAIS) are 
similar to ARCHIE in function, but rather than locate 
a file by name, WAIS helps you locate a file by the 
information contained within it. You use WAfS to 
search for a string or strings of text, and it will 
return a fist of what it considers to be the nearest 
matches. The easiest method of accessing WAIS is 
by using another Internet tool, the Gopher, 

Gopher is a wonderful application that eases 
your navigation through Internet resources by using 
a simple menu structure. You can access other 
computers, search for information, fink to Usenet 
news, download documents - all from a simple 
menu without even realising you are travelling 
halfway across the world and back again. Gopher is 
a very easy tool to use, and makes exploring the 
Net great fun, If you want to find a document about 
absolutely any subjectt a Gopher out there will dig 
down and find rt for you. A similar tool is called 

Archie might not be as fast as this baby, but it 
tells you that you can find x29.gif at ftp.nau.edu. 

Veronica, and she keeps an index of Gopher items. 
By making a keyword search of the titles held on 
Veronica, you get presented with a Gopher-like 
menu of information which can be accessed 
directly from it. A Veronica search actually searches 
the menus of hundreds of Gophers, and is a pretty 
useful young lady! You can access Veronica from 
most Gopher menus. If you want to try a Gopher, a 
couple of good ones can be found at 
gophenwell.sf.ca.us and wiretap.spies.com 

TALKING NETWORKS 
if you feel like talking in 
real time, to real people, 
in real places, then 
Internet Relay Chat might 
be just for you. Using IRC, 
as it is known, you could 
hold a real time 
conversation with a group 
of people situated in the 
far corners of the world. It 
is simple to use, and 
some very interesting 
conversations can be 
found. Thfnk of ft as a 
sort of CB Radio on the 
Internet, but with 
thousands of channels, 

and you won't be far wrong. Try te I netting to 
rachel.ibmpcug.co.uk 9999 to sample the delights 
of IRC for yourself. 

If it's not real time chat you want, but rather 
debate, discussion, argument, information, or even 
totally teapot wibble, then you should take a look 
at Usenet. Usenet, simply, is a worldwide 

PIMM: t»J> HT-MI, FAX: <2«> J1*-55«, Z*t»f«*tT ««ff»*ff ,pr*> 
HH viu tm tmrw Mi* thWi tMi 1 A iwti Trim tti* T*Kinf» *4lk«r, A TMtP fr** Iti* Cff. 
A<M*rttfw tm " Fr»f*t* b¥ P sunt,* ^, r L*<! tf-tn Lt **n .. Iltnl!  tfc* (*)**♦ 1 HttHMAA IT.pi»* • lm rim ttnti >c Kmftl«. KIIHTII Lliti «Aff Hund. EilMl (Hlxtrtfl ttn Hit, **r! II. ttHnln* tti* H*t, **rt [11. ., Mhli. Hit Lh» Her l,fl'KI«» H«l 
it:r HUD, U*t*tli •nd *lti*r lhln«i,. 

itluLlan: Iht End? 

Need help finding your way around? Check out the 
Dummy's guide, available from many FTP sites. 

BEGINNERS START HERE 

What is the internet? 
The Internet is a network of 
computer networks, providing 
an incredible resource of 
information, 
What does it do? 
It connects computer networks 
around the globe, and offers 
you the chance to connect to 
those networks and make use 
of the information stored there. 
How do i use It? 
Well, you simply need a modem 
and some terminal software for 
your Amiga, You will also need 
an Internet Service Provider to 
supply you with the actual link 

on to the Internet, 
Isn't that expensive? 
No, not really. A modem will 
cost you anything from about 
£100 these days. You can get 
an Internet connection from as 
little as £10 per month (plus 
the cost of your telephone bill) 
for a full service. 
What's in it for me? 
The Internet is many different 
things to many people. You 
could use it as a library in your 
own homer allowing you to 
search through vast amounts 
of electronic books for the 
references you want You could 

use it to talk to people on the 
other side of the world. You 
could use it to get the latest 
Public Domain software, as it is 
released. You could use it to 
save money by connecting to 
computers overseas from a 
local phone call. 
Won't people laugh at me if! 
don't know what I am doing? 
No, 'Netters' are an extremely 
friendly bunch. We all had to 
start somewhere and, with very 
few exceptions, people will be 
only too happy to share their 
vast experiences and expertise 
with you. 
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THE ULTIMATE INTERNET INTRODUCTION? 

As luck would have it, there is 
a new book just published 
which covers the Internet in 
some depth. Written by Amiga 
Shopper's very own Davey 
Winder, who also broadcasts 
on TV and Radio about the 
Internet, this book is a very 
good introduction and guide to 
the Internet. Aimed at Amiga 
users, and written very much 
from a hands-on perspective, 
the book provides tutorials on 
the major Internet applications 
such as FTP, Archie, Gopher, 
and IRC. Usenet, Email, and 
Mailing Lists get covered in 
detail too, Not only that, but 
there are also really useful 

directories showing you exactly 
where all the interesting 
Internet discoveries are hidden, 
and what to expect when you 
get there. Details of Service 
Providers are not excluded, nor 
is a sturdy technical reference 
for those who need to know a 
bit more than the rest. A 
comprehensive glossary 
combined with both acronym 
and smiley dictionaries help to 
unravel the secrets of Net 
terminology, and there are 
guides to a number of online 
services for good measure. 

ThisT as yet unnamed, 
Amiga Comms book is 
definitely the ultimate internet 

introduction, and to make this 
an irresistible buy, there are a 
number of special offers to 
purchasers including 
membership deals for 
CompuServe, CIX, The Direct 
Connection, and On-Line as 
well as discounts on modems. 
So if you want to get 
connected, get this book. 
Title: 
As yet unnamed 
Author: 
Dave Winder 
Published by: 
Future Publishing 
« 0225 822 511 
Price: 
£19.95 

FoUfldaUM* lOOt GSt NW Si* 9501; C UfiA     inffl*£*ff org ■ 1 ^02 34/ MOO 
Teteworklng coutd welt be the way of the future. 
This picture was downloaded from ftp.eff.org. 

conference system; an international on-line 
community with topics ranging from government 
agencies to universities to home computers, ft 
comprises well over 2,000 "newsgroups," each 
devoted to a different area of interest, and each 
newsgroup comprising of messages related to that 
subject. Anyone can post to a Usenet newsgroup, 
and your Service Provider wifl be able to point you 
in the direction of the best newsreader software for 
your setup. A newsreader allows you to join the 
groups that interest you, read and comment to 
them, thread the articles so they are more 
manageable, and even put people you donht like 
into something called a ,ikillfileH which prevents you 
ever having to read anything from them again 
(shame my TV can't do that for politicians). 

Newsgroups are categorised by their subject 
matter - the main hierarchy consists of the 

following eight categories: 
alt Humourous and controversial groups 
comp Computer related 
mlsc Topics that don't fit elsewhere 
news News announcements 
rec Hobbies and recreational 
scl Scientific 
soc Sociology 
talk Chatter and debate 

GETTING HELP 
If you want to know more about Internet services 
and tools, fear not as help is quite literally at hand. 
When using such tools as FTP, Archie, Telnet and 
IRC, you can always get immediate on-line help 
with commands by typing either "help" or"?". 
There are also many helpful files and documents 
available from the Net itself , and you may find 
these ones particularly useful: 

Both the Hitchhiker's Guide to the internet and 
Zen and the Art of the internet are good general 
purpose guides, and are available via Gopher from 
yaleinfo.yale.edu 

The Big Dummy's Guide to the Internet is 
actually avertable in AmigaGuide format (the archive 
has a plain text version as well} by anonymous FTP 
from wuarchive.wustl.edu 

The Big Dummy's Guide to the internet is not 
just for Big Dummies; I downloaded my copy in 
AmigaGuide format from wuarchive,wustLedu. 

Finally, if you get really stuck why not contact 
me either by writing in to Amiga Answers here at 
Amiga Shopper, or by sending me Email to either 
dwindera@cix.compulink.co.uk or 
74431.1365@com pu s erve. co m 

*i       Hilt      Mt   W    ^IUPWI g 
ML    JMUF U#      «£•" .tiff* 

.dr*   JM    jf    MI   nr    wr   '«k     «■   ,*f m 

tn(#rn*t mn*i EinMni ntuiln, 

|WM 17, 1»« 

Once you are connected to the Internet, you 
never know what wilt pop up on your screen. 

Amiga Report Is just one of the many electronic 
magazines that you can get from the internet 

INTERNET ADDRESSES 
An Internet address is very similar to 
your home address. For a letter to reach 
me by post the sender needs to know 
my name, house number, street, county 
and country. Things are no different in 
Cyberspace. Taking my Internet address 
of dwindera@cix,compulink.co,uk as an 
example, "dwindera" is my name, and 
everything after the      character is my 
"domain" address. The domain refers 
to where your mailbox is situated and is 
split into various sub-domains and a top 
level domain. The top level can be the 
country where the host computer is 
situated, or the type of organisation. En 
my address the top level domain is 
"uk." Some examples of top level 
domain country codes are: 
an Australia 
ca Canada 
es Spain 
fi Finland 
jp Japan 
us United States 
Top fevel organisation codes are: 
com Commercial 
edu Educational 
gov G Dvemment (non-military) 
mil Military 
org Other Organisations 
net Network Resources 
The "cix" and "compulink" parts of my 
address, the sub-domains, refer to the 
computer or host name and the service 
provider respectively. Ef you look at the 
address from right to left, each segment 
narrows down the choice of millions of 
users until you are left with just me! 

TOOLS OF THE TRADE 
Without any doubt, the biggest use of 
the Internet is Electronic Mail. Gone are 
the days of waiting for the postman to 
deliver a letter - now you can send 
Email instantly across the world. More 
and more people are connected to the 
Net; already you can send Email to the 
President of the United States {but not 
the Prime Minister here in the UK oddly 
enough), to the man behind Microsoft - 
Bill Gates, to Billy Idol, to Terry 
Pratchett, even to me! Once you have 
access to the Met, you also have a 
unique Internet address that serves as 
your own personal mailbox, Although 
this address is yours, you shouldn't 
regard mail sent to it as being any more 
secure than mail sent by traditional 
means. Just as someone can intercept 
and open a letter, so they could do the 
same thing with Electronic Mail. I 
wouldn't regard Email as being any less 
secure than traditional methods, and 
with the availability of encryption 
programs such as Pretty Good Privacy 
(PGP) the contents can be encoded so 
that only someone with the decoder 
could read the contents, 
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A LOT TO OFFER 

The Internet has much more to offer 
than just Email - an incredible array of 
services in fact. Actually, to be precise, 
it is the networks that comprise the 
Internet that offer these services, and to 
use them, there are a number of tools or 
applications. Telnet is one such tool 
which is used to connect to other 
systems from your Internet Service 
Provider. Not only is a direct Telnet 
connection much quicker than a 
conventional modem connection, but it 
can save a lot of money as well. For 
example, I am a member of an online 
system in San Francisco called The Well 
- obviously this would cost me a fortune 
in telephone bills if 1 were to connect 
using my modem and home telephone. 
Instead I connect to my Service Provider, 
a local phone call away, and then 
connect directly from there to The Wellt 
all at a local rate call. 

A terminal program such as Term is 
your gateway to Cyberspace. 
Considering the sheer amount of 
information available over the Net, I 
can't conceive that anyone would never 
want to download some of it on to their 
computer every now and then. If you are 
like me, you will be downloading files 
daily! Luckily there is an Internet tool 
that makes this an easy job, and this 
tool is the File Transfer Protocol (FTP for 
short). Not all the networks connected to 
the Internet are open to just anyone - 
many are commercial concerns which 
require you to be a subscriber before you 
can access them (such as Cix or 
CompuServe), others are educational or 
scientific facilities (such as Universities 
which have restricted access). However, 
there are a great many sites which allow 
access only to specific file area by a 
method called Anonymous FTP. Probably 
the largest, and certainly the most 
popular, of these amongst the Amiga 
community is situated at 
wu arc hive *wustl,edu and carries the 
Aminetfile area. This area is absolutely 
massive, with hundreds of new files 
being added each week. There are 
directories covering all aspects of Amiga 
use. Using FTP you can connect to the 
remote computer - in the case of 
wuarchive it is in America - and 
download a copy of a file directly to your 
computer at home. Of course, you might 
not know where a file you are looking for 
is stored amongst the myriad of 
information on the Internet But don't 
worry, help is at hand in the form of 
another Internet tool - ARCHIE. 

THE WORLD WIDE WEB 

It's new, it's hot and it's easy to use. John 

Kennedy dives into a point and click future* 

^■t pace may be bigT but Cyberspace is 
definitely catching up. Everyday more and 

mtr more computer sites are linked up to join 
the Internet, and each brings with It more and 
more information, Trying to keep track of what is 
actually out there is truly a full-time job, and no 
one in their right mind wants to waste brain 
power remembering list after list of FTP site 
addresses. 

To try to overcome this problem of Information 
overload, researchers at CERN, the European 
Laboratory for Particle ..   
Physics in Geneva, 
developed the World Wide 
Web. Known as JThe Web1 

or 'W3', it uses the 
concept of Hypertext to 
hide a lot of the messy 
details of Internetting 
from the user. Instead of i***™-™***™*****^^ 
searching site after site in 
search of illusive text files, logging on to each in 
turn, searching through directory after directory, the 
Web presents the user with an easy-to-use blend of 
pictures, words and sound. 

To use every piece of jargon in the book, 
the Web is a distributed heterogeneous 
collaborative multimedia-based hypertext driven 
information retrieval browser. In plain English, lots 
of people have got together to present you with 
words and pictures on your screen and you 

The Web is still quite a new 

concept and has far from 

reached its true potential" 

can click your mouse an awful lot, 

WHAT IS THE WEB? 
The Web consists of pages of information 
displayed on your monitor. The pages can contain 
words, usually illustrated with a few simple 
pictures. Theoretically it is also possible to include 
moving images and sampled sound, but at the 
moment the Web is still quite a new concept, and it 
has far from reached even a fraction of it s true 
potential. Besides, not everyone has a dedicated 

^^^^^^^^^^^^  high-speed link and an 
Silicon Graphics 
Workstation... 

The first page 
displayed by the Web is 
usually a greetings page 
(called the home page ) 
incorporating a few 
options. The exact details 
on page will depend on 

which system, you are using, but after a few 
welcome messages you are free to move to 
wherever you wish in cyberspace. In fact, you can 
even design your own home page if you so desire. 

By selecting from the options presented, you 
will soon be able to go to more advanced index 
pages, though if you have used the Web before you 
may know which pages you want and go straight to 
them by entering their electronic address. 

There is no need to bother with logging onK to 

HEATED DISCUSSIONS ON THE NET 

By crikey, there are lots of 
mailing lists on the Net, and 
boy do I mean LOTS! Like 
Usenet Newsgroups they cover 
every conceivable subject and 
some unconceivable ones. Like 
Usenet Newsgroups the 
discussions can be drawn out 
and very emotional. However, 
unlike Usenet Newsgroups, 
these discussions are 
distributed entirely by EmaiL To 
get the mailing list sent to you, 
you have to subscribe to it. 
This costs nothing and is easy 
to do once you have the 
relevant address; your name ts 
added to the list and you then 
automatically get a copy of 
every piece of mail that is sent 
to the list. Be warned - with 
some of the more popular lists 
this can mean hundreds of mail 
messages a week. Most 
mailing lists are actually 
maintained by computer 
software these days, known as 
a list server, and these can be 
identified by the fact that the 
email address for subscription 
is prefixed with "listserv\ 

Listservers can sometimes be 
quite hard to unsubscribe" 
from, and, if you do get this 
particular problem Y it is best to 
send email to the list 
administrator rather than 
persevere with banging your 
head against a silicon wall. 

See if any of the following 
mailing lists take your fancy; 
it's just a tiny cross section of 
what is available, If you want to 
know exactly what lists are 
available, then you can request 
the list of lists (but be warned; 
it will fill up half your hard disk) 
from the following Anonymous 
FTP site: 
ftp.nlsc.srl.com 
The file of files is to be found in 
the /netinfo/interest-groups 
directory. 

List Name: commodore amiga 
Contact Address: 
subscr i be@xa m tga. I i net. org 
Description: Information on 
every aspect of the Amiga. 

List Name: amos 
Contact Address: 

s u bsc r i be@xa m iga . I i net. org 
Description: Discussion about 
the popular Amiga programming 
language. 

List Name: comix 
Contact Address: comix- 
req uest@wo rld.std.com 
Description: For readers of 
non mainstream comics. 

List Name: european review 
Contact Address: 
s947607@umslvma,umskedu 
Description: A newsletter on 
European football. 

List Name: harley 
Contact Address: 
h a r I e y-r eq u es t@th i n kage .com 
Description: Just about 
everything connected with 
Harley Davidsons. 

List Name: Satnews 
Contact Address: 
I i stserv@orb ital.demon.co.uk 
Description: The mailing list for 
the Satnews publication, which 
looks at the worldwide satellite 
television industry. 
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A SAMPLE SELECTION OF LISTSERVS WAVEY'S INTERNET Fffflr Mm i   «# 111! fc f %* w mm m 
Amnesty International 
Send an email to: 

Commodore 
Send an email to: 

Kites 
Send an email to: TOUR GUIDE 

LISTS E R V @ v m s. c i s. pitt e d u LISTS E R V @ u b vm. cc. buffalo, krtes- 
With the message: adu recjuest@Karvard.Harvard.edu Thp following qites offer anonvmous FTP and 
subscribe amnesty <your first With the message: With the message. 
name? <your last name> subscribe commodore <your subscribe kites <your first 

first name? <your last name? name? <your last name? u/nirrhiup wtictl PHIi WU O *lf IIIYCVYU^ll. t;u u 
ZD Computer Graphics V/stt amm jnto, nf Amitfa PD V O 5 L <J r r 1UU11 Li> U1 r\\ \ 1        r u 
Send an email to: Cinema Penpals rip. a p l Gi, K, urn 
LISTS ER V@s uvm. bit net Send an email to: Send an email to: \A/*iirrt anil wiirxHfiffl \ \ 
With the message: LISTS ERV@a uvm. bit net LI5T5cRV<ffunccvm.DitneT fll oftrti i a I+T ri itt*pr< 11 icoij net ■ u.iu igc i Sicuu 
subscribe catia-1 <your first With the message: With the message: F\^rvfhind fnr thp Di^npv fan 
name? <your last name> subscribe cinema-1 <your first subscribe penpal-1 <your first f       f 1 IS VflU £1 .cu u 

name> <your last name? name? <your last name? UUILdr vl lyl Uo al IVJ (.aU'CJ LVJ1 
Amiga r\if filllPt fi 1111# ■ 1U111? L ■ ■ 1 
Send an email to: Weird Humour QUI UJJCOI 1 rU3 LQI uUUCS 
LlSTSERV@rutgers.edu Send an email to: Send an email to: nstn.ns.ca 
With the message: LISTSERV@brownvm.brown.edu USTSERV@tcsvmbitnet 
subscribe i-am iga <your first With the message: With the message: aql.gatech.edu 
name> <your last name? subscribe weird-1 <your first subscribe nutworks cyour first The OTIS online art gallery 

name? <your last name> name? <your last name? quake.think.com 
Project Gutenberg store of literary classics 

computer systems or to remember complicated 
downloading procedures; all this is handled 
automatically for you by the Web s browser 
software. 

Various words on a Web page will be in 
different colours (if you are using a graphical 
browser) or followed by numbers (on a text-based 
system). Selecting a word will bring you to a page 
with information text on related subject. 
Sometimes the words will form a menu (like a 
Gopher system), and sometimes the words will be 
deep in the text, 

When you select a word, the Web server will 
rush off and find the next page for you. The pages 
may or may not be on the same computer system; 
all that tedious business is completely hidden from 
you. All you know is that you requested more 
information, and after a few seconds the 
information appeared. 

The Web server will talk to the remote server 
(which could be on the other side of the world) and 
fetch the required page. Text is loaded and 
displayed first, and then - if your system is set-up 
properly - any images are downloaded and 
displayed. It's possible to switch off the images, 
especially if you are using a slow modem. The 
Amiga Web server will cache or remember earlier 
images which will speed up the process. 

You can return to the original page at any time, 
and it's also possible to keep a list of other visited 
pages and return almost instantly. 

an  l i ar. 

The Amiga Mosaic 'Home Page'. When you run 
Mosaic, it wilt fetch this page which contains 
details on the latest versions of software, 
Instructions and a good way of jumping into the 
Web's other sites. 

Now this is using the Amiga's multitasking to the 
full - not one, hut two copies of Mosaic running 
completely independently. If you can keep track 
of what's going on, you can really make the most 
of your on-line time. 

HYPERTEXT 
The ability to click on specific words to trigger 
special actions is what Hypertext is all about 
Chosen words act as 'links' to more and more 
detailed information. This concept been given all 
sorts of grand names such as non-linear reading' 
and it takes a bit of getting used to before you can 
start to make full use of it When you get beyond 
the simplistic menu concept, Hypertext is rather 
like constantly flicking through five hundred 
different TV stations, with each station being put 
on hold until you return. Freaky hi-tech science 
fiction stuff. 

If you want a gentle introduction, think of the 
AmigaGuide program which is often used to provide 
documentation in recent Amiga software. 
AmigaGuide also uses hypertext links and browsing 
buttons, but imagine that instead of a single disk 
of information, the hypertext covers the entire 
planet and encompasses thousands of computer 
systems. Now you're getting the picture; there is a 
lot of stuff here to look at. 

AMIGA AND THE WEB 
How the Web appears to you depends on what 
software you use to access it. It's possible to use 
a normal line-based text-only terminal, but this is 
really missing out on the possibilities. Instead, a 
dedicated Web browser program like NCSA Mosaic 
should be used. Mosaic is available for many 
platforms, including the Amiga. (NCSA is short for 

gate keeper.dec .com 
Hundreds of recipes 

coe.montana.edu 
For everything Star Trek 

mi I ton, u. was h i n gto n. ed u 
A Virtual Reality 

wonderlandcumulus.met.ed.ac.uk 
Satellite weather maps 

The following Gopher sites contain areas of 
specific interest: 
gopher,wired.c<im 70 

Wired Magazine online gopher.well.stca.u 
The Whole Earth Catalogue 
wiretap.spies.com 

Various oddball files 
info.mcc.ac.uk 

An online acronym dictionary 
gopher, micro, umn. ed u 

The CIA World Fact Book, 
sunic.sunet.se 

Details on free and commercial Net 
data basesgo p he r. cic .net 

The Electronic News Stand 
lnfb.umd.edu 

GreenDisk Environmental Information 
uts.mcc.ac.uk 

What happened in history, today? 
klds.ccit.duq.edu 

Especially for kids 
The following Usenet Newsgroups may be of 
interest to Amigaphiles; 
co m p. sy s. am iga. a d voc acy 
comp.sys.amiga.applications 
comp.sys. am iga. audio 
comp.sys.amiga.datacomm 
comp.sys,amiga.emulations 
comp.sys. amiga,games 
comp.sys,arniga. graphics 
com p.sy s. a m i ga. h a rd wa re 
com p,sy s. a m iga. i ntroducti o n 
com p. sys. am iga. ma rketp I ace 
comp.sys,amiga.misc 
comp.sys.amiga.multimedia 
comp.sys.amiga. programmer 
comp.sys. am iga. review s 
And if you get fed up with all the computer talk 
then drop in on Wavey's favourite Newsgroup, 
talk.bizarre, and get totally out of your teapot] 
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USEFUL WWW PAGES 
Finding your way around the Web is easy 
- you'll do it without even knowing. From 
your Home Page, find something like 
'Good Places to Start Exploring' and 
you'll soon be on your way. An excellent 
place to start is the BBC Home 
Networking club, which lives at: 

http://www. b b c n c .org. u k 
From here you'll be able to hop all over 
the worfd, and also pick up some 
extremely heipful information. For 
general weirdness, try; 

htt p://venus. mcs .com/ 
-flowers/html/ cybemet.html 

And for a more relaxed and academic 
approach, try: 

http://www. qu b.ac.u k/wwwjiom e 
Ail of these sites include many links to 
other sites so use them as starting 
points for your cyberspace adventures. 

LISTS OF LISTS 
Lists are rather similar to Usenet - the 
massive collection of conversational 
threads read and contributed to by 
millions of Internet users. To get 
started, all you do is send an email 
message to the list server,' usually with 
the message 'subscribe <listname>' as 
the only line in the text. The list server 
will look at the From: part of your email 
message, and use it to send details. 

hu 7Eipii Wnjiicr >w- t» |r. l-t*w» tt^U^^t 

Whatcha look in at? Just cos I'm a cyberpunk 
don't mean I don't know nothin\ does it? Link to 
this site and 111 show you somethln'alright mate. 
National Center for Supercomputing Applications, - 
the American organisation responsible for creating 
much of the Internet). 

In order to use Mosaic, you'll need the 
following hardware and software: 
1) An Amiga running Workbench 3.0; 2} A modem 
and suitable SLIP software driver; 3) A copy of 
AmiTCP running; 4) The shareware program Magic 
User Interface installed; 5) GIF and JPEG 
datatypes, and the ZGIF viewer; 6) Dial-up access 
to the Internet. 

At the moment itTs incredibly fiddly to configure 
aff the software and get it up and running correctly, 
but that should improve as the popularity for the 
software continues to grow and updates appear. 

Assuming everything is working, Mosaic can be 
started as soon as Internet access is available. 
Mosaic will automatically fetch its 'home page', 
which contains the latest info on the Web, 
documentation on using Amiga Mosaic and all 
sorts of useful information. It's amazing to think of 
a program fetching it's own regularly updated 

instructions, but that is exactly what happens when 
you run Mosaic. There is even an on-line tutorial on 
using Mosaic and the Web, 

With Mosaic up and running, you are free to 
explore the Internet simply by clicking on any words 
and images you find interesting. Images will be 
displayed on screen, and sounds played through 
the Amiga's speakers. It's true multimedia, and 
points the way to the future of comms. 

Amiga Mosaic is available from various pieces, 
including any Ami net mirror site and its home, 
amosaic@max. physics, sunysb.edu* More details 
can be obtained by emailing here, and the FTP site 
contains the latest version (hopefully 1.2 by the 
time you read this) ripe for downloading. 

If you don't yet have Internet access, a version 
of Amiga Mosaic which can be used without it is 
available, Obviously you can t use any internet 
sites, but you can use it to display suitable 
hypertext files, several of which are included in 
the archive. 

It s possible to create your own Web hypertext 
pages using HTML - the HyperText Markup 
Language - which is a little like creating a rather 
simple graphic adventure. If your pages are good 
you might even be able to find a site for them: the 
BBC Networking Club is only one organisation 
looking for new talent, 

FUTURE SHOCKS 
When using Mosaic with the World Wide Web, it's 
easy to see that this is where the future of the 
Internet lies. Hostile text-only terminals are on the 
way out, as multimedia systems become more and 
more popular. 

With a 14f400 baud modem, the current 
systems are probably as advanced as you would 
want, especially with a flexible platform like the 

WORLD WIDE WEB EXAMPLE SESSION 

Perhaps the best way to grasp 
the power of the World Wide 
Web system is to sit in on an 
example session. What follows 
was my search for information 
on a particular topic which has 
been plaguing my personal life: 
Irritable Bowel Syndrome. My 
access to the internet was given 
by Genesis Project Ltd., a 
company which exists to offer 
varying degrees of Internet 
access including acting as a 
dial-up Point Of Presence for 
home computer users like me 
who can t afford more than £10 
a month. 

All my software configured 
properly - I ran the special 
dialler program and and logged 
on to the network. Now my 
A4000 was part of the internet, 
connected via a Sportster 
14,400 modem and a telephone 
line to Belfast. 

With the fink established, 
my Web browser ' Amiga Mosaic1 

is started by a simple 
manoeuvre of clicking on it's 
icon. There is no need 

whatsoever to configure Mosaic, 
as all the work is done 
previously by setting up the 
slip.device and TCP/IP 
networking software. 

Mosaic ran and. via the 
modem, loaded the default 
Home page {see figure 1). From 
here I found a link to Starting 
Points for internet Exploration'. 
This linked to the World Wide 
Web Virtual Library page (see 
figure 2). 

The Virtual Library lead me 
temporarily astray, by offering 
something which sounded quite 
interesting; The NSCA Digital 
Gallery of Science. I have always 
had an interest in medical 
imaging, so I sneaked a peek 
{see figure 3). This was a very 
good example of clicking on 
pictures, rather than text, to 
display images. The image was 
easily downloaded and 
displayed automatically using 
Multiview. 

But back to work, and 
returning to the index gave an 
interesting lead - the National 

Library of Medicine {see 
figure 4). Unfortunately this was 
very much a dead-end, as 1 
wasn't really interested in where 
to park my car and how to make 
an appointment with a hospital 
in America. 

Back to the index, and a list 
of all the WWW servers arranged 
by country fead me to my old 
University (see figure 5), where I 
happened to notice a link to the 
BBC Networking Club (see figure 
6), This brought me to a feature 
on searching (see figure 7), 
which fead to a Gopher search 
using Veronica [see figure 8). 

This was obviously where I 
should have started, as a single 
search for keyword 1 bower 
produced a list of entries 
including a text file entitled 
' I rritabl e So we I Synd to me'. 
Mosaic downloaded it and 
displayed it, and found it 
contained exactly the 
information I was looking for, so 
I saved It as a plain ascii file for 
printing. 

Mission completed! 

Figure 1. If you have installed TCP/IP and Mosaic 
correctly, this is the first screen you should see. 

am:: ^u-r^-TXTW 

Figure 5. Nostalgic for your university days? Why 
not visit your oid haunts via the WWW? 
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BEGINNERS START HERE 
What is the Internet? 
The Internet (or lNet') is the 'network of 
networks' , linking thousands of computer sites 
and millions of people the world over 
What can I use it for? 
You can use the Internet to carry electronic mail 
messages to anyone else with an email address. 
For example, you can send Amiga Shopper 
messages by addressing them to 
amshopper@cix.compuiink.co.uk. You can also 
download software and take part in group 
discussions, 
Mow much does It cost? 
Using the Internet is free, although gaining 
access usually isnt, unless you are at university. 
Typically dial-up access will cost you about £10 a 
month, with your telephone bill on top of that 
What hardware do I need? 
To get on to the Internet from your home, you will 
need a computer (an Amiga is ideal) a modem 
[the faster the better - a 14,400 baud modem is 
recommended), a telephone line and some public 
domain software, 
How do I get onto the Internet? 
If you don't have access through work or college, 

you will need to make use of a dial-up service. 
Rather like a typical Bulletin Board System, you 
use a modem to dial up a remote computer site. 
This will connect your Amiga directly to the Net, 
and you can use FTP, TELNET, GOPHER and of 
course, Mosaic. 
What is the World Wide Web? 
The Web is simply a tool for finding information 
stored on the Internet, Many computer network 
sites include a WWW server to allow easy public 
access to the information they store. 
What Is Hypertext? 
A hypertext document may look like an ordinary 
text fife, but certain words will be highlighted. 
Clicking on these words will bring up a new page, 
usually with more details. 
What is Mosaic? 
Mosaic is a program specially written to cope with 
the Hypertext pages which make up the World 
Wide Web* Amiga Mosaic is a public domain 
program which will display text and pictures, and 
can replay sound samples. 
/ can't run Mosaic, can I still use the WWW?* 
Yest use Telnet to log into info.cern.ch and you 
can use the text-based system. 

Amiga, But already the new VFast / Terbo modems 
are becoming affordable and if you really want, it's 
possible to link up to a 64Kbit dedicated line. 

As digital ISDN lines become more common, it 
might be sooner than you think before we all have 
extremely fast data links connecting every 
household to the Internet. 

With programs like Mosaic becoming more 
popular, and advances such as hardware based 

FMV systems, It's also possible to imagine a time 
when moving video is as common as text. Imagine 
your computer terminal linked permanently to the 
Internet via a high speed link. You can send email 
to your friends on the other side of the world, but 
by now email consists of digitised video and sound. 
You'll be able to watch films and attend live 
concerts over the networks, and watch images 
returned live from space probes. © 
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Figure 2, The WWW Virtual library is an 
interesting source for all manner of documents 
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Figure 3. You can view the large image by clicking 
on the smaller ones (about 3D imaging). 
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JARGON BUSTING 

Hypertext - a non-linear document Click 
on keywords to bring up more 
information on your chosen subject. 
Point Of Presence - an Internet 'Point of 
Presence' or 'PoPr is a computer which 
you can dial up from your home 
computer using a modem. Once 
connected, your computer is temporarily 
connected directly to the Net and you 
can send email and download files - or 
use the World Wide Web, 
SLIP / PPP - protocols used when using 
a serial (modem) link to the Internet On 
the Amiga, you will need a software 
slip.device in order to connect: there are 
several in the public domain. CSLIP is 
the same as SLIP, but with come 
compression to speed things up. 
World Wide Web - the Hypertext system 
which navigating your way around the 
Internet as easy as clicking a few 
buttons. When used with the program 
Amiga Mosaic, as well as text you can 
get graphics, sound and potentially 
animation. 
Telnet - a program which connects you 
to another machine across the internet 
It works in a similar way to a comms 
program such as NComm or Term 
GIF - Graphics Interchange Format. A file 
format for images which can be read and 
displayed on a range of computers, 
including the Amiga (via a datatype). 
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Figure 4. The National Library of Medicine* Need 
where to park your car? Look no further,.. 
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Figure 6. The BBC networking club is an excellent Figure 7. There are a variety of sites which allow Figure 8. Having bowel problems? A quick search 
place to find out what's new on the net you to search for specific words or phrases. can find plenty of files on digestive ailments... 
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The 3D-R0M is a CD-ROM that contains well over 
580 3D models and 400 texture maps. 

As weti as varying in their complexity, the objects 
also vary in their adaptability. 

The Third 

Dimension 

Building your own 3D models can be extremely 

time-consuming, Graeme Sandiford saves lots 

of time with Syndesis Corporation's 3D-ROM. 

■ t's a great feeling to finish building a 
I complicated 3D model - you get a real sense 
I of accomplishment. However, as satisfying as 

it may be, building your own objects can be 
extremely time-consuming. If you are working 
professionally it can often be more convenient, 
and cost-effective, to buy ready-made objects and 
then adjust them to match current your needs. 

But, where can you find good quality models? 
You could try buying models from companies who 
specialise in creating 3D objects. This option can 
be very expensive though. Another option is to have 
a look around for PD objects. This is a great way of 
obtaining objects as it will cost you very little. 
However, you could spend a great deal of time 
trying to locate suitable objects. The problem is 
that there are too many possible sources. One 
solution, that falls part way between these two 
options, is Syndesis Corporation's 3D-RQM. 

The 3D-R0M is a CD-ROM that contains over 
580 3D models and 400 texture maps! The models 
are saved in five object formats: Lightwave, 
imagine, DXF, 3D Studio, and Wavefront The 
variety in formats mean you can load these objects 
into almost any 3D program. A few of the Ugh Wave 
objects even come with their own scene files. None 
of the files on the disc are compressed, so you 
don't have to worry about decompressing objects 
and copying them to your hard disk. All of the 
objects and scenes can be accessed by your 3D 
program straight from the CD-ROM, 

The reason why Syndesis Corporation 
undertook this mammoth task was to demonstrate 
the conversion prowess of interchange Plus, their 
3D object conversion program. They have gathered 
objects from the PD world, and have also included 
demo objects from the collections of companies 
such as Viewpoint, The inclusion of the demo 
objects gives you the chance to sample the quality 
of the company1 s work. Finding what you want 
would be a difficult task if you had to find suitable 

objects by wading through the CD-ROM's directory 
loading objects that sound interesting. Fortunately, 
you don't have to do that as the manual includes 
printouts of the rendered objects. You can then 
browse through the printouts at your leisure, and 
then load in any that look interesting. Alternatively, 
if you are looking for something in particular, you 
could turn to the index at the back of the manual. 
The index gives the name of each object, but lists 
each object under a descriptive heading, such as 

Lit 
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The textures that are supplied are really a bit of a 
bonus, as the objects alone are superb value. 

aircraft, animals etc. This makes it easier to locate 
a particular type of object. Another aid to finding 
the desired object is the directory that contains the 
object - this is also listed. 

The objects cover an extremely wide range of 
everyday as well as unusual subjects, As 
mentioned before, there are over 580 objects, and 
their quality varies quite a lot; some are very basic, 
others are highly complicated. Obviously, the more 
complicated objects will require more memory to 
render. Some of the areas that are covered by the 
3D-R0M include cars, apparel, planes, logos, 
animals, spaceships, anatomy, and almost 
everything else. There are some familiar objects 
contained on this disc, such as Carmen Rizollo's 
model of the Enterprise from Star Trek: The Next 
Generation, If you are a bit of a Trekky, you will be 
pleasantly surprised by the number of other Star 
Trek vessels that have been included - the only 
one I didn't notice was the Borg ship. 

As well as varying in their complexity, the 
objects also vary in their adaptability. Some of the 
more complicated objects are quite difficult to 
adapt to your needs, but the majority of the objects 
can easily be altered to your own requirements. 

The textures that are supplied are really a bit of 
a bonus, as the objects alone are more than 
enough to give you value for your money. As with 
the objectst there is a great deal of variety, but all 
of them can be tiled seamlessly. The majority of 
the textures are obviously computer-generated, with 
swirling plasma-like images being the flavour of the 
day. But, there are a few unusual patterns made 
with scanned pictures of famous people. 

I had eagerly been awaiting the arrival of this 
CD-ROM for some time and, I'm glad to say, I was 
not disappointed, Syndesis Corporation's 3D-R0M 
is excellent value for money and an invaluable tool 
for any 3D enthusiast If you are a good 3D* 
modeller, you might even get the next disc free if 
you send in an object to be included on the second 
disc. At the very least, a disc like this can act as a 
good source of components for building your own 
objects,,- © 

WHO* 
w KM WHAT 

WHERE H 
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WHAT 
Syndesis 3D-RQM - $199 
WHO 
Syndesis Corporation 
WHERE 
Syndesis Corporation w 0101 
414 647 5200 

The objects cover an extremely wide range of 
everydayas well as slightly more unusual things. 

CHECKOUT 

3D-ROM 

Value for money 94% 
Although a large number of the objects can be found in 
the PD world, it would cost you a lot more to buy all of 
the objects from a PD library. 

Contents 92% 
As well as an abundance of objects, there is an 
immense variety. 

Quality of objects 87% 
The objects vary quite a bit in quality, but overall they 
are very good 

Overall 91% 
Anyone who takes their 3D rendering 
seriously should order a copy now! 
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One of the things I remember about the 
first time I tried to use a computer to 
draw an image was how awkward it was 

to use a mouse to draw a smooth line. I guess the 
unusual shape of the mouse, and the different grip 
required, made it harder to use the mouse 
naturally for drawing. One of the best replacement 
input devices is the graphics tablet. 

These usually resemble a notepad and pent 
and to a degree they are the electronic equivalent. 
The way in which they work is quite simple - you 
have an active area on the pad which can detect 
the position of the stylus in relation to the pad. 
With both the Genius HiSketch 906 and the Tabby, 
the stylus' position relates directly to your mouse 
pointers placement on the screen. If you place the 
tip of the stylus in the top-left corner of the pad's 
active area, the mouse pointer will appear at the 
top-left of the Amiga's screen. 

Great, so why hasn't everyone got one? Well 
the main reason for the graphics tablets not being 
widely purchased is that they are very expensive. 
The only tablet that was available for the Amiga at 
an affordable price, until recently, was Genius 
HiSketch. Now, however the Tabby has been 
released with a set of drivers that allow this budget 
tablet to be used with the Amiga. Both of these 
products are only entry-level tablets, so we 
shouldn't expect too much in the way of advanced 
features such as pressure-sensitivity, 

CARDS ON THE TABLET 
Aside from the price, the most obvious difference 
between the tablets is their size. The Genius tablet 
meas u res a pprox i m ate I y 12. 5x9.5 i nc hes, while 
the Tabby is 5.5x6.5 inches, At first look it would 
seem that the Genius has almost twice the area of 
the Tabby. However, this a little deceptive as the 
active areas that the tablet can detect movement 

CHECKOUT 

GENIUS HISKETCH 096 

TABBY 

Driver Software 
Genius HiSketch 096 80% 
It does the job, but is fairly limited in the options it 
gives you. 
Tabby 8S% 
The software is newer and has more options. 

Ease of Use and Installation 
Genius HiSketch 096 83% 
The installation of the tablet is quite straight-forward, 
although the extra power supply is a pain. 
Tabby 92% 
Plug it In, run the software and away you go. 

Price 
Genius HiSketch 096 77% 
It is affordable and performs quite well, but it is still 
over twice the price of the Tabby. 
Tabby 96% 
Half the price of the Genius. 

Overall Ratings 
Genius HiSketch 096 36% 
A good product, and has the 
advantage with its puck and overall 
size, but loses out due to its price, 
Tabby 94% 
The victor, mainly due to its price - it 
really is affordable. 

The tablet is the 

electronic 

equivalent of a 

notepad and pen. 

Graeme Sandiford 

reviews two 

head-to-head - 

Genius HiSketch 

096 and Tabby. 

Two Top Tablets 

inT are almost equal of both tablets, with the 
Genius only being about half an inch wider. The 
Genius1 overall size still makes it more comfortable 
to use, as you have a larger area to rest your hand 
on as you draw. This is not a problem if you have a 
big tidy desk, but if, like me, your desk is crowded, 
you will find it easier to rest Genius on your lap. 
The Tabby is too small to easily rest on your lap. 

Both of the tablets have an excellent build- 
quality and holders to keep the stylus out of the 
way when they are not being used. The Genius also 
has a pair legs that can be unfolded to give the 
tablet a more comfortable resting angle, but the 
Tabby is more solidly constructed. 

ABSOLUTELY FABULOUS 
Both of these tablets work on a absolute 
coordinate system. As mentioned before, the 
stylus' position relates directly to the mouse 
pointer's position. Surprisingly this system can 
take a littte getting use to. The reason for this is 
that when most people use a mouse they tend to 
back track {by starting a motion, lifting the mouse, 
placing it in a different position and then continuing 
to move the mouse in the same direction as 
before). With the Genius and Tabby tablets this 
does not work - as soon as the stylus makes 
contact with the tablet, the pointer is moved to the 
corresponding screen position. This seems a little 
weird at first, but you soon get used to it 

One advantage of using an absolute coordinate 
system is that it makes tracing images much 
easier and more accurate. In fact, I managed to get 
some rather good results very quickly. In order to 
trace an image you only need to place it over the 
active area of the tablet and then trace around it 
with the stylus. The only problem is that if you are 
tracing an image that has a lot of detail, some 
areas of the image will be obscured from your view 
by the stylus' point. To get around this problem. 
Genius can supply a puck. The puck is similar to a 
mouse, with one difference - it has a clear plastic 
appendage with a cross hair that can be used to 
trace an image with a high degree of accuracy. This 
sounds similar to using a Tracy and a standard 
mouse, but the results are better because of the 
tablet's absolute coordinates. 

DRIVER SOFTWARE NEEDED 
Both of the tablets need to be attached to the 
Amiga's serial port, so you won't be able to use a 

modem at the same time, As a result, you will 
need some software to tell the Amiga that a tablet 
is attached and how to respond to it. To achieve 
this end, both programs come complete with driver 
software and installation instructions. 

The Genius tablet also comes with some 
testing software. The Gem us" driver does look 
rather dated, however, and has little in the way of 
control options. This is probably because the 
Genius has been around for so long. It still 
does the job though, and the software can be run 
each time you boot the machine by altering your 
startup-sequence. 

In contrast, the Tabby's driver software has 
just been written. The driver works as a commodity 
- so to activate the driver at startup, you can 
simply place it into your Workbench startup drawer, 
The one drawback is that you will need a 
Workbench 2,04+ machine. 

Both drivers work through mouse-emulation; 
this means that both tablets should work with your 
existing software. We managed to try them both 
with several packages and Workbench itself and 
encountered no problems whatsoever, although 
programs which do not use the operating system 
will not work. 

In conclusion, there is not a great deal to 
differentiate between these two tablets. The 
Genius is physically larger, but requires an 
additional power supply. The Tabby has superior 
software, but is a little too small to be used 
comfortably over very long periods. In the end our 
decision came down to money. The Tabby is less 
than half the price of the Genius (something you 
can't argue with in the end), and because of this 
earns our sincere recommendation. CD 

WHAT 
Genius HiSketch 096 - £129 
(£23 for puck) 
Tabby - £54.99 
WHO 
Genius HiSketch 096 - Genius 
Tabby - Micrograf International 
WHERE 
Genius HiSketch 096 - Datel 
Direct   0782 744707 
Tabby - First Computer Centre 
-a 0532 319444 
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PAR EXCELLENCE 

Gary Whiteley takes a thorough look at the DPS Personal Animation 

Recorder and Video Capture Cards and is we// and truly impressed. 

JARGON BUSTING 
Component (YCrCb) - video 
signal used with top- 
end/broadcast VTRs, Superior 
signal quality is achieved by 
processing its three 
components (Luminance [Y]f 
Red-Y [Cr] and Blue-Y [Co]) 
separately. Commonly used in 
BetaCam and Mil systems. 
Composite - composite video 
is a combined Luminance 
(Brightness) and Chrominance 
(Colour) signal used in older 
video equipment. Modern 
equipment is also likely to have 
composite connectors so as to 
be backward-compatible, 
although it is better to use Y/C 
or YCrCb when available. VHS 

and U-matic systems use 
composite video. 
Rendering - the process of 
generating an image from a 3D 
program and its scene and 
object data. 
Rofoscoping - importing video 
or film images (usually live 
action sequences) into a 
computer for further 
manipulation - such as image 
processing, recolounng or other 
graphics effects - before 
recording them back to tape or 
film. S-Video (Y/C)A two part 
video signal composed of 
separate Luminance (Y) and 
Chrominance (C) elements, as 
used by S VHS and His video 

equipment. Better quality than 
composite video. 
Single Frame Controller - 
hardware/software required to 
interface a computer with a 
high-end video deck capable of 
recording single frames as they 
are rendered to build up an 
animation sequence. 
Time Lapse - a film or video 
recording technique where 
single images are only recorded 
at predetermined time 
intervals, for instance one 
frame every minute, Time lapse 
recording is how those super- 
fast plant growing, or 
speeded-up cloud sequences 
are produced. 

Imagine this scenario. You're an Amiga 
animator, doing work for a TV programme. 
Your client wants delivery on Mil tape 

(Panasonic's competitor to Sony's Betacam), but 
you don't have an Mil machine - just a dilemma - 
how will you get all the 24-bit frames being 
rendered by your 3D package on to tape? 

The ffrst (and most expensive) option is to go 
out and buy an Mil recorder and a single frame 
controller, along with a 24-bit graphics card and 
high-quality genlock or video encoder to convert the 
graphics output to the component video format of 
the Mil deck. Hook it all up, insert a costly video 
tape and start the long, drawn-out cycle of render 
frame, notify single frame controller, activate VTR 
and record frame, roll back VTR, wait for next frame 
to render and so on. Such an option is likely to set 
you back at least £10,000 - and that's big money 
to anyone. Readers with experience of the above 
process will know that not only.does such a time- 
consuming recording process tie up an expensive 
video deck for long periods, it also causes major 
wear and tear to the deck itself, in particular its 
delicate (and far from cheap) recording heads. 
Single frame recording can easily cause a VTR to 
expire long before it would during 'normal' use. You 
could, of course, soften the financial burden by just 
hiring in an Mil recorder as required, but again the 
costs could still be quite substantial - and you'll 
still need the RGB-video hardware and single frame 
controller, Another option would be to archive all 
the individual frames of your animation (on to tape 
streamer or removable hard drive) and pay a 
facilities house to assemble it all together, but you 
may have to wait a few days to view the results - 
and if you don't like them you'll have to repeat the 
whole process until you do! Plus, a big animation 
can require a huge amount of disk space (and l1m 
talking perhaps 500-odd frames of TOOK or more 
each). That s some expensive storage. The 
cheapest, but least desirable, route would be to 
buy a very large hard drive, lots of RAM and equip 
your Amiga with the fastest accelerator card you 
can afford and produce HAM-8 animations to play 
back live to tape. Unfortunately this 'solution' 
requires that you compromise a little on the output 
quality, isn't actually that cheap, almost certainly 
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PAR'S software is easy to use with four areas for 
loading/saving of PAR projects, toad and save 
from AmlgaDOS, sequence playback and capture 
control, and preferences and quality options. 

BLITS 

BOBS 

/ lie r%zfsifimi *+iiiiitattwt 
Recorder was originally 
developed as a storage solution 
for Video Toaster users and 
Lightwave animators. 

won't play back at the required 25 frames per 
second, or {if it does) won't be full PAL overscan, 
and it requires an AGA Amiga. 

SEND IN THE CAVALRY 
So, without spending large amounts of money, it 
looks like you're in trouble. Wrong? There's an 
obvious solution - make full-colour animations 
which can be played back directly from the Amiga 
at broadcast quality and full frame rate. Record 
your frames direct to digital disk storage as each is 
rendered, and then play the resulting stills and 
animations directly to video. Sounds impossible? 
Sounds expensive? Perhapst but when DPS 
produced the PAR they made a major breakthrough 
in affordable single frame recording systems. True, 
there are already a number of tor>end digital disk 

Here are some of the additional software 
requesters which appear at times In the centre of 
the PAR's main screen, Many of the PARfs 
functions have their own pop-up control panels, 

recorders on the market - if you have £30,000 
plus to spend, But the Personal Animation 
Recorder card {PAR) costs under £2,000 (not 
including the big box Amiga to house it in, of 
course). A large, dedicated IDE hard drive is also 
required, which can cost anything from £750 (ex- 
VAT) for a 1Gb drive, around a grand for 1.7Gb and 
upwards. Still, the total cost is likely to be 
considerably less than you would pay for a 
professional S-VHS edit deck, never mind a 
graphics card, genlock and SFC too, And, even if 
you add the optional (and virtually essential) 
capture card, the total cost of a great Amiga and 
PAR system should be well under £7,000 - which 
is, under these circumstances, an excellent price. 
And that's the obvious answer. Record your 
animations to the PAR, preview them on a suitable 
video monitor, check that everything is as you want 
it, then hire an Mil deck for half a day, record your 
animations direct to tape, and Bob s your uncle. 
(Actually, he is - Ed), 

THE PAR SYSTEM 
There are two components central to the basic PAR 
system - the PAR card itself and the special IDE 
drive it requires. Plug these into an Amiga 
1500/2000/3000 or 4000 with at least 1.2Mb of 
memory (plus as much as your software 
applications require) and output to two video 
monitors (an RGB one for the Amiga and a purely 
video one for the PAR'S output) and you're in the 
animation recording business. The PAR itself 
installs into an Amiga Zorro slot and links directly 
to a dedicated IDE drive. The PAR has three video 
outputs - composite, S-video and component 
(YCrCb) and a reference video input for 
synchronising the PAR to a video edit suite if 
necessary, so that clean vision mixing and editing 
functions can be carried out on the PAR'S video 
output. Once the software has been installed, and 
the PAR's output hooked up to a suitable 
VTR/monitor, then there's no time to lose in 
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The PAR is Ideal for recording single frame 
animations for direct, fult speed playback. This 
example show just hew good their quality can he. 

getting to work. Although the PAR's drive isn't 
directly accessible as one of the Amiga's own hard 
drives, the PAR software fools the Amiga into 
thinking that it is by making it appear as a 
standard disk device (named DDR:) which can have 
data recorded to it as normal whenever the PAR 
software is running. So files which would usually 
end up on an Amiga hard drive can be directed 
straight to the PAR'S drive and processed as PAR 
files, rather than simply stored as individual files 
on the Amiga hard drive, 

But don't get the idea that the PAR just stores 
and replays sequences of images, because this 
isn't the case. Each frame recorded to the PAR is 
compressed using DPS's own system and then 
saved either as a stiJJ frame or as part of an 
animation file. Such compression techniques make 
it possible not only to cram a significantly larger 
number of images on to the PAR'S drive than would 
otherwise be possible, but also to decompress an 
animation on the fly and play it back in real time, 
even at 752 x 576, 24-bit resolutions. And since 
the PAR handles the donkey work, all that's 
required Is to output each rendered image to the 
PAR for processing and storage and the rest is 
done automatically. Result - one high quality 
animation* No problem! All this seems straight- 
forward enough - and it is. PAR can accept any 
standard IFF 24-bit image for input, as well as 
Targa and SGI {Silicon Graphics) files, but it can't 
cope with non-24-bit IFF files - any DPa/nt-type 
graphics must be converted into 24-bit images 
before the PAR will accept them. Since most of the 
top paint, morphing and rendering packages on the 
Amiga are able to output 24-bit filesr there probably 
won't be a huge outcry about the limited file format 
support - especially since the PAR is an Amiga 

SO, WHAT CAN I DO WITH PAR THEN? 

The PAR provides broadcast- 
quality output and can be used 
for all kinds of professional 
video and animation 
applications, including; 
Rotoscoping - Images are 
captured from live or pre- 
recorded video (either from 
tape or direct from camera) for 
further manipulation in paint, 
3D or image processing 
software. Frames can then be 
retouched, recoloured, 
composited, have image 
processing effects performed 
upon them, and more. Once 
changed, the frames can be 
recorded back to the PAR, 
Image capture {Including time 
lapse) - Time lapse recording 
has a number of applications, 
from science to security. By 
recording a single frame after 
each given time period, an 
accelerated version of a 
process can be observed on 
playback, making its 
observation and understanding 
easier. Suitable time lapse 
subjects include: plants 
growing, daily observations of 
weather patterns, monitoring 
progress on archaeological digs 
and building sites, watching 
animals and other dead organic 
objects decay (?? - Ed)t and so 
on. Security applications 

include multi-camera 
monitoring and recording. 
Single Frame Animation 
Recording - The PAR is ideal 
for computer animators as it 
automatically assembles 3D 
(and other rendered images) 
into an animation as each they 
are produced - leaving you free 
to get on with your life and 
releasing an expensive (and 
fragile) video deck. An Amiga- 
equipped PAR can also be used 
as an animation recorder in 
conjunction with networked SGI 
and/or PC machines running 
suitable software (such as 
Alias or 3DStudiot for 
instance). As the PAR can 
handle both SGI and Targa 
image formats it should be 
quite a simple matter to have 
the network server send the 
images to the host Amiga, and 
then record them to the PAR, 
Use As Virtual VTR - Because 
it is non-linear (in other words 
data can be recorded anywhere 
on the PAR s hard drive), 
images can be recorded and 
accessed almost 
instantaneously. This is 
impossible with videotape, 
which has to be wound 
backwards and forwards until 
the required picture/s can be 
found. With additional editing 

software and remote control 
access, the PAR could easily 
form the basis of a non-linear 
video editing system. 
Still Store - As well as 
recording animations, the PAR 
can also save stills (up to 
10000 on a 500Mb HD). With 
its instant recall the PAR could 
form the heart of an interactive 
database, image library or 
automated television 
information player - for 
instance supplying local 
shopping, travel and other 
information to tourists in a 
hotel, and include animations 
and film clips as well as static 
screens of information. Whilst 
writing this article I heard that 
SCALA have produced an EX to 
control the PAR from 
$calaMM300 and InfoChannel, 
so maybe they already have 
such applications in mind? 
Camera Animation- 
Traditional animators can use 
the PAR to record direct from 
camera and have their 
animation built up 
automatically as they go. By 
replacing the mouse with a 
dedicated foot-pedal (or similar 
hand-held device) the whole 
recording process could be 
triggered at the animation 
bench itself. 

animator's dream come true. Such restrictions, 
however, serve to highlight the fact that it would be 
as well to own an image processing utility such as 
AdPro (v2.5 or later) or imageFX if you do plan on 
converting other image files for use with the PAR. 

THE CUTTING EDGE 
Once an animation has been recorded to the PAR it 
can be edited, to some extent. For instance, a PAR 
animation file can have frames deleted from it, new 
frames can be inserted by using a combination of 
the Split and Join tools, or be appended on to the 
end of an existing PAR animation file. Frames from 

a PAR animation can be exported directly as IFF, 
Targa or SGI fiies and image processing software 
can be used to further process the files. Whole 
animation fiies can be duplicated, or just a range of 
frames, and ping-pong animations can be made to 
play in a continuous forward/backward loop. 

CAPTURING FROM 
THE WORLD 
Although the PAR itself has no way of capturing 
video directly to the hard drive, there is an 
additional card available for such tasks. Known as 
the AD-3000 Video Capture Card, it interfaces 

Q- FACTOR 
PAR has variable capture quality 
settings when grabbing from video 
or storing rendered images. The 

Factor is set to the best possible 
quality when recording Amiga- 
rendered images, but can be varied 

when grabbing from video. The three 
images were grabbed using different 
Q-Factors and block sizes. 

Q-Factor=l Btock size=220. The best 
compression, but the worst image. 

Q-Factor=lS Block size=300. This one would be 
completely acceptable for broadcast quality. 

Q-Factor=23 Block slze=220» This was grabbed 
as a still frame, providing the very bast quality. 
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TECH SPECS 
PAR DR-3150 
Video Outputs - Composite PAL {BNC}, SVideo 
PAL (4-pin). 
Component Output - PAL (Betacam/Mllr BNC) 
Video Input (External Sync) - Composite PAL 
(BNC) 
Storage Capacity - Between three and five 
minutes of animation recording or 
5,00(^10,000 stills on a 500Mb hard drive. 
Variable speed playback. Random Access still 
frame retrieval. Digital quality for unlimited first 
generation output. 
REAL TIME CAPTURE CARD AD-3000 
Video Inputs - Composite PAL (BNC), S-Video 
(4-pin) 
Component Output - (Betacam/MIL BNC) 

The capture card provides top-quality video 
grabbing (In reaf time), This example was 
captured direct from component Betacam. 

directly with the PAR via a short ribbon cable (and 
for which reason the AD-3000 must be located very 
close to the PAR card - in a PC slot)- The Capture 
Card has composite, S-video and component inputs 
and is dead easy to use, other than deciding what 
values to set the Q-Factor and block size at! 
Together, the Q-Factor and block size determine the 
quality at which the captured video images will be 
saved on to the PAR'S HD - and so control how 
good the playback quality will be. The Q-Factor 
setting ranges from 1 to 23, and the block size can 
be varied through a somewhat wider range. I tried 
various Q-Factors (just for fun) and you can see 
some of the results illustrated here. The Q-Factor 
performs a similar function to the compression 
setting used by JPEG programs. The lower the Q- 
Factor, the higher the compression, the smaller the 
file, and the worse the image looks when played 
back. A Q-Factor setting of one, for instance, 
produces blocky-looking images - ones which 
would be useless for most purposes, but might be 
OK for special effects. The manual mentions that 
an optimum setting of Q=8 and Block-220 should 
be a good starting point for grabbing (and playing 
back) high-quality images at an efficient 
compression ratio- and indeed this does appear 
to be the case. 

One important point to note when setting the Q- 
Factor is that if it [and the block size) are pushed 
too high, then the PAR and its hard drive might not 
be able to keep up with the required 
compression/read/write cycles and data will 
inevitably be corrupted during recording. The 
answer is to do a few experiments to determine the 
optimum storage/quality you require and adjust the 
settings until you feel you ve achieved it. On the 
other hand, a series of pre-set defaults would come 
in handy as a time-saver for less technical (and 
experimental) users. In action, however, grabbing 

to the PAR ts simplicity Itself. You can view 
incoming video by depressing the E/E button {E/E 
means Electronic-to-Electronic in video speak) so 
that the input is sent directly to the PARs video 
outputs for monitoring. Hitting the Record button 
also puts the system in E/E mode and lets you set 
both the incoming frame rate and how many frames 
of video will be captured (which, inevitably, will he 
limited by the space available on the hard drive). 
Once activated, video is captured in real-time and 
options are also available for time lapse recording 
or for grabbing a frame each time the mouse is 
clicked (Manual mode). The Manual mode is ideal 
for traditional rostrum animators, or for imparting 
random-speed effects on captured video. However 
you capture, with the right Q-Factor and block size 
settings, you'll be amazed by the quality of the 
PAR s video capture when you play the sequence 
back. Playback is just as easy as grabbing - just 
use the VCR-style buttons or hotkeys from the 
keyboard. Once a clip has been selected, its first 
frame is displayed on the output monitor's screen. 
Pressing the Play button starts instant playback, in 
real-time, and the results look brilliant. Mind you, 
output quality depends on input quality - but PAR s 
compression is completely transparent when done 
properly and the image playback is, to all intents 
and purposes, identical to the original input. Once 
captured, images can be exported to other 
software by using the PAR s Emulate function, 
which decompresses the PAR file on demand and 
sends the images as IFF (or Targa or SGI) files to 
your image processor, or any other software. 

Since PAR records images as digital data, it 
can also be used for variable-speed (ie slow- 
motion) playback. Simply set the playback speed 
(from 25 fps down to as little as 1 frame every S 
seconds) and off you go. Clean, crisp images - at 
the speed you want them. One other thing - as the 
Capture Card is based around a digital framestore, 
there is scope for digital picture processing to be 
applied to the incoming video. Accordingly, some 
Proc Amp (Processing Amp) features have been 
added to let the user make corrections (or add 
colour effects) to the video feed, Colour balance, 
brightness and black level, saturation and 
horizontal position can all be adjusted by means of 
on-screen slider controls and the picture can even 
be stripped of colour entirely for that 'retro1 look. 

ANY PROBLEMS THEN? 
So much for all the good features. Surely the PAR 
system must have a few problems? Inevitably, yes 
- but they aren't major worries- From what I've 
heard, DPS are extremely good at responding to 
bug reports and user feedback, so any problems 
are quickly addressed and bug-fixed versions of the 
software are regularly posted on the DPS BBS in 
the US, The only major problem I encountered was 
that captured video will sometimes break up, 
probably because there isn't the disk storage 
space available for the images or the Q- 
Factor/Block size is set too high. Perhaps this is 
just the result of me pushing the system too far, 
rather than an actual fault. 

THE BRIGHT FUTURE 
One or two additions would make the PAR even 
better for truly professional use. I'm definitely not 
advocating full non-linear editing capability here, 
but simply slightly better control. One thing that 
would be extremely handy would be external serial 
control from an edit controller - then allowing the 
PAR to be used as a virtual VCR source, in the 
same way as any other VCR with serial port control. 

Only a simple GPI trigger is currently included. 

DEFINITELY IIP TO PAR 
In conclusion? Even at just under £4,000 for the 
full PAR system, there's no way that I would call 
the PAR expensive. It's impossible to get an S-VHS 
deck capable of handling accurate single frame 
recording for this price, let alone a combined 
broadcast-quality single frame digital recorder, 
frame grabber and video encoder. In fact, the only 
way to describe the PAR is as a real bargain. But I 
don't need to teach the professionals how to suck 
eggs. Check out the PAR. And soon! Gary White ley 
can be contacted by e-mail as 
drgaz@cix.compulink.co.uk. Thanks to Dave 
Barnard (Consultant for DPS) for access to his PAR 
system. Phone 071 724 2024 or email 
dbarnard@cix.compulink.co.uk for more info. © 

WHAT 
DPS Personal Animation 
Recorder DR-3150 - £1675 
DPS Capture Card AD-3000 - £895 
WHO 
Available from Digital Processing 
Systems, Riverside Business 
Park, Unit 2, Dogflud Way, 
Farnham, Surrey, GU9 7SS * 
0252 718300 Fax: 0252 718400 
WHERE 
Mlcropolis 2210A 1GB (£750) 
and 2270A 1.7GB (£1034) hard 
drives are available from Migate 
Computers (s 081 318 1424) or 
from DPS (see details above}. All 
Prices are Ex-VAT 

CHECKOUT 

PAR 

Documentation 85% 
Good, easy to understand and follow - though some of 
the technical stuff (especially about the compression 
factors) could be better explained. 

Quality 95% 
Extremely impressive - and most certainly up to 
broadcast quality. 

Speed 100% 
Fasti Seamless, real-time, full overscan, full colour 
playback. Almost unbelievable. 

Features 90% 
If external control via serial links [for remote capture 
and edit playback} were included, the PAR would indeed 
be brilliant. As it stands, it's just plain excellent. 

Price 90% 
Believe ft or not, a full PAR setup is actually something 
of a bargain. A fully-configured PAR system replaces a 
single frame controller, real-time digitiser, broadcast- 
quality video output and single frame VTR. Great Tor 
serious animators everywhere - and not just Amiga- 
based ones. 

Overall 95% 
it's an amazing piece of kit which 
could quickly become the workhorse 
of any professional animation setup. If 
you currently use a single frame VTR, 
get a demo of PAR arranged today. 
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One of the used a CD32 can be put to is 
playing audio CDs. But the machine is 
also capable of much more; it is 

equipped with some of the best multimedia 
hardware available. So why not combine the best 
of both worlds by exploiting both the Amiga's 
audio and graphics abilities? 

Never ones to be left out when it comes to 
multimedia innovations, Almathera have done just 
that. Video Creator has been designed to harness 
the power of the CD32 in order to create mind- 
blowing videos to accompany your favourite CDs. 

Thewholeof Video Creator, including 
animations, still images and vectors, is supplied on 
a single CD-ROM, There are a number of example 
videos supplied as well* These not only look and 
sound great, they also give you a chance to see 
the best way to go about creating your own videos. 
The idea behind Video Creator is relatively simple - 
you load your images from the disc and then insert 
them into time slots. Each image will be displayed 
in chronological order and can have special effects 
applied to them. These effects can include 
anything from simple colour-cycling to complex 
overlay effects, 

HOW TO GET STARTED 
You might expect a program capable of such 
complicated effects would be hideously difficult to 
use. Thankfully it isn't - Sf you wanted to, you could 
just run the program, without referring to the 
manual, and get some pretty stunning images. The 
quickest way to go about this is to use the 
program's Random Raves function. 

Don't worry, this has nothing to do with Tango- 
drinking youths sneaking around the countryside 
trying to avoid being detected by the police, It's 
just the part of the program you would use to 
create random videos. It loads random images and 
effects and creates videos for you to view from 
them. If things become too much for youT then you 
can adjust the intensity setting. The lower end of 
the scale is labelled Ambient, and the upper end 
Rave, When the setting is closer to Ambient you 
are less likely to be subjected to too many retina- 
burning Psycho Flicker effects. 

You can instruct Random Raves to play a 
specific track on a CD, all of them or a random 
one. You would be surprised how good a job the 
program does at mixing random images without 
re pe ati ng seq ue nee s. 

DOING YOUR OWN VIDEO 
Once you have seen how the experts have gone 
about creating videos, you will probably be itching 
to try your hand at creating your own videos. The 
best way to get started with creating your own 
video is to load in one of the example videos 
supplied. Two ideal ones are Effect examples 1 

Groove with 

the music 

Graeme Sandiford discovers that he can make 

music videos of his own, with Video Creator. 

This is an image from one of the sample videos 
supplied with Video Creator. 
and 2 - these will demonstrate most of the effects 
that are available, Just before each effect is 
executed, a message wilt fade in and display the 
effect's name. 

Another good way to get started is to just load 
a few example images into some effects slots and 
then juggle them into an order that you are happy 
with. The program will display a thumbnail of each 
image so you can easily pick out the ones you find 
attractive. Thumbnails are also displayed next to 
the effects entry; this helps you to identify the 
effect from its image as well as its number. This is 
only one aspect of the program s excellently 
designed interface. The program as a whole is very 
easy to use - most of its features can be accessed 
by clicking on one or two buttons, 

In order to help you arrange the available 
effects, you can copy, delete and move effects by 
pressing the appropriate button. If you prefer, you 
can alter the timing of the effect by moving its 
marker along a time line at the top of the screen. 
You can also go one step further, and synchronise 
an effect with an audio event. To do this, you need 
to press the synchronise button and then press the 
start button. The current audio track will then be 
played back - when you get to the part of the 
playback that you wish the effect to be executed, 

you just push the red button. 
If you've created a video that you're particularly 

pleased with, you will no doubt want to save it so it 
can be displayed at a later time. Unfortunately, a 
standard CD32 does not come with a floppy drive. 
To add a drive, you will need to purchase an 
expansion module. The alternative is to connect 
your CD32 to a VCR and record it that way. 

MIND-BLOWING EFFECTS 
Without a doubt, the best part about the program 
is its effects. There are absolutely loads of mind- 
blowing effects available, and there are add-on 
disks planned for release too. There are too many 
effects to list here, so I'll just give you a quick 
description of some of my favourites. Radioactive 
cuts to a white screen and then fades into the next 
picture. Overlay - pretty obvious really. Psycho 
Cycle - psychedelic colour cycling. Quad Anim is a 
form of split display for displaying anims. 

This is definitely the most fun and innovative 
program I have used in a very long time, Apart from 
its abundance of effects and images, it is 
remarkably easy to use - you'll soon find you will 
be creating great videos in no time at alL It's a 
pain not being able to save your videos on a 
standard CD32, but the forthcoming CD1200 and 
SX1 expansion should solve this problem .CD 

WHAT 
Video Creator - £39.95 
WHO 
Almathera 
WHERE 
Almathera ^ 081 687 0040 

Consider this a warning - if you spend too long 
using Video Creator you could end up tike this! 

You reatly need to see this one in motion to fully 
appreciate its pulsating effects. 

CHECKOUT 

VIDEO CREATOR 

Documentation 
The documentation is clearly written and well- 
diagrammed. 

87% 

Features 94% 
There ere screen-wipes and flashing effects aplenty. 
Almathera have also made good use of the extra space 
afforded by CD-ROM technology by including loads of 
images on the disc. 

Price 85% 
Video Creator represents great value for money, and 
gives more fun per pound than most other programs. 

Overall 89% 
This is a great implementation of an 
excellent Idea for a good price. 
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G-FORCE 

040/40 

Richard Baguley goes 

out for a run with 

GVP's latest (very) 

high end accelerator 

board and RAM 

expansion for the 

A4000 and A3000. 

GVP's latest venture Into the wonderful 
wide world of accelerators is the snappily 
titled G-Foree 040 40. It's designed to fit 

into the CPU slot of either a 4000 or a 3000, 
completely replacing any CPU card that may 
already be fitted. It's based around a 40Mhz 
68040, so it certainly doesn't hang around. 

Up to 32Mb of RAM can be fitted to the board 
through the two SIMM slots on the board, which 
can cope with either 4 or 16 Mb models. This 

JARGON BUSTING 

SIMM - Single In-fine Memory 
Module, A standard way of 
mounting RAM Chips on a 
single card, making it a lot 
easier to install the Chips. The 
Turbo 1230 II uses the 
standard 72 pin type, but the 
GVP accelerator uses a special 
type unique to accelerators, 
CPU - Central Processing Unit. 
The heart of your Amiga. The 
number at the end of the Chip 
name indicates which version 
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accelerator continues GVP's curious tradition of 
using their own unique design of SIMMs, so you 
can't use the more standard 72 pin variety. If you 
want to expand the memory even further, a RAM 
expansion board is available which can hold up to 
96Mb P giving you a grand total of 128Mb, although 
you will probably have to sell your children to the 
slave trade to get this much. 

The board is pretty simple, with the only 
moving part being a fan over the CPU. Even with 
this fan, a fair amount of heat is generated, so it 
pays to check that there is plenty of space for 
ventilation around the card. 

There is certainly no doubting the sheer speed 
of the G-Force 040 40. It's one of the fastest 
Amiga accelerators I've ever come across, with a 
speed increase of well over 100 per cent over the 
standard A4000/040 in most cases. In the Ray 
Tracing test, adding a G-Force (fitted with 4Mb of 
RAM) more than halved the time taken to complete 
the image, and there were some even bigger 
improvements when the render is done in trace 
mode, as this require many more floating point 
calculations, which this accelerator can do faster 
than you can say "Extended or Expanded 
memory?". This is partly due to the increased 
speed of the CPU (which runs at 40Mhz instead of 
the standard 25Mhz), but it is also helped by the 
improved memory access speed. The memory fitted 
to the card can be accessed faster than the 
memory on the motherboard, as this board solves 
a design fault of the A400 which means that 
memory access is sometimes rather slow. 

However, there is a price to be paid. Just under 
£1,300. For this sort of price you could buy another 
A4000/030 and equip it with an FPU. For rendering 
3D animations, the two machines could then be 
linked together by a system such as ParlMet and a 
judicious bit of fiddling with ARexx could set up a 
system where the two machines could be rendering 
different frames from your animation. This sort of 
system would not give any improvement for DTP 
workT but for tasks which involve carrying out the 
same operation several times, it might be worth 
considering in preference to buying an accelerator 
such as this. 

This consideration aside, this is an extremely 
good accelerator which could save a large amount 
of valuable time for the Amtga professional. But 
why is it so expensive? A good portion of this is 
probably the cost of the CPU Chip itself, Hopefully 
the price of this wiff fall with the forthcoming 
introduction of the 68060 (which will offer even 
greater performance improvements), which should 
drive the price of the 68040 down. Even the most 
power hungry Amiga users would have a hard time 
justifying the cost of this card. Although it pushes 

WHAT 
A4000/A3000 68040 

That tall red bar is the rating for one of the AIBB 
tests. The far right bar is for an A4QOQ/Q4Q. 

the Amiga to a new level of performance, I feel that 
the price you have to pay forgetting close to light 
speed is excessive. 

THE COMPETITION 
Accelerators designed for the A4000 are somewhat 
thin on the ground at present. The only other one is 
the Excalibur card from Canadian manufacturers 
RCS. We did get one in for review, but unfortunately 
it failed to work, so we've had to postpone that 
review until next month. The Excalibur comes in two 
different forms, with a 25Mhz model (£499.95) 
which uses the CPU from the A4000/040 but 
improves the speed of memory access. The other 
model (£799) is based around a 33Mhz 68040. 
Expect a full review next month. 

Motorola have announced that the 68060 will 
start shipping in quantity later this year, so 
hopefully we will see some accelerators using this 
extremely powerful Chip within the next few 
months. Already, several companies have 
announced their intentions to build accelerators for 
the Amiga around this Chip. 

of the Chip it is. The speed 
(indicated in Megahertz) 
determines how fast the CPU 
can run programs. The faster 
the speed, the faster programs 
will run. 
FPU - Floating Point Unit. A 
Chip specially designed for 
carrying out complicated maths 
operations which involve 
floating point maths, This 
sort of calculation lies at the 
heart of operations such as 

Ray Tracing, 
MMU - Memory Management 
Unit A part of the CPU which 
controls how programs read 
from and write to memory. It 
can create virtual memory, 
which appears as real memory 
to a program but is in fact held 
on disk. The MMU can also be 
used by programs such as 
Enforcer or Mungwaft to protect 
the machine from crashing if a 
program fails, 

CHECKOUT 

GVP G-FORCE 4000 

Speed 97% 
One of the fastest Amiga acceiertors 1 have ever seen. 

Expandability 70% 
Can be expanded in terms of extra RAM arid other 
functions. 

Doc u me ntation 80% 
Covers all of the functions of the cards and software in 
a good fevei of detail. 

Value 60% 
Regrettably, this card is excessively expensive in terms 
of bang for the buck, 

Overall Rating 80% 
Way too expensive, even though it Is 
faster than a hungry whippet down a 
rabbit hole. 
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CHECKOUT 

BLIZZARD 1230-n 

Speed 90% 
An extremely fast accelerator which pushes the A1200 
about as far as it's possible to take it. 

Expandability 85% 
The ability to add a SCSI II interface would be extremely 
useful for some users. Other add-on options may be 
coming shortly. 

Value 85% 
Compares well with the other accelerators on the 
market, although it is not the cheapest. 

Overall Rating 89% 
A very solid and reliable accelerator 
with good expansion possibilities. 

Blizzard 

1230-11 

Richard Baguley 

investigates this 

upgraded model of 

the popular 1230 

Turbo from Phase 5. 

Einstein reckoned that speed is a relative 
concept, and who am I to argue with one of 
the greatest minds of our century? Anybody 

who has ever done any serious Ray Tracing or 
DTP work will not disagree. Time goes much 
slower when you are watting for an important 
page to redraw In PageStream or for the final 
frame of the final version of your latest ray traced 
masterpiece to finish. 

German manufacturers Phase 5 obviously 

Speed Tests 

understand this frustration, but they also 
understand that you can cheat by accelerating your 
machine. To this end, they have released the 
Blizzard 123011. 

There are two models of this accelerator. One 
fas used in this review) is based around a 50 Mhz 
68030 and the other is based on a 40Mhz 
680EC030. This is not only slightly slower, but also 
lacks a Memory Management Unit (MMU), which 
allows the use of virtual memory and is also used 
by debugging tools such as Enforcer or Mungwall. 

Hardware wise, the Blizzard Turbo II looks 
pretty much the same as host other accelerators, 
The board is tidily designed, and there are no 
obvious trailing links or solder joins* There are two 
SIMM sockets on the underside of the board which 
can hold any SIMM with a memory capacity of 
between 1 and 32 Mb, giving you a theoretical 
maximum of 64Mb on board, I say theoretical 
because 32Mb SIMMS are incredibly expensive 
and difficult to get hold of. Two of them would 
probably cost you more than the A1200 and 
accelerator put together. Anyway, the SIMMS are 
the standard 72 pin 32-bit type, so there should be 
no problem getting hold of them, 

An FPU can be fitted to the board, and 
provision for both a PLCC (Plastic Leadless Chip 
Carrier) and PGA (Psn Gate Array) type Chips, The 
FPU can run at either the same speed as the CPU 
or faster, although you will need to add an extra 
crystal if you choose the latter, Running an FPU at 
a slower speed than the CPU is possible, but 
Motorola and Phase 5 don't recommend it. 

There are also two expansion ports on the 
card. One of these is designed to take a SCSI II 
interface, and this will cost £89.95. This was not 
fitted to the review model, The other expansion 
port is a general purpose one, and Phase 5 have 
plans for a variety of units, including RAM 
expansions. None of these are yet in production. 

The board fits into the trapdoor slot on the 
bottom of the machine, which means the CPU is 
resting against the plastic cover. Given that the 
CPU is running at 5QMhz, it's not surprising that it 
gets pretty hot. However, our review model was left 
running for several days and ft does not get 
excessively hot, although the desk below it did get 
fairly warm, 

In use, the 1230-H Turbo is extremely good. In 
fact, an A1200 fitted with it beat an A4000/040 in 
some of our tests by a pretty significant margin, 

thanks to the sheer number crunching power of the 
50 Mhz 68030. As the review model was not fitted 
with an FPU, it was rather far behind on the tests 
involving floating point maths, but fitting a 50 Mhz 
68882 FPU should give a machine that could give 
most others a serious bit of competition. 

In terms of bang for the buck, this 
accelerator stands up very well against the 
competition. It is more expensive than the Viper, 
but it is also much faster, as it's based around a 
faster CPU (50Mhz as a pose to 28Mhz), Its also 
more expensive than the Microbotics MBX1230XA, 
although this dies not have the expansion 
capabilities of the 1230-11. If adding a SCSI 
interface to your A1200 is important to you, this 
accelerator is well worth considering. CB 

WHAT 
A1200 68030 Accelerator 
- £244.95 (40Mhz, 0Mb RAM) 
- £329.95 (50Mhz, 0Mb RAM) 
4Mb of RAM - £149.95 
SCSI II Interface - £89.95 
WHO 

WHOWKIH 1 Phase 5 Digital products | vnur WHAT I   _ M „ _ _ _ _ 
wmiiiwH*! WHERE 

I wHarWHAI 1 Gordon Harwood Computers 
^SBMM v 0713 836781 

In order to work out what sort of speed increases you could expect from both of the accelerators, we set up 
several tests using commonly used programs. These tests were designed to measure the increase in speed 
which you can expect in a variety of everyday situations instead of relying purely on benchmarks. 

A1200 Blizzard 

ImageFX FHI* N/A* 42 

Imagine' N/A* 477 
Render 

ProVector* 5 2 
Redraw 

AIBB Tests8 

Graphics 1 2.34 

Integer 1 4.72 

Floating 1 4.75 

A4000/040 G-Force 

36 21 

289 123 

3.16 

3,83 

15,28 

3.68 

10.19 

24.79 

* Test not carried out due to 
iack of memory, 

1 - Based on a 68030 
running at 50Mhz with 4Mb of 
memory but no FPU. 

2 - Based on a 68040 
running at 40Mhz with 4Mb of 
memory. 

3 - The time (in seconds) to 
do a full screen radial fill box 
on a 640 by 256 screen in 
Version 1.5 of ImageFx. 

4 - The time (in seconds) to 

render an Imagine 3 scene 
which included several 
algorithmic textures. 

5 - The time (in seconds) to 
redraw a complex structured 
drawing in ProVector 2.1 

6 - Amiga Intuition Based 
Benchmark (AIBB) is a 
program which carries out a 
series of tests to determine 
the speed of the machine. The 
figure given is how much 
faster in each category each 
of the machines is than an 
unexpanded A12QQ, 
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Stunners 

Two 'new' 3D animation 

packages have just come on to 

the market Imagine 3 is finally 

out and NewTek have at last 

seen sense and are shortly to 

release a Toaster-free version of 

their excellent LightWave 3D 

program* Gary Whiteley takes 

a first look on your behalf. 

LIGHTWAVE 3D STAND-ALONE 

NewTek's Video Toaster comes complete 
with a whole load of dedicated software, 
including a marvellous 3D modelling, 

rendering and animation program called 
LightWave 3D. The real trouble is that this 
software is practically useless without the 
Toaster, which acts as an expensive dongle if you 
only want to use Lightwave 3D - especially as It 
doesn't work with the PAL TV standard as used in 
the UK, Nevertheless, the power of the Toaster - 
and Lightwave 3D in particular - was still an 
enormous draw for PAL animators looking for 
powerful, cost-effective software to rival 
Autodesk's 3D Studio on the PC and top-end 
software on the extremely respected Silicon 
Graphics' platforms. 

Accordingly, a number of switched-on PAL 

i h ilJLi il U L,Ma 

- 
5 if* 

M«r 

'iiwr al _ fl~»nj_ J 

f yes* 
And with Lightwave's Modeller you have aft the 
toots necessary to build your own objects from 
scratch - including importing any PostScript fonts 
you might have handy. 

Lightwave's output is extremely impressive to 
say the least and, with its support for particle 
systems and special lighting effects, images 
such as this are there for the taking. 

animators realised that Lightwave 3D was a good 
thing and bought Toasters so that they could reap 
the benefits. Then Warm and Fuzzy Logic made 
their own Toaster-emulating LightRave dongle so 
that LightWave 3D could be run without a Toaster. 
However, LightRave itself was pretty soon hacked, 
meaning that the latest versions of LightWave 3D 
could be run without any dongles at all! 

NewTek were understandably extremely 
distressed by all this and, since there was 
obviously a great demand for their products that 
they were so miserably failing to capitalise on, at 
last decided to release a stand-alone version of 
LightWave 3D which could work in both PAL and 
NTSC resolutions with any suitable Amiga - 
including A1200s. NewTek have decided to release 
the stand-alone LightWave 3D now because they 
didn't consider that previous versions were quite 
up to the rigours of full, stand-alone release and 

that there weren't enough solid features in these 
versions to justify the cost to the end-user. 

So what's new then? Well, basically not a 
whole lot, because the stand-atone version is pretty 
much the same as Lightwave 3D v3.1y which is 
part of the current Video Toaster line-up, although 
I'm told that the stand-alone version will be v3,2 
and that the main difference between it and it's 
predecessor is that (apart from working with any 
Amiga which has a hard drive, at least 8Mb RAM 
and Workbench 2.04) there have been some small 
changes made to the interfaces and that user- 
definable resolutions of up to 16000 x 16000 
pixels will be available. 

This last point is extremely significant because 
it makes possible the rendering of large images for 
poster work, HDTV or even I MAX use, as well as 

The LightWave 3D software from MewTek has 
always had one of the absolutely best stage 
management interfaces, making keyframe 
animation extremely easy. 
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WHO WHAT WHERE 

Lightwave 3D stand-alone - $695 
Expected UK price around £500. 

Due for release on June 15th. 
UK distributor to be announced. 

For further information contact: 
Newtek, 1200 SW Executive Drive, Topeka, 
Kansas, 66615, USA 
* 0101 913 228 SOOO. 

recording to film. Oh yes, and the software will be 
protected with what Newtek believe to be a fully 
secu re dongle. 

All of Lightwave 3D's standard features are 
present - including spline-based key framing for 
motion paths, easy scene manipulation, skeletal 
deformation (LBone$')r surface mapping, lens 
flares, anti-aliaising, motion blurs, and all of 
Modeller s object creation functions - from support 

for Postscript fonts to spline curve modelling and 
BooXlean operations. New, updated, manuals will 
be made available to registered owners as and 
when they are completed. 

But it's not all great news unfortunately. At the 
moment the only 24-bit graphics card supported by 
the stand-alone Lightwave 3D is Picasso I!, which 
is extremely bad news if you own any other card, 
this doesn't mean that you won t be able to see 
Lightwave 3D's images on other cards - on the 
contrary, because any card that supports 24-bit 
images can display Lightwave 3D's IFF file output - 
it will just be a little awkward, that's all. But 
Newtek are actively encouraging anyone who wants 
to write drivers for other cards to get in touch with 
them for programmer support. 

The HAM-8 animation playback system used in 
the Toaster 4000 (that's a Toaster with Lightwave 
3D 3,0 or 3.1 fitted in an Amiga 4000) has been 
replaced with an animation compiler and viewer 
program which will probably be Tom Krehbiel's 
Rend24 shareware program, though this was 
unconfirmed at the time of going to press, But 
these are after all only very small worries when 
compared to the enormous potential of Lightwave 

3D Itself, Lightwave 3D is the software used 
in countless US TV productions, some of which 
we've started to see over here in the UK. Wehve 
already had SeaQuest DSV and Star Trek: TNG - 
Babylon 5 is now showing and the next major 
Lightwave 3D production to hit our small screens 
will be Robocop: The Series which, by all accounts, 
is just fabulous. Lightwave 3D is being constantly 
updated and both NewTek and Allen Hastings 
(LightWave's excellent programmer) work closely 
with top film and video people to ensure that 
Lightwave 3D does what they want it to do, at a 
realistic price. 

By the time you read this the stand-alone 
version of Lightwave 3D should be available - in 
both PAL and NTSC versions. Expect to see great 
things from it on a TV or monitor near you soon. 
Keep your eyes peeled for a full review of 
Lightwave 3D stand-alone in the next issue. 

At the time of writing, no UK distributor has 
been announced, and Newtek have not set a UK 
price. However, several dealers we spoke to 
expected it to cost somewhere in the region of 
£500-550, although some dealers are hoping to 
sell it for less than £500, 

IMAGINE 3 at long last 

■ trs been a very long wait, but now 
I Minnesota's finest, Impulse Inc., have finally 
I shipped imagine 3 - around IS months after 

we were first told to expect itl So why has 
imagine 3 taken so long to get out of the door? Is 
it because a whole host of new features have 
been added? Is it because known bugs were 
being fixed? Is it because the PC version {or the 
Amiga version) was holding Impulse's release 
dates back? Who can tell? Anyway, it's safe to 
say that Imagine J has been eagerly awaited by 
everyone who has used previous versions, 

So when imagine 3 dropped through my door 
last week I had no choice but to get out of bed, get 
some coffee and install it on my hard drive so that 
I could give you a taste of some of the new stuff 
that this long-awaited program contains, imagine 3 
has a number of major new features. 

Here is a selection of the ones I found the 
most important; 
• States 
• Bones 
• Particles 
• Spline Editor 
• Better editing windows 
• Improved lighting and camera functions 
• Around 100 built-in textures 
• Brand new manual 
• Plus a load of other important changes and 
additions, including faster rendering, improved anti- 
aliaising, deformations, more effects, an improved 
Action Editor with extra options, a new 3D editing 
mode for the Detail Editor and a better quad-view 
Preview window with user-definable Angles, Zoom 
and Perspective settings which make viewing an 
object much easier. 

Particles replace an object's faces with new 
solids which can be affected by windt gravity and 
other effects. They only become,.. 

Unfortunately there are also some bugs which 
still need fixing - like the old (and well known) Slice 
problem, and some new ones - like fonts no longer 
loading correctly into the Detail Editor. So let's take 
a look at the big changes one by one: 

SIMPLIFYING STATES 
In imagine 2, if you wanted to have a multi-part 
object and do something interesting like walking, 
you either had to make a whole set of keyframe 
objects and morph them from one to the next over 
time or take the trickier path of building a Cycle 
object. Well, I'm glad to say that the Cycle editor is 
now almost redundant and has been replaced by 
States, which essentially record variations in an 
object's shape and form and save all the 
information along with the object. To move from 
one State to another is simple - just add the object 

„r fully visible when rendered. You should be able 
to note the new visible camera and light forms in 
the wireframe view. 

to the action editor and specify the name of trie 
State that you wish to recall. For example, a 
grouped object could have several moving parts 
which can be manipulated into several key 
positions. Each position can be saved as a named 
State and each State can later be recalled in the 
Action Editor so as to smoothly animate the object 
between each of the chosen States. States are 
great! And they're really not too difficult to use 
either. Can't get better than thatl 

BEAUTIFUL BONES 
Bones are axes which can be told to move and 
rotate in relation to each other and the object to 
which they are assigned, and consequently 
smoothly stretch or compress the surface of the 
object at the same time as adjusting its position. A 
good example is the supplied hand object which 
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Bones are hierarchically-grouped axes brilliantly 
joined to an object which canr if you so wish,... 

has an axis to represent each bone in the fingers 
of a human hand. Notice that the hand itself is a 
single object and that the axes are grouped 
hierarchically - with the extremity bones being 
connected down through the knuckles to the body 
of the hand itself. 

By setting different States and positions for the 
bones, and saving the resulting ob]ect/sf more- 
natural looking animations can be produced - at 
the expense of some fiddly preparation and a tough 
learning curve. But I think that the inclusion of 
Bones is a very good thing which most of you will 
find very handy. 

PECULIAR PARTICLES 
Particles are a slightly strange concept in that you 
can't see them until they are rendered. What 
happens is that you make an object - say a 
multifaceted cube - and then particularise' it. 
Suddenly all the original triangular faces are 
replaced by solids of your choosing - be they 
cubes, spheres or any of several other available 
shapes. Then, when the object is rendered, only 
the new particles are drawn, giving the object a 
completely new appearance. The particles 
themselves can be further manipulated in the 
Action Editor, where effects such as gravity, wind 
and spin can all be brought to bear to animate the 
particles into some kind of motion. At the moment 
I've got little idea as to the practical applications of 
particles beyond breaking an object to bits, but 
with a little work t should soon figure it out. 

SPLENDID SPLINE EDITOR 
The Spline Editor is where you load in PostScript 
fonts and give them bevels and extrusions. The 
result - smooth-edged text which looks wonderful, 
SpJines can also be used to make 2D extrusion 
shapes, but full 3D spline modelling is not yet 
implemented, However, the smoothness of spline- 

Splines produce smooth curves. Imagine 3's 
Spline Editor can load PostScript fonts and 
extrude and bevel them, as well as be*-* 

...be used with States to amazingly smoothly 
manipulate an object into new positions,... 

based fonts is a great start. 

EASY EDITING WINDOWS 
The best addition to the edit windows are the new 
Preview controls for viewing objects in the 
Perspective quad view. No longer bound by the 
camera view, it is possible to manually rotate, 
zoom or alter the perspective of the view before 
you test animate or quickrender itT making 
modelling and pre-render testing much easier, And 
with the NewMode view in the Detail Editor it is 

Want to make an object which looks tike it is 
made of girders? Now it's easy with the new 
Lattice function. 

now possible to manipulate an object's points, 
lines and faces directly in the Perspective window. 
The Action Editor has also been significantly 
revamped, with more choices and easier access. 

LIGHTS AND CAMERA 
Placing cameras and Eights was previously a 
tedious hit-and-miss affair, but now that lines have 
been added to show the areas covered by both 
camera and lights, and coupled with a real-time 
quad preview, it is now much easier to put 

... used to make simple, but stunning, $0 forms. 
The rendered images speak for themselves - this 
one uses the new Mosaic texture. 

„. then render seamless animations as the object 
moves Into each new pose. 

everything where you want it. 

TERRIFIC TEXTURES 
As if to challenge Apex Software's Essence 
Textures, Impulse have decided to implement a 
whole set of mathematical surface textures of their 
own, There are now around one hundred new 
textures included with Imagine, and I must admit 
that even as an Essence fan, some of them are 
extremely good. 

MASTERFUL MANUAL 
One of the greatest criticisms of Imagine 2 was its 
poorly-written manual. Impulse have attempted to 
redress this by commissioning the manual from an 
external source, and by and large this manual is 
much better than the previous one. It does have its 
problems though, mainly that the new features are 
often described only in the most cursory way. A 
good example of this is how to use the Bones 
functions. It took me several re-reads and a good 
deal of thinking to get to grips with how to actually 
make bones and get them working. For such 
complex new features i would have expected more 
than the six pages of half-baked tutorial on offer - 
and this goes for other functions too. 

SoT all in all, the new manual is good, but it's 
not tnatgoodJn (brief) conclusion, I have to say 
that imagine 3 has come on a long way from its 
predecessor, though there's still a lot to do if 
Impulse want to keep up with the Lightwaves and 
Real 3Ds of the Amiga rendering world. The 
addition of collision detection, true kinematics and 
full spline modelling will go a long way towards this. 
See next month's issue for a full review with 
comments and tips from professional users. CD 

WHO WHAT WHERE 

IMAGINE 3 

Created by: 
Impulse Inc., 8416 Xerxes Ave. North, 
Minneapolis, MN 55444, USA 
IT 0101 612-425-0557. 
Upgrade paths also available. 

Distributed by: 
Amiga Format magazine - £95 
(you must have the original form found in the 
back issues 53t 54 or 55). If you don't already 
have these issues, you can order one by ringing 
Future Publishing   0225 822 511 

Emerald Creative Technology - £89.95 + £3.50 
postage n 081 715 8866 
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QUALITY PERIPHERALS 

AMITEK 

FRIENDLY TECHNOLOGY 

Designed to bring you high quality 
and performance at affordable prices, 
AmiTek peripherals offer outstanding 
vaiue-for-money. They are built to 
ensure easy fitting and trouble free 
operation - making them a pleasure 
to use. AmiTek products are also 
thoroujghly tested and very reliable, 
so reliable that we are pleased to 
offer a full two year warranty on the 
AmiTek products detailed here. 

RAM UPGRADES! 
| &U\M FOR A5M/A5Q&PUIS/A60Q - 2YH WARRANTY | 

CODE DESCRIPTION 
I RAM 0505 A500 -512K (No Clock) 
| RAM 0510 A500 -512K (With Clock) 

RAM 0520 A500PLUS - 1Mb RAM 
RAM 0605 A600 - 1MO (No Clock) 

L RAM 0610 A600 - 1 Mb (With Ctock) 

ml PCMCIA CARDS 
] AMITEK FOR AMIGA 600/1200 - 2VR WARRANTY 

CODE DESCRIPTION INC VAT | 
I RAM 6020   A600/1200 * 2 Mb Card £119 
| RAM 6040   A600/120O - 4 Mb Ca rd £179 

KMODULATOR 
SB FOR ALL AMIGAS 

The AmiTek External Modulator makes an ideal 
replacement modulator for all Amiga owners. 
Everything needed is supplied. Like all AmiTek 
peripherals, it comes with an 
easy to follow manual. 
# User friendly manual included 
• High qualify design 
* FREE RF cable supplied 

MODULATOR 

INC VAT-MOA 4200 

RAM UPGRADE 
& MATHS 

ULnJUUL/U ACCELERATOR 

FOR THE AMIGA 1200 

BUILT-IN BATTERY BACKED CLOCK 

INCREASES 0PESATICH BY UP TO 40X 

Maximise the processing power of your standard A1200. Be ready For the new 
generation of software which makes more demands on Amiga memory and 
technology. Trie AmiTek Hawk RAM expansion includes up to 8Mb fasl 35-bit RAM, 
the ability to support a sophisticated 6S6B2 FPU (Floating Point Unit - drastically 
increases the speed of maths intensive operations) and a battery backed up clock. 
Built to a high standard, In is board can be easily installed and comes with a 2 year 
warranty. The Hawk RAM board is available in 9 pre-conNgured versions enabling 
you to selecl trie model which best suits your requirements. 

• Plugs siraighi into A1200 trapdoor- No soldeng required 
• LfpgratieflbJa FAST RAM board to 1.2.^ or B\n.- 
• Uses industry staridard soc^eled SIMMs *of easy upgrades 
• Two types ol optional Roating Point unit - 

33Mm or 40MHZ PLCC 6BB82 co-prooessor 
• Comprehensive manual with illustrations 
• Works with al A1200 and A1200HD computers 
• Does not Invalidate you? A.1200 warranty 
■ 2 year warranty 

PRICES FROM ONLY 

■PU Spasd C-jmperiwn n FLOPS ^FLO Pflinl cptnlipns wr Sacond] :igur*s hem AIBB WflfMfi.1 
1.0 

Amloa 33HHI I 12» 4i>bJt 
r NO 3 3 FPb 40?,': ^ 

I RAM £99 £1§9 
1 Mb £ RAM £139 £199 

RAM £199 £259 £299 
O Mb 

t O RAM £399 £499 

1Mb RAM, NO FPU 

£99 
INC VAT - RAM 1210 

iiSONY 

m DELUXE FLOPPY DRIVE 
FOR ALL AMIGA COMPUTERS 

DELUXE FEATURES 
The AmiTek drive has been 
specially designed to meet the 
needs of Amiga users and has 
many deluxe features which are not 
included in other drives - check cut 
the competition I 

ANTI-CLICK 
The anti-click feature stops your 
drive from making lengthy whirs 
and clicks thai occur when the drive 
is empty and searching for a disk. 

ANTI-VIRUS 
The switcheble Anti-Virus mode 
stops track 0 viruses infecting the 
disk while in the drive. Yet, unlike 
many other drives which have vims 
killersF this Ami-Virus mode can be 
disabled, allowing some fussy copy 
protected software to run. 

1Mb INTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 
FOR AMIGA 500/500PLUS & AMIGA G00/12Q0 

A500/A500PLUB 
These internal AmiTek replacement 
drives are ideal for users who wish to replace their existing internal 
drtve. 
The packs feature a    high quality Internal  1Mb. Stf' drive mechanism lor   (ha Amiga 
50Q/500PLUS O 
Amiga 500/1200. you need to fit your drive is included,   plus easy to follow fitting instructions and 24 months warranty. 

ADD ADDITIONAL 
DRIVES 

As a double sided mechanism, 
the AmiTek drive gives 880K of 
disk space after formatting. It is 
also daisy-chainable, which 
means that you may add further 
drives to your system and, uses 
very little power from your Amiga. 

HIGH QUALITY SONY 
MECHANISM 

AmiTek took the time to source a 
mechanism that has all the 
features, quality and reliability 
that Amiga owners have been 
crying out for. After vigorously 
testing Sony's mechanism, it 
proved to be the best by far 
available. 

Details taken from mcd*& avi&t£e MARCH '34 

f 
ANTI- 
CLICK 

ANTI- 
VIRUS 

ROBUST 
STEEL 1 

CASE 

QUALITY 
SONY 

MECHANISM 

TOP HATED 
CU-AMIGA 
MAY Si SO'., 

2 1 YEAfl 
WARRANTY 

f AMITEK / / / / / / 
C LI MAN A 

{ ZAPPO / 

• HIGH QUALITY ZWl SONY 
MECHANISM 

• STRONG METAL CASING 
• BUILT-IN ANTI-CLICK FEATURE 
• SWITCH ABLE ANTI-VIRUS 

MODE 
• ENABLE/DISABLE SWITCH 
• 75MS ACCESS TIME 
• DAISY CHAINABLE VIA THRU 
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on't know about you, but ever since 
childhood if late one night I happen to be 
walking home away from the Eights of the 

city and look up at a clear night sky, I'm always 
gob-smacked by the beauty of It. The creators of 
Distant Suns, the Virtual Reality Laboratories 
(VRL)T must feel the same way. As stated In the 
manual, it's the product of "several years worth of 
spare time". You shouldn't conclude from this 
that we're dealing with a package that's not of 
commercial quality, though. It's far superior, say, 
to the PD package Dynamic Skies (Virus Free 
V1265), but it docs lack the polish of the Amiga's 
very best programs. 

Distant Suns is a desktop planetarium, 
providing a simulated view of the night sky, This 
doesn't just include stars and planets, but also 
asteroids, comets and 'deep sky objects', or 
galaxies and nebule. The program's viewpoint can 
be varied throughout both time and space, Viewing 
from the Earth can be done in one of two ways: in a 
local, or equatorial frame. In the case of a local 
frame, you specify a location on the Earth's surface 
- either by choosing from an extensive list of cities, 
or by entering specific longitude and latitude 
coordinates - and the screen displays the sky as it 
would appear from that location, If you view in 
equatorial mode, you're conceptually at the Earth's 
centret looking in whichever direction you specify. 
Once you introduce the dimension of time, the 
difference between the two becomes marked. As 
the Earth rotates in time, the stars appear to move 
to the observer on a point on its surface; but 
they are stationary for an observer at the 
centre of the Earth, who is looking in an 
'absolute' direction. 

You can vary the angle of the 
view that is displayed. If you 
narrow the viewing angle you 
effectively zoom in on a 
smaller area of the screen. 
This doesn't bring fainter 
stars into view, though - it's not 
magnification in the telescopic 
sense. Fainter stars can be 
displayed, though. To do sor you have to 
load in one of two Extended Star 
catalogues, containing details of many more, 
fainter stars than are known to the rest of 
Distant Suns. These catalogues are NASA's 
SkyMap and the Hubble Guide Star Catalogue. 
Unfortunately, only tiny portions of each of these 
are included as standard. The full catalogues are 
available separately, direct from VRL 

You don't have to be observing from the Earth, 
though. A quick menu selection and you can view 
things from one of many objects in the solar 
system. Or you can take a view from 'above' the 

Twinkle 

twinkle... 

Cliff Ramshaw comes over all starry-eyed as 

he takes a look at Distant Suns 5, the latest 

incarnation of the universe simulator from VRL 

ecliptic, looking down on the Sun, with all the 
planets orbiting in ellipses around it. This has only 
three scales, showing just the inner planets, the 
middle and inner, or all of them. 

There's also the opportunity of getting a close- 
up of any of the planets. Just choose one, then 
select from a number of preset distances and 
angles, and there you are - hovering before it. The 
rendering of the planets is fairly crude, so I can't 
imagine the trip to the planets being a regular one, 

A more versatile view can be gained by 
switching to heliocentric coordinates. This means 
that you specify your position (as an observer) with 

respect to the Sun, rather than the Earth. Sorry, 
but to get the best out of this program you'll 

have to get your head round the tricky 
concept of three-dimensional polar 

coordinate systems. That's the 
universe for you! 

Most objects in the solar 
system exist in the plane of 

the ecliptic. This is the fiat 
area which contains the 

Earth s orbit. It's a peculiar 
fact that the orbits of the planets 

and the asteroids are also En, or 
nearly in, this same flat area. Nobody 

knows why for sure, but it lends weight to 
the theory that the asteroids are all debris 

from one original object. Most objects aren't 
quite in the ecliptic plane, though, so if you're 
viewing from any off-Earth location Distant Suns 
will, on request, draw droplines between objects 
and the ecliptic so you can see how far above or 
below it they are- It works in a similar way to the 
3D radar system in the game Elite. 

Time is Distant Suns' other major variable. As 
well as selecting the location from which you 
observe, you can also select the date, from a range 

Here the view has been set to thai which you'd 
see from London. A distinctly un-metropoiitan 
landscape can be switched on to obscure the area 
of the sky that shouldn't be visible. 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
m  AmigaDOS 2.04 or greater 
• 2Mb of RAM (Must have 1Mb of Chip RAM) 
• Hard Drive 

You're not confined to terrestrial views. This one 
is horn above the plane of the ecliptic, looking 
down, and shows the middle and inner planets. 

One nice feature is Hover, which enables you to 
view a pianet close up, This picture is taken from 
the sunward side of Neptune. 

of thousands of years, and time of day. The 
heavens seem to move to an Earth-bound observer, 
both as the Earth rotates and as it orbits the Sun. 
Also, the other planets (and comets, asteroids and 
so on) move about the Sun at different speeds, so 
they appear in different areas of the sky at different 
times. There's even more variance in the heavens 
than that. All the stars are moving relative to our 
Sun. This motion is unnoticeable on a day-to-day 
basis, but it's apparent on the thousands-of-years 
time-scales that Distant Suns deals with, The 
motion is generally divided into two parts - proper 
motion and radial velocity. Radial velocity is the 
speed at which a star is moving towards or away 
from (almost invariably away from, since the 
universe is expanding) the Earth, and doesn't 
concern us. Proper motion measures the visible 
motion of the star across the sky. You can get 
Distant Suns to draw lines through all the stars, 
where a line's end-points represent its position 
25,000 years in the past and future. Although 
they're moving at a fantastic rate, the stars are so 
far away that the distances they move appear tiny, 

A further complication to the motion situation 
comes in the form of something called precession. 
This is a slight 'wobble' in the Earth s orbit. The 
wobble repeats every 25,800 years, and because 
of It everything in the sky seems to wobble, The 
motion is so subtle you don't need to worry about it 
unless you're skipping more than 100 years from 
the current date. If you are, then you can select an 
option that gets the program to update the star's 
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Another planet can be chosen as a viewpoint I'm 
looking from Mars towards the Sun. I've clicked 
on Venus and Its Information window is displayed. 

Scientists believe the universe 
has been expanding since the 
Big Bang, but they don't know if 
it will do so forever or if its 
gravity will eventually cause It to 

collapse into an infinitely small point. 

positions accordingly. It's done like this because 
the updating is mathematically complex and takes 
a long time, Doing it automatically - which is how 
all the other motions are dealt with - would slow 
the program up too much. 

The facility in Distant Suns to set a particular 
time andt by means of its clock, to move it 
forwards or backwards at varying rates, means you 
can observe many interesting events. 

You can, for instance, witness the retrograde 
motion of a planet, This is a phenomena that 
arises out of the difference in speed between the 
Earth's and another planet's orbits. For a short 
time, the planet seems to reverse its direction as it 
travels across the Earth's sky before righting itself 
again, causing a kink in the path it traces. This is 
just one of the scenarios that the manual explains 
how to set up in its tutorial section. Others include 
the passing of Halley's comet, solar and lunar 
eclipses and stellar occultations (that's a planet 
blocking out a star to you and me, guv). 

As well as being able to observe all of these 
motions on your screen, you can save them out as 
anim files - a facility that could prove pretty handy 
for making multimedia presentations. 

A further boon to the would-be multimedia 
mogul-cum-astronomer is the program's ARexx 
port. With it you can control Distant Suns from an 
external script. Commands exist for most of the 
program's functions, making it possible to 
incorporate it into some sort of educational exhibit. 
The manual also suggests the possibility of using 
ARexx, with Distant Suns as a user-interface, to 
control a real telescope. Imagine a reai telescope 
that you could direct to any point of the sky with a 
simple mouse click... 

The package can present much more 
information than merely the positions of objects at 
a given time for a given place. If you're in 
Information mode, you can click on an object to 

WHAT 
Distant Suns Version 5,0 - 
£59.95 
WHO 
Meridian Distribution 
» 081 543 3500 
WHERE 
Virtual Reality Laboratories 

Some of the supplied images are somewhat 
disappointing. This martian landscape is of a 
distinctly low resolution. 

bring up a small fact-filled window for it. For the 
less significant objects (though significance is very 
subjective when we're talking about objects many 
times larger and oiderthan our Sun) it contains 
little more than coordinate and magnitude (a 
measure of a star's brightness) data. Some 
objects, notably nebulae and galaxies, are 
accompanied by small pictures. A fewT the planets 
in particular, have full (or nearly full) screen 
pictures, which you can click to view. These are 
supposedly enhanced for AGA owners, but I must 
say their quality isn't impressive. 

You can, though, add your own pictures. The 
program's configurable in other ways, too. Among 
many other things, you can add your own objects 
along with their orbits in the solar system, add new 
stars, and even add your own tables of 
astronomical data. 

You can decide whether or not to have each 
star labelled with its name - if s as well to switch 
this off with wide-angled views, since the display 
can get very cluttered. Similarly, constellations can 
be labelled, with lines optionally joining the stars to 

Manipulating the program's clock causes time to 
pass. Here's a view of the pole star from New 
York, Switch on Star Trails and you can see the 
circular motion of the other stars around Polaris. 

show their shapes. A more whimsical visual effect 
is produced by the Twinkle function, simulating the 
distorting effect of Earth's atmosphere on the 
stars' light (it makes them twinkle). 

A number of markers can be drawn on the 
display to help you orientate yourself. These 
include the ecliptic (the path the sun traverses 
across the sky), the equator, the horizon, a right 
ascension/declination grid and, when you're in 
Local viewing mode, an attitude line. 

Although there s a very slight clunky feeling to 
Distant Suns' controls (and yesT it can be slow), 
they certainly provide plenty of options for moving 
about. You can enter your exact position, direction 
of observation and the time En the Environment 
requester, or you can zoom around manually by 
using arrow icons in the Toolbox. You can also set 
the mouse so that wherever you click becomes the 
new centre of the display. Even better, you can get 
the program to find specific objects and centre the 
display around them. 

Distant Suns has some nice extras. It'll give 
you information on lunar phases and meteor 
showers, for example. It even has a What's Up 
window, which contains information about what you 
can expect to see in the sky at a particular time - 
ideal for the amateur astronomer. 

There are strong links throughout the program 
to the real world, to the business of physically 
observing the skies. The manual even includes an 
appendix with advice on buying a telescope. It 
seems to me that the program is intended primarily 
as an aid to the practising astronomer - not so 
much those in observatories at the top of 
mountains in exotic countries, but those who like 
to sit out in the cold with a telescope. 

I bet it's also a great education - I would have 
loved something like this when I was a kid - but 
the pictures could be better, and it would be nice 
to have more background information on tap. The 
manual suggests a number of 'experiments', and 
there are plenty more to be set up, where you can 
observe famous astronomical events and replay it 
all if you missed something, 

The point is though, it isn't a toy. I reckon if 
you only had a passing interest in the stars you'd 
soon tire of it. Let s face it, a computer display can 
never rival the beauty of the night sky. This 
program can help you better appreciate that 
beauty, and that's what astronomy is all about © 

Halley's comet approaching the Earth. Note its 
tail as a tine going in the opposite direction to the 
Sun. Sadlyf there aren't any close-ups of It. 

CHECKOUT 

DISTANT SUNS 

Documentation 85% 
Divided into tutorial and reference sections. It explains 
much, but leaves plenty of room for exploration. 

Features 82% 
St'5 got lots of them, but it'd be better with more higher- 
quality pictures and more textual information. 

Ease of use 80% 
Navigation is excellent, but speed is a problem. There 
is an optimised version for FPU owners, but even then 
things don't exactly zip along. 

Value for money 75% 
It's good value for serious users, but an expensive 
executive toy. 

Overall 82% 
4 fascinating and flexible program. If 
the control system and graphics were 
improved, It would be superb. 
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Ialways feel a bit dubious about programs 
til I led as 'general purpose utilities', as I 
usually like to know exactly what a program 

does before spending my money on it. Without a 
fixed description It all seems a bit like those 
'become a millionaire In a weekT advertisements 
we learn to avoid. 

DirWork2 however, clearly started life as a 
general purpose file manipulation utility. Copying 
files from one draw to another using the Workbench 
actually gets a bit tedious after a while, and much 
worse, not every file has an associated icon which 
can Jaunch a suitable program. For example, 
double-cite king on the icon of a picture created with 
Deluxe Paint will re-load Deluxe Paint and display 
the picture - a bit of an overkill when usually all 
that's needed is a simple utility to display the 
image. Likewise with a text file - chances are there 
will be no icon at all and therefore no default tool, 
in which case clicking won't do any good at alL 

DirWork knows ail about different file types. 
When DirWork looks at a file, it determines what 
sort it is and then does something sensible with it. 
A text file will be sent to the screen as text, a 
sound module played and a picture displayed - all 
automatically. Typically DirWork is set up to work 
with at least one list of files, and so examining an 
entire directory for images or sounds becomes 
quite an easy matter. 

EXTRA FEATURES 
Not wishing to stop with file handling, the author 
of DirWorks (one Chris Hames, whom you might 
remember from PC Task fame) has incorporated 
quite a few great ideas from existing Public 
Domain utilities. 

DirWork will let you add your own programs to 
the Workbench menu bar and also create your own 
Application Icons to sit out on the Workbench, 
wasting for files to be dropped in. There is also an 
option which will report on all system hardware and 
software, and even a SnoopDos type utility which 
will keep track of all operating system actions - 

THE COMPETITION 

The program which DirWork will find itself up 
against is Directory Opus, which is a little 
unfortunate for DirWork. Opus Is such a slick 
and refined program that any piece of software 
would have a hard job looking good beside it. 

It might not be as configurable, but 
Directory Opus is more stable and also comes 
with excellent documentation which even 
relative new-comers to the Amiga will be able 
to understand. It's also available for about 
£45, which makes it an essential purchase. 

DirWork 2 

John Kennedy takes a look at a new general 

purpose file manipulation utility - DirWork2. 
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An atl to common Bight when trying to display 
anything other than simple IFF Images. 

Configuring your own set-up can take a lot of 
Head-scratching, 

essential for diagnosing naughty programs and 
wayward utilities. There is even a basic virus 
detector included in the program - it's hard to think 
of any features missing... 

CONFIGURATION 
To say that DirWork is configurable is to make a bit 
of an understatement. Every possible feature of the 
display can be altered. We're not talking about 
changing some of the colours and features of the 
buttons, we're talking about making DirWork look 
like a dozen different programs. The example 
configurations are good examples of what is 
possible; as well as the standard Sid/Directory 
Opus look-alike, there are docking utilities and a 
full Genlock control program for mastering GVP's 
GLock. Perhaps most interesting of all, there is a 
full front end for ASDG's Art Department 
Professional, which demonstrates how a little 
ARexx can go a long way, 

DirWork wilt work on practically every Amiga 
available. As long as you have Workbench 1.3 or 
above you can run DirWork, although some of the 
more advanced features require Amiga Dos release 
2.0 and above to work. Floppy users won't have 
any problems as there are no extra modules or 
hidden config files to contend with. 

Unfortunately, perhaps as a result of this 
downward capability, DirWork looks a little sad 
compared to other file utilities. For some reason, 
even IBM clones running Windows seem to have 
prettier displays which is a rather sad state of 
affairs for machines fitted with state-of-the-art AG A 
technology, it's all rather grey and dispondent 
which is a very Thatcher-era 1980s sort of thing. 

BANG, CRASH, WALLOP 
Worse, something is seriously wrong somewhere. 
Whilst Multiview will display almost every image I 
send it - thanks to the various WB3.0 datatypes I'd 
picked up along the way - DirWork occasionally 
throws a fit when asked to show a GIF or JPEG 
image using the same datatypes. Even a HAM-S 
picture can fox it. Sometimes the colours are 
garbled, sometimes rubbish appears on screen and 
sometimes the computer decides to reset with a 
Guru message. Not behaviour which recommends 
DirWork for everyday use. 

Steering clear of these irritations, there is a 

very powerful engine at the heart of DirWork. The 
absolute and total control over the Amiga's 
Operating System, combined with ARexx support, 
means it's possible to use DirWork as a 
programming language in its own right. 

Everything fs configurable and, as the example 
set-ups show, several different versions of the 
program running simultaneously can replace a 
dozen PD utility programs. Of course, where it ail 
falls down is with the price, It's simply too much for 
a program which still needs a serious dose of DDT. 
For an infinitely more stable and attractive general 
file manipulation program, stay clear of DirWork 
and get Directory Opus instead. On the other hand, 
if you enjoy working with the Amiga's operating 
system at an intimate level and speak fluent 
ARexx, this could be the program you have been 
waiting for to tie all your scripts togther. © 

WHAT 
DlrWork2 - £69.95 
WHO 
Chris Hames 
WHERE 
Meridan Distribution 

081 543 3500 

CHECKOUT 

DIRWORK 2 

Documentation 75% 
Although in the form of a reasonably large ring bound 
manual, many beginners will be completely flumuxed 
when trying to use DirWork. 

Ease of use 70% 
Configuration can get very tricky, and this is due to 
nothing more than a poorly designed user interface. No 
one wants to type in eight digit hex numbers and 
obscure control strings. 

Speed 80% 
Certainly fast enough, especially on a hard drive 
system. The speed at which images are display will 
depend a lot on the datatypes used. 

Quality 65% 
Sadly lacking - at times this feels more like a public 
domain utility than an expensive program. Worrying 
level of crashes. 

Price 60% 
Too dear. Buy Directory Opus, raid a public domain 
library and learn how to use ARexx. 

Overall 65% 
A promising program let down by poor 
presentation, both in terms of the 
user interface and reliability. 
Advanced users wiil be abie to work 
around the bugs and tailor it to 
answer particular needs. 
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While Humanoid's model quality Is excellent, 
what sets it apart from other 30-model 
collections is the naturalness of its motions. 

WHO* 

: WHO* 

WHAT 
Humanold - $195 
WHO 
Crestline Software 
WHERE 
Crestline Software tr 0101 909 
338 1786 

ow don't take this personally, but when it 
comes to 3D-modelllng, human beings 
can be a real pain In the neck. They have 

all kinds of lumpy bits and they are terribly 
complicated. They are even more awkward when 
you try to animate them. It's amazing how much 
we take for granted when walking or running, and 
how much even the tiniest of inaccuracies stand 
out. Humanold is a collection of hierarchical 3D 
models that have been designed to make the 
creation of life-like human animations easier. 

Humanold is available for two popular 3D 
programs, imagine 2,0/3,0 and Lightwave. The 
package includes four very complicated models; a 
manT a woman, a strong man and, once you have 
registered the product a model of a child, As well 
as the models' motion paths (for Lightwave), 
running and walking poses (for Imagine) are also 
supplied. These can be used to create realistic 
motions for the models. In order to simulate 
emotions and speech, you can use the head morph 
targets. There are also morph targets for the 
hands, which are extremely difficult to animate 
realistically. The objects come with gold, silver and 
marble brushmaps as well. 

MORE POWER MR SCOTT 
As with most complicated 3D graphics utilities, you 
do need some powerful hardware to get the most 
out of Humanoid. The manufacturers recommend 
that you have 8Mb of memory and an 030 or 040 
CPU. If you are very patient and not overly 
ambitious, you may be able to get limited use out 
of the product using an expanded 1200, However, 
an accelerator is seriously recommended to get the 
most out of any 3D program. 

The objects themselves are the result of some 
fantastic modelling. Each object is highly detailed, 
and very life-like. Each figure has been created to 
scale - in Lightwave one unit equals one meter 
and in Imagine one unit equals one 
inch. They are already in proportion 
with each other; the woman is 95 per 
cent as tall as the man and the child 
50 per cent as tall. 

As well as being in proportion, 
each one has the same number of 
points and polygons. This means you 
can morph one figure into another, 
such as a child into an adult. You can 
also create new physiques by morphing 
part way between two forms - for 
example, you could create a muscular 
woman by morph ing a woman with the strong man. 

EXPRESS YOURSELF 
CLEARLY 
Humanoid also employs morphing to simulate 
changes in expression and for mimicking speech. 
The package includes several morph targets for 
expressions such as: anger, crying, fear, grinning, 
smiling, surprise and stern. The changes in 
expression would be extremely difficult to achieve 
by moving the components of the face by 'hand". 
This method also produces smoother results than 
if you had altered the object frame by frame. 

To simulate human speech there are morph 
targets for certain sounds4covering the sounds 
necessary to create words. When these sounds 
(phonemes) are synchronised to sampled voices, 
you can give a realistic impression of speech. 

Morph targets are also used to control the 
movement of the model's hands. Once again, this 
would be very difficult to do by "hand*. There are 
morph targets for several hand positions, such as 

Move 

that 

body! 

Animating human 

beings is not easy, 

Graeme Sandiford 

finds out if Humanoid 

can make it easier. 

handshaking, pointing and six different grips, To 
gain the greatest control over an action, such as 
catching an object, it may be necessary to morph 
between more than two objects. 

MOVE EFFORTLESSLY 
While Humanoid s model quality is excellent, the 
thing that sets it apart from other 3D-model 
collections is the naturalness of its motions. In the 
Lightwave version of Humanoid, motion paths have 
already been saved as part of the scene. So to get 
a running or walking figure you just load the 

appropriate scene. Once you have 
loaded the model created, the figure 
appears to run on the spot. The motion 
is incredibly natural-looking. If you wish 
to create your own poses or motions you 
can do so by rotating an object. Although 
the models are impressive in 
themselves, they are only intended to be 
things to build your own models from. 

Words and still images really 
aren't enough to adequately describe 
how well the humanoid models move. 
This product is a great feat of animation 

and modelling expertise, and is a worthwhile 
addition to the software collection of anyone who 
takes animation seriously. CD 

CHECKOUT 

HUMANOID 

Features 90% 
The objects are superbly modelled and the motions 
supplied are incredibly realistic. 

Documentation 80% 
The manual does a good job of explaining how to get 
the best out of the product. 

Price 80% 
A little too pricey for weekend animators. 

Overall 87% 
Incredibly realistic, with almost 
endless possibilities. 
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■ t's so good, in factT that you can feel quite 
I justified in pressing your nose up against the 
I glass in order to get a better look. We've got 

another book - an insider guide to Amiga disks 
and drives, I know it looks as if we're reviewing a 
book a month, but the truth is that there have 
been several good ones released recently. Richard 
Baguley will be taking at look at the Gold Fish CD- 
ROM as well. As If that wasn't enough, we're 
taking a look at Edge - a program that intends to 
redefine the term text editor. 

GOLD FISH 
PD Soft 
Fred has finally given up the floppy disks. As of 
now, his noted PD collection will only be available 
on CD-ROM, with a new update every six to eight 
weeks. This means that his 1,000th floppy disk is 
the final one in his floppy disk collection, and this 
set of two CDs contains every disk from 1 to 1000, 

Of course, given the amount of stuff on the 
discs, finding what you need could be somewhat of 
a pain. Fortunately,there is a new version of the 
Kingfisher database program, which allows you to 
search through the list of programs on the disk, 
You can either search for a program by name or by 
a key phrase, such as "Benchmark, "CPU" or 
"Pendulous". This search is reasonably quick, but 
it can take a good few seconds, especially on a 
slower machine, 

The programs in this impressive collection are 
stored on the CD-ROM in both ready-to-run and 
archived format, meaning that this disk would be 
very suitable for personal use or for installing on to 
a BBS. if you only want the archived versions of the 
programs, then you may be better off looking at the 
first in the Frozen Fish series, which will contain all 
1000 disks in a compressed format. In terms of 

* 

■nWftWIiB*^  

One of the, ermf highlights of the Gold Fish CD is 
the Workbench hack ARoach, which gives your 
Amiga a nasty infestation of cockroaches. 

There is yet another splendid bundle of 

goodies from Graeme Sandiford as he 

presents this edition of Window Shopper, 

contents, this is an absolutely stunning disk, with 
everything from alphabetical sorting programs to 
Zoo de-archivers. Fred's collection has long been 
regarded as the best collection of Amiga PD you 
can get, and this is surely a "must have" for any 
Amiga owner with a CD drive. Thirty quid may seem 
quite a lot, but for over a gigabyte of seriously 
useful stuff, it s extremely good value. 

Product: 
Price: 
Supplier: 
Tel: 

Gold Fish 
£29.99 
PDsoft 
0702 466933 

Overall rating: 95% 

InovaTronics 
This is something of a novelty for me - I'm using a 
product to write Ets own review. Yeah, I know it 
sounds kind of kinky, but it is a good way to test 
Edge's features and ease-of-use. 

The program has been marketed by 
InovaTronics as the ultimate in user-configurable 
text editors. If you have not used a text editor 
before you are probably wondering what one is, or 
you may be confusing it with a word processor. So 
what is the difference between a word processor 
and a text editor? The main difference between 
these two kinds text handling programs is the way 
they format text A text editor simply loads and 
edits ASCII characters; these characters have no 
formatting information, such as whether they will 
be bold or underlined. Text editors also tend to 
have less functions as well, so we shouldn't expect 
too much in the way of fancy tools from Edge, Word 
processors can handle other characters other than 
ASCII ones - as a result they often include 
unwanted instructions in the files they create. 
These extra characters can be a real pain, 
especially for programmers. That's why text editors 
are used for writing programs and altering 
AmigaDOS files. 

One of Edge's biggest selling points is its 
configurability. You can adapt pretty much every 
aspect of the program to your liking. What's more, 
you can save as many different configurations as 
you like. This can be especially useful for 
programmers, who often follow different formatting 
rules for several programming languages. However, 
Edge's configurability doesn't stop there, you can 
change just about any function, thanks to the 
program's modular design. You have the choice of 
either configuring the program through its built-in 
preference editors, recommended for beginners, or 
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The best thing about Edge is how welt it works 
with Directory Opus. 

by directly editing the ASCII files that contain 
details of all of the programs functions. 

One function that may appeal to programmers 
is Edge's dictionaries. These are not dictionaries 
for spelling-checking, as you would find in most 
word processors, but they have been designed for 
C programmers. They contain a list of specialised 
commands used in C and Amiga Intuition words. 
You can then instruct the program to help keep you 
from making case sensitive errors. As with the 
program's other features you can easily edit the 
dictionary through its ASCII file. 

A feature that i particularly like are Bookmarks, 
You can mark an area of text, carry on writing or 
editing another section H and then return to the 
marked area by pushing a key. This can be useful if 
you are uncertain of some information, since you 
can leave it blank and return to fill the details 
quickly and easily. You can assign bookmarks to 
particular keys so you can return to several 
positions by pressing a different key, 

Folds is a feature that can also make 
navigating a document that much easier. The 
manual best describes how this works: it likens a 
document to a scroll - if you fold it in two places 
you obscure the area in between. This means you 
can temporarily "blot outh an area of a document 

The program's windows are just as 
configurable as the rest of the program. You can 
open several windows for a single document Once 
you've opened the windows, you can also instruct 
the program to panel them vertically and 
horizontally. You can even split a single window 
horizontally or vertically. 

The program makes good use of AmigaGuide to 
provide extensive on-line help. When triggered, the 
programs help file will actually open up to the 
section that relates to your current menu selection, 
or the area of the program you are in. 

The program also has extensive ARexx support, 
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and one thing I really like about the program, in 
particular, is that it can be used in conjunction with 
one of my favourite utilities - Directory Opus. As 
with a number of programs, Edge can be launched 
from one of Opus' buttons, However, unlike most 
programs, you can actually use Directory Opus' 
screen to edit your documents - kinda spooky eh? 
This is probably the manner in which I will most 
likely use Edge. 

I am tempted to say that I really like Edge and 
give a whopping big score. Unfortunately, I can't - 
the program is by no means the ideal 
programmers tool. It also has its fair share of 
quirks, but the thing that really lets it down is its 
price - it's far too expensive. It does have some 
unique features though, and, if you can afford it, it 
can be a very useful tool. 

Product: 
Price: 
Supplier: 
Tel: 

Edge 
$99 
InovaTronics 
0101 214 340 4991 

Overall rating: 82% 

AMIGA DISKS AND DRIVES 
INSIDER GUIDE 
Bruce Smith Books 
The Amiga may be an exceptional computer, but 
like any PC or Mac it relies on some form of disk or 
drive for most of its tasks. However, these 
essential parts of a computer can often be taken 
for granted and it's not until something goes wrong 
that we pay them any attention. 

This book, written by respected freelance 
journalist Paul Overaa, goes into great detail about 
a number of disk-related topics. At first this seems 
like quite a boring subject, and hardly complicated 
enough for a 250-page book. However, this is 
where Mr Overaa proves most of us wrong by jam- 
packing this book full of interesting stuff. There is 
also a disk that contains example files and useful 
utilities. The main topics include: software 
installation, file and disk operations, copying and 
moving files, disk repair and backup utilities, 
encryption and security, RAD, CD-ROMs and more. 

The first chapter explains the differences 
between the various kinds of storage media 
available for the Amiga. This chapter also explains 
how each one actually works. It does so without 
being too techie, explaining things as simply as 
possible. The chapter describes how CD-ROM 
technology works and even gives a brief history of 
its development. It takes great care to explain the 
differences between types of hard drives that are 

A 
MP J 
ishs and drives 

Disks and Drives 
is the iatest 
addition to the 
insider Guide 
family. 

available and gives advice on the best way to get 
one fitted to your particular machine. The chapter 
explains a bit about memory-based storage devices 
too. It also lists their advantages and 
disadvantages as well. 

The book also explains how AmigaDGS works 
in relation to disks and drives. It provides a list of 
several directory-related DOS commands, along 
with explanations on how they work and how they 
should be used, The chapter also explains the 
construction of a disk in terms of directories and 
trees. This gives you a clear understanding of how 
to navigate directories and the best way of 
organising your disks. 

The Amiga's filesystems are flexible and 
extremely useful, so it's not much of a surprise 
that there is a chapter devoted to explaining them. 
This chapter also explains the different formatting 
options that are available. It also shows you how to 
use CrossDOS to gain access to files on PC- 
formatted disk. It explains how device drivers work 
and the necessity of the mount! 1st 

One of the fears that is most common among 
computer users is having their system infected by 
a virus. It's quite funny really - some people are 
terrified of computer viruses, but few of them 
actually know what they are, or how they can be 
spread. The book does a good job of explaining 
what viruses are, what they can doT what to do if 
your machine is infected, and how they can be 
stopped from spreading. 

One of my favourite chapters is the one on 
encryption, perhaps because I'm a secretive kind 
of guy. The disk includes Ami cipher which can be 
used to scramble text files In order to keep their 
contents from prying eyes. There are several 
examples of how to use the program included in 
the chapter. 

Another fascinating section of the book is the 
one on data compression and archiving. The 
chapter does a good job of explaining some 
potentially confusing concepts. 

I must say that this is a surprisingly good book. 
Far from being boring and full of technical terms, it 
explains everything in a coherent and interesting 
manner. We would certainly recommend it to 
anybody who would like to come to grips with the 
intricacies of storage devices without ploughing 
through reams of boring and confusing information. 

Product:   Amiga Disks and 
Drives Insider Guide 

Price: £14,95 
Supplier: Bruce Smith Books 
Tel: (0923) 893493 

Overall Rating: 87% 

ZAPPO SMART STOR 
(30MB) 
indi Direct Mail 
I am sorry to start this review in a negative way, but 
one of the things I found most annoying after 
buying my A1200 was that I couldn't add a hard 
drive without invalidating my one-year warranty. 
Eventually I decided to take the plunge and opened 
up my Amiga to add a hard drive. Then came the 
Overdrive - a hard disk that plugs into the 1200 or 
600 via their PCMCIA slots. As you can imagine, I 
was kicking myself, and when I found out that 
these drives where faster than the one I had fitted 
Internal ly, I was almost in tears. So it is with more 
than a little irony that I hold this Smart Stor in my 

You may not believe it, but this tiny box contains 
30Mb of data. 

hand - a hard drive based on a similar technology 
as the Overdrive. 

The version of Smart Stor that is on test is the 
30Mb capacity drive. Currently there is also a 
20Mb version, and larger capacity drives are under 
development. The unit itself is a tiny 11x7.5cm 
wedge shaped box, whose black colouring makes 
no attempt to blend with the Amiga's colour. In 
operation the drive is relatively quiet, with a barely 
audible high-pitched whine, The Smart Stor 
requires no specialised skills to install; you just 
plug It into the PCMCIA socket of your Amiga, The 
drive comes with an installation disk which 
contains various tools and scripts for installing 
system software and configuring the drive. 

The AQ Tool box is the program which partitions 
the drive and then formats it. You are given all the 
usual options, such as specifying the partitions 
size, file system, whether it should bootable, and if 
it should be auto-mounted as well, To install your 
version of Workbench you run the installation script 
for either the 600 or 1200, The software supplied 
with the drive is easy to use and has sufficient 
options for most people's needs. 

The drive's mechanism is made by Conner and 
is extremely fast and has so far proved reliable. 
According to Syslnfo, the drive has a speed of 
735T670 bytes per second. Compared to my 
internal drive's 197,002 bytes per second, this is 
pretty fast, However, one thing to take into account 
is the drive's size, It's only a 30Mb capacity drive, 
so the read heads have less of a distance to 
travel. But benchmarks alone are not enough to 
give you a true impression of the drive's speed. 
Where I really noticed the speed was when I copied 
across my entire pictures directory, on my home 
machine (20Mb), to bring the images into work. 

I was quite impressed with the drive and it 
certainly makes transferring files between PCMCIA- 
equipped machines much quicker and easier. 
Another good thing about the drive is that you can 
plug it in and out without having to turn off your 
machine. My one real complaint will probably seem 
obvious - the drive is just too expensive. For the 
same price you could by an 80Mb capacity internal 
drive. Lef s hope that the larger drives will be a 
little more affordable, 

Product: 
Price: 

Supplier: 
Tel: 

Smart Stor 
£169 (30Mb) 
and £139 (20Mb) 
Indi Direct 
(0543)419999 

Overall Rating: 87% CD 
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This month R Shamms 

Mortier puts Mike 

Haivorson of impulse 

lnc.f creators of the 

first Amiga HAM 

painting program 

Prism and the 

wondrous imagine, in 

the Amiga hot seat 

"If someone gave you a 

billion dollars^ could you 

have wasted it like 

Commodore did?" 

This is a rendering of impulse's new 3D dfgltiser - 
a new addition to the creative Amiga environment 

Mike Haivorson Is a reporter's fantasy. 
There's never a dull moment, never a 
pause, never a need to ask a question 

twice (no matter how delicate the subject 
matter). Seven years ago Mike's company, 
Impulse Inc., introduced the first Amiga HAM 
painting program Prism. Prism beat NewTek's 
Digt-Paint to the market by about eight months 
as I recall. 

It wasn't long after that that Impulse released 
the amazing Silver art and animation software. I 
still have my original copy, including the small 
pouch of marbles that came with it. Silver was 
responsible for the loss of many hours of sleep for 
myself and everyone else that owned a copy. The 
child of Silver was Turbo Silver, and from there 
came imagine, Now we are at imagine 3.0, so it 
seemed like the right time to touch base with Mike 
Haivorson again. Though I a Sways prepare 
questions for any interview, doing so with Mike has 
to take in the probability that the answers will 
wander far afield at times, but always with a 
circuitous purpose. So if you can't see every 
response given here as pertinent to the question 
immediately, stay with it. You will learn a lot about 
Impulse, the state of computer graphics, the 
Amiga, and (especially) Mike Haivorson himself. 

Tell me a hit about impulse's corporate history? 
We started as a part of another company in 1983. 
We were called "Magnify Central", We were playing 
with Apple Mac software, MACpaint to be specific* 
My engineer, who's been with me since he was lb, 
said he could make an audio digitizer for the MAC, 
and we made and marketed the Magnify Audio 
Digitizer, it never did much since I was unwilling to 
kiss ass to promote it, and we sold it in 1987 to a 
company that is now MaoroMedia Corporation. That 
was about the time I got an Amiga 1000. Someone 
brought in the Juggler animation. I was excited as 
hell. i1m not a programmer, but I went searching for 
one who could do graphics and animation stuff. I 
found a genius - Don Sideroff. I showed him the 
Juggler on a Sunday afternoon, and he said "I can 
do it". Six months later he finished Stiver, and we 
were in business. Also part of that original crew 
was Mike Demmaer and my brother Arv Haivorson* 
We found another guy who just got out of the Air 
Force and who fit right in because he had a dislike 
for corporate America, His name was Zac Knutson, 
and he later wrote our painting package Diamond, 
lac was also the one who later wrote imagine. 
Diamond never sold too well. I said to him "why not 
write a program that makes mountains," and he 
responded by authoring the Terrain program, which 
sold about 6,000 copies. He also wrote VOREC-1, 
a speech recognition package that sold about 
2,500 copies, amounting to everyone in the Amiga 
society that has any interest in speech recognition. 

Zac learned his craft from Don, who later left 
for Microsoft. Don s a genius and I'd love to have 
him back some day. Zac, a consummate physicist, 
turned Silver into Turbo Silver, with a dramatic 
increase in rendering speed and other options. 
Turbo Silver really sold well, and drove some other 
companies out of the market. We built up a huge 
database, then we introduced the Firecracker 24 
and the DV-1 audio digitiser. We sent out 
newsletters and hinted at the creation of imagine. 
The response from Europe was voracious as far as 
imagine went, Imagine was historical stuff! 

Why did you go from Turbo Silver to Imagine, and 
what about Imaginels future? 
We had to make the jump to encompass ait the 

new features. Our byline has always been "we're 
listening." imagine was an outgrowth of what our 
users were telling us they wanted, the user base 
realty wrote it. 3.0 is the same story, and the same 
will be true of 4.0, All present 3D art and animation 
software, including ours, is too hard to use for the 
novice, so that's where we1 II concentrate our 
attention in the next version, imagine is a program 
that seduces you. The move to imagine 4.0 will 
take place in a series of upgrades. Users will be 
asked to pay about $100 a year, and will receive 
four revisions per year for that cost, The next 
revision will have an astounding upgrade of the 
Spline Editor. Our final goal as to write a piece of 
software that is not only loaded with functions and 
features, but that will be a thousand times easier 
to use. "Make it intuitive" will be our war cry, like a 
warm chair that invites you to be comfortable. 

Where does that "Intuitive'7philosophy 
come from? 
You shouldn't have to be a savant to use software. 
We need a package that allows you to create 
computer art in 15 minutes or less. It must be like 
3D piaydough. We will make texture mapping much 
easier; two clicks and you're done. There will be a 
hidden bridge between the user and the final 
result. Professionals will be able to do stuff in 
seconds instead of days. That's where all 3D 
software has to go. We are all designing the 
playgrounds for twenty-first century virtual reality, 
We want to be the best playground maker. In three 
years, we will all be operating with 1000MHz 
machines, and the software has to keep pace. If 
there is an alien intelligence on the planet, they 
live in Hollywood. They set us up for the technology 
to come. I'm not a futurist, Vm a pragmatist. 
Things today and tomorrow are different in degree, 
not in concept. The real future we need to talk 
about is 10,000 years from now. 

What else can you say about computers, the 
Amiga included? 
Commodore sold a computer that was old two days 
after they marketed it, and that goes for all of the 
other platforms as well. There is the ingenuity to do 
things now that are beyond the dreams we all think 
we have. Computers are going to get very very 
much faster. They will be able to address all of the 
diseases known to humanity, As for some "Big 
Brother'' government, there Is and will be none. 
Commerce is greater than governments. We are all 
in the process of patterning reality step by step. 
People need to learn more about everything. 
Programs like Imagine will help people learn. The 
future is patterned by where and how people will 
make money. We are not like that, but it's the 
truth . I don't know if that's bad or good. Every 
religion says "God made man in his image." We're 
just fulftling our destiny, becoming who we are. 
Computers are a tool that will help. Technology 
advances with major efforts and the necessary 
funding, and is motivated by the vocalised needs of 
the populace. Computers can eliminate the major 
cultural evil disease. 

What about the fantasised 4.0 release of 
Imagine? 
4.0 will open the door to easier visualisation all the 
way around, and will be a bridge to the creation of 
personal virtual reality. We're out to create the 
most beautiful thing* We want to be like flowers, 
chocolate brownies, sex, We're not into "feature 
wars". You can't do with a racecar what you can 
with a truck. Get one of each. People should be 
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open minded and play with all the toys. Don't get 
too serious about this stuff - have fun. Computers 
are a miracle. We're out to give people a taste of 
what is possible. 

What about the continual struggle to produce 
better documentation for the software? 
\ don't get to spend as much time as I want to 
learning the software. I just lean over and ask the 
engineer who designed the tool. The average 
customer has a manual. I learned to drive a car by 
doing itr not with a book. Manuals get in the way. 
Too many buttons on the interface also make little 
sense. There are words in imagine that are still 
too mysterious. All tutorials should be simpler. 
imagine 4,0 is going to break new ground in this 
direction. This will be a new dreamscape. There is 
a "master tendency" going down. This is a 
wonderful time to be alive, because in the next 
twenty years everything is going to change, and it's 
coming very fast. 

How about comparing the European market to 
that in the States. 
The European market is better because of 
homogeneous population density, and this creates 
the market. Distance Is a big deal. Marketing is 
much easier in Europe because of distance, 
proximity. English remains the common language 
all over the world. Commodore did a better job in 
Europe. The Japanese culture is also amazing. Jfs 
a vibrant and vital culture, Education in Japan is 
more math based, so imagine has done really well 
there. Imagine is used a lot in the production of 
\) a pa (nations." The Amiga itself hasn't done that 
well in Japan, It's a very linear society. In 
comparison, the US is like fractal disturbed noise, 
M.C. Escher should have been president here. 

At this point, what can you say about 
Commodore? 
I served as the anti-Christ with Commodore. They 
had Apple at its knees, and they backed off. Their 
management team was always made up of namby- 
pamby "yes men". I told them in several meetings 
how to get control of things. Their top brass made 
a hideous amount of money, using the company as 
a vehicle. I don't know if they ever had much of a 
vision of the future. At impulse, we don't do things 
with money as our first priority, but to make a 
change and a difference, Since 1979, Commodore 
has lacked a vision. Commodore bought the Chip 
set but never went anywhere with it. Companies 
should always give their customers more than what 
they paid for. The Amiga never obeyed industry 

This picture Is an obvious slap at the Toaster and 
Its connection with the SeaQuest US TV show. 

standards. Commodore's idea of a video explosion 
was just a premature ejaculation. Commodore 
should have fired all of their managers and hired 
some people like Steve Jobs, Gould should have 
gone off to the Bahamas and stayed there. He 
didn't know what he was doing, I never tried to run 
my company so E could amass debt Commodore 
should have married the Intel technology to the 
Amiga very early on, and should have had the 
sense to put the Toaster on a Chip or two. If 
someone gave you a billion dollars, could you 
waste it like they did? They must have wanted to 
go broke, If I were president of Commodore, we 
would have had a hellasciously cool computer. All 

"Computers are a miracle. 

We are out to give people a 

taste of what is possible/' 

the good people I know left Commodore. The 
DEVCON conferences were just an excuse to get 
drunk, just like COMDEX. \ would have made the 
system PC compatible from the start, Commodore 
should have gotten into the TV-Box business by 
itself. I would have given the stuff away, A 24-bit 
display card for the PC is about $100, How much 
is one for a 4000? It was Commodore central that 
made the mistakes, not the dealers, though they 
usually got the blame. No one of us will ever know 
the whole story. Somebody needed to get control 
away from Mr Gould early on for this thing to go 
where it should have gone. 

But Impulse still supports Amiga 

under the present stressful situation. 
We support people, not computer companies. We 
support the people who need the technology. We 
like the people better than the computers they 
work on. Our job is to take care of our customers. 
That may keep us a small company, but so what! 
We will continue to support the people that need 
and use our product, Never believe all that #@** 
about imagine on the PC versus imagine on the 
Amiga. We took the Amiga operating system and 
ported it to the PC. This gives future Pentium users 
a starting familiarity with our wares, The Amiga 
should have a 486 Chip in it now. 

How about the new impulse hardware products? 
Our Digi-Max 3D digitizer will be out in July, and will 
sell for about $1,000. It will cover an area about 
18 inches around. A Digi-Mini will follow for about 
$300. Obviously, it will do less. It should be out by 
next Christmas. Look for our "Color Picker" in early 
Fall. It'll sell for about $100, and will allow you to 
get any color from your environment for use in a 
paint program or 3D software. This market is going 
to be as big as we want to make it. Other 
possibilities that we are working on at a siower 
pace include virtual reality devices, positionable 
control Jed puppet devices, non-linear editing 
hardware (our initial offerings were bought by 
Sanyo, though we will still be able to offer them for 
sale), a low-cost still-video SLR camera. The visual 
communications horizons are truly boundless. We 
want more people to do art and show the 
experiences of their minds. If a picture is worth a 
thousand words, than an animation is worth a 
decade of pictures. 

Would you tike to leave the readers with 
some final comments? 
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. Oh, I don't 
know? I think that people with computers should 
get out and participate in the human world. 
Sometimes you've got to take your pants down and 
slide on the ice. We should call up someone whom 
we haven't seen for a long time and take them to 
dinner. Everyday I get wiser because I have more 
questions. Computers need to open doors. People 
need to go out in the woods. Computers are 
nothing but devices for getting out of our brains 
what we have some difficulty getting out otherwise. 
Make sure that You support the efforts of the 
people who are making the products for you* Tell 
them the truth and act with a good degree of 
civility. We are making a full length feature film with 
Imagine in the near future. The script is in process 
at this moment, Now,,, go plant your garden! Q3 

This lock shows the power over metal and reflective textures that users of 
imagine have come to expect from this outstanding package, 

A wonderful scene from the bottom of a swimming pool gives you an idea of 
imagine's fantastic ability to mimic fractal environments. 
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38 OPINIONS 

'7 can't say I enjoy using 
the PC. MS-DOS and 
Windows are terrible and 
the hardware architecture 
is absolutely ghastly. 
However, the PC has 
some decent software,n 

Know what I mean? 

Discover what the top industry figures really think. 

Jolyon Ralph of Almathera on "Why I bought a PC"  

ast month I, Jolyon Ralph, 
Technical Director of Almathera 

HI Systems and occasional Amiga 
Shopper freelance writer, did something 
1 had sworn never to do - I bought a 
new computer to use at home, and It 
wasn't an Amiga. 

Previously I had used my expanded 
A1200 (SOMhz 68030f 170Mb HD, 
10Mb RAM), my office machine, which 
commuted with me between the office 
and home. I had a spare monitor, power 
supply and mouse at home, so I only 
needed to unplug the A1200r stick it in 
the carry case and chuck it in the back 
of the car. Despite being designed as a 
games machine, the A1200 survived 
this hectic treatment intact for over a 
year while I was developing Video 
Creator on it. It even survived unscathed 
the time I threw it in the back of the car 
at exactly the same time as someone 
else opened the door on the other side 
and watched helplessly as my A1200 
flew out and landed on the road. I was 
glad l had a backup, but as it turned out 
I didn't need it. 

Now the A1200 stays at the office 
and I have a brand new PC at home. As 
you may have guessed, I think the 
A1200 is a wonderful machine. I still 
have it on my desk today, even turning 
down the opportunity to exchange it for 
an Amiga 4000. Why did I defect then? 

There are several reasons, but the 
main one is software. The quantity and 
quality of software on the PC is now so 
far ahead of the Amiga in many areas 
(business software, development tools, 

simulation games, for example) that 
there are some things that you can do 
on the PC that just simply canTt be done 
on the Amiga. 

Word Processors are hardly 
specialist applications, yet there are 
only two or three Amiga word processors 
that are currently still being actively 
developed and supported, and none of 
these are anywhere close to Microsoft 
Word for Windows on the PC for 
features or usability. Amiga word 
processors are fine if you want to knock 
out the odd letter, but there's nothing 
powerful enough to do the complex 
documents that I need to do. I produced 
the entire manual for Video Creator in 
Word for Windows on the PC. I could 
never have done that in the time I had 
on the Amiga. 

Quality Amiga spreadsheets simply 
don't exist. I've seen nothing that is 
anywhere near as good as the poorest 
of the current PC spreadsheets, Amiga 
DTP programs are a joke, and not a 
funny one at that. 

Database systems? Only one on the 
Amiga of reasonable quality {Superbase} 
and that's also looking a bit long in the 
tooth now. What about simple 
programming languages that anyone can 
create powerful applications with? 
There's nothing even remotely close to 
Visual Basic on the PC. 

Why is it that Amiga professional 
software, with the notable exception of 
excellent quality graphics and video 
software {AdPro, UghtWave. ImageFx, 
Scat a, etc.) is so poor? Word for 

Windows was launched in 1989; why 
have Amiga owners, after five years, still 
not got a word processor comparable to 
even that first version? 

There are two main reasons: first, 
most Amiga developers don't have the 
resources that a company like Microsoft 
can put behind a product, and 
Commodore have totally failed to 
persuade big software developers to 
support the Amiga; second, Amiga 
applications are being held back by the 
apparent need to support the less 
powerful members of the Amiga range. 
In my opinion a Kickstart 1.3 Amiga 500 
with 1Mb of RAM and no hard drive isn't 
much good for anything now. Even a 
standard A1200 with hard drive is barely 
adequate when it comes to running 
powerful software. You can't expect 
miracles on slow machines, and without 
any fast RAM, the A1200 is stow. 
Publishers of top end applications 
should look at a minimum configuration 
of Kickstart 2, 3Mb RAM, 68020 or 
higher and hard drive. Anything less than 
this is, quite frankly, a games machine. 

I can't say I enjoy using the PC, 
MS DOS and Windows are terribfe and 
the hardware architecture is absolutely 
ghastly. However, the PC does have 
some decent software indeed, and 
although it s not as fun, I can do the 
work I need to do. 

Of course, when I get into work in 
the morning, I turn on my monitor and 
f'm back to wonderful Workbench 3. Roll 
on decent Amiga software, and perhaps 
then I'll ditch the PC. Jolyon Ralph 

Mark Arnold of Power Computing on "The Fate of the Amiga"- 

The most important factor from 
both ours and Commodore's 
point of view is the end user. The 

current uncertainty is fuelling so much 
speculation and the Amiga market is 
currently confused; this must be sorted 
out as soon as possible. The situation 
will decline rapidly if things are left in 
limbo tor much longer and the endless 
guess-work over who may or may not 
take over the company continues. 

Here at Power Computing we have 
not noticed any real fall in sales, 
considering that this time of year is 
traditionally a quiet period, in fact the 
demand for our new Viper 68030 A1200 
accelerator has been extremely 
successful, therefore showing that 
Amiga users are still quite prepared to 
invest in the latest and best hardware 
available for their machine - they know 
how good the Amiga really is. 

We hope that any prospective buyer 
will realise the enormous potential 
that the Amiga market hasT and will 
actively promote the product and also 
inject much needed cash to get the 
Amiga back on its feet. If this happens, 
then the future for the Amiga, and 
for everybody concerned, will be very 
rosy indeed. 

Power Computing realise just how 
good these machines are and we know 
how loyal the Amiga users are. 
Compared to the PC s and Mac's much 
more fickle users, they represent 
extremely good value for money. One of 
our present concerns is that many new 
buyers may be put off by the current 
uncertain affairs. 

It ts also a major concern to us that 
someone like Philips may buy out 
Commodore merely with the intention of 
eliminating a very strong competitor, 

thus improving sates of its sadly flagging 
CDi product. 

Other matters that don't help our 
situation are Commodore's current 
supply problems. We have many sales 
enquiries for both the A4000 and the 
CD-ROM drive for the A1200, but, 
because of not being able to purchase 
stock, sales are lost for both us and 
Commodore. 

We believe firmly that the Amiga is a 
commercially viable product with a large 
user base and, coupled with the 
imminent new technology, will be an 
excellent and profitable proposition for a 
prospective buyer willing to inject some 
much needed cash. 

All in at!, Power Computing are not 
worried at ait. We believe a buy-out is 
imminent and that it will be the very best 
thing that could happen to the Amiga in 
the long run. Mark Arnold 

"We believe firmly that the 
Amiga is a commercially 
viable product with a large 
user base and will be an 
excellent and profitable 
proposition tor a 
prospective buyer." 
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front page 

Richard Baguley tells th^jstory of how this 

month's stunning covet came about 

rovers are very important to magazines, After^ this cover demonstrates the power of comrr 
all, what makes you want to pick up the the image was created in California. It was i 
magazine in the newsagent? The cover, so. 

it's an integral part of the magazine, and one that 
we put a lot of time and effort into getting right 

We first thought about the cover when we 
decided that the main feature was going to be on 
the Internet. A couple of pints of good beer 
generated the idea of doing a cover connected with 
the ideas of communication and exploration, and a 
couple more pints brought forth the idea of getting 
an image of a communications satellite. Who. we 
wondered, could we get to do a really nice image of 
a satellite for us? 

Instantly, the name Foundation Imaging 
popped into my head. After all, anybody who has 
seen the graphics in the Babylon 5 TV program 
(still being shown on Channel 4. 6pm on Mondays) 
will know that these people are capable of creating 
stunning images of spaceships, Sor we contacted 
Paul Bryant of Foundation Imaging, and he agreed 
to create us a cover image. We faxed him through 
3 few sketches of the sort of thing we wanted, and 
he started creating the models. As you can see 
from the front cover, the results looked pretty 
good. Incidentally, it's also interesting to note that 

this cover demonstrates the power of comms, as 
the image was created in California. It was then 
transmitted to us down the telephone line. As we 
both have pretty fast modems, this process only 
took about twenty minutes. We then copied the file 
over on to the Apple Macs we use for laying out the 
magazine and took it from there. 

So how did Paul go about creating the model of 
the satellite? "Well, to be honest, I pulled a lot of 
chunks out of other models to make it. We have a 
lot of stuff hanging around that we can draw on to 
build this sort of thing. For instance, some of the 
stuff at the end of the booms I got from a 
Viewpoint geometry of the Voyager Satellite. I 
poached that modified it a little and then stuck it 
on the end of a gantry. The gantry itself is a bit of 
girder work from an oil rig, but the solar panels I 
made from scratch." 

How were the solar panels constructed? They 
are built from maps. Maps are everything - if you 
were to look at this mode! without the maps, it 
would look pretty boring. There are colour, 
specular, reflection and bump maps on there, and 
they are all separate maps built up in layers to get 
that slightly bent gold and blue feel. On the dish, 
the surface map is a very, very light noise map. It's 

I    Cut    H   Copy  fl Pt■ M. 

ABOVE: The UghtWave 
3D modeller, where the 
satellite was created. 
TOP LEFT: The UghtWave 
3D Layout screen, where 
the satellite was put into 
orbit and the image 
rendered. 

not only a colour noise map, but a specular one as 
well." 

For the cover we needed an image with a 
resolution of 2000 by 2400. How much memory 
did this need to render? 'To be honest I wasn't 
watching, but I think it was around 20 Megabytes." 

So what does Paul reckon is the secret of 
creating realistic-looking ray traced images? "The 
whole point is that what you are trying to do is to 
get as much detail on as possible. Your brain 
tends to filter out most of the detail in things you 
look at, but it's still there. Our technique is the 
same. We provide a vast amount of detail in our 
images which doesn't necessarily get to be seen 
directly, but your brain looks at it and says "Hey! 
That looks real!" 

What tips would Paul give an aspiring Amiga 
3D animator? 'Team how to paint! Your mapping is 
everything. You need to be able to look at any real 
object and be able to say why it looks the way it 
does, and then be able to reproduce that in a paint 
package and then apply that to your geometries 
(models). Never say ' that's good enough". The 
reason why our stuff is so good is that we are 
perfectionists. We always go the extra mile to 
make sure that our stuff is perfect," 
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40   READER ADS 

Reader Ads 

,„or your chance to reach 50,000 

fellow Amiga owners for FREE! 

FOR SALE 
MuHliync "AOC" 14" monitor V.G.C. cost 
£350 new bargain £200, Power + monitor, 
leads, manual , original packaging, excel lentil 
£15. Retina 2 Meg Xl Paint 24 bit manuals, 
packaging. Cosl £400 snip £300, 
Call Mike » 0446 775237. 
A200O with 4 Mag ram {2 clilp/2 fast) plus 
40 Meg SCSI £450. 0. 5 GIG SCSI base drive 
£350. Sony mini disk recorder £200. Call 
Derek * 0450 375081 voice or 
w045Q 373071 (BBS}. 
Power PC1204 4Mb memory with clock, as 

new, £160 o.n.o. 
Call Stefan after 4pm n 021 329 2B63. 
02000 4Mg twin disc drives Phillip* monitor 
£500 o.n.o. Also at £10 e$Ch A19 Flight 
Slmll. Indy 50O. Grand Frijt. Lemmings. JW 
Snooker, 688 Sub, Wings, Quarts/back, 
Micro, French, Pen Pal, Superbase. Personal. 
Pinball, Dreams Fantasies. 
Call Mr SrrggS ■ 0287 633084. 
A1200 Dynamite pack £200 o.n.o. new 
Xmas 1993. 
Cell Mr Clinton » 0738 628847, 
Mastering Amiga Amos book by Phil South. 
Brand new, unused worth £19.95 sell fof 
£15. Call dive on » 0923 241724. 
A150Q+ boxed, under guarantee and Philips 
8633MK2 monitor plus software £250. 
Dataflyer 52Mb hard drive £70, Vortex 386SX 
PC emulator boaed, under guarantee. £150. 
All plus postage. Call Peter v 0253 992661. 
Supra Fax 2400 modem tax and modem En 
one great for beginners to get on line to a 
world of PD and othe Amiga users only £60 
0.0.0. Call Jon n 0793 87B3S7. 

Call Grelg«091 527 3472. 
2.04 rom, new, unused, only £22 Incl 
delivery. Call Derek after 6pm 
v 0636 812159. 
Canon ION camera plus VIDI Rombo Amiga 
12 both few just £400 too good to split all 
video leads, available, excellent picture quality 
on the Amiga. Call Mr Kay w 0772 716955. 
Amiga 4000 030 with 130 HD and 6Meg 
ram plus over £1200 serious software hardly 
used with full 12 months at home wananty 
still available bargain at £800. 
Call Mr Kay* 0772 716965. 
A500 2Mb external drive mouse, Joystick, 
manuals, great boxed games incl. Elitall and 
Rfts. All Amiga Shopper issues and 40+ 
disks thrown In. Offers. 
Call Sam * 0422 885173. 
Amiga 5001Mb with loads of game* 
including Sensible Soccer. Lotus 3. Zool 2, 
Amiga LOL J , Deluxe Paint and Pnnt 2, 
Mouse, TV modulator, Joystick £175 o.n.o. 
Trans-write Amos. 
CaJl Anthony » DS1 843 34S1. 

copies Nov'92 to May'93. from ,50p cacti. 
Buyer to arrange delivery. Call David TT Q949 
839106. 
Cltben Swift 240-C  Crtl»n 128KB ram 
cartridge 6 months, old ♦ final writer, boxed 
and manuals £300. 
Call Andrew * 081 4719984. 
VXL30 40Mhz accelerator 25 Mhz 08382 
2Mb of 32 bit ram, runs appro* 13 times 
faster than A500. Fits A500 AI500. A20O0 
all boxes with software. Call Rebel after 5pm 
»0924 455167, 

manuals, reads and ten games- Excellent 
condition, offers between £100 and £150 for 
a quick sale. Contact Paul Gumsley, 5 
Lockton Road, Whitby, North Yorkshire. 
G.V.P. A530 120Mb hard drive, 40Mfu Q8O30 
accelerator, 4Mb 32 bit ram, boxed £400. 
Call Mr Harding w 0902 730570. 
Amiga A12W 170Mb hard drive, 10B45 
monitor. 3Mb ram. external drive. 40Mhz 
accelerator, mouse, cables, oads of dis^s. 
excellent condition. Everything si ill under 
guarantee. 
Call Sareth after 7pm n 051 434 3551. 
Amiga 1500 WKB 2.0, 50Mb GVP+S hard 
drive, Roctex external genlock, total of 3Meg 
ram, plus some software. £550 o.n.o. or 
could swap for 12O0 with hard drive. 
Call Kleron * 0633 422090. 
GVP G - Lock, aa new £250 o.n.o. Call Gary 
after 6pm » 0924 891517. 
Amiga eOOHD Epk pack, 2Mb ram, Phillips 
CM833-11 monitor, external drive, lots 
original software, hardware and more. £450. 
Call Ian n 081 553 4633. 
Power hand scanner (grayscale) Includes 
software £BO. Air BUCKS £10 populous £5. 
Mega Lo Mania £5. Defender of Crown £5. 
Buyer must pay postage. 

Everything in top condition £.160 o.n,o. Call 
Robert n 0816BS 720O. 
Amiga 2300 internal genlock for Amiga 2000 
or 1500 only. J.V.C. Video audio two source 
miser as new both £50 each. 
Call Mrs Goudle * 0751 474396. 
SAS/C V6.2 with manuals plus extra Ubs 
£155. PC285 emulator for GVP hard drive 
boxed, new £50. Cell Mike w 07713 644708. 
Brudlast Tttler 2 ptus font pack £100, 

Amos the Creator £17. Pro Video plus £100. 
Video effects 3D £100 or £360 the lot- 
Philips CM8833 MK1 monitor wanted. Call 
Mr Berwick • 0634 582181. 
Amige 1200 127 hard drive desk top 
Dynamite pack six months old, box, still 
under warranty £450, 
Call Phil TT 081 462 7400. 
games, business software, still under 
guarantee £190. Power PCBSOB external 
drive with Blitz, anti-virus £45. Star LC - 200 
colour printer £140. 
Call Gavin » 091 454 0549, 
Two 3.5 external drives £25 each one 
internal drive 1500/2000 £30 various Abacus 
books half price. Airbus A320 £12, plus lots 
of various bits. 
Call Mr Pressman 0245 461709. 
IVS HDD controller card, card only no drive 
£80 o.n.o. 8Mb rem card fully pop to 6Mb 
£175 0-n.o. both fit A1500/2000. Call Mr 
Bradley ■ 0522 794539. 
Star XB-24 200 colour 24 pin dot matrix 
printer with mono and colour ribbons with 
loads £250 o.n.o. Call Ian » 091 286 4538. 
department professional R.R.P. £150 will 
accept offers around £55. Call Dan » 0202 
432107 or*0725 552858. 
Amiga Shopper magazines 31 copies NovBl 
to May'94 (inc all disks). Amiga Format, 7 

condition, complete with box. Only £99, Cell 
Mr Jones'0244 541 071 
A5oo. 1Mb RAM, wo 1.3, boxed, vge, 2 
mice, 2 joysticks. PanFaL DPainl, AMOS, 3D 
construction Jut, games and more, PD, 
magazines, £180. Call Jon * 0705 482 700, 
Amiga 12Q0t 40Mb HD, GMb RAM FPU, 
multi sync monitor, external floppy drive, 
analogue-joysiiCH. ughtRavc. serious software 
and games. Offers around £750. Cell Mr 
Hpwse u 0204 650 822 after 6 pm. 
Amiga 4000/030 4Mb/S0Mfa HD, 1084 
monitor, Citizen 1200 printer, 2 external 
drivesi MIDI interface + leads, Muslc-X. 
Pagesetter 3, Monkey Island 2, enure Amiga 
Format + Shopper collection, 100 blank disks, 
£1,200 0-n.O. Call Matt» 0274 335 B54. 
13 hour tape £30- For more info call Mr 
Knight w Ml 790 0962. 
Accelerator       XA1230       50 MHz 
FPU/CPU/MMLJ makes A1200 faster than 
4000/030 sorry no RAM £300. 2 1/2 In ID€ 
HD for A120O, 200 Mb £150. Call Andy * 
0705 504 789. 
A1200, 120 Mb HD. 40 MHz M1230XA 
accelerator, 2 Mb, monitor. Jet printer, loads 
of games and over 100 mags, most boxed 
and in warranty £900 o.n.o. Call Wayne * 
0947 604 355 after 7pm. 
KLekatart 2,04 ROM £10 o.n,o, Golden A*e 
£5. Drakkhen £5. Rocket Ranaer £5. Space 
Warrior II £5. Black Tiger £5. Final Whistle £5, 
Scramble Spirits £5. Spherical £5. call D. 
fietemen « 0904 624037. 
A4000/040 2+8 MEM 120 HDrive IDI 350 
"Drive SCSI CD-ROM SCSI Octagon controller 
Tapestreamer 1942 monitor. Lots of 
hardware, software, CDs. Quick sale needed - 
going abroad £2,500. Call Len Pany • 0524 
770 010. 
Pagestream 2.2 Inc. all manuals disks plus 
extra font and clipart disk £35. Call Mrs Miller 
*0228 401480. 
Atari STFM 520 with 40 game* and mouse 
and power supply £150 o.n.o. Call Andrew * 
0782 775 014. 
Amiga 000 with accessaries £150 o.n.o. Call 
Jamas * 0724 845 490. 
Amiga Computing/Format maga + dWa, 
Various issues from Feb.89 to feb.93. All 
original. Appro* 45 disks. £40 or swop for 
anything useful. Call Mr Roberts * 0522 68S 
884. 

Final Copy II version 2 WP plus two Adobe 
Type 1 font disks (20 fonts | £40 plus £2 
postage. Call DJ Turner * 0643 831 M6. 
A1200, 64Mb Hard Drive, 4Mb + 28 MHz 
accelerator, disk drive, PenPal, VidiAmiga 12 
RT, AdPro + Conversion, DPalrrt 4, TT2 
Interface, lCOs of disks and mags. £995 or 
separately. Call Mr Sumpter * 0872 572 
090. 
Amiga Shopper Msg&zlne - your definitive 
Amiga guide issue 1-37 Inclusive. All cover 
disks Included £37 o.n.o. Cell Mr Erand » 
0705 552 940. 
Supra 50QXP. 52Mb SCSI Held drive plus 
2Mb RAM and Supra external power suppty 
f.?HO. Call Paul n 0533 701 367 after 9pm. 
SAS/C Lattice 0 5,10, complete with all 
manuals and disks. Amiga DOS compatible 
£100- Call Pete -* M23 650 013. 
AX20O 2Mb, 05 Mb HOD, 1940 Bl-sync 
monitor. Canon BJlOsx, 4 games, joystick. As 
new. six months old. All for £550 - no offers. 
Call lain 0684 275 537 after 6pm. Must sell 
- a bargalnl 
Amiga 1200, 60 Mb Internal hard disk, 
including wananty, 6 Mb ram, FPU, colour 
monitor, including warranty, external floppy 
drive, serious and games software, offers 
around £800. » 0246 221750 only after 6pm 
Power Computing PC1204 RAM and COATO 
board for A1200. 4Meg 32-fiit RAM, 68882 
F?w rur.n-.ng at 33Mhz. Doubles the speed of 
your A1200. Costs £280. accepts £200. 
Unwanted gift. Hew. Call Daniel * 0706 
227757. 
A4OOO/O30 2+4 Mb RAM, Western Digital 
25OM0 Herd Drive. Philips colour monitor. 
Power high density external drive. 300 utilities 
and games. Still under guarantee. Boxed as 
new. Sensible Offers v 041 3870536. 
Amiga 5O0+. Original software and manuals, 
GVP 52 Mb HD, KCS power board, Phi lips 
CMBS33-II monitor. Large selection of games 
and utilities. Sell separately or packaged 
£650 o.n.o. Andrew * 0556 773947. 
Workbench 2.04 kit and ROM sharer, 
includes disks, manuals and chip. £55. Peter 
Ecclestone, 4 Central Street, Mount Pleasant, 
Mow coP, SO-T. ST7 4W2. Games also. Write 
with SAE. for list. 
Amiga 1200, SO Mb herd disk, 1940 JWA 
monitor word processors, paint and 
programming packages, Games including 
Frontier. Boxed as new. 5 months warranty. 
Loads of megs. £720. w 0684 933 361. 
170 Mb IDE Hard Drive suitable for 
A600/A120O. Pre-loaded with Workbench 3.0. 
Only a few weeks old. £195, * 0903 
244402. 
Amiga A1200, 80Mb Hard Drive, external 
drive 4Mb Hawk faat RAM workstation. £490, 
tr 0582 B65070, 
GVP A630, 80Mb HD, 1Mb 32BTT RAM, 40 
Mh2 66G30EC processor, boxed £390- KCS 
PC Emulator for A500+ with MSDOS vers and 
manuals, £75. * 021 3314027 {evenings). 
Cltben Swift printer &/9K. Boxed wrth 
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manual artrj COIOLT kit. As ™, £110. Ca\\ 
0484 656486 or write to 170 Lowergate 
Paddock, Wedersfield, West Yorkshire. 
A1200 HD, 85Mb. Full warranty, £400. 
Brilliance £95. Both new, boned end unused. 
*0273 493659. 
€8892 SO Mhz maths co-pro (PGA), Suitable 
tor most 68030 accelerator cards- The device 
has been tested but not used. Supplied in 
original antl static parage. Bargain £80. w 
0703 6 
complete, plus games, joy stick, manuals 
£195. Call Ted » 0742 874827. 
CD32 with oecar and Diggers £200 (o.n.o ). 
As new. Write to Matthew Plchersgjll, 27 
Crescent Rd,, Duklnfield, Cheshire. SK16 4ET. 
Amiga 2000, 030, 40Whz FPU, 9Mb FAST, 
2M6 Chip. 120Mb Hand Drive, loads of 
software, Ideal for desH top v*deo/publishlr>g. 
£900. Editman Editor for Panasonic VCRs, 
£300, » 0773 857204. 
CBM 1940 Dual Sync monitor. Less then 4 
months old. Bo*ed as new £iap o.n.o. Buyer 
collects- « 0242 241769. 

PERSONAL 

Graphic artist/animator with a keen Interest 
in design iryg and graphically producing games 
needed by Amiga enthusiast who WDUW like to 
get into games programming. Please call 
Sterling tr OBI 677 3110. 

WANTED 
499 or 396 bridge board for Aml£a 15O0 
must be In good working order. Call Mark * 
081 846 5744. 
user Printer, 300(+) DPI, lMb<+) good 
condiiicn, reasonable prices considered. Call 
Adrian v 0297 552585, Wanted 63040 
accelerator for Amiga A3000. 
CaM Mr Baxter » 0203 310719. 

BULLETIN BOARDS 

Hundreds of flies online, speeds up to 14400. 
New users always welcome, Call 0734 794 
923 10pm - 7am/ 7 days a week. Friendly 
SYSOP, 
Pilgrims BBS. Amiga only system. Loads of 
tiles/messages online. CD-ROM iree access, 
no ratios, speeds up to 14400. great SYSOP 
open 5pm Fridays to 6am Mondays. Call v 
0752 366 939. 
The Power Plant BBS - leads of filet online, 
24hrs. speeds up to 16.S 0/S. Go Dn give us 
a call, you never know, you might like Itl Call 
ISleal * 0229 431 590. 
• 0924 491 461, New opening times 7pm - 
Sam weekdays and 24 hrs at weekends. 
New members far Plymouth's oniy Amiga 
8BS. Online CO-ROM, complete Fred Flsh/17 
Bit libraries, friendly SysOp. Open 6pm Fridays 
to 8sm Mondays, a 0752 366939- 
Terl Odin BBS speed* te 14400, 24 hours. % 
t CO Rom drives. Ho upload ratios. FREE PPI 
LTfatt 1 - 2B0O, Fish 1 -1000, Amirwt 1+2, 
Euroscene , Demo CD 1/2. 
Call» 0450 373071. 
The Shining BBS. Amiga only system. Loada 
of flies, messages and anything else you 
couW pcs&ibly wantl All speeds to 14400. 
Open all cheap rate limesl Call it now! CULSR. 
- 0730 895789 Amiga  users I  Call  CllCtCXVS finest BBS. 
No up/down load rations. Up to 14,400 bps. 
Great Sysop » Q225 434992 10pm-6am. 7 
days a week. Sailers Rest BBS. Amiga Tavern 
BBS 100* Arnica, hundred* of 1II&S online. 
Connected to Fidonet. All speeds up to 16.8K 
HST. Call now en * 0455 840729. 24hrs. 
See you there. 
Southend's largest Amiga BBS plus PC area! 
And a SYSOP that answers the pager, on-line 
24hrs weekends, 7pm-7gm weekdays, with 
great download ratios. Cali today Den's Den 
BBS 0702 464818. 
Amiga BBS: dedicated to quality of file 
library. Great sysep all ways willing to help 
with any problem, beginners welcome. PD CD 
Rem off line on request 24 hrs. Call Jon ■ 
0793 878357. 
Callers for the Opening of the UK's largest 
chat line BBS, No Fees, No Premium Rate 
Lines. TRY IT NOW. tr 0905 756491, 20 lines 
VTERBO online (or sale and wants. 
Silver BBS;- speeds upto 14400 BPS online 
10pm till 4am. Lots of files. Blitz Basic, A*ea. 
Online Games, Very Kewl Board. Call Shver 
Tonight type to you then!' « 0502 715296. 
Teri Odin BBS speeds to 14400, 24 hours 2 
x CD Rom drives. Mo upload ratios. FREE PDI 
17bit 1 - 2BO0, R&h 1 -1000, Aminet 1+2, 
Euroscene , Demo CD 1/2, 
Call * 0450 373071. 
Den's Den BBS Is back. Yea Southends 
biggest Amiga BBS is back on-line. From 
1/7/94 and irs ttfgger and better than ever. 
Call * 0702 46483,8. 7pm till 7am every 
night. 
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NO PROBLEM! 

is your fife a misery fitted with unsolved Amiga 
problems? Cheer up, Graeme Is hem to help* 

el la and welcome once again, to the area 
of Amiga Shopper where you can turn to 
find all the answers to questions 

concerning your Amiga, It's my privilege, as 
Amiga Shopper's technical writer, to make sure 
that not one of your problems is left unsolved* 
Don't worry, we can help - no matter how simple 
or complex they may be. At Amiga Shopper wo 
want you to get the very best out of your Amiga. 
That's why we devote more space than any other 
magazine to this indispensable service, so please 
make the most of it and keep your questions 
coming in. I will do my very best to find a solution 
to all your problems. 

Don't worry if you come across any unfamiliar 
terms, just turn to one of our jargon-busting boxes 
to receive an explanation. The problems are put in 
a wide context for everybody's benefit. The index 
on the previous page is your guide to the topics 

covered this month. 
By now, you are probably familiar with our team 

of Amiga experts. Mark Smiddy knows all there is 
to know Amiga DOS and floppy drives, Jeff Walker 
is our desktop publishing, fonts and printer 
correspondent. Gary Whlteley, is a trusted expert 
on video applications and graphics. If you have a 
query about comms, we'll set our communications 
guru Dave Winder on the case. Toby Simpson is 
our code clinician. If you've got problems with 
anything from C to assembler, try taxing his little 
grey cells. FinalEy, we've got a man you can rely on 
when it comes to operating systems programming 
- Paul Overaa. 

Don't be afraid to let all your queries, 
problems, worries, or general tips and hints come 
pouring in - they're what we live for. With a good 
tip you could be a tenner richer. Write to me and I 
will do my best to sort you out! 

SVGA WITH Al 200? 
I Intend to buy a 'real' monitor to go 
with my A1200. Would an SVGA 
monitor be a better buy than the 
Commodore 1942? 

B Lawrie 
Aberdeen 

The short answer is yes and no, The problem with 
buying an SVGA monitor is that you'll be limited to 
working only with screen modes which can drive 
such a monitor. Which means that all of the 
Amiga's 'normal' PAL screen modes are out of the 
window, because they have a horizontal sync rate 
of around 15.6KHz whilst SVGA monitors don't 
generally go lower than around 31.2KHz - so 
standard Amiga PAL modes won't be displayed on 
an SVGA monitor. 

And if you plan on using a genlock or digitiser 
which has an RGB pass through then it is very 
unlikely that you'll ever see its output on an SVGA 
screen, because I'm not aware of any genlocks or 
digitlsers which can pass RGB at 31.2KHz - only at 
15.6KHZ. 

On the other hand, if you're just interested in 
getting a non-flickering display then fire away. But 
personally 1 think you'd be better off buying a more 
Amiga-compatible monitor - of which the 1942 is 
but one choice. There is also Microvitec's Cubscan 
1440 multisync (which costs around £400) or their 
new Autoscan 143S (around £300), each of which 
support all the Amiga 1200 s screen modes. Of 
course they cost more, but then you get full A1200 
compatibility and hence better images all round as 
a result Gary 

UPGRADING ANGST 
Could you please answer the 
questions listed below. To put you in 
the picture I have an old 1.2 A500, 
but I have replaced the ROM with a 
Klckstart 1,3 ROM. I have the 

Commodore 512K trap-door expansion, Vortex 
ATOnce, GVP 52Mb hard drive with 2Mb of 
SIMMS fitted, and an external floppy drive. 

1) I have a Star LC24 200 printer and when I 
want to output text at 12 cpi, working with 

Emm 

Excellence 2, all I get Is the standard 10 cpi 
unless I turn the printer on and off while holding 
down the pitch button on the front of the printer. 
How can I select the 12 cpi through Excellence? 

2) If I try a soft reset of the computer with 
the printer switched on, it seems to do strange 
things - I get Guru messages and then have to 
turn off the computer for a minute to reset it. 
What can I do about this? 

3) Why is it that a lot of programs, including 
those on magazine cover disks, are extremely 
difficult to irfstall on to my hard disk? How can I 
successfully install these programs to the 
hard disk? 

4) I would like to have more Chip RAM. What 
is your advice? 

5) I find 5/0 v2 is more difficult to operate 
than previous versions, although potentially more 
powerful and flexible. I find the installation 
method in the text file not very helpful, and the 
only way I can get it to work is as a background 
task, and this crashes if I try and do anything 
other than look at It. Apart from contacting Tim 
Martin, what can you advise, because I am sure 
there must be many other people out there 
experiencing the same problem? 

6) Do you think it is a good idea to purchase 
the A5000 accelerator complete with a FPU and 
continue to utilise my old, but now faster, system, 
or should I throw the lot away and spend about 
£1,200 on a new A1200 getting to the same 
hardware and software stage that I am at with my 
old A500? 

Terry Evans 
Charlton Kings, Glos 

1) Like a number of word processors, Excellence 2 
prints in two ways - it either does a graphics dump 
using the on-screen bitmapped fonts by selecting 
an Output Type of Graphic in Excellence's Print 
requester, or it can print using a printer's built-in 
fonts by selecting an Output Type of Draft or NLQ. 
When set to Draft or MLQ, the font number can be 
selected in Excellence '$ Print requester, but the 
pitch is selected in the Page Setup requester. 

With my printer (a Canon BJ-230) set to Epson 
emulation, and using the EpsonQ printer driver, 

when I select 12 cpi In Excellence 2's Page Setup 
requester I do indeed get 12 cpi output. 

2) A soft re-boot will send a signal to the 
parallel port that pulls the voltage low on the port's 
reset line. Some printers ignore this signal, others 
reset themselves, If your Amiga is crashing when 
you soft re-boot with the printer switched on I would 
first check your cable (try a friend's cable for 
example), and if the problem persists then I would 
suspect a broken CIA Chip, 

3) Any decent program these days, including 
most shareware, uses the official Commodore 
Installer program to enable you to install software 
either to floppy or hard disk. You II have to be much 
more specific if you need help installing a particular 
program, 

4) The only way you can get 512K more Chip 
RAM in your old A500 is to have modifications 
made to the motherboard. Either have this done, or 
buy an Amiga that comes with more Chip RAM as 
standard. 

5) I understand that SID v2 was written with 
Workbench 2 in mind and does not work properly 
with Workbench 1.2 and 1,3, 

6) I would not advise anyone to buy the A5000 
accelerator. There were a number of compatibility 
problems, the company which made them went 
bust some time ago, and I'm surprised that they 
are still available. A better idea might be to contact 
a GVP dealer and ask about upgrading the 
motherboard in your GVP hard disk unit so that it 
can take the GVP accelerator. If you are thinking of 
spending £1,200, don't faff about expanding a new 
A1200, go for an A4000. Jeff 

MOD TROUBLE I 
I have recently upgraded my old 
Amiga 500 for a new A1200 as I was 
beginning to feel left out because of 
all the good things I've read about it 
in your magazine, I borrowed the 

cash from my dad to buy the A1200 and in the 
meanwhile I've put my A500 on sale. 

I bought the A1200 second-hand, complete 
with 2nd disk drive and an oldish-looking 
broadcast monitor. All seemed to be running fine 
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until I decided to try plugging the A1200 into the 
TV 1 previously used with my A500. 

Everything works well until the software 
generates sound, whereupon the screen begins to 
flicker. And the louder the sound, the worse the 
flicker! My dad, being good at electronics, 
diagnosed the problem as being 'sound on vision'. 
He said that it might possibly be caused by the 
A1200's internal modulator, especially since this 
problem only happens when I use the TV as a 
display. Do you think that the problem might be 
'sound on vision1 and can you tell me where to 
get another modulator, and how much I should 
expect to pay for it (I haven't seen any advertised 
In your mag)? 

Would buying a sampler (e.g. Technosound 
Turbo) cause crackling samples under the present 
conditions? Also, are there any other problems 
which might arise from my A1200 having a 
faulty modulator - which might affect video 
titling, for instance? 

Gareth Brand wood 
Runcorn, Cheshire 

This 'sound on vision' problem doesn't sound at all 
right, does it? Yet it does sound like a very 
possible cause of your troubles, So I guess that a 
new modulator might well sort things out. Lola 
Electronics (* 0858 880182) sell their L520 
modulator for £34 and it is a direct replacement for 
Commodore s A520 model - and youll find it 
advertised on page 57 of Amiga Shopper 371 IVe 
noticed various companies (including Hobbyte) 
advertising the A520 for around £30 and Silica 
also advertise the AmiTek modulator for £34. 

As for the possibility of crackling samples I 
don't think you should be too concerned. It's the 
sound going in that's sampled - so unless the 
Amiga's audio outputs are also duff then t don't 
think you'll have any undue sampling problems. 
Gary 

REPLACE TRACK DISK. DEVICE 
First. I would tike to thank you for 
dealing with my last programming 
problem in Code Clinic. You were 
right to some degree in that I am 

| CODING | attempting to write a custom disk 
loader, but not for a commercial game. I am 
actually working on a replacement for the Ami gas 
trackdisk.device - this new device will provide 
several advanced features currently net provided 
by the Amiga's system software. To this end I 
am hoping that you can help me with a couple 
more problems: 

1. in order to Gain complete control over the 
Disk Drives it is necessary to open the disk 
resource and perform an AllocUnit for each drive 
mounted. The problem is that each unit is already 
allocated to the trackdisk,device at boot-time. 
Until now I have had to use the boot-menu to 
disable ail of the drives I wish to take over. How 
can I do this using software? It must be 
compatible with all Amtgas Including those 
running 1.3. 

2. The Amiga hardware reference manual only 
covers the floppy disk controller for standard 
drives - where can I get the programming 
information for High Density drives? 

3. How do 1 access the system mountlist to 
see If the new device units are going to cause a 
name conflict ion with drives already mounted? 

Maurice Scorey 
Oakridge, Basingstoke 

This is quite an odd one, because I'm baffled as to 
why someone would want to reinvent the wheel in 

this way. The trackdisk.device is a powerful, 
complex and reliable piece of software, and I can't 
see too much to be gained from rewriting it in this 
manner. A better (and much easier, from your point 
of view) bet might be to try and add features over 
the top of the existing trackdisk.device, using 
trackdisk.device calls. If you are intending to write 
an actual replacement for trackdisk.device, it will 
have to have that name in order for other 
applications to use your device rather than the 
existing one, and that will be very difficult to 
achieve legally (indeed, the best way I can think of 
is to SetPatch the OpenDevice call and replace any 
attem pte d 0 pe n Devi ce (" trackd i sk. devie e"...) w i th 
"mytrackdisk.device'') It is unlikely that you will be 
able to fool all of the software, particularly when it 
comes to Eject commands and geometry. But, if 
you instst on attempting to figure this one out, HI 
do my best to answer the questions. 

1. You can call GetUnitQ even if AlfocUnit() 
fails, but you may not get the drive given to you 
immediately. Your best bet is not to replace 
trackdisk.device, but to sit over it, in the same way 
that the crossdos filesystem does. You'll have to 
tag disks specifically, though, as being your format 
to avoid trackdisk,device recognising them. 

2. I'm afraid I dont know the answer to this 
one, but I can attempt to point you in the right 
direction, It is not a bit in the main chipset, for 
sure, so it is likely to be one of the CIA bits. You 
w i 11 ru n the ri s k of yo u r so ftw a re n ow o r k i hg on a 11 
future High Density drives if you do find the 
method, however. The high density drive 
achieves its work by halving the motor speed, so 
the bit is likely to be called 'DSKSPD" or 
something of that sort. 

3. You can process the output from the 
AmigaDOS INFO1 command, or walk the DosList. 
This involves locking the list with Lock DosList, and 
then working your way through it. Each item in the 
DosList refers to a disk volume, a device 
name/directory, or an assign. A full detailed 
specification of the Dos List and how to access it 
can be found in the Amiga DOS manual, 3rd Edition, 
which costs around 23 pounds. Its ISBN number is 
0-553-35403-5. 

As one other source of information for your 
problem, you might like to have a look at the 
Abacus book Amiga Disk Drives inside and Out It's 
packed choc-a block with totally illegal 
programming, but, does contain useful information 
on disk drive work in general, and MFM 
encoding/decoding, Worth a look to see if it helps 
you out. Toby 

TWO INTO ONE 
Am I unique amongst Amiga users in 
that I want to connect two display 
devices to one Amiga? 

I have an Amiga 1200 which I 
use for WP, DTP and the odd game 

and 1 have it hooked up to a Philips 8833 Mkll 
monitor. Alongside the A1200 I have a 21" TV 
which has an RGB input via a SCART connection. 
I found it easy to obtain the relevant leads for 
each monitor, hut my troubles began when I 
wanted to connect the two together so that I 
could switch from one to the other without having 
to unplug and swap leads. Because of eyesight 
problems I prefer to use the RGB on the 21" TV 
as the larger size makes it easier for me to cope, 
but there are times when I want the TV on whilst I 
am using my computer, so then I need to use the 
Philips monitor. 

The biggest problem is that the RGB 

connections are at the back of the A1200 and 
because of the way I have my system set up it Is 
not very accessible - plus continual plugging and 
unplugging Is not recommended. The simple 
answer seemed to be an adaptor box with a 23- 
pin Input and two 23-pin sockets for the outputs, 
preferably switched. 

Despite trying a number of dealers I have 
been met with blank stares because not only are 
they unable to supply such an adaptor but It 
seems that I'm the only person who has ever 
asked for such a device. Surely there must be 
others who want to connect two monitors to their 
computer and If anyone is already doing it, I 
would be glad to hear their tips on how to do it. 
Equally, I would be glad of any advice you can 
offer, or if you could point me In the direction of a 
suitable manufacturer. I should also add that I 
haven't even been able to find a dealer who can 
sell me 23-pin connectors. 

Brian McMahon 
Corby, Northants 

No, you're probably not unique Brian, though I'd 
hazard a guess that you might just be someth ing of 
a rarity. 

Let's look at a few possible solutions, since 
I'm pretty sure that the kind of switching device 
you're looking for probably isn't (and never has 
been) available anywhere in the known universe, 

Perhaps the simplest solution is to build 
yourself a 23-pin to 23-pin extension cable (or get 
someone else to do it if either your eyes or your 
soldering aren't up to it). This way you couid at 
least access the RGB signal easier, even if it isn't 
switchable, and because the Amiga end remains 
firmly in place, you won't need to worry about 
straining the RGB socket. But don't forget to switch 
off your Amiga before changing the cables over. 

And before you remind me that you can't find 
23-pin plugs and sockets, try calling Videk (» 081 
204 6690) and ask them if they've got any 
because they had when I called them in late April 
and, as far as I am aware, they've supplied them 
for at least the last five years. 

A second possible solution would be to get 
hold of a switched SCART splitter box and connect 
your Amiga to this, then plug in a pair of suitable 
leads (SCART to SCART for your TV and SCART to 9 
pin D-connector for the 8833) to feed the monitors 
and switch as necessary, Try flicking through a few 
camcorder or video magazines to find a supplier for 
such a SCART switcher or calE Tri logic on w 0274 
691115 and they'll sell you one for around £17 
including P&P. tf you need special leads making up 
to go from SCART to the SS33, then ask Trilogic 
about this - they make leads up too, Gary 

MACHINE CODE CRASH 
I am writing a machine code program 
which needs to open seme of the 
Amiga's libraries (DOS, intuition 
etc). However, every time I call a 
library routine, such as OpenLlbrary, 

the computer crashes. This happens In even the 
simplest programs, such as: 

move.l &xecBasefaG 
lea DoBName,aO 

jer _LV00penLibrary{a6) 
move.1 dO r Eo s Ba s e 
rtfl 

DoflName: 
even 

DoeBase: 

dc.b "doa. library", 0 

del 0 

I have the 3.1 includes and I have written the 
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BURGLAR ALARM ASSIGNMENT IN C 

HELPT Having bought Complete 
Amiga C to complete my college 
assignment I am now somewhat 
disappointed. I have been using 
Borland Turbo C at college for my 

final year assignment, which is to produce an 
emulation of a piece of hardware. I have chosen 
to emulate a key pad-type burglar alarm panel. 

This, however, requires me to produce a 
screen that looks like a burglar alarm panel, with 
keys that go up and down in response to a key- 
press. I have written part of the software for 
such a task which works fine In Turbo C, but 
when I saw the advert for DICE and Complete 
Amiga C, I thought "great, here's just what I 
need - I can complete my assignment on time, 
and with the Amiga's superior graphics and 
sound, my completed program should look and 
sound great r 

Having read most of Complete Amiga C, 
there does not appear to be a reference to a file 

/* Save as window.c and compile with DICE using: 
**    dec window,c -o window.x 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <axec/types.h> 
#include <exec/libraries.h> 
# include <intui t ion/intuit ion.h> 
#include <clib/doB_protos.h> 
#include <clib/exec_proto8.h> 
# include <clib/intuition_protos.h> 

struct Library *lntuitionBase; 

called "graphics.h" which contains functions like 
RECTANGLE, FLOOD FILL, CIRCLE etc. Yes, I 
know that these are not standard ANSI, but 
surely a C environment for the Amiga should 
have the capability to produce such a simple 
request? 

Also, to call my Button_Up() functions I have 
used GETCHQ which does not require Return to 
be pressed like GETCHAR(}. Where are the 
equivalents? Please don't say that there are 
none. 

Mike Dawson, 
Moorside, OLDHAM 

The answer to your graphics.h problem is indeed 
that it is not the ANSI standard. So it is not there, 
The graphics,h file contains PC specific functions, 
and since the PC is such a simple beast (and I 
mean really really simple when making DOS apps)r 
it is possible for you to simply say 'rectangle'' and 
off it goes. The Amiga is far more advanced than 

this - you cannot simply draw a circle. You have to 
firstly get hold of an area to draw it on, such as a 
screen, or a window. This requires more complex 
calls than a PC based systemt but the results are 
far better, as lots of programs can co-exist in the 
same system easily. You will need to study the 
Amiga documentation for graphics, library for 
information on basic drawing functions. I 
recommend you open yourself a screen, with a 
window on it, and draw your burglar alarm panei 
inside that with functions from graphics.library. 
With regards to your other problem, it will go away 
when you adopt the above, as when you have 
opened your own window, you are able to ask for 
raw keyboard information to be sent directly to 
you, To get you going, here is a small program 
which opens a screen, and a window on it, and 
then shows all key-presses in the Shell window 
you ran it from. It requires 2.04 of the OS or 
higher, and works with DICE and SAS C. 

WORD newlook^Pens [] a { -1 }; 

void main(void) 
{ 
struct Screen *our_screen? 
struct Window *our_window? 
BOOL   quit_prograiD = FALSI; 
struct Intumessage *imsgr 

** Open tile intuition.library 

if (i(IntuitionBaae = OpenLibrary("intuition.library",  37L))} 
{ 

necessary macro "funcdef". 
lain Holmes, 

CarrickFergus, Co. Antrim 
Well, the first problem you have ts that when calling 
OpenLibrary, the library name should be in Al, not 
AO. Even soh it should not crash, even under these 
conditions, as the library name will simply not exist 
and the function will fail (unless Al points to 
somewhere really unfortunate, such as the custom 
Chip registers), I suspect, therefore, that your real 
problem lies in your implementation of the 
FUNCDEF macro, which should look just like this: 
FDHCDEF MACRO *function 
_LV0\1 EQU FUHC_CNT 
FtJNC_CNT       SET FUNC_CNT-6 

EWDH 
FUNC_CM       SET 5*-6 
Incidentally, remember to check if the OpenLibrary 
call failed before attempting to call any functions in 
the opened library, and remember to close it when 
you have finished using Close Library (which takes 
the library base of the library to close in Al), Toby 

THAT'S THE WAY IT GOES 
I own an A1200 (2Mb RAM, 80Mb 
hard drive) and require first class 
print quality coupled with economy. I 
am satisfied with my Wordworth 2 
and DeskJet 510 combination, 

except that printing takes about 90 seconds per 
page. Digita were no help with this, neither were 
Hewlett-Packard. Help! I don't want any fancy 
stuff - normal Courier will do, with the occasional 
change of point size. I will gladly pay to get it 
down to 30 seconds a page. 

Marvyn Slater 
London N3 

Do you know 1 had mysetf the same argument with 

BUYING 

from 0 to 60 in five seconds and drive down the 
motorway at ISO mph in my llOOcc Ford Escort 
and when I complained that I couldn't do it, he was 
absolutely no help at alL Kept mumbling something 
about I should have bought a faster car if l wanted 
to do that. 

Come on, Marv, do I have to spell it out for 
you? Jeff 

PHOTOCD PI PE DREAM 
I have owned my A 500 for three 
years. I have 512K Chip RAM and 
another 2.5Mb of fast RAM, a 
second floppy drive and the A570 
CD-ROM drive. I want to use 

PhotoCD with my system so that I can process 
data through DeluxePaint 3. Will this work, and 
will the Asim CD-ROM filesystem work with my 
set-up? 

I believe that I may need to Increase my Chip 
RAM to a full 1Mb at least. What am I missing at 
present, and what will I gain if I increase the Chip 
RAM? Can it be added to the machine itself, or to 
the A570 CD-ROM drive? What is available and 
what costs can I expect? 

D R Starks 
Bridge water, Somerset 

Some modifications need to be made to the 
motherboard to convert your A500 so that it 
recognises 1Mb of Chip RAM. Various companies 
around will charge you around £25 to make the 
modifications (plus delivery), and should be able to 
turn your machine around in a week at most, 
although that will depend on how busy they are at 
the time. 

Once the modifications have been made, the 
512K of memory in your A501 trap-door expansion 

my car dealer the other day, I wanted to accelerate      will be seen by the system as Chip memory. Having 

1Mb of Chip memory will mean that any data that 
is required to be held in Chip memory - graphics, 
sound samples, fonts, to name but three - will 
have more RAM available to them, so bigger or 
more pictures can be held in memory, longer or 
more sound samples, bigger or more fonts. 

You wanna play with PhotoCD, eh? Well, using 
the A570 and a suitable file system like the freely 
distributable AmiCD-ROM (contact a PD library) you 
should be able to read the first set of pictures on a 
PhotoCD, but that's all. To read a complete 
PhotoCD disc you need a multi-session driver and 
the A570 is only single-session. 

Even being able to access the first set of 
pictures, you will not be able to load them directly 
into DeluxePaint 3, no matter what CD-ROM 
filesystem or CD-ROM drive you are using. PhotoCD 
is essentially a graphics file format, and you'll first 
have to convert the graphics to IFF IL8M format. 
There is a freeware utility called HPCDtoPPM which 
will convert a PhotoCD image to PPM format, and 
then you can use another utility called PPMtolLBM 
to convert the PPM image to 24-bit IFF-ILBM format. 
Neither of these utilities is in the Fish Disk 
collection, so you may have to hunt around a few 
PD libraries to find them. 

To get the 24-bit IFF-ILBM graphics into 
DeluxePaint 3 you will have to further convert from 
24-bit format to HAM or EHB or 32 colours or 
whatever, and for that you'll need another utility, 
something like Wasp on Fish Disk 716. 

If you have come to the conclusion that this 
sounds like an awful lot of mucking about just to 
view a picture that, because it has been converted 
to a far inferior format, is going to look nothing at 
all like the original PhotoCD picture, then you would 
get no argument from me. 

So what do you need to play with PhotoCD? A 
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printf("Unable to open intuit ion►library V37Vn"); 
return; 

** Open our screen: 
V 
if (our screen = QpenScreenTags(NULL, 

SAJTitle,       "Our test screen!"f 
SA_Depth,       2j       /* Number of bitplanes, this gives us 4 colours 

+ / 
SA_jUitoSeroll, TRUE, 
SA_BisplayIDr   HIRSS_KEY, /* 640x256 */ 
SA_Interlsaved, TRUE, /* Interleave screen, faster for WB3 uaere */ 
SA_Pens, new1ook_F ens, 

TAG^DOHE)J 
{ 
/* 
** And let's open a window for good measure] 
*/ 
if {our_window = OpenWindowTags(NULL, 

WA_PubScreen, our_scEeen, /* Ensure it opens on our new 
screen */ 

WA_Title, "And a window too", 

WA_Height, 100, 
WA_Left, 10, 
WA_Widtli, 200, 
WA_C1o seGadge t,     TRUE, 
WA_MewLookMe nus,      TRUE, 
WA_Activate, TRUE, 
WA_IDCMF, IDCMP_ChQSZWINDOW 

IDCMP_RAWKEY I 
IDCMP_VANILLAKEY, 

TAO_DOKE)) 
{ 
/* 

J* wait for a message to appear; */ 
wait( (1L << our_window->UeerPort->mp_sigBlt) ); 

/* Act on any messages: */ 
while fimag = (struct IntuiMessage *)GetMsg(our_window- 

>userPort)) 
I 
switch(imsg->ClasH) 

{ 
case IDCMP_CLOSEWINDOWi 

quit_program = TRUE; 
break; 

case IDCMP_RAWKEY: 
printf("Raw Eey ■ %d\n", imsg->Code)j 
break; 

case IDCM?_VAHXLLAKEY: 
printf("Vanilla Key = %d\n"t imgg->Code)t 
break; 

/* Uow reply to this meeaage */ 
ReplyHtigt {struct M&asage *)imsg ); 
J 

I 

** Draw burglar panel now: 

1 

/* All done, close window */ 
Clo sewi ndow {our_window); 
) 

else 
printf ("Unable to open window\n") ; 

C1os eS c reen(our_s c reen)j 
} 

else 
printf{"Unable to open our screenVnff); 

C10 eeLibraryfintu i t ionfia s e); 
} 

** Window open, now monitor for key-presses and close-gadget: 
*/ 
while f■guit_program) 

multi-session CO-ROM drive to start with, fitted to 
the Amiga via a SCSI port. To view the pictures 
close to how they are supposed to look you will 
need the AGA HAM-8 screen mode (not possible 
with your A500). To view them in all their full colour 
glory you will need a 24-bit graphics card (possible 
with an A1500/2000, but not with your A5Q0), To 
paint accurately on to PhotoCD images you will 
need software that works in 24-bit - ImageFX would 
be better than ADPro because it has some painting 
facilities and there is a freeware PhotoCD loader 
module for it, or Brilliance could be used once you 
have converted from PhotoCD to IFF-ILBIVL On top 
of this you would need enough RAM to store and 
work on 24-bit image data, which will be at least 
6Mb for the higher resolution images before you 
start to feel comfortable - before the "Not Enough 
Memory" requesters go away I mean. Then, if you 
want to save these images after you have worked 
on them, you would need a hard drive because 24- 
bit graphics files are almost always too large to fit 
on to a floppy disk. Bet I've made your day, Jeff 

KEYBOARD 
I bought a 'standalone' A1200 from 
Phoenix Computers In Leeds last 
August and have noticed that my 
A1200 keyboard layout Is very 
different to the ones I have seen 

on display in other shops. I've tried all the 
key map types and the only one that matches Is 
'Ita liana'. Have I been given a machine destined 
for another country? 

B, Davey 
Holyhead, Anglesey 

From the keyboard drawings you've supplied, the 
machine you've purchased was certainly not for the 
UK market. You say you purchased it as a 

'standalone' machine. Do you mean that ft was a 
one-off 'bargain5 offer? If so, I suspect that you 
now know why. 

But why on earth are you talking to us about it 
- you should be taking this up with Phoenix 
Computers themselves. Paul 

A PECULIAR AMIGA 

I have some general development 
problems and questions, I am using 
DICE with the 2.04 Includes. 

1. When I am opening custom 
I COPIHGl screens they only use one colour, 
colour 1 (black), to draw the screen and window 
graphics. \ can open screens with as many 
bitplanes as I have specified, and use the colours 
in my own graphics, but the system gadgets still 
all appear in black. 

2. Is it worth the effort to support V1.2 and 
V1.3 of the operating system when you develop 
applications, or is it totally obsolete? 

3. Where can I get hold of the 3.0 includes or 
the Native Developers Toolkit for the A1200? 
Since I live In Sweden and Commodore's 
office here is shut down, I can't currently get hold 
of them. 

4. Is there a hardware reference for the 
A1200 coming, and if so, when and where can 1 
get hold of it? 

Stefan Ohlssom 
Balsta, Sweden 

1. You need to specify the SA„Pens tag for 
OpenWindowTags in order to get the New Look 3d 
Imagery. The SA_Pens tag takes a pointer to a 
pens structure, and if you want to just accept the 
default 3D colour spec (which is fine in 99 per cent 
of cases), you just define an array containing one 

value, a bit like this: 
WORD sine_pens [J = 

{ 
-1 
ll 

Then, add the SA^Pens tag to the existing tag-list 
for OpenScreenTags, like this: 

SA_Pena, & sine _peno t 
And then recompile the program. You might also 
want to set the WAJvJewLookMenus, TRUE tag 
whenever you open a window to get black on 
white menus rather than the older white on black 
of 2.04. 

2. This rather depends on what you are 
developing, My personal opinion on the subject is 
that it's not worth your hassle to develop for 1.3 
unless you're likely to make a lot of money out of 
it. It's a considerable effort, as you can t use any 
of the features that make 2.04 and above so easy 
to program (like tag-lists for example, B00PSI, 
Gadtools, ASL and so forth). 1.2 is definitely 
obsolete - anyone still running it should be laughed 
at if they do anything serious on their Amiga, as 
1,3 is a very cheap disk only upgrade which has 
been available since 19SS now. 

3. You can write to Commodore in the UK. The 
Amiga Developer Kit 3.1 is available for £23 (UK 
pounds), from: 
Sharon McGuffle, 
Commodore Business Machines UK Ltd., 
Commodore House, 
The Switchback, 
Gardner Road, 
Maidenhead, 
Berks SL6 7XA 
And remember to enclose a covering letter asking 
for the "Amiga Developer Kit 3.1". 

4. There is no hardware reference for the AGA 
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PRINTERS 

chipset currently available. If you have a very good 
reason to know the information, then write to 
Commodore UK and it can be supplied, although 
you will need to be a registered developer. Toby 

WRONG RESOLUTIONS 
I am using Wordworth 2 on an A1200 
with an Epson LQ-500 24-pin printer. 
With Digtta Print Manager installed 
on my hard drive as per the 
Instruct I on sP 1 then enter Wordworth 

and set up the printer preferences to use the 
Digita PinDriver. If I then print in black and white, 
with the density set to any setting, I get a horribly 
garbled printout. If I set the prefs to Draft 
however, the printout is normal, and quite good 
quality. If I use the standard EpsonQ driver, in any 
mode, there is no problem. Am I dense? Surely if I 
print In draft mode and it is OK, it should be OK in 
NLQ or high quality mode? 

G J Latng 
Muscat, Sultanate of Oman 

As it happens, I have an Epson LQ-500 so I was 
able to check on this first hand. As you say, unless 
you select the Draft printout in Wordworth, using 
the PinDriver in black and white mode produces 
garbage graphics printouts. This probably has 
something to do with the fact that the LQ-500, 
which is an early 24-pin printer, has different 
densities or 'resolutions' than modern 24-pin 
printers. Its top resolution, for example, is 
360x180 dpi, whereas modern 24-pin printers have 
a top resolution of 360x360 dpi. 

The LQ-500 has additional resolutions of 
180x180,120x180 and 90x180, whereas the 
PinDriver was written to support the more modern 
resolutions of 180x180,120x360, 180x360 and 
360x360. The only resolution En the LQ-500 that is 

supported by the PinDriver is 180xl80t which is 
Density 3 (for the PinDriver). if my theory is correct, 
printing in Density 3 from Wordworth using the 
PinDriver should work properly in black and white 
mode using draft or not.... Smug grin. I just tried it, 
and ft works. I love it when a plan comes together. 

But of course at 180x180 dpi you are not 
getting the best from your printer. As it happens, 
the EpsonQ driver was written to work with the early 
24-pin printers that had a top resolution of 
360x180 dpi. and, as you have discovered, 
EpsonQ works perfectly with the LQ-500 in all 
densities   Density 4 and above in EpsonQ is 
360x180, the lower resolutions are on Densities 1, 
2 and 3, So use EpsonQ. Jeff 

CHOPPED GRAPHICS 
I own an Amiga 1500 with 80Mb 
hard disk, 4Mb RAM and a 
Panasonic KX-P4430 laser printer 
that has 3Mb of memory in it. I use 
ProPage 4.1, Final Writer and 

Wordworth 2. 
Every time I print at a density of 300 dpi the 

graphics (if they appear on the screen) come out 
chopped into several pages instead of one image 
on one piece of paper. I have asked Panasonic, 
my dealer, Commodore, and the Amiga Helpline, 
who said I should get a printer driver, which I 
have (SG_HPLaserJet), but no specific printer 
driver for the Panasonic KX-P4430. 

I've re-read all the manuals - printer, 
Workbench 2.05 and ProPage - and still haven't a 
clue-1 just upgraded the printer to 3Mb of 
memory thinking this is the reason the images 
where not coming out whole, but still the problem 
crops up. What should I do? 

I've tried cutting down the density to 100 dpi 

on the laser printer, and by using my dot-matrix 
printer, and the full image comes out on one page 
both times. But naturally the quality of the 
graphics output suffers if I do It this way. 

The clip art is very good quality and comes 
with Powerpacker Patcher, which confuses me 
like anything. I used to get all the graphics on 
screen and could print them (in chopped images) 
with ProPage 4, but now all I get is 'Tile is 
incorrect format". What am I doing wrong? Did I 
not install the Powerpacker Patcher properly on 
the hard disk? 

Heidi H Prada M.A. 
Norwich 

Thank you for sending me the diagnostic printout 
from your KX-P4430 - that kind of information 
helps me to solve your problem. The first thing I 
notice from that diagnostic is that your printer is 
set to ' Panasonic LP" emulation, This is 
Panasonic's own non-standard version of LaserJet 
emulation, so change the emulation to "HP 
LaserJet III". To take full advantage of a printer that 
emulates a LaserJet III (or PCL-5 as It is also 
called), you need proper software support, software 
which understands the features of PCL-5 properly 
{PCL stands for Printer Control Language, 5 is the 
version number). The driver you are using doesn't, 
neither does the standard Workbench HP_LaserJet 
driven and there are no "PD" solutions; the only 
full and proper support for PCL-5 comes with Studio 
Printer Software, which costs £49.95. 

ProPage will not import your clips because they 
have been compressed with Powerpacker, The 
Powerpacker Patcher program is supposed to 
automatically decompress powerpacked files so 
that any program; can use them "invisibly", without 
knowing that they have been compressed in other 
words. The error message you are getting from 

CODE CLINIC 

Problem: Making a program survive 
a re-boot, 
Language: Assembler 
Name: Miss Lynn McQuittyr Co, 
Down, Northern Ireland. 

Lynn is writing a computer security 
program as part of her finals project, 
but is having difficulties making the 
program RAM resident so that it 
will survive a re-boot, ie, become 
re set-proof. The program is written in 
assembly language, and is going 
quite well apart from this one 
problem! 

Its rare that people want to 
write programs that survive boots 
like this, and indeed, they are 
becoming harder and harder to write 
as virus checkers take them out, 
and more complex booting 
sequences render them useless. 
The facility does exist, however, for 
this sort of thing to be written. Sadly 
it is less than a straight forward 
problem though. When the Amiga 
performs a re-boot, it goes through a 
set sequence of events, and quite 
early on in this sequence, the OS 
wilt check the ExecBase to see if a 
function pointer exists in the 
"ColdCapture'' vector. If so, it loads 
the pointer into an internal register, 

clears it, and then calls that 
function. Later on in the boot 
sequence, a similar thing happens, 
but this time with the CoolCapture 
vector, however, it is not reset 
automatically like ColdCapture is, If 
you simply want to prevent re- 
booting after a security check, 
then ColdCapture is probably your 
easiest bet. 

However, it's not as simple as 
that. Some systems totally defeat 
any Cold and Cool capture 
completely, such as developer 
machines who use special Rom 
Mapping to use newer versions of 
KickStart This month's program, for 
example, does not work on either of 
my development platforms unless I 
boot them with no developer 
kickstart operating. SoT your security 
program is going to have problems 
because of this - it can never be 
guaranteed to work on all systems, 
and even those which it should work 
on, problems could arise because 
development tools, or viruscheckers 
quietly remove it without telling you. 

The other catch is, of course, 
that if you use ColdCapture, the 
system has not initialised enough 
information for you to re-allocate 
memory, so your program is likely to 

work only once unless you can put it 
somewhere where the normal boot 
sequence will not touch it, such as 
at the very end of your memory list. 
3.0 of the OS and above has a 
facility to do this with AllocMem - 
you can specify the MEMF_REVERSE 
flag when asking for memory, and 
the OS will allocate it from the 
opposite end of the memory list than 
it would normally do. 

In theory MEMF^REVERSE has 
been with us since kickstart 2.04, 
but the AutoDocs for AllocMem state 
that it did not work properly in pre 
V39 (3.0) systems, so be warned. 
By allocating memory using 
MEMF_REVERSE, you are pretty 
much guaranteed that the normal 
boot sequence will not overwrite your 
boot-pro of program, and you can 
then have a routine in the WB Start up 
drawer or that runs in the user- 
startup file which will 'refresh1' the 
allocation using AllocAbs to ensure 
that it does stay put. 

This month's program is a 
simple routine that demonstrates 
ColdCapture as a method of trapping 
re-boots. It can be used in two ways: 
either to stop any form of reset by 
hanging the machine and forcing a 
power on/off reset, or to flash the 

screen purple and continue the re- 
boot sequence. It will need lots of 
additional work before it could 
actually be useful, but it's a good 
starting point. It's not guaranteed to 
work on all systems, for the reasons 
outlined above, but it does give an 
idea of what is possible. 

It's hard to go into any long 
description of boot survival, as some 
readers might see that as a free 
ticket to have a go at writing viruses, 
which no one wants. Information on 
boot-proof structures is hard to 
come by, but scouring of the 
AutoDocs and Exec includes can give 
some good clues for those who have 
legitimate uses, such as this 
security program. 

Incidentally, the only way to have 
a foolproof security system is to 
have a hardware solution which 
plugs into the Amiga, and uses 
AutoConfig (which cannot be 
avoided) to load its security program 
into the system, and then asks for a 
password. The only way out of 
something like that is to remove the 
hardware which does it. A full 
description of AutoConfig can be 
found in the Hardware Reference 
Manualr either Edition 2 or 3. 
Toby 
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ProPage indicates that Powerpacker Patcher is not 
doing its jobr and so ProPage is not recognising the 
file format. As you wisely sent me a copy of the clip 
art disk in question I was able to see that you have 
been provided with an old version of Powerpacker 
Patcher that requires powerpacker.library to be in 
the LIBS: device for the program to work. So put 
your clip art disk in the internal floppy disk drive, 
open a Shell and type: 
copy dfQ:libs/powerpacker.library to libs: 
After this, double click the PP icon and 
Powerpacker Patcher will be active. You might like 
to contact a more on-the-ball PD library and see if 
you can get a later version of Powerpacker Patcher 
(VI.4 or later) that does not require the 
power packer Jibrary file. Jeff 

MOD TROUBLE II 
Soon after I got my Amiga 1200 I 

I noticed that the display on my Philips 
TV would flicker whilst displaying 
blue shades, The more intense the 
blueT the worse the flicker got. Worse 

still, at full intensity the display even becomes 
monochrome. 

I thought the trouble might be down to the 
modulator, but when the man from Wang came 
round to look at It he disagreed, but replaced the 
A1200's motherboard anyway. He seems to have 
been right about the modulator though, as the 
new gubblns appeared to have the same problem, 
so he eventually suggested I replace my TV with a 
monitor. 

But first 1 tried the modulator from my A500 
Plus and it turned out that it could handle the 
blues fine - however the picture was dark and 
extremely blurred. 

Would a monitor solve the problem or would I 

Just be wasting £300? And why does the problem 
only happen with the blue component? By the 
wayT the TV worked fine with my A500 Plus. 

Paul Coles 
Solihull, West Midlands 

Oh dear! Two dodgy A1200s in one issue. Or at 
least it appears that your Amiga is still not quite 
right, i d have another word with Wang and point 
out that you're still not satisfied with your Amiga 
1200's RF output. See if you can get something 
done about it- But first I d suggest that you try one 
or more different TVs before you call Wang out 
agai n, because it might just be possible (though 
you may think otherwise) that your own TV is on the 
blink. At least this would give you some definite 
proof as to whether the monitor is to blame or not. 

As for buying a monitor, I would always answer 
yes to this question, simply because a proper RGB 
monitor produces a much better picture than a 
modulator ever will. Ciear, crisp images will show 
off the best from your Amiga 1200T but you'll need 
around a couple of hundred pounds to buy one. 
Gary 

A590 THRO UGH PORT 
I am running an A590 210Mb hard 

f£^^J   dTsk with my A500 Plus, I also have a 
Naksha scanner. Since the A590 
does not have a through port I am 
constantly having to swap these 

peripherals in and out of the expansion port. I 
have been told that there is a s wit enable 
through port lead available, but none of my local 
shops knows anything about this. Can you tell me 
where I can buy one? 

Chris Tickle 
Smith I lis, Lanes 

HARDWARE 

Haven't seen it advertised for a while, but Datel 

Electronics (» 0782 744707) used to sell such a 
widget. Jeff 

ICONEDIT ICON SIZES 
When using Icon Edit on my 
A4000/30 Is there any way to 
control the size of the outer window, 
ie the window that surrounds the Icon 
itself? When I load images from other 

Icons to replace the one I'm working on, and then 
try to save, I con Ed It always saves the icon using 
the full size of the outer window? 

Paul Matthews 
St Leonards On Sea, East Sussex 

There's no direct control but Icon Ed it does 
automatically work out the size of the icon based 
on the largest of the images being used, What you 
must do however is ensure that your images use 
the Workbench background colour for their 
background otherwise^ as you've discovered, 
IconEdit will assume that the whole of the window 
area is to be stored. Paul 

GENISCAN GRIEF 
I welcomed your DTP article on 
scanning In Amiga Shopper 37 as I 
had had the muddy blotches output 
at every attempt to scan and print a 
photograph. Only having a 240 by 

216 dpi printer (9-pin), I worked out that I needed 
to scale by 31.25 per cent, but this did not work 
out. I soon realised that the problem was in my 
scanning. I am using a Date! scanner (Geniscan) 
with V5 software. How do I get my scans out 
when the only options are Save Screen IFF (640 
by 256} or Save Buffer IFF (1,600 by 1,024), 
when my scan is only 300 or 1,200 pixels wide? 
Does other scanner software offer a more flexible 

LISTING: COLDCAPTURE DEMONSTRATION 
I By Toby Simpson 
j ColdCapture Demonstration. Tested using DevPac 3. 
; WARNING; Read the text of Code Clinic before trying this, it might 
save you some 
; trouble if it does not work correctlyJ 

Add to Sum 

incdir 

include 
include 
include 
include 

"inci" 

"exec/exec.i" 
"exec/execbase.i" 
"exec/funcdef,i" J'exec/exec_lib. i" 

; — Definitions and macros 
_BXECBASE; ecu $04 

SYS; macro 
move * 1 _BXEC BAS E,a 6 
jsr^LVOUUG) 

You may not need this 

; exec.library base. 

; — Firstly, we need to allocate some memory .... 
START: move*1#EE SET_END-RES ET_ROUTINE,dO 

move,1 #MEMF_PUBLIC r d1 
SYSAllocMem 
tit.l dO 
bea-s ST_Fail ? Failed to allocate RAM, 

J 
i — How copy our reset code over to the new allocated memory 

move.l dO,al 
leaRESET_ROUTINE(pc >,a0 
moveq #RESET_END-RESET_ROUTIWB-1,dO 

ET_Copy_Code:   move ♦ b   {a 0} -f H (a 1 )■ + 
dbra dO,ST_Copy_Code 

— Install the new reset vector 
leaRESET_ROUTINE{pc),aO 
move * 1 aO, ColdCapture (a6) ; Store new vector out 

; 
; — How we have to re-checksum the lower part of the ExecBase, 
; from SoftVer to KaxExtMem .... 

moveq #$00,dQ 

leaSoftVer(a$),a0 
moveq #({ChkSum-SoftVerJ/2)~2t&l 

ST.New^Sum:       add.w    {a 0)t,dO 
dbfdl,ST_New_Sum 
not.w dO 
move.w aO,ChkSum(a6) ? Store new checksum out. 

i 
} — Exit back to doe. Note we never free our memory so our reset 
; cede remains resident till a re-boot occours .... 
ST_Fail: rts 

i — This is the routine which will be run every time we reset. 
; ALL the code inside it MUST be relocatable. Avoid stack 
j accesses as it is not initialised correctly at this point   
RESET_ROUTINE: lea       R£SET_R0UTINE (pc ) , a 0 

move i1 _£X£CBASE,a6 
move.1 aO, ColdCapture{a6) ; Restore our reset. 

; — This is bad programming/ the loop length depends on processor 
; speeds, it's just there to demonstrate this program works .... 

move,w #$ffff,dO 
RRjFlash: nop ; Sync. Caches tSlow UB 
down) 

move.w #$fOf H $dff 1B0                -t Purple flaah so we know it 
worked 

dbra dO,RR_Fiash 

; — Perform security check here .... 

*   if the security was fine, bra.s to RR_Continue, 
} If it was not, bra.s to RR_Forever, and the machine will hang 
; till powered off. 

; — This resumes the boot sequence ,♦- - 
RR_continue:     jmp (a5) 
7 
j — This hangs the machine .... 
RR_Fo reve r:      bra.s    RRmForeve r 
J 
RESET END:        ecu        * ; End of reset code 
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READING IMAGES FROM DISK 

I am writing an 
Intuition program in C 
which involves storing 
a graphic image from a 
window and, at some 

later point In time, re-displaying It. 
I know how to display an Image 

using the Drawlmagef) function, 
but do not know how to save such 
an image to disk in the first place 
or how to reload it. Can you help? 

Peter Dobson 
Blackburn, Lanes 

From your original fetter it sounds as 
though you are talking about the 
saving and retrieving of graphics 
based directly on Intuition Image 
structures and these images, as you 
will doubtless already know, consist 
of two parts: firstly there's the 
Image structure which holds details 
of the top left position, width, height 
and depth of the image, along with a 
pointer to the real image data, 
PlanePick and PlaneOnOff info, and 
a lnext image" pointer; secondly 
there's the image data which 
represents the pixel contents of the 
image. Needless to say, in order to 
reinstate a disk based image using 
this format both the image structure 

and the appropriate image data 
must be written to disk. 

All this can be done using 
standard C style binary file 
operations, and to write arbitrary 
bttplane graphics as an Image 
structure you first set up and write 
to disk an Image structure that 
describes the size etc., of the image 
to be stored. Don't incidentally 
bother about the I mage Data pointer 
value (write it as NULL for 
consistency), because at the time 
the structure is written the value will 
be meaningless, Code for this image 
structure write operation will look 
something like this... 

fwrite (imagre_p f eizeof t struct 
Image),1,dest_p}; 

Having done that the image data 
itself needs to be written. The 
easiest idea is to use a loop and 
fwhteQ each bitpSane of graphics 
data (or the appropriate rectangular 
portion of it) just as it appears in 
memory. If all the data for all of the 
bitplanes was being written the code 
would look something like this... 

for <1= 0;i<plane_count;i++) 

twrite(bitplanes[i],b£tplanssize, 
l,deet_p}; 

} 

At this point you'll have an 
Image structure and the image data 
written to disk. Notice incidentally 
that all the image's bitpiane data 
gets collected together during this 
file writing operation and this of 
course is just what is needed for 
I ntu itio n D raw I m age() use. 

Reading the image file's 
contents back is a little bit more 
awkward. What you have to do is 
allocate some space for an Image 
structure, read back the Image 
structure field values from the file, 
and then work out how much Chip 
memory is needed to hold the image 
data. Once this second lot of 
memory has been allocated you set 
the I mage Data pointer in the Image 
structure to the returned address 
and read the image data into that 
Chip memory. 

Remember that either or both of 
the Image structure and image data 
allocations can conceivably fail, so 
the image loading routine must take 

this into account. The Loadlmage{) 
example function (listing 1) that I've 
provided does this and only returns 
a valid (ie non-null) image pointer if 
both allocations succeed. Since the 
image loading routine must rely on 
dynamic memory allocation some 
means of deallocating the image 
structure and data memory must be 
provided in your program. 

The UnLoadImaged function 
shown in listing 2, illustrates how to 
do this. With these type of image 
loading and unloading routines 
available very little effort will be 
needed to re-display your saved 
images. Listing 3 provides a code 
fragment which shows how the 
routines might be used. 

These sorts of Image based 
approaches are fine if the program 
is just making Internal' use of the 
images, but programs which store 
'user created' images tend to adopt 
more sophisticated techniques 
based on the use of IFF files. 

This is much more complicated 
business, but you can get further 
details from the RKM Libraries and 
Devices manuals. 
Paul 

solution ? 
That cropping and scaling bit; using ADPro 

2.0.5. I cannot enter fractional values for scaling 
- indeed If I import the IFF buffer I get a Not 
Enough Memory flag - and Crop does not give any 
visual indication of what I am doing. Being used 
to WYSIWYG DTP and word processing 1 had 
naively assumed that all that was required was to 
scan-it, import-it and print-it without having to 
jiggerypoke-it with expensive software. So the 
thrust is, can I do it with my existing set-up 
without spending more money? If not, what do I 
need? 

Alan A Welch 
Macclesfield, Cheshire 

How can I put this gently? You see, ert well, urn - 
ohr what the hell - the Geniscan hand scanner 
software is awful. Although the last mono hand 
scanner roundup we did was some time ago (issue 
14 - the Date I hand scanner came a very poor 
last), the software has not been improved much 
since then. I couldn't get anything decent out of it 
other than mono scans of line art and as much as I 
would like to be able to help you with ft, the best 
and most honest advice 1 can give you is to buy a 
more suitable hand scanning package itke AlfaScan 
or PowerScan. 

The Y resolution of the printer does have a 
bearing on the output inasmuch as printer dots at a 
240 by 216 resolution will always be slightly 
rectangular - taller than they are wide. I said in my 
article that 24-pin printers were not very well suited 
to printing scans of photographs ,1 took it for 
granted that 9-pin printer owners like yourself 
would understand that their printers are even worse 
suited. The unequal output resolution means that 
rounding errors in the scaling are inevitable. If you 
want higher quality printouts, there is no other 
solution than to buy a higher quality printer. 

As for ADProt when you load a graphic it 

immediately converts it into true colour format, 
either 256 greys if the graphic in mono or 
grey scale, or 16 J million colours otherwise. This 
eats up memory. To store a 1,600 by 1,024 pixel 
mono scan ADPro will require just over 1.5Mb of 
free memory. As you cannot enter fractional scaling 
figures, you must round to the nearest whole 
number. The Crop Visual operator has been 
supplied with all versions of Art Department 
Professional {ADPro), but The Art Department {TAD} 
didn't have Crop Visual, just Crop. 

There are two ways of approaching a task, 
Alan. There are those who make doT which involves 
spending as little money as possible using cheap 
and underpowered hardware and software and 
much knocking of heads against wails in frustration 
and anger when they discover (but often refuse to 
face) the fact that they need to spend some 
money. Then there are those who don't rush off 
and buy the cheapest kit in sight but first 
investigate whether what is on offer will do the job 
to the standard they require, then decide whether 
they can afford it. if they can't afford it buying 
cheaper kit that they can afford is almost always a 
bad idea because if it can't do what they want it to 
do, they have wasted their money. 

Sorry to shatter your dream, but you need a 
better scanner, a better printer, a later version of 
ADPro and at least another 2Mb of memory. Jeff 

SLOW MOTION GAME 
I have just finished programming a 
26 thousand Una game in assembler, 
so you can imagine my 
disappointment after testing it 
recently on an A530 based machine 

(with a 40MHz 68030 Chip) and it not working 
properly. The whole program seemed to run In 
slow motion. I think it could be one of two things: 
something to do with the blitter; or something to 

do with the stack. I recently read that there are 
two stacks used when in supervisor mode on a 
68020 and above (Interrupt and Master)f but I've 
not taken account of this. I therefore have some 
questions to ask: 

1. What could be causing this fault? 
2. Which memory location is the lowest that 

should be used after blowing out the OS? SCO or 
$100? 

3. What things can be done to Improve 
compatibility between all current Ami gas? (eg. 
clearing the VBR on 68010 and above) 

4. How do crunchers work? 
6. Do the CIA chips run at the same speed on 

all A mi gas? 
Any answers would be greatly appreciated. 

Keith Combes, 
Crew, Cheshire 

1. Without seeing your program it's almost 
impossible to answer this. You're right about the 
two stacks, butt to be honest, it shouldn't make 
any difference as it should be irrelevant to you. It's 
almost certainly a case of not correctly setting up 
the system registers, and then suffering at the 
hands of the caches on the 6S030. You might like 
to try disabling the caches on the A530 machine 
you tested it on, and trying it again to see if it 
makes any difference. Interrupts are likely to be 
another cause. 1 assume by the other questions 
you ask, that you simply take the interrupt vectors 
by writing to them rather than calling AddlntServer 
in execJibrary. if th is is the case, then you may not 
be handling GVP's things correctly, and could be 
hitting CPU performance that way. There really is an 
endless list of possibilities. You could send some 
of your setup code and btitter code to Code Clinic if 
you want it to be looked at. 

2, Irrelevant You should be loading into 
memory at a relocatable address using OS 
functions, and it should not matter where you are. 
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LISTING 1: A TYPICAL DISK IMAGE 
LOADING ROUTINE 
stmet Image *LoadImage[TEXT *filename_p) 

{  /* DEALLOCATE MEMORY USING UnLoadlmage() WHEN FINISHED */ 

PILE *sourqe_p; 

ULONQ size; 

struct Image *iciage_p? 

i t(source_p=fopen(filename.p,"rb")) 

( 

i f f image_p -AllocMem(B1z eo f(Btruc t image),MEMF_ANY)) 

{ 

fread(iniage_p,sizeof(struct Image), 1,eource_p); 

size= {i image^p->Width+16)       *2*image_p->Heiglit; 

i f timage_p->ImageDat a=AllocMem{size* image_p- 
>DepthPMEMF_CHlF) ) 

{ 

fread{image_p->ImageData,Bi££ rimage_p- 
>Depth, sourcejp) -f 

) 

else { 

FreeMem(image_p ,sizeof f struct Image)}i 

image_p=NULL; 

fclose fsource_p); 

return(image_p); 

LISTING 2: LOADED IMAGES WILL NEED 
TO BE UNLOADED TO RELEASE MEMORY 

void UnLoadImage(struct Image *imagejp) 

{ 

ULONG size; 

size=((image_P">Width+I6)/16)*2*image_p">Height? 

FreeMem (image_p->ImageDat assize*image_p->Depth); 

FreeMem(image_p,si zeof(struct Image))} 

> 

LISTING 3: THE DISK BASED IMAGE 
DISPLAY ROUTINES IN USE 

image_p=Loadimage{"ram:myimage"); 

if{image_p) { 

Drawlmage(g_rastport_p timage^p ,20,2 0)j 

UnLoadlaage (iniage_p); 

} 

Gone are the days when people really did need to 
blow out the OS, because that extra handful of 
bytes were so vital. These days it's totally un- 
necessary, and you will be asking for problems with 
compatibility with other Amigas. 

3. Use the OS. I recommend using 
AddlntServer to add your interrupts into the list. 
You will suffer a negligible performance loss by 
doing this and guarantee future compatibility. 
Allocate all memory using AllocMem, If you are 
going to hit the blitter and other custom chip 
registers, use the graphics.library WaitBlit, not your 
own. The graphics.library one knows how to deal 
with all flavours of the blrtter, including a bug in the 
early ones, and will not affect system performance. 
Also, use OwnBlitter and DisownBlitter (also in the 
graphics library) before and after major blitter 
access, Do not use Disabled and EnableQ, and you 
should not need to use Forbid() and PermitQ - 
instead, raise your task priority to about 25T and 
you'll find that all will be well. You should never 
have to play with VBR. There is no need to do this, 
the value contained in this register should not 
matter to you, as you should use AddlntServer( ). 
Finally, before hitting the display registers and 
loading your own copper list, open the graphics 
library and do this: 

suba.l al, al 
move+l 81xBase,a 6 j 

graphics * library base, previously opened.. 
j er_LVOLoadV i ew(a 6) 
jBX_LVOWaitTGF(aG) 
jar_LVOWaitT0F(a6) 

now it's eafe to write to copllc and 
other display registers .* * 

This will help your program to run with AGA 
machines correctly. There's stacks more to watch 
out for with regards to compatibility. Indeed, I could 
easily write an eight page article on the subject and 
still have more to say, but I hope that the above 
basic guidelines will be of some assistance. 

4. Crunchers are simple beasts. When you 
crunch a program, the cruncher will apply a 
compression algorithm, such as those used in the 
"LHA," "ARC and "ZIP" arehivers to the entire file 
to reduce it in size. It then adds its own little 
program to the front of the compressed data which 
will uncompress it rapidly. When you load the 
program, it is this little header which runs first, 
unpacking the main program before running It. 

5. Yes. Toby 

PARALLEL UNIVERSE 
I bought an A500 back in 1988, then 
an A2000 in 1991, upgraded to 
Workbench 2 in 1992, and this year I 
bought an A1200. At all stages 
along the upgrade path (after the 

A500) my printer, an Epson LQ-500, didn't work 
with the installed software - by which 1 mean with 
the parallel.device In the DEVS: directory. The 
A2000 with Workbench 1.3 didn't work until I 
copied the parallel.device from my 1.3 A500; 
same again when I upgraded to Workbench 2; 
and, surprise surprise, the printer didn't work with 
the Workbench 3 A1200 until I copied the old 1.3 
paralleLdevice Into DEVS:. 

I am slightly dumbfounded to find that I have 
used the paralleLdevice written In 1994 (or 
before?) to run a printer In 1994.1 find It amusing 
now, but It was hell sorting out the problem at 
the time. I enclose a disk with the various 
paralleLdevice files and would be most interested 
If you can find the reason for the anomaly. 

G J Laing 
Muscat, Sultanate of Oman 

Gremlins, Mr Laing. Like you, over the years I've 
gone from Workbench 1.3 to 3.0 and all that time 
I've been using my LQ-500 almost every day, Mever 
had a problem, I installed and used the 
para I lei-device files you sent me, and, using the 

standard EpsonQ driver, the LQ-500 works fine on 
my A4000 with all of them, including the proper 
Workbench 3 one. At times like these I find it helps 
if you stand over the computer and shout YOU 
B****RDI very loudly while waving your fists about 
in the air. (Please note that Amiga Shopper will not 
be held responsible for any emotional distress your 
machine may suffer - Ed) Jeff 

KWICKBACKUP DANGER? 
I used the KWICKBACKUP utility 
(supplied on your coverdisk with 
issue 23) to back up e hard disk 
partition containing my database 
records. When I tried to restore this 

from the floppy, on to which it had been backed 
up, everything worked as expected except that 
my largest file, a database of 970 records entitled 
Record library, ended up being restored to 948 
records. The balance of 22 records however is 
still in there somewhere, because when trying to 
add a new record it moves to record number 971. 
The database is part of Platinum Works which 
has, and continues to work satisfactorily. 

Bill Kemaghan 
Bangor, Co Down 

Looks like the end of a large file has gone missing 
somehow and I doubt whether the missing records 
are still in the file. I think the gap from 948 to 971 
Is significant but what has probably happened is 
that the field that held the current number of 
records was written properly (this count could be 
stored either in the front part of your suspect file, 
or perhaps in a separate database support file), 
Either way, your database program in reading that 
value is working out subsequent record numbers 
from that stored value, despite the fact that it now 
presumably doesn't reflect the contents of the file, 

The worrying thing Is that data seems to have 
gone missing from your file, but without knowing 
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CD32 CONVENTION 

HARDWARE 

i want to connect 
a CD32 to an 
A1200 via the 
serial ports. 
Where do I get a 

cable and software? Will this 
solution enable me to use the 
CD32 on the AI200 as a 
dummy CD-ROM drive, giving 
me a physical icon on my 
Workbench screen, rather 
than a command line driven 
interface? Can I connect the 
CD32 to a 1940 multiscan 
monitor? 

Martin Fleming 
Paisley, Scotland 

My son has a CD32. Is there 
any way I can link it to my 
A1200? I donTt expect to be 
able to run CD32 software on 
the A1200, but I would like to 
he able to access discs like 
CDPD. I've read about SerNet 
and CD32. What hardware and 
software are required? 

Nick Culpln 
Stalybridge, Cheshire 

I would like to keep my 

present Amiga, an A1500, but 
would like to add to my 
system a CD-ROM drive and 
AG A Amiga that would be able 
to access the hard drive on my 
A1500.1 have heard of a 
program called SerNet that 
connects a CD32 to another 
Amiga via a null modem cable 
and the serial ports. Would my 
A1500 be able to use the 
CD32 as a CD-ROM drive? I 
mean, would I be able to copy 
files from the CD32 to the 
A1500? Could the CD32 use 
the floppy and hard drives of 
my A1500 to fun AG A 
software? 

Grant Laing 
Edinburgh, Scotland 

To connect a CD32 to another 
Amiga you first have to buy 
some extra hardware for the 
CD32 to give it a serial port. 
Plug a null modem cable into 
this and the other Amiga's 
serial port, run SerNet and the 
two can exchange data and run 
software from each other's 
storage devices. It's a bit slowt 
but ifs cheap and it works 

well Brian Fowler Computers 
{m 0392 499755) sells a CD32 
AddOn Port for £29.99, the 
null modem cable and the 
SerNet software will be extra. 

To run programs stored on 
GD on your Amiga you would 
ffrst have to copy the program 
from the compact disc in the 
CD32 to the Amiga (using the 
standard Copy command from 
a Shell or by dragging icons on 
the Workbench), saving to 
RAM, floppy or hard disk, Then 
you would run them as normal. 
To run programs stored on your 
hard disk on the CD32 you 
would have to copy them from 
the hard disk to the CD32's 
RAM disk, then run them as 
normal - by double clicking the 
program's icon in other words. 

Keep in mind that you will 
need an extra mouse to drive 
the pointer on the CD32, Ah 
yes, and Mr Fleming, I'm afraid 
the CD32 won't work with your 
1940 monitor, it can be 
connected only to a TV set, or 
CBM 1084/5 or Philips 8833 
monitor (or similar). Jeff 

SOFTWARE 

the formats of the files that you provided, or the 
contents of the apparently lost records, there is no 
way to tell exactly which parts of the file (or files) 
have been truncated or lost. I've not heard of any 
other problems connected with this utility, but to 
my mind pessimism is the only safe policy - other 
users should take note in case this turns out to be 
the first occurrence of a more general Kwickbaekup 
reliability problem, If anyone else out there in 
Amiga-Shopper-land had any problems like this 
write and let us know! Paul 

AMIGATEX STILL GOING 
In issue 11 of Amiga Shopper I read a 
review of AmigaTeX. This is exactly 
what I now need, because I have to 
produce documents with maths 
symbols and I don't want to set them 

by hand in a DTP or WP package, but I have seen 
no update reviews, nor any advertising for it. I 
suppose I could phone the company that 
produced it back then, but I don't fancy speaking 
for 10 minutes across the Atlantic Just to hear 
what I already know; "Sorry, this product Is not 
supported any more." Can you point me In the 
right direction1? 

Konstantinos Margaritis 
Athens, Greece 

AmigaTeX is indeed still produced and supported by 
the people who write it; Radical Eye Software, Box 
2081, Stanford, CA 94309f USA. There is no UK 
distributor for it these days, which is why you never 
see it advertised or reviewed in UK magazines. Jeff 

ROCGEN PLUS FIX 
I have a Roc Gen RG30QC (ie. a 
RocGen Plus) genlock for my A500 
Plus. I am thinking of changing it to 
an Amiga 1200 with a 60Mb hard 
disk. Will my genlock still be 

compatible with my new A1200? If not, what can 

I do to make it compatible? Please help, because 
1 don't want to spend any more money - I've only 
got enough for the A120Q, 

Andrew Hunn 
Catster-Gn-SeaT Norfolk 

It is more than likely that your RocGen Plus genlock 
won t work with your new A1200. However, Bucks- 
based Visual Products offer a conversion service to 
upgrade older RocGen Plus genlocks to work 
correctly with Amiga 1200s - for a flat fee of £40 
(including P&P). You can get more details from 
Visual Products, 34 Greenlands Lane, Prestwood, 
Bucks, HP16 9QU. * 0494 S90601. Fax: 0494 
863894. Unfortunately this means that you1 If have 
to spend more money - but at least you won't have 
to buy a brand new genlock. Gary 

ASSEMBLY TROUBLE 
I am having trouble in Assembly 
Language programming. I can call 
Libraries, and do general 
programming tasks, but I cannot 
actually "use" anything. How do I 

properly use the libraries to write a program? How 
do I even start? Is there a book that you could 
recommend? I have the includes and autodocs 
RKM, hut that just contains lists and no 
explanations. 

Also, I would like to get into 3D programming. 
Would buying Amiga 3D Graphics in BASIC by 
Abacus help? Will there be a series of 
explanations and tutorials in AS? I am quite 
adequate at maths. 

James Simmons 
Swadiingcode, Derbyshire 

A tough question. As to how you start, you have to 
think of a program which you would like to write, 
and then consult the appropriate documentation to 
find out how to best achieve that aim. What you 
really need is the Libraries RKM, edition 3. This 
explains in great detail each of the component 

parts in the Amiga OS, such as Windows, Screens, 
Gadgets, the Exec and so forth. Unfortunately for 
assembly language programmers, most of the 
examples are given in C, so a basic understanding 
of C is required in order to make the best of the 
book. The Libraries book is quite expensive, at 
around 30 pounds, but it is the best reference 
guide you can get on the subject of the Amiga. 

As for the 3D problem, Amiga 3D Graphics in 
BASIC is likely to help you best if you intend on 
working in BASIC! Translating BASIC to assembly 
language is tough, although some of the basic 
concepts will carry across. Most large bookshops 
will sell books on computer graphics, an.d 3D 
computer graphics, and describe the maths behind 
them in greater detail. This information, together 
with the data in the Libraries book on drawing 
graphics should get you well on your way. 

Unless speed is incredibly important to you, I 
would seriously recommend considering using 'C, 
or some other compiled high level language, as a 
language for this sort of thing, as it's easier and 
quicker to program and removes some of the pain 
of dealing with floating point numbers, which are a 
pain to do in assembly language. 'C1 also gives you 
access to lots of mathematical functions which can 
help you. Good luck! Toby 

RE-APPRAISAL 
After reading the test you did on the 
Tri-Code RGB to video converter in 
45 37 I'd like you to do a similar 
appraisal of GVP's G-Lock (ie. quality 
of composite / Y/C and, in 

particular, component output). 
D Latham, 

Macclesfield, Cheshire 
I reviewed G-Lock way back in Amiga Shopper 24 
and at the time I wasn t wildly enthusiastic about 
the G-Lock, though this was more because of its 
cost at the time and the way it worked rather than 
the quality of its video outputs, However, G-Lock 
does not have a component output {if you are 
referring to a YCrCb component signal such as is 
used in Betacam systems, for example) so I'm 
afraid I cant actually tell you how good such a 
component output is. The composite and Y/C 
signals were about what you would expect from a 
unit at this price - not the bestT but certainly good 
enough for at least semi-pro work, Gary 

LEAVE IT OUT 
Could you explain how to have my 
most often used programs available 
to 'double click' straight from the 
main Workbench window. 

Andy Betesta 
Spondon, Derby 

Just select the icon and then choose Leave Out 
from the Icons1 menu. Paul 

INCLUDE LIBRARIES 
I recently purchased a copy of your 
book Complete Amiga C. Having had 
my appetite whetted, I started to 
look for more information on the 
Commodore Include libraries supplied 

with the book. When I noticed that your magazine 
was running a C tutorial I decided to buy it. My 
problem relates to your April issue, where some 
code for using a file requester was shown. I had 
difficulties compiling this code, and I noticed the 
article referred to a file called amiga.lib, which I 
can't find anywhere. Therefore, 

1. Was the amiga.lib file supposed to be 

BEGINNERS 
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included with Complete Amiga C, and if soT what 
do I have to do to get hold of it now? 

2. If the amiga.lib file was not supposed to be 
included, where can I get it from? 

3, The article referred to the Amiga 
Developers Kit - what precisely is this, and do I 
need it? 

C P Stead, 
Much Marcle, Herefordshire 

1.1 have just tried recompiling this program under 
DICE myself, and if worked fine. I suspect that your 
DICE setup is not entirely correct, "amiga.lib" is a 
special file containing information allowing 
programs to talk to the system libraries, and also a 
heap of other additional functions which are not 
present in the libraries. When Commodore supply 
the latest include files and autodocs, they provide 
a file called amiga.lib with the updated information 
in it. This file is directly compatible with SAS C, as 
used by Commodore in House, but not with DICE. 
Dice has its own version of the amigaJib, which 
sits in the DUES: assign, called amigas2GJib, If 
your DICE setup is correct then you should have no 
problem compiling the file requester example, 
Check that your DLIB: drawer has this file, so to 
answer your question, amiga.lib should not have 
been included. 

2. The latest amiga.lib file is supplied with the 
most recent Amiga Developer Kit, and DICE comes 

with a utility to convert it to DICE format. Here is 
the exact sequence from the Shell, for example, to 
convert the 2.04 amigaJib ready for DICE use; 
libtoa amiga.lib dlib:airtigas2Q♦ lib 

3, The Amiga Developer Kit 3.1 contains the 
complete 3.1 includes and autodocs, a whole host 
of utilities for software development, loads of 
example programs, and of course this magic 
amigaJib file! Basically, it's worth its weight in 
gold, and fortunately doesn't cost its weight in 
gold, It's available for only 23 pounds from 
Commodore UK. You1 II need to write a cheque out 
made payable to Commodore Business Machines 
(UK) Ltd., and send it to this address together with 
a covering note explaining that you're after the 3.1 
developer kit: 
Sharon McGuffie 
Commodore Business Machines UK Ltd., 
Commodore House, The Switchback, Gardner 
Road, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 7XA 
Toby 

THAT RINGS A BELL 
After finding an old laser printer 
sitting in the office at work, I 
decided to bring it home and plug it 
into my A1200 - 2Mb RAM, 170Mb 
hard disk, external floppy drive. The 

printer is badged British Telecom MP2006, but 

the self-test says it is an Oki Laser line 6 Elite, 
which has 128K page memory available. There is 
a 384K RAM expansion in the printer, giving it 
512K of RAM in total, 

When I print from Wordworth 3.0af some 
large characters do not get printed. The same 
thing happens with PageSetter3, although not 
quite so baa1. This does not happen with small 
documents which contain only one font in a small 
point size, except when a graphic is included In 
the document, in which case even small fonts 
have characters missing. 

Does my printer and/or Amiga need more 
memory perhaps? 

Jonathan Moore 
York 

You got it in one, Jonathan - your Amiga needs 
more memory. Another 4Mb or 8Mb up the trap- 
door will make the missing characters problem 
almost completely go away. I say almost 
completely because Compugraphtc fonts were not 
designed to be printed in point sizes over about 
60pt, and while you can normally safely get away 
with about lOOpt, at anything over this size the 
problem can sometimes return. Wherever possible, 
use PostScript Type 1 fonts if a package supports 
them, as this type of scalable font is much 
happier about being enlarged than Compugraphic. 
Jeff © 

FILL IN AND GET US TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS 

■ f you send in a question for the Amiga Answers experts, please fill 
I in and include the form below (or a photocopy if you don't want to 
I cut up your magazine). And please, also make sure that you include 
I all the relevant details - version numbers of software and so on - 

so that we have the best chance of helping you. If you have several 
questions in different fields that should be addressed to more than one 
of our experts, please send in your queries on separate forms. 

Send your form and question to; Amiga Answers, Amiga Shopper, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 

Hard disk: _Mb as DH_: Manufacturer 

Extra RAM fitted - type, size in Mb and manufacturer 

Details of any other hardware which could help us to answer your question: 

Name: _ 

Address: 
Now, use this space to describe your problem, including as much relevant 
information as possible. Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. 

Your machine: 

A500 □ A500 Plus □ A600 □ A1000 Q A1200 Q 

A1500 □      A2000      Q    A3000 Q    A4000 Q 

Approximate age of machine:  

Kickstart version (displayed at the "insert Workbench" prompt} 

1,2 Q                1.3 Q 2.x □ 3.x Q 

Workbench revision (written on the Workbench disk) 

1.2 □      1.3 □      1,3,2 Q     2.04/2.05 □     2.1 Q     3-0 Q 

PCS revision (if known). Do not take your machine apart just to look 

for this!  

Total memory fitted (see AVAIL in Shell for Workbench 1.3)  

Chip memory available (see AVAIL in Shell)   

Agnus chip (if known)  

Extra drive #1 (3.5in/5.25in) as DF : Manufacturer  

Extra drive #2 (3.5in/5.25in) as DF : Manufacturer.  
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yftWoodwe 

rdon't rest on them! 

When your software repeatedly wins the highest accolades in reviews 

worldwide, what do you do? 

Work even harder to stay ahead of course! New Final 

Writer Release 2 is the latest result of our intensive 

development - it 's even easier to use, and even more 

powerful. It's the fast there is, and it's designed for those 

with the bestAmigas. But if you don't have a hard drive 

system, don't despair, we can still help. At Softwood we 

offer you a choice of two Word Processor/Page Publishing 

packages, But, why TWO? 

Well, this means that whatever specification Amiga you have, 

Soft-Wood have the perfect solution for your requirements - and always the 

most powerful possible for pur system. Final Copy nisat the peak of what can 

be achieved when running with twin floppies, it's not possible to offer more with- 

out losing performance, Final Writer is the first and only hard drive compulsory Amiga word processor; 

the only package that doesn't make compromises to be floppy compatible! 

FM&L 

The Sojl Wood Advantage,.. 

Final Copy II (upgradable to Final Writer as your needs 
grow) and Final Writer are the only word processors that 

\ give you PerfectPrint™ - a unique 
{printing advantage giving silky 

I smooth Industry Standard Adobe™ 
Type 1 or Nimbus Q scalable 

s5 \ outline fonts direct to any printer 
•ggZtf (even dot matrix and ink jet), in 

both tandscape and portrait. Others 
use a restrictive and unnecessary 

jumble of different fonts with complex 
driver programs for outputting to 
various printers, '[he launch of Final 
Copy II introduced FastDraw ™ - a 

special set of structured drawing tools 
for constructing lines, borders, arrows, 

circles etc. directly on the page. 

"What the Papers Say..." 

Amiga Pro*„ "In comparison (to Worduvrtb jft Final Writer 2 is slick solid 
and reliable and... is a damn site more usable" Amiga Format.,, "Final 
Writer is apy to use" Amiga Shopper... "Final Writer is the closest thing 
to MS Word to appear on the Amiga" Amiga Computing... Final Copy B 
was voted by the readers as 'Best DIP Package" Amiga format*. -Final 
Writer is a iwrd processing mckige the Amigp community as a whole can 
be proud of Amtga Format... ™*H^Kgft fast Word Putmer* 
Amiga User International.. Final wKffK^mfitl prt^mm th. 
duces excellent results" Amiga Computing... Final Writer is 'easily the 
most configurable Amiga Wcter" CU Amiga... Final Writer is the "most T 
powerful WP ever to grace the Amiga" Amiga Format.. TdmiorFml^ ^ 
Writer over Wordwortb (3)" 

Final Writer, extending innovation.. 

Now, as others are just starting to add similar features, 
saying they're revolutionary) Final Writer extends the 
innovation further with FastDraw Plus™ - adding 
even faster and more functional options, including a 
new rotate command. Final Writer Release 2 is, again 
leading the way with the introduction ofToucbTooh™ 
andPotverUserBar™ technologies. These features give 
the user a definable area at the top of each document 
window where up to eight "one-touch" button strips can 
be configured. Each strip contains easily customisable 
sets of functions giving instant access to all the major 
commands/features - with a simple click of the mouse! 
There is even a set of buttons allowing "one-touch" 
selections of font style and size plus variations include 
Plain, Bold, Italic and Underline! 
It's no wonder we've received top reviews, ratggsjomt 
awards from all the leading magazines... 

& j I'll— fe; 

We Highest Accolades... 

Final Copy II Release 2 

Our word processors go beyond simply producing normal 
letters and documents, at which they naturally excel and 
progress into a world where "how the whole document 

looks" is just as important as 
"what it says1'. Admittedly, this 
can be achieved with Desk Top 
Publishers - but they're not so 
easily used as word processors, 
especially when a good looking 

letter needs creating quickly - they're far too cumbersome. 
Final Copy offers the perfect 
balance between the two 
requirements. Ease and speed of 
use, combined with total control 
over the perfect final printed 
presentation. 
Complete control over how documents look, now 
you have it at your finger tips on your Amiga! 
Features include: FastDraw™ (on-screen drawing tools 
for the generation of borders, boxes and lines or arrows 
at any angle), Multipk.Newspaper Style snaking 

Ccolumns, PerfeetPrintl,: (the unique ability to use 

JSE  PostScript™ outline fonts on 
absolutely any printer in either 
portrait or landscape) and Text 
Auto Flows around graphic 
objects and jmported pictures 
(placed anywtiei^Tscaled and 

cropped) w$fr no loss of printing quality. Teift can also 
be printed over graphics! It's features like these that 
explain why some professional magazines, with 200+ 
pages, are produced entirely with Final Copyul 
Publishers, and many others, have quickly discovered... 
No other Amiga Word Processor has all the 
capabilities Final Copy n users have always 
taken for granted! 

Softwood Direct Price:£49.95 

SoftWood Direct...thebest software at thebest price...0\ 



100 Clip 

Art files 
and 120 
i Fonts... 

im, with 

W' Final 

j^Mte 

NEW Final Writer Release 2 

Final Writer was launched last year with the power user in mind. It is the 
Amiga's only Hard Drive compulsory word processor - neither performance 
nor features have been compromised to maintain compatibility with floppy 
systems. As well as having a unique list of features for the author of longer 
documents and publications - automatic indexing, table of illustrations, table 
of contents and bibliography generation - Final Writer with its TextBlocks™ 
was the first word processor to put a character (or group of characters) 
anywhere on the page, at any size and any angle. It offers its users a virtually 
unlimited ability for effects with graphics and text Just like Final Copy II, 
Final Writer also includes 
PerfectPrint™ and has tools 
to create structured graphics 
with new Fast Draw Plus™ 
(now with additional func- 
tionality including new- 
options like rotation). And... 
you can also access features 
unique to SoftWood with 
both TouchTools™ and 
PowerUser Bar™ ^one-touch" technologies. By simply 'clicking' a button, 
you can define, change and save such things as the 'Paragraph Styles' 
(ie< Font, Font Size, Text Position, Bold, Italic, Underline etc.) and 
'Layout Options' (left, right, centre or justified, bullets, line spacing, 

^    indents etc.). The options you have through single button selec- 
9f   u'ons are nothing less than remarkable! Indeed, a magazine 
■k^ heralded these as "the closest thing to Microsoft Word to appear 
V m f       -v on the Amiga11! Also uniquely, Final Writer cm 

^ import, scale, crop, view on screen and output 
structured PostScript-EPS clip-art images (we supply a hundred free 
with the package) on any printer (>2mb required). And... if 
you own a PostScript printer Final Writer is the only word 
processor with scaling, thumbnails, crop marks and halftoning, 
Combine features like ARexx/Macros and Text Clips™, with others new to 
Final Writer Release 2, including floating tool palettes and UNDO/REDO (on 
text, formatting and graphics actions) - and wTe have... 
The Perfect Word Processing and Page Publishing Solution. 

* + * 

i 

SofiWood Diregfrice: £74.95 

otline 0773 521606 

, SoftWood 

facsimile; 0773 521606 

fcVo»c,to„ta 'Me""1«««,-<lto»«w 

^ve ronsistenriy ££?Z<    °,fy we're ™mberone tZ«"^^"^ Pinal Writer 
UK, and 

we listen to feedback fiti 

H=§I=|SS#~ 

Call Today., to find 
out what youVe been missing! 

BY PHONE 
0773 521606 

3 Easy ways to Order 

BY Ett ▲ 
831040 ~ 

BY POST 
0773 831040 

SoftW 

.to the address below 
/ 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms;_ _ _ Initial(s): 

Address: 

County [Country if overseas): -^^^^^^^Jj^g^^^- ^° 

Daytime telephone: _ , _ _ Evening telephone^ _ 

Please charge my credit/debitcard H dtiyMYetoHWease Tickl.. 
UK & Overseas £49.951    | 'Final Copr if Knn UK BC £59,951 

'Final Writer UK & Overseas mS^^^'FMal Vritef Nun UK EC £K4.95 Q 

(Card Authorisation Signature:} 

f 
i 

Expiry Date: [ 

Cheque/Bank Draft/Postal Order for C payablfe to SoftWood Products Europe enc 
M£4S£ ft/M* TO: SoftWood fWwws £vw,:f, Afe* Start AtftaoN, Derbyshire DE55 7SP. 



C PROGRAMMING 

CtCrRjAMMBNG 4 

Toby Simpson points the finger at 

pointers, and offers a beginners course 

to these rogue beasts w/ffi a few hints on 

avoiding the most common pitfalls. 
It is very time consuming to move information 

around. Inside your computer information it 
moving around continuously, from disk to 

memory, memory to memory and so forth. The 
Amiga is a complex beast, and many programs 
have access to the same data as others. As you 
can imagine, if we had eight programs that all 
required access to certain information held in a 
32K block of memory, it would be extremely 
wasteful for each one to have its own copy of it. 
Not only would 232K of memory be wasted, but a 
considerable length of time would be involved in 
making those copies in the first place. OK, so 
what is the moral of this story? Well, in situations 
like the above example, it makes more sense for 
there to only be the one block of information, and 
for each program that wanted to use it to be told 
where it Is, to get a POINTER to it. 

C is an interesting language, it gives the most 
amazing scope for making serious errorsr and quite 
a large chunk of these errors are pointer related, 
Pointers are an integral part of the C programming 
language, so it's almost impossible to write a 
program larger than a few lines without using 
pointers in some form or another. Pointers are also 
one of the single most difficult concepts for 
beginners to fully grasp. Programmers that have 
previously used languages such as BASIC will not 
have had the need to deal in pointers on such a 
level as they will in C> So, let's discuss pointers in 
greater detail and try and remove some of the 
mystery of them. What exactly is a pointer? Well, in 
its simplest form, a pointer is a normal variable 
which contains a special value: A memory address. 
This memory address is where some information is 
stored, the pointer actually "points" to the data. 
Let's whip up a quick example to help illustrate 
this: 

#include <stdio,h> 

void mainfvoid) 
( 

long my_vari able = ID; 
long * my _po inter; 

my_pointer = &my_variable; 

*my_pointer - 5; 

printf{"My variable is %ld\n", my variable); 

} 
if you type in, compile and run the above program, 
you'll observe that the value that is shown on the 
screen is 5, not 10 as you might expect As you 
can see, we declare the variable my_variable as a 
long integer, and assign it the value 10. We then 
do not appear to directly alter the value of that 
variable at all, and yet, when we show it on the last 
line, it is 5. Well, it doesn't take a genius to guess 
that pointers are guilty, and that the 5 is coming 

from the line: 
*niy_ipointer = 5; 
OK, so what exactly has happened? Lets go back 
to the second line of the program, where we 
declare a variable called my_po inter: 
long *mv_pointerf 
This defines a variable called J'my_pointer" which is 
a pointer to a long integer. It does not actually 
contain a long integer, it contains a memory 
address where one might be found. The * symbol 
makes this variable a pointer. We can apply the * 
symbol to any variable type in this way, as well see 
later on. lnitiallyT we have not assigned our pointer 
a value. Not initialising pointers is one of the ways 
in which you can go seriously wrong, we'll discuss 
that when we deal'with common pointer pitfalls. 
One line further down, we assign a value to the 
pointer: 
my^pointer = &my_variable; 
If you read the ampersand symbol & as 'the 
address of T then you can't go far wrong: 
my_pointer = the address of my^variable. 
my_pointer' now contains the address of the long 

word variable 'my.variable1 - a pointer to it. The 
line which actually then does the magic and 
changes my_variable from 10 to 5 is this: 
*my_pointer ■ 5j 
In this caseT read the * as 'the value pointed to 
by', so we have: 
the value pointed to by my_pointer ■ 5; 
Since we are pointing directly at the memory 
location where my_variable has its value stored, we 
can directly manipulate it in this manner. In fact, 
any operation we can perform on the variable itself, 
we can perform using the pointer to it; for example: 
if {*my_poiuter == 5) printf("Value was 5\n"); 
Now we have a very basic understanding of 
pointers, let's just look at a simple real life 
application. Let's write a function which exchanges 
the contents of two long integer variables. 
Beginners very often write this sort of function a bit 
like this: 
ftinclude <atdio+h> 

vold exchange(1ong, long)j 

void main(void) 
{ 

long variable_l - 10; 
long irariable_2 - 2Q; 

exchange(variable_l, variable_2)? 

print!("1 = %ldr 2 = %ld\n", variable_l, 
variable_2)\ 
} 

void exchange(long variable_l, long variable„2] 
C 

long temp; 

temp = variable_l; 
variable_l = variable^ j 

variable_2 = temp; 

If you compile and run this program, you will notice 
that the function 'exchange' does nothing, and 
variable 1 and 2 remain unexchanged. Well, that's 
not entirely true; exchange does indeed exchange 
the variables. But it exchanges its own copies of 
them, therefore not effecting the parent ones. This 
sounds like a job for pointers. If we were to pass 
POINTERS to the variables in question instead, 
then we could directly manipulate them. Let's 
make a small change to the exchange function so 
that it looks like this: 
void exchange{long *variable„lj long 
*variable_2) 
C 

long tensp; 

temp s *variable_l; 
^variable 1 =• *variable_2; 
*variable_2 ■ temp; 

Now we are saying that the two parameters of this 
function are pointers to long integers. We then 
swap the values over, and return from the function. 
Since we have pointers to the parent variables, we 
are directly altering them, rather than our own local 
copies. A change to our function in this way also 
requires a change in the way in which we call itT as 
of course we now have to actually pass the 
function pointers to the variables we wish to swap, 
rather than the variables themselves: 
exchange fivariable_l, &variable_2); 
We are passing 'the address of variabte_l and 
the address of variable^ in, One other small 
change to the program in order to make it run 
properly now, is to alter the function prototype for 
the exchanged function at the start of the program 
before main() to: 
void exchange(long *, long *),♦ 
This defines exchange as a function which does not 
return a value, but takes two pointers to long 
integers as parameters. The 'exchange variables' 
program will now function correctly, Let's look at 
another example and write a program which 
converts a string of alphabetical characters to 
lower case: 
|include <stdio.h? 
#include <string.h> 

void main{void) 
{ 

char test, string [120] -t 
char *c pointer; 

atrcpy(test_string, "This will Loose ALL its 
CAPITALS1")i 

c_pointer - fttest^string[0]t 
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C PROGRAMMING 

THE COMMON 

POINTER PITFALLS 

Other than Assembly language programming, C 
is pretty much the only common computer 
language which gives you such a power of 
control over pointers in this way. Such 
generosity on Chs part is not all good news of 
course - it never is! C is quite a low level 
language on the great scale of things and, as 
such, it can be quite easy to make serious 
errors when using pointers. In almost all cases, 
it is either a case of mistaken identity 
{incorrectly using a pointer), or not initialising 
pointers correctly and using one which points to 
the wrong place. Since pointers can point to any 
area in memory, if you put a random value into 
one and then stored a zero there, you are 
effectively taking random pot-shots into your 
memory. You might be lucky, and hit an unused 
bit. On the other hand, you might not be that 
lucky and corrupt your hard drive, source code, 
or crash your computer - the list of possible 
nasty outcomes is, sadly, endless. So great 
care must be taken when using them. The most 
common two errors when using pointers are 
described below: 

Declaring pointers on the stack for 
beginners (and even experts for that matter): a 
common C programming problem in general is 
forgetting that variables declared locally to 
functions are on the stack, and therefore vanish 
when the function exits. And, furthermore, they 
are not automatically initialised - they will get 
random trash values depending on what was on 
the stack before, If you want a pointer to start 
with a value of zero, set it to zero. 

Miscalculating pointer offsets: another 
common problem with pointers is forgetting 
what type they are. If you have a pointer of type 
"long\ declared like this: 
Icrag *my_po inter; 
And you do: 
iny_poiiiter-i-+; 
You might expect the pointer to be incremented 
by 1. In fact it is incremented by 4T which is the 
number of bytes of memory required to store a 
long. This might sound wrong, but of course it is 
not as the pointer now points to the next long. If 
our pointer was char *, then it would have been 
incremented by !♦ The pointer is actually 
incremented by size of (type). So, if you had a 

while (*c_pointer) 
C 
if (*c_pointer >= 'A'      *c_pointer <= 'Z') 

*c ^pointer = *c_pointer + 321 

c_pointer++j 
} 

printf("%s\nrt, test_string); 

return; 
} 
This should appear reasonably straightforward now. 
First we define an array of characters - up to a 
maximum of 128 elements - then we define a 
pointer of type 'char', which means that it will point 
to a character somewhere in memory. We then 
copy a string into our test string containing some 
capitals, using the strcpyQ function, which cc- 
incidentally has the prototype: 
cha r * Btrcpy(chaE * de at, char * source); 
It's quite simple - it takes two pointers to strings, 
then copies one to the other character by 
character, and returns a pointer to the destination 
string. We could write our own strcpy very easily: 
void strcpy(char *dest, char *sourceJ 
{ 

while (  (*Bourca+-i- = *dast+ + )  1= 0) ? 
} 
Neat isn't it? We copy one character from the 
source string to the destination, and increment the 
two pointers so that they point to the next 
character. If the value copied was a 0, then we 
have come to the end of the string, and the 
function returns. 

Anyway, I digress. Let's get back to our 
program which made all the characters lower case. 
After we copy a string across, we make the pointer 
c_pointer point to the first character in the array: 
c_pointer = fctest_string[0]; 
We can in fact simplify the above to just... 
c_pointer = test_Btring; 

although the first one is much easier to read 
and understand, and you're less likely to get 
confused between pointers and real values. The 
second one works because we are dealing with an 
array and, when used in this way, it is assumed 
to mean a pointer. Then we do the actual work 
itself, and change any upper case characters to 
lower case: 
while (*c_pointer) 

{ 
if {*cjpointer >s= 'A' && *c_pointer <= JZ') 

*c_poiTiter = *c_pointer + 32; 

c_poi nt e r+ + ; 
i 

The while loop works because any value which is 
not zero is assumed to be true, so if we say while 

(*c_pointer), the character pointed to by c_pointer 
is readt and if it is not zeroT the while loop 
happens. Since strings are terminated with a zero, 
as soon as we reach the end, this will evaluate to 
FALSE, and the loop will end, We then use an IF to 
see if the character is between A and Z. If it is, we 
add 32 to it, which has the effect of converting it to 
lower case. Finally, we add one to our pointer so 
that it points to the next character in the string. 
Whilst we're at this point, there is in fact a c 
function for checking if a character is upper or 
lower case. If you include the file ctype.h, then you 
have access to functions such as "Esloweny and 
"isupper()n which return TRUE or FALSE depending 
on the character value passed to it. In our example 
above, we could change the IF line to read: 
if (iaupperl*c„pointer))       *c_pointer = 
*c_poi&ter + 32; 
A much neater result, and of course, you're less 
likely to have made errors. 

So pointers are quite simple once you 
understand the usage of the * and & symbols. As 
previously mentioned, it's best to actually read the 
symbols as what they mean. That way your mind 
helps you to understand the programming flow. A 
brief reminder: 

• Read the ampersand symbol & as "the 
address of. 

• Read the * as 'the value pointed to by\ 
After a white of doing this, understanding which 

does what, and where to use it becomes much 
more straightfonward, C programs using the Amiga 
operating system, to do even simple operations 
such as opening a file, or opening a window or 
even allocating some memory, are jam packed full 
of pointer references, so a good thorough 
understanding is absolutely necessary. We've dealt 
with pointers to normal variable types, but when 
programming the Amiga, more often than not, you 
will be dealing in pointers to structures. This brings 
us back to the first paragraph of this month's C 
Programming - where we described holding a 
pointer to information rather than copying it 
around. This reflects in most of the Amiga system 
calls. For example, to open a window using the 
intuition, library's ,JOpenWindow(r we would 
prepare a structure containing information about 
the appearance and function of our window, and 
then pass a pointer to that structure to the 
operating system, which will then access it to get 
the information that it needs to open the window. If 
we painstakingly passed aft of the information In, 
we would end up with a function with so many 
parameters it would be ridiculous: 
opanWindowfuword width, uword height, uword 
left, uword top, uword d_pen, uword b_pen, 
ulong flags, char *window„title.♦♦♦, etc 
etc...) 

And even with this we've resorted to using a 
pointer to point to a string which contains the title 
of the window. If we d have passed on this we 
might have had to have passed each character in 
one at a time... a highly unpleasant prospect As it 
actually is, OpenWindow is a whole bunch simpler. 
Here is the function prototype for OpenWindow(): 
struct Window *OpenWindow( struct NewWindow * 
); 
We pass OpenWindowO a pointer to a fully 
initialised NewWindow structure, and it (hopefu 11y) 
will open the window, and then pass us back a 
pointer to a Window structure, or 0 if it failed. We 
then keep this pointer somewhere safe, and quote 
it when we need to perform a window operation so 
that the operating system knows which window we 
mean. When we want to close it, we just use; 

pointer to Node structures, it would go up by 
size of (struct Node) every time you incremented 
it. SoT be warned, be very careful with pointer 
arithmetic. It's also shows why neatly 
programmed C is the only way of writing 
programs. Use meaningful variable names, keep 
code neat, and you won't get lost in pointers. 

void closewindow{struct Window *) 
And all the time, no-one is copying any sizable 
amount of information anywhere. We create a 
structure, and give the operating system, a pointer 
to it. It then creates a structure having opened the 
window, and gives us a pointer to that. The most 
that Is moving around is a pointer or two, and since 
a pointer consists of 4 bytes, this is a most 
efficient way to operate. 

As you can see, pointers in C give us a 
powerful way of allowing different parts of a 
program to share information without actually 
having to move that information anywhere - just 
the simple passing of pointers around. © 

JARGON BUSTING 
Auto Doc - the basic documentation on the 
operating system functions present on the 
Amiga. It is available on paper in the form of the 
Rom Kemal Manual: includes And AutoDocs, 
Edition 3, published by Addision Wesley, or in 
electronic form as part of the Amiga Native 
Developers Kit. 
BASIC - Beginners All-purpose Symbolic 
Instruction Code, A dated computer language. 
It's very simple to learn and use, but not 
recommended for serious programming tasks. 
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56 VIDEO 

Backgrounds are in 

Behind every great graphic there's a great background. Well, maybe 

not, but it's a good introduction to Gary Whiteley's tutorial on how to 

make backgrounds for desktop video and other Amiga applications. 

Why bother with backgrounds, you may 
ask yourself? Well, imagine you've 
just got the job of making a 

presentation to your local Chamber of Commerce 
to explain why your town needs to get to grips 
with the prospects of exporting goods to the 
emerging ex-Soviet nations. You already know 
that it's going to be Amiga-based, but you've 
done a few tests and the results don't look 
good,,, plain text on a plain background certainly 
Isn't very eye catching. So what do you do? Make 
some backgrounds, that's what, and use them to 
spice up your presentation graphics. Then you can 
output your new-look Images to video, use them 
in DTP work, for 35mm slide production or for 
whatever other purpose you need them for. 

But how to make the backgrounds? Or indeed 
do they have to be made at all? Perhaps there's an 
off-the-peg solution readily available? From gradient 
fills to JPEG images, digitised video stills to 3D 
specials, there are many ways to make and utilise 
backgrounds. Mostly, backgrounds will be used for 
2D and 3D animation, desktop presentation, video 
captions and titling purposes, but there's also 
scope for using the results in desktop publishing 
and even some programming applications. What 
follows is a round-up of some of the ways of 
producing or obtaining background images, all of 
which can help improve your image, 

THE PAINT SOLUTION 
Td hazard a guess that every Amiga owner with 
even a passing interest in graphics has a copy of 
one or other of the available paint programs in their 
software collections, I'd even go so far as to 
speculate that this paint program is more than 
likely to be Deluxe Paint. Which is great, because 
as well as being a fine [if aging) paint program with 
many diverse applications it can also be used to 
make or edit a variety of backgrounds. Making 
backgrounds with a paint program lets you stretch 
your artistic imagination to its limits, especially if 
you are one of the fortunate owners of an AGA 
Amiga with an AGA paint program [DPaint tVAGA, 
Brilliance or Personal Paint) or, even better, you 
have a 24-bit graphics card (e.g. Retina, Picasso, 

Paint programs tike Deluxe Paint IV and Brilliance 
are great for making backgrounds. 

Piccolo, IV-24 or 0 pa Ms ion) with a full-blown 24-bit 
paint program. From simple fills to complex brush 
stamping, subdued diagrams to subtle designs and 
even straightforward frames for enclosing text, 
paint software gives you full rein on background 
creation. Go to it - but bear in mind that it is the 
message (and not the medium) which is important. 
A computer is just a tool to get a job done, not a 
machine which dictates how the work will look. You 
might even want to make a few rough sketches 
before you start, just to crystallise your thoughts 
into block shapes and simple layouts. 

One of the advantages of DPaint is its 
Perspective operations, which can be used to 
quickly produce some snazzy-looking backgrounds 
without a great deal of hassfe. Some other paint 
programs have similar effects, but I reckon DPaint 
still rules the roost on this count, On the other 
hand, if it's specialist high-quality backgrounds and 
effects that you require, then you'31 probabiy want 
to take a look at one of the 24-bit cards and a top- 
class paint program like TVPaint or OpafPaint (as 
supplied with the Opal Vision card). 

GRAB-A-BACKGROUND 
If you are artistically challenged - or just plain lazy 
- a simpler, but far more expensive, way of getting 
backgrounds into your Amiga system is to grab 
them by electronic means, whether from video or 
by scanning photographs and other printed matter. 
There is a wide choice of both video digitising and 
scanning hardware available for the Amiga in a 
range of different price brackets, but expect a top- 
quality video digitiser to cost from around £300 
and a good flat-bed colour scanner to be between 
the £7QCk£900. Don't discount cheaper digitisersT 
however, as eminently workable results can be 
obtained from sub-£100 digitisers like Rombo's 
Vidi Amiga 12 if you have a suitable VCR (with solid 
freeze-frame) and your requirements are less 
stringent than those of professional or semi- 
professional video-makers and desktop 
presentation producers. Try scanning or digitising 
such common household objects as lightly 
crumpled aluminium foil, J-Cloth, woodchip 
wallpaper, cork floor tiles, carpets, tabie tops, vinyl 
floor coverings, brick walls and any other object 
happy to pose for your video camera or scanner. 
Make sure that you don't scratch the scanning 
surface though, or all your future scons will have 
built-in surface noise tool 

Once scanned, the images can be processed 
and converted to your heart's content, and saved 
for that rainy day when you need something weird 
and wonderful for the latest video title you're doing, 
There's also another way of grabbing backgrounds, 
this time direct from the Amiga itself. For instance, 
perhaps you have a DTP package that you've used 
to make a document with and you'd like to use a 
screengrab from it as part of another design, 
perhaps for an illustrated talk on DTP that you're 
giving, How do you do it? Simple - get a PD 

screengrabber utility like GrablFFor QuickGrab and 
use it to capture the screen/s you need, then load 
them into your paint or presentation program and 
cut them up to get the results you desire. I use 
such screengrabbers regularly to compose images 
for this magazine, as well as to occasionally 
produce wraps for 3D objects. 

PROCESS YOUR OWN 
Image processing software Is one of the great 
saviours of the background creator. In addition to 
performing such basic, but essential, tasks as 
converting images from one format to another, 

If the 3D program has algorithmic texture support, 
then the backdrop possibilities seem endless. 
Here Essence and Imagine 2 are put to good effect 
rendering a single plane for a backdrop, 

scaling and changing resolutions and adjusting the 
colour balance, brightness and orientation of an 
image, image processing is often used to take a 
poor image and turn it into something much more 
interesting. Image processing programs (I'm talking 
about programs such as Art Department 
Professional, tmageFXano: tmageMasterRThere) 
contain such manipulative goodies as emboss, 
dithering, sharpen, blur, displace pixel, mosaic, line 
art, spiral, implode, antique - the list goes on. 

These effects should be used with extreme 
care though, because backgrounds should be in 
the background, not shouting louder than the up- 
front messages and information- Sometimes all 
that's needed to turn a scanned or digitised image 
into a suitable background is to "knock it back' - in 
other words make it darker - but you have to use 
your own judgement as to what your backgrounds 
need. Oh yes, and most image processing software 
usually includes a background option or two of its 
own. These are generally speaking along the lines 
of gradient fills, with options for fill angle and 
colour ranges. 

Gradient fill routines are obviously popular in 
many graphics programs, turning up in both paint 
and image processing software, but they aren't 
necessarily a very good choice for backgrounds. 
Maybe they look a bit old-fashioned, perhaps 
they're just plain dull. Whatever, don't overdo the 
graduated backgrounds - particularly if you've only 
got a limited colour palette and resolution to play 
with - because in my opinion there's little that 
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VIDEO S7 

One of the multitude of great IFF backdrops 
supplied ready for use with Scala MM. 
looks worse than a full-screen dithered gradient in 
just eight colours, 

BEAUTIFULLY PRESENTABLE 
BACKGROUNDS 
Some desktop presentation programs, in particular 
the more costly ones (5caiaMM300 or MediaPoint 
for example), come with a whole range of ready- 
made backgrounds to use in your desktop 
presentation and video work. But you are not 
limited to using them with their parent programs, 
because being standard Amiga IFF images they can 
easily be imported into any suitable graphics or 
display software, meaning that you could process a 
Scata background with ADPro, for instance, and 
then use the result as a background for a Deluxe 
Paint graphic. So much easier than building your 
own, I reckon. 

One other good point is that you may be able 
to save the presentation screen that you're editing 
as a plain IFF file, Incorporating any text and 
brushes which you might have added, as well as its 
current background. Once saved as an IFF file, the 
image can be used in any other application which 
uses such graphics - or it can be converted to run 
with other software- even on other computer 
platforms. And if your presentation software can t 
save IFF images directly, use a screengrabber (as 
outlined above} to grab them instead. 

THE FANCY 3D SPECIALS 
If you own a 3D program like Imagine, Real3Dr 
Lightwave or Aladdin 4D you can put them to good 
use rendering fancy backgrounds. Most of the 
current crop of programs allow for the production of 
graduated backgrounds, but where these programs 
really come into their own is when you start using 
their built-in or third party algorithmic (aka 
procedural - ie. mathematical) textures. By defining 
a simple rectangular plane and positioning the 
camera and lighting so as to fill the screen with a 
well-lit view of the object, some stunning 
backgrounds can be created quite easily. Marble, 

WHERE TO GET IT 

Alternative Image Textures 2 - £51.50 
Alternative Image w 0533 440041 

Nexus Pro Backgrounds - £29.99 per set or 
£130 for all five full sets. 
Videoworld Multimedia * 041 6411142. 

Deluxe Paint IV -£90 
Electronic Arts « 0753 549442. 

Art Department Professional - £149.95 
Meridian Software Distribution * 0S1 543 3500. 

Graduated backgrounds are easily produced with 
most current 3D software - this from Real3Dv2. 
steam, metals, glass, and a wide range of other 
spectacular textures [especially if you are lucky 
enough to have Apex's Essence textures to use 
with an '020 version of Imagine) are just some of 
the background effects you can produce by this 
simple method. You can even use previously-made 
backgrounds as wraps for 3D objects, providing 
further scope for your creativity, And, of course, you 
can use any 3D rendered image as a background 
too. All that's necessary is that it is either rendered 
in a format and size required by your display 
application or that you scale and convert it with a 
suitable image processing or paint program. 

There's also another type of 3D-program that 
background creators often use - and that's a 
landscape generator. If you have seen any of the 
latest Tech no/Rave videos (including those 
produced by Dr Devious and Studio jK7 in Berlin) 
then you If have seen Vista Pro strutting its stuff 
as the provider of looped landscape backgrounds. 
Used either as stills, or as animations in their own 
right, such generated landscape backgrounds can 
be excellent when used carefully, though I must 
say that I'm getting thoroughly sick of seeing them 
used as an easy option to plop some boring, 
rotating chrome morph/sea urchin/spheroid shape 
in front of and calling it 'CyberArt\ or such like, 
One further way of generating interesting 
backgrounds is to use a fractal programt such as a 
Mandelbrot generator {Mand2000 and Fractuaiity 
to name but two} or another similar program like 
the shareware Lyapunovia program. With such 
software those 'psychedelic' images much 
favoured in the burgeoning Rave scene can be 
cranked out with very little effort - and even made 
into short animation files. Just thought you'd like to 
know, even though these programs shouldn't really 
be under this 3D heading. 

OFF-THE-PEG - THE 
COMMERCIAL COLLECTIONS 
If you have neither the time or inclination, nor 
access to paint or presentation programs {though 
how you'll use backgrounds if this is the case I've 
no idea) you might want to check out some of the 
commercial collections available or pick your way 
through the publically available images to be found 
at the other end of a modem connection (see 
below for more details on this). There have been 
commercial image collections available for some 
years now and some of the best I've seen include 
those from both Alternative Image and Videoworld 
MuttiMedia's Nexus Pro backgrounds* Like the 
Nexus collections, Alternative Image's latest 
textures set provides a wide range of images drawn 
both from nature and from the world in general - 
including stones, woods, people, materials and so 
on. Image collections come in a range of formats; 
Al's new set of images (Volume 3), for example, 
are a!! in JPEG format, allowing over a hundred high 

HANDY HINTS 

# When you are working with video, don't 
forget to make your backgrounds overscan so 
that they'll reach beyond the edges of the 
visible screen. 
• Produce backgrounds which complement 
the text or foreground Images they are 
going to be used with. Backgrounds are 
frequently used as 'eye candy' to provide 
additional, relevant text and graphics, but 
without swamping the more important 
foreground information. 

quality pictures to be crammed on to twelve disks 
and be available to any Amiga owner with 
software capable of converting JPEG images to a 
format acceptable to the video, paint or 
presentation software being used to display the 
background itself. 

ON-THE-WIRE - THE 
INTERNET INSPIRATIONS 
If your Amiga is wired to a modem, then a visit to a 
good BBS or a trip around the Internet will often 
come up trumps as far as background images are 
concerned, A whole range of images are out there - 
for the taking - from satellite images to classic 
works of art, glamour pix to aircraft cars, 
landscapes, NASA photographs and much more. 
But you II need to have a way of converting from 
the several different image formats commonly 
available at such sites before you can use them 
with your Amiga. GIF {Compuserve Graphic 
Interchange Format) 256-colour images are 
probably the most common, followed increasingly 
by JPEG (a high-quality 24-bit compressed format) 
and then a variety of PC formats such as TIFF, BMP 
and PCX, Image processing programs (including 
ImageFXand ADPro) and some better-quality paint 
programs can handle many of these formats, and 
owners of AmigaD0S3.0 Amigas can also utilise 
the various different datatype handlers to assist 
with displaying such images. There are also one or 
two PD image converters (HAMLabPlus and WASP 
are two that immediately spring to mind) which 
have image conversion facilities. Like any other 
third-party images which you may have access to 
you should check any ReadMe files which may be 
attached to any of the data which you have 
downloaded, as you may find that there are 
copyright restrictions which forbid the public use or 
distribution of particular images. So take care out 
there, and keep your background operations clean 
and upfront. 

Gary Whiteley can be e-mailed as 
drgaz@cix.compultnk.co.uk 

An image from Alternative Image's Textures 3 
set, after being slightly processed with Art 
Department to change its appearance. 
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AMIGA FORMAT 
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road to 
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SUPER SLICK ANIMATIONS! 

Say goodbye to jerky old 

IFF sequences! Say hello to 

a brave new world of 

super-smooth SSA motion! 

Things really move with 

ClariSSA's special effects 

GO FOOTBALL CRAZY! 

Get into the World Cup 

spirit with our exclusive 

playable demo of Wembley 

International Soccer. Then 

take on those wasps in the 

irresistibly playable Apidya 

VIDEOS 

NOT ONLY do you 
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60-minute video 
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62 MUSIC 

TIME AFTER TIME 

Just like comedy, the secret of good music is,,, timing. If anybody know* 

about timing in music it's Tim Tucker, ex-bass player of noted beat comb 

"Cactus Rain" and v/ith a dark and shady past as a TV theme composet 

Whatever type of music you're creating, 
it's more than just a cliche to say that 
timing Is important. With everything 

from classical sonata, to swing jazz, to funk and 
hip hop, it's essential to get everything sitting 
right in the pocket. This is not meant to imply 
that there is a wrong or right way to approach 
timing in any style of music. In fact, timing is 
such a subtle art that there are hundreds of 
different ways of "getting it right" so to speak, 
and most of it is down to personal taste. One 
man's groove may be another man's stiff run- 
through and, like all music, it's down to you to 
make the final decision as to whether it's working 
or not. There are often a number of alternatives 
which work equally well, and part of the problem 
when working with computers is deciding what to 
discard and what to go with. 

Although there are no text book answers to 
creating grooves, it is possible to work on some 
useful techniques for improvin' your groovin'. This 
article will be concentrating on those techniques, 
and hopefully will provide a springboard to inspire 
you to produce a better feel from your sequencer. 
All of the techniques discussed are possible with 
any sequencer on the Amiga, although it may be 
more easy to produce the effects on some pieces 
of software than others. Every sequencer is 
programmed with emphasis on different aspects of 
music making, and the provisions for timing are 
different in each case. Despite this, there is always 
a way to produce the right results, even on the 
most limited sequencer around, it just means that 
you'll have to spend a little more time creating the 
effects-you're after, 

QUANTISATION - THE BIG Q 
As soon as you mention timing with regard to 
sequencers, you inevitably come round to 
considering the quantise options. If you're 
completely new to sequencing, quantising may not 
be a familiar term. It's an aspect of music making 
which has only been introduced with the advent of 
computers, and has no connection to any 
techniques used in the Veal1' world of music 

without sequencers. If it is an unfamiliar term, or 
needs clarifying in any way, read the separate box 
titled "Quantisation" for a definition, 

Quantisation is a two edged sword that is 
responsible for much that 
is both good and bad in 
sequenced music. For the 
inexperienced or lazy it can 
be used far too much, and 
wipe out any feel that the 
music might have had from 
the minute you record it. 
Many others are wary of it 
for that very reason, and 
miss out on a!! the useful 
and time saving 
techniques it provides for 
musicians of all abilities. 

The amount of 
quantisation you use, and 
how you actually use Et, is 

In KCS's Tiger you can alter the Swing value by 
percentage to gain some extra added groove. 

largely down to how you feel about it as a recording 
technique, and what type of music you're creating. 
For starters, it's important to drop all your 
preconceptionst and take a fresh look at what it 
can offer. The most obvious use for quantisation, 
and indeed the reason why it's present on every 
sequencer you care to mention, is for tidying up 
messily played parts. Play the part half heartedly, 
quantise it to sixteenth notes (semi-quavers} and 
youTve got a perfectly played, strictly in time 
musical recording. The problem here is that 
music in strict time so often fails to provide that 
elusive "groove". 

A good place to start is to get away from 
quantising every single note that you've recorded. 
Turn off the 'quantise on input" option if your 
sequencer has one, and play your part as nature 
intended it. Don't be afraid to carry on if you make 
any mistakes, as you may find that those very 
mistakes will yield some good stuff later on. Once 
you've recorded it, play it through a few times. 
Listen carefully to see if there are any parts of your 
recording which work particularly well, It may well 
be that the second two bars of a four bar section 

Bars and Pipes wilt enable you to alter the 
precision and lock zone of the quantise, as well as 
note off for durations. 

There are some truly great editing toots in Bars 
and Pipes, Including the option to after every 
single individual note s timing. 

are fine, while the rest needs work. Loop the 
sections that sound best, and try to get a feel for 
why it's working, Many sequencers enable you to 
do this in the editing pages by marking the section 

and playing it, but if notr 
simply cut the required 
bars and paste them into 
their own track. 

Once you've found 
the bits that work, you 
can start looking at the 
other data in the track. 
Select the notes that 
need quantising and apply 
the relevant quantise 
values to them (most 
sequencers enable you to 
select the specific notes 
of the sequence you want 
to quantise). The result is 
a track which combines 

the groove of your original playing in some bars, 
with the strictly quantised sections correcting the 
stuff that's really out, 

THERE'S MORE THAN ONE 
WAY TO QUANTISE 
Get into using the different types of quantise 
options that are provided by many sequencers. All 
of the big three sequencers on the Amiga (Dr T's 
KCS, Music-X 2, and Bars and Pipes Professional) 
provide a number of options in their quantise 
windows, which you can often be unaware of 
because its far easier to go with the defaults and 
get the music down. Take a look at them, and 
spend some time experimenting with the different 
quantise features to note their effects on your 
newly recorded music. 

One of the most common is the Duration 
function. This enables you to quantise not just the 
start of a note, but also its length in time. This 
may not seem a very useful option, but it can 
provide amazing results. Take for example a 
walking bass line in a jazz tune. Most jazz bassists 
create a better feel by using the length of their 
notes to fill the gaps between the beats, providing 
a consistent 'thrum' that really adds to the swing. 
To achieve this feel, set the Duration quantise to a 
quarter note, or crotchet. This feature can help with 
other sorts of music too. For example, pizzicato 
strings in an orchestral section often benefit from a 
strictly clipped staccato feel, which can be 
achieved by quantising durations to sixteenth notes 
or even shorter. 

Offsetting notes is a very effective way of 
making a groove out of an otherwise clinical part, 
Music-X 2 and §ars and Pipes enable you to set an 
Offset value when quantising, and KCS provides an 
altogether more flexible Time Shift option which can 
be applied in real time while the track is playing 
back, The offset is defined in terms of clock beats, 
and the result is a fully quantised part which is 
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then shifted in its entirety by the amount you 
specify. All the notes are strictly in time with each 
other, but they are all slightly off the main beat by 
the specified amount 

A good way to hear this effect is in a drum 
track. Record the bass drum and quantise it strictly 
in time, four to the floor. 
Now record the snare 
drum, and apply 
quantise, but this time 
with an offset value of a 
couple of clock beats or 
so. If you make the offset 
a minus number, each 
snare hit will occur 
slightly before the beat, 
which gives the snare an 
aggressive and slightly 
rushed feel, as if the 
drummer is anxious to 
get on, Shift the same 
part to a plus number, 
and the snares are hit 
late, which provides an altogether more laid back 
feel, as if the drummer is being slightly more 
relaxed and chilled out. Vary the amount of offset 
until you reach a feel that works for you; you'll be 
surprised at how much this technique can affect 
the feel of a song. A lot of American producers use 
both techniques during different sections of songs 
- for example, the late (positive) offset in the verse 
to create a relaxed feel, with the more 'upT 

(negative) offset in the chorus to bring the song to 
life. 

If you don't have a Quantise Offset command 
in your sequencer, or you want to experiment more 
with offset values in real time, you can achieve the 
same results in your 

Use the event editor in KCS to select the group of 
notes which most need their timings quantised. 

editing screen. First of 
all, make sure that 
you've recorded ai! your 
drum parts with 
standard, boring, full 
quantisation. Next select 
ail notes of a particular 
sound, for example all 
the hi-hats. This is 
usually easy to do in a 
graphic editing 
environment because 
the same sounds always 
use the same pitched 
notes to trigger them, so 
you can use "rubber 
band" selecting to 
stretch across all the hi-hat hits horizontallyt for 
instance. Alternatively, if you have a logical select 
function in your editor, such as Music X 2, or 
KCS's Tiger, you can use that to automatically 
select all notes of a certain pitch, which equates to 
the same thing in a drum part. Next use the cursor 
keys to prod all the selected notes forward or 
backwards in time, and listen to each change as 
you do it. Again, listen for the change in feel, 

LEAVE IT ALONE 
Both Music X and Bars and Pipes offer great ways 
of making sure that the feel isn't completely 
removed from your quantised track. They do this by 
enabling you to select which type of notes are to 
be quantised in the first place. In Music X, there is 
a control marked "Minimum Threshold", the value 
of which you can adjust with a slider. This enables 
you to quantise oniy notes which are a certain 
distance away from the beat retaining the closer 
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The Master Editor in KCS provides some handy 
ways of matching rhythms to reference sequences 
that feel right already. 

notes (either before or after the beat), which would 
be less noticeably out of time. For examplet if you 
specify 4 clock beats in the Minimum Threshold 
setting, quantising will only affect the notes further 
than 4 clock beats either side of any beat - the 
ones that remain are presumed to sound more like 

a "feel thing" than a 
mistake. If you have Music 
X, try experimenting with 
this option to see which 
settings work the best. 

Music X also 
features an Effect % 
control, with which you 
can determine how far you 
want to quantise your 
reco rded music, 100% will 
move the notes to the 
exact beat, whereas a 
setting of 50% will move a 
note that was recorded 6 
clock beats away, to a 
time value 3 clock beats 

away. You can get a very similar effect in Bars 
and Pipes by using the Precision and Lock Zone 
sliders to determine which notes are moved, and 
by how much. 

Don't forget also that some instruments sound 
especially unrealistic when quantised. Chordal 
string instruments, like guitars, mandolins and 
lutes, sound particularly odd, as a chord is often 
"strummed" on these instruments. The best way to 
emulate this strumming is to stagger the notes of 
the chord by a very small amount when you record 
the part. Place your hands on the notes of the 
chord on the keyboard, and play each note in turn 
very quickly, starting at the bottom note and ending 

at the top. Slow the 
sequencer down if you're 
having trouble playing like 
this. What you should hear 
is a sound similar to a 
plectrum strumming 
across the strings of a 
guitar, for instance. If you 
were to quantise this, you 
would lose the strumming 
effect, but many 
sequencers allow you to 
select the entire chord 
and move the whole lot 
backwards or forwards so 
that the first note lands on 
the beat. This simple 
way, the chord is in time 

with your music, but the notes still retain the very 
small timing differences that created the 
strumming effect 

IT DON'T MEAN A THING... 
You1 II often hear the word "swing" applied to the 
rhythm of a piece of music, and there are many 
cases where a good swing can lift a piece out of its 
dutf routine. What it means generally is a slight 
loping of the beat, created by altering the individual 
lengths of notes that would normally be evenly 
spaced. The best way to tell the difference 
between a standard rhythm and a swung one is to 
record a hi-hat part, with two hits to every beat 
(eighth notes) and quantise it so it s perfectly in 
time. Mow select every other note, starting with the 
second, so you should have notes 2, 4, 6, 8,10 
etc ail selected, and move them forward in time by 
quite a few clock beats (you'll have to move them 
all individually if you can't multi-select in your 

WHAT IS 

QUANTISATION? 

To understand quantisation, you first 
have to understand how a computer 
records MIDI data. When you press 
play on a sequencer, a series of timing 
pulses are produced by the software to 
keep the computer running in time- The 
pulses are logically split into beats, 
which is how music is actually played, 
and the number of pulses used for 
each beat is determined by the 
sequencer1 s resolution. DrThs KCS 
and Music X both run at resolutions of 
192 PPQ (which stands for Pulses Per 
Quarternote), which is a good average 
value - imagine trying to tap out 192 
equal beats in the space of one normal 
beatt When you record music, your 
notes are placed onto the nearest 
timing pulses, so a higher resolution 
produces a more natural result. 

Quantisation forces the notes you 
play to only be stored as multiples of 
the timing clocks. For example, if you 
quantise to 96 clock beats, then notes 
you record will only be stored with time 
values of 96,192, 288, and so on. 
Most often, the values are expressed 
as musical values, such as quarter 
notes, which would be 192 clocks, or 
eighth notes, which would be 96 
clocks. Imagine a quantise setting as a 
grid, and depending on which setting 
you choose, the notes are placed on 
the nearest point on the grid. With 
more powerful sequencers, tike Music 
Xand Dr T1s KCS, you can choose the 
actual clock value as a quantise 
option, making the whole thing user 
definable. This is especially useful if 
you want to quantise notes to odd time 
values, such as septuplets (7 equal 
notes) or Quintuplets {5 equal notes). 

sequencer, but make sure that you move them all 
by the same amount). Instead of being all even, 
they now have that loping swing - long, short, long, 
short. The more you push them forward, the more 
of a swing feel you gain. For example, if the 
straight even notes are 96 clock beats apart, try 
making the long one 128 clock beats long and the 
short one 64 clock beats long. This is actually a 
strictly quantised 12/8 rhythm, which is often what 
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Music X 2 has a very comprehensive Quantiser 
module which enables you to create many great 
timing effects. 
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a true swing feel is doing, but less strict rhythms 
like 120 long, 72 short can create a much more 
natural feel. 

Music X 2 has a special Swing Processor which 
can aid enormously in getting instant swing into 
your music, by enabling you to select the notes of a 
beat that you want to alter from a grid, and 
changing them all in the same way - for example, 
taking every other note and pushing it forward in 
time. Try using it to spice up dull rhythms, 

Of course, a major alternative to mucking 
around with quantise options and losing the feel of 
your song is to not quantise anything at ail. 
Experienced and more proficient keyboard players 
will no doubt be taking this approach anyway, but 
you shouldn't count it out even if your playing is a 
little rusty, Never be afraid to slow down a track to 
a comfortable tempo to get difficult, or even easy, 
parts down. It may not sound particularly "tight" at 
the slow tempo, but picking up the speed to the 
required BPM will make a)J the difference. Try 

EFFECTS THROUGH 

QUANTISE 

Most people think of quantising as just 
being applicable to note information, 
and indeed that is where it is most 
commonly used. But have you ever 
considered applying quantise to other 
types of MIDI data? Pitch bend is a 
good example, Under most 
circumstances, you wouldn't want to 
quantise standard pitch bend 
messages, as you want to retain the 
smooth pitch changes that a pitch 
bend produces. However, you can 
create some very interesting effects by 
quantising the pitch bend messages in 
a synth or brass part. The smooth, 
swooping bends that this creates can 
really enhance a dance track for 
example. Just listen to the Prodigy's 
Charlie for a good example of this 
technique, 

Try it with other types of MIDI 
message to see what the results are. 
Modulation wheels can create some 
very interesting sounds when you apply 
them to a synth sound and quantise 
the recording, Even quantised 
aftertouch messages can liven up a 
track. If you have an outboard noise 
gate that responds to MIDI messages, 
record some strictly quantised 
sixteenth notes and route them to the 
gate. The gate could be set up to 
effect a string or synth pad, and the 
result is a stuttering which goes 
perfectly in time to your beat. The 
Shamen's Move Any Mountain makes 
good use of this effect, 

A bizarre little trick that you can try 
to enhance a funky track is to emulate 
a wah-wah effect. Simply set your synth 
up to produce an organ sound, and run 
your hand up and down the keyboard 
while recording your performance to 
the sequencer. Now quantise the 
whole track to sixteenth notes, and the 
result is a fantastic wah-wah 
emulation. Shaft, here we come. 

mi* tf.17 

Select notes by rubber banding, and move them 
backwards and forwards in time to very subtly 
after the feel of a rhythm, 

recording a drum part at 120 BPM. Next try 
recording the same drum part at 80 BPM, and 
when you've finished the recording, take the tempo 
back up to 120, See? It sounds a lot more in time, 
and you haven't had to resort to quantising at all. 

Another good trick for creating a feel is to use 
somebody else's groove. This is easily done if your 
sequencer can play Amiga samples (most do). 
Record a sample of a drum 
loop, either from a record 
or from one of the 
hundreds of sample CDs 
available, or even from one 
of your mates playing onto 
tape. Obviously a real 
drummer has the 
advantage of keeping good 
time while creating his own 
groove (if he's any good). 
Once you've got the drum 
sample (say two bars), loop 
it in your sequencer and 
adjust the tempo of the 
sequencer to match that of 
the drum loop. This is a 
fairly lengthy process, 
which requires a lot of fiddling about and a great 
deal of careful listening. When it's correct you 
should find that your drum sample and the 
metronome In your sequencer are perfectly in time 
with each other, or as close as possible. 

Mow you can record a bass part and play along 
with the sample - without quantising it at all. You 
could even record separate bass, snare and hi-hats 
and try to match the groove of the sample. When 
you've got the parts working together well, mute 
the sample and listen to what you've recorded in 
the sequencer. You'll find that playing along with a 
real (albeit sampled) musician in this way is a great 
way to get into the feel of what you're playing and 
produce really groove some parts. You might even 
want to lose the original sample altogether at the 
end of it all, 

Once you've succeeded In getting the feel right 
of a certain part, without or without quantise, you 
have to ensure that the other instruments work well 
with it. If it's a good groove you've created, it 
should be a simple matter of playing along, getting 
into the feel, just as you would in a band, but there 
are certain techniques which you can use to ensure 
that your parts are in time together. For example, 
say you've recorded a bass drum part that's not 
been quantised but has a really good groove. Copy 
the notes of the track, and paste them to a track of 
their own. Now,'change the MIDI channel of the 
new copied track to the MIDI channel that your 
bass sound is set to. Obviously, you're unlikely to 

want a bass line which plays on oniy one note, but 
you can edit the pitch of each note, while leaving 
Its placement in time intact, and even add notes 
between the copied notes, This ensures that the 
key bass notes play absolutely perfectly in time 
with the bass drum, and that the whole thing forges 
a similar groove, without the strict timing imposed 
by quantising, 

Dr T's KCS features a wonderfully useful option 
in the Master Editor. Using this you can define a 
Reference Sequence, and then Auto-Correct the 
sequence you're editing to the Reference. This 
makes the whole process of matching two 
sequences which aren't quantised together, 
retaining a tightness and the essential feel of the 
original Reference Sequence. There is also a 
wealth of options in the Programmable Variations 
Generator of KCS which can be used to really 
experiment with the timing, and many, many other 
aspects of your work. 

VELOC1T1SE FOR TRULY 
'HUMAN' RESULTS 
Of course, the feel of a track is not only dependant 
on its tim ing, and one of the ways you can enhance 
a rhythm is to accent different notes of a track, The 

best way to do this is to 
work on the velocities of 
individual notes. Try 
taking a hi-hat pattern, 
evening out all the 
velocities to about 64, 
and then increasing 
some of the notes in the 
pattern to 128. This 
brings out the accented 
notes, and really puts 
some humanity back into 
an otherwise dull, 
relentless part. If you're 
doing it with pitched 
instruments, make sure 
that you accent the more 
important notes, such as 

KCS's Tiger magically enabies you to seieet notes 
by a vast number of logical means, such as by 
pitch class. Very handy indeed. 

down beats and chordal tones, and reduce the 
velocities of passing tones and chromatic notes. 

As you can see, there are many ways to ensure 
that a sequencer doesn't produce robotic sounding 
music, Use quantise intelligently and sensitively 
and you can really produce some wonderfully 
"human" results- Use it too much and you can lose 
all the soul of the music you're creating. It's worth 
saying again that your ears are the best judge, so 
make sure you take time out to listen to the results 
carefully. Aim for a piece of music that doesn't 
sound like it's being produced on a computer, and 
you should be heading in the right direction, CD 

-flrmnr 

The special swing processor can aid enormously 
in getting instant swing into your music. You 
could try using it to spice up dull rhythms. 
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68   AMIGA DOS 

Environmentalism 

Mark Smiddy explains how to use environmental 

variables and presents a protected Shell for beginners, 

E 

nvlronmental variables are one of the most 
misunderstood parts of AmigaDOS, yet In 
many respects they are really very simple, A 

variable Is a labelled "container" for Information. 
The label Is otherwise known as the variable's 
name and the container Is the variable Itself. The 
term "variable" simply means the contents of the 
container are not defined In advance and are 
subject to change under program control. 

In many programming languages variables are 
defined by the type of data they contain: integers, 
floating point numbers, text and so on. AmigaDOS 
and the complementary language, ARexx, are 
"typeless1' which means a variable can contain any 
information. The environmental part Is a historical 
name referring to a set of reserved variables used 
by DOS languages. AmigaDOS has a few of these 
and we'll come to them shortly, 

Broadly speaking, AmigaDOS has two flavours 
of environmental variable: local and global. User 
focal variables are only available from AmigaDOS 2 
and higher and the global cousins from release 
1,3, The following points summarise the major 
differences: 

• Local variables are only available within the 
Shell that defined them or any Shells launched 
from it. The variable is discarded when all those 
Shells are closed, 

• Global variables are stored in the ENV: 
assignment (in the RAM disk) and are available to 
all Shells. Global variables can be modified by file 
operations. Local variables can be set or read by 
AmigaDOS commands; they cannot be written to 
directly. 

• There is no limit to the length of a global 
variable (except available RAM), Local variables are 
limited to a single line in length, 

• Local variables take priority over global 
variables in calculations when two variables of the 
same name exist. 

revisions but only available to programmers 
working at operating system level (and even then, 
only with difficulty). The following command works 
in AmigaDOS 2: 

1>SET 
Process 
RC 
Result2 

These three variables are available from any Shell: 
RC - the primary result code (from the last 
command}. 0=OK; 5=WARN; 10=ERROR; 20=FAIL. 
Results - the secondary result code. This value is 
only valid if a command returns a primary result 
code of 10 or higher. The value is used by the WHY 
command to get a short description of why a 
command fails. 
Process - the current Shell process number. Under 
AmigaDOS 1.3 it was only possible to have 20 
AmigaDOS processes running concurrently; the 
restriction was lifted in Release 2. 

To see bow this works, you can introduce an 
error like this: 

1>BCH0 a 

argument line Invalid or too long 
1>£BT 
process 1 
RC 10 
Results 120 
l>wby 

AmigaDOS only has three true local environmental 
variables, and you can only get access to them 
from AmigaDOS 2. They were present in earlier 

ED has a tendency te split long tines. We're using 
the Join command here to splice the two tines 
together as they should be. The command (ESCJJ 
can be seen at the bottom ef the window. 

Last command did not aet a return code 
Using the AmigaDOS 1,3 compatible command, 

WHY to get the same information doesn't work 
here. Why? The answer is that SET is a valid 
command and re-sets the values in RC and Result2 
itself. By the same token, you can't set RC or 
Result2 because the command re-sets them on 
exit. For example: 

1>SET RC 10 

process 1 
RC 0 
Result2 0 

For the sake of curiosity, you can set "Process" 
but this has no affect on the system. The 
command GET can be used to retrieve the value of 
any named variable like this; 

1>QBT RC 
0 

There's much more to variables than this of 
course. When AmigaDOS 2 scans a command line 
it performs some pre-parsing before attempting to 
execute the command. The first scan expands the 
contents of any variables marked by a dollar token, 
There are a few considerations to watch out for 
here, but for the moment here's a simple example 
of how it works: 

1>SET Fir&t Name Mar It 
1>SET LastNaine Smiddy 
I>ECHO "Hello $FirfltNajfle $LastHame" 
Hello Mark Smiddy 

Remember, the variables are expanded before 
the line is Interpreted, so you don't have to worry 
about quotes. (ANSI! codes {*e[xx} are read by 
ECHO so the quotes must be included in these 
cases.) Therefore, the following is also valid: 

l>ECSO Hello SFirstHame SLHstHame 
Hello Hark Smiddy 

It's most probably worth mentioning at this 
point something that very often trips beginners. 
Try this: 

1>SET NAME Hark Smiddy 
l>ECHO Hello $N&ME 
Hello 

What happened to NAME? It's a feature of 
AmigaDOS - NAME is acting as a keyword, so this 

SEASHBLL: SMIDDTS EASY ACCESS SHELL 
SeaShell (Smiddy's Easy Access 
Shell) is a protected Shell 
environment that's easy to use and 
traps over 30 of the most common 
errors- SeaShell mimics all the 
normal Shell operations and with a 
few exceptions, it can be used just 
like any normal AmigaDOS Shell. 
Limited protection is offered for 
DELETE - so you don't accidentally 
delete lots of files. For speed and 
simplicity it only works with 
AmigaDOS versions from 2,0 
onwards; the limitations of earlier 

versions make it impractical. 
The following exceptions should 

be noted: 
• SeaShell cannot interpret 

quotes. Any quotes you include on 
the command line are absorbed by 
AmigaDOS and there is no way 
around this. This affects the 
LFORMAT option in commands such 
as EVAL and LIST rendering them 
useless. ECHO is not greatly 
affected since the quotes are not 
required for most uses. This does 
prevent the use of ANSII codes. 

• Some serious errors (and 
some minor ones) will halt 
SeaShell. This only happens 
when you use some of the more 
advanced features, or attempt 
something AmigaDOS cannot cope 
with. Command insertion using 
command, for example, will halt 
SeaShell if the command Is 
not found. 

• You cannot change the 
prompt- this is hard-coded in 
SeaShell, (You can always 
change the program at a later 

date, however.) 
• The End-of-file (EOF) control 

sequence CTRL+X has no effect on 
SeaShell- It must be terminated by 
ENDSHELL or ENDCLL 

• Local environmental 
variables, "RC and *Result2" are 
read internally by SeaShell and 
cannot by returned directly by SET. 

These might seem like serious 
limitations, but SeaShell is perfectly 
adequate for everyday use while you 
get to know the system. The only 
problem you are likely to encounter 
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line is really creating a variable called "Mark". 
Don't panic if that seems a little odd; it just means 
that you can't use NAME as a variable name. You 
can prove this using SET; 

1>SET 
Hark Smiddy 
process 1 
EC 0 
Result! 0 

HIDDEN COMMANDS 
A more important use of local variables is to hold 
constant variables (more correctly called 
constants) in scripts. The difference between a 
constant and a variable is that the contents of a 
constant never (or rarely) change. You can use this 
feature to provide a quick "command" that you can 
change at any time, An undocumented Shell 
command, $$, has this function: 

Workbench^,0; 
It works like CD - you even supply arguments, viz: 

1>$$ SYS:DE#7 
!>$$ 
Workbench3.0:Leva 

You can set this command to anything you want, 
and change it at any time. For example, to make it 
operate like WHY: 

1>SET $ WHY 
1>5$ 

The last command did not Bet a return code 

Generally speaking, ALIAS is better used for 
this function, but there are cases when 
environmental variables are better. For example, if 
you were using automatic command insertion with 

(Don't confuse "v" with U|J': on UK keyboards, 
is accessed by holding ALT while pressing *'\) 

Try this: 
1>SET COM DATE 
1>ECH0 "Time-"  "s $COMs" LBN 8 
Time- 21:09:38 

Although it would be a little pointless in this 
example, you can change the command in this line 
without having to modify the line itself. A global 
variable used like this can be changed by 
calculation (in a script, for instance) but that is 
beyond the scope of this feature. Note also in the 
previous example that two quoted strings are used. 
ECHO applies the LEN function to each string - 
displaying up to the last eight characters of each. 

A FISTFUL OF DOLLARS 
Although Environmental variables seem like the 
universal solution to a lot of problems, they are not 
without problems of their own. For example, what 
happens if you include a variable name that does 
not exist on the command line? Try this: 

1> E CHO "$Amiga Shopper" 
SAmiyaShopper 

is getting the listing on to disk, but 
if you have a modem you can get it 
from the Compulink Information 
Exchange CIX. Also, PD software 
houses are granted license to 
distribute to the code under the 
Freeware banner. 

ENTERING SEASHELL 
SeaSheit is a fairly long program 
written entirety in Amiga DOS and it 
has to be entered using some form 
of text editor. The original was 
generated using the Amiga DOS 
editor, ED but if you have a better 

LISTING 1: LOOP 
1. .key count 
2. setenv loop 1 
3. Lab start 
4. echo "loop; Sloop 'eval $loop*l to 

enviloop*" 
5. if val $loop not ge 'eval <count>+l^w 

6. skip atart back 
7. endif 

Workbench Screen 
1 .it not exUti «to 'Strife* t *xfcutt 

«t>9 »t'c<m< 

#ciio ;->f:cmt 

u... ■ 

.... 
tote ^t:cm< Kho >nitm< fctW »t:ton< 
lectro >:vt:ew |*cffQ > t rco*i mm '»t!iflfr* 

wtwm■'"     ' " 

WM;B<",,r """ 
*> is<«>** FHSW Law P *IF i" lurUw p "Rt<$i> a r P *Ect» r&Miifid i*t HSRN <«C*5*. „r p "until" p "IF *rr not in* 

|     mW1 * noLU,t 

l> "tfVr rutin* 
P *W*rth frame H $" ncltBf 
P "Eito * tta ii«inUr¥ error code u*5 ^e-fyrne-rt?*'" p *«aif 

SeaSheit Is a fairly lengthy script - t/jese £CWQ 
statements cortsfmct a script a// on fhefr ow/r; 
but watcft out for tne single     on the first tine In 
this screen. 

Generally speaking this is harmless, but it is 
something you have to watch out for - especially if 
you use dollars in your scripts. It is important to 
note that the special script sequence "<$$>" 
(insert process number) is a script function and 
changing the dollar symbol has no effect on 
environmental variables; it's just a confusing clash. 

There is no limit to the number of 
environmental variables you can include on a line, 
but you have to be careful how you separate them. 
A single space between each variable is enough, 
but there are times when you may want to 
construct a number or string from a variables. 
Variable names can contain any alpha-numeric 
character (a-z, 0-9) but they cannot contain 
punctuation. If you Include val id characters after a 
variable, it will not be interpreted correctly. For 
example: 

1>SET A 1 
1>SET B 2 
1>ECH0 $A$B    j this is OR 
12 
1>BCH0 $A00$B t this ia not I 
$A002 

If you really want to include the output of a 
variable in this way, one solution is to use "output 
insertion". This technique is only valid once in the 
command line, which is a pity really; we could re- 
write the above example thus: 

1>ECHQ $ADD$B j the wrong way to do it- 
$A002 

1>ECH0   get ah00$B    } ...and the right way 
1002 

A final point worth noting here is that the 
asterisk (star) character can be used to escape the 
dollar sign if you want to use it as a literal as in 
these before-a n d-afte r exa m p I e s: 

l>set price 5 
l>echo "That'll be $$price, please" 
That'll be price, please 

l>echo "That'll be *$$price, please" 
That'll be $5, please 

GLOBAL VARIABLES 
AND COUNTERS 
Global environmental variables first made their 
appearance with AmigaDOS 1,3, but the following 
examples are only executable from Amiga DOS 2 
because of differences in the handler. All global 
variables are stored in the ENV: assignment - 
normally RAMrEnv for speed. Such variables are 
files; there's nothing special about them and they 
can be manipulated by normal AmigaDOS filing 
system commands. 

Note the different command in the following 
examples - it's easy to confuse SETENV and SET 
until you get used to them. A good aide-memoir is 
to think since globals are being stored in ENV:, you 
use SETENV to create them. For example, you will 
normally create a global variable like this: 

1>SETBNV MyName Smiddy 
But you could do the same thing using ECHO: 

1>BCH0 TO EHV:MyName "Smiddy" 
Similarly, the following two commands clear 

this variable using two different methods: 
1>DNSETENV MyName 
1>DELETE ENV:MyName 

Clearly, it's a lot shorter and easier to read if 
you use the correct command, but since globals 
are defined as files you can do a lot more with 
them than just this. Assuming you have cleared the 
local variables, "A" and *ET defined earlier, you 
can enter this example: 

l>aeteav a 1 
1>setenv b 2 
l>echo "$a+$b-"evai $a+$b'rf 

1+2-3 

Using some extra trickery, it is possible to 
increment a variable In the line that dispfays it 
like this: 

haeteriv a 1   ; make sure lt'a Bet to 
something 

l>echo "counts: $a ^ eval $&+! to env: a *" 
count"1 
l>echo "count=$a ^ eval $s+l to env:a"" 
counts2 
l>echo "count»$a "eval $a+l to env:a1* 
count=3 

Note that the variable, C in this case, must be 
defined before you try to do something with it. This 

one (Cygnus ED for instance) I 
would strongly advise using that 
instead. Don't use a word 
processor: most will add line 
breaks where they do not belong, 
even if you save using an ASCII 
export option. 

In the halcyon days of 
microcomputers like the C64 and ZX 
Spectrum, magazines were filled 
with listings (in BASIC) very much 
like this. Unlike those early BASICS 
though, AmigaDOS does not use 
fine numbers. !n the AmigaDOS 
column, the line numbers serve a 

dual purpose. First, they show 
where each line starts so you don't 
mix two lines together; second, they 
allow me to take you through the 
program a line (or step) at a time. 

Occasionally there are 
exceptions - SeaShell is an 
example. A list of error codes is 
built into the program, starting just 
after step 69* SeaShell uses these 
codes to suggest what might have 
gone wrong when AmigaDOS reports 
an error. Another important point is 
that ED will break long lines while 
you type them. This affects a few 

fines in SeaShell - when it happens, 
enter the whole line and use the join 
command (ESCJ) to glue the line 
back together. SeaShell should be 
saved in your System drawer and 
you should create a project icon (the 
Shell will do) for it with the a 
tooltype of MC:lconX" and the 
following Tooitypes: 

Window-CON if/nss/S* aShe 11 
DONDTWAIT 

You can also use SeaShell 
directly from AmigaDOS by saving a 
copy in S: and executing it thus: 

1>EXECUTE SEASHELL 
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LISTING: SEASHELL 
1. .key com/F 
2. echo "wait..*eI6D" noline 
3. if not exists t:SeaShell<$$> 
4. resident c:join 
5. resident c:search 
6*   resident c:execute 
7*    copy >NIL: SeaShell t:SeaShell<$$> 
8. endif 
3. echo >ttjnaincom<$$> w<cora>w 

10»search >env:coro<$$> t :maincom<$£> 
(IF I ELSE IENDIFI SKIP | LAB | QUIT IENDSKIF) 'pattern nonum 
11.if not warn 
12* echo /,*"$com<$$>*" is only valid in a script (command file) . 
13, skip end 
14, endif 
15, search >env:com<$$> t:fliaincom<$$> "DELETE" 
16*if not warn 
17, echo "This command may remove a lot of files..." 
IB. ask "are you sure that is what you want to do?" 
19. if not warn 
20. echo "*nWhy not use DIR to check the pattern and options." 
21. skip end 
22. endif 
23. endif 
24.if "<com>" EQ "BNDCLI" 
25» skip quit 
26,endif 
27,if "<COIft>" EQ "ENDSHELL" 
28, skip quit 
29. endif 
30*if not exists t:con<$$> 
31* echo "SeaShell process <$$>" 

execute S:Shell-Startup 
echo   >t:com<$$> "echo TO=ENV:RS<$$> noline 
echo >>t:com<$$> *RC:$* noline 
echo >>t:com<$$> "Result2*"" 

echo T0=ENV»R1<$$> *»%" noline 
RS<$$>*" FIRST=1 LEN=2" 
IF %" noline 
Rl<$$> EQ 5:" 

40* scho »t;com<$$> "Echo * "Command set WAIN (M«5) 
41* echo >>t:com<$$> "endif" 

IP noline 
M<$$>*" EQ 10" 
Echo *"Halt (ERROR) generated,..*"" 
Search SeaShell $" noline 
RS<$$> NONUM" 
endif" 
IF *"$" noline 

echo >>ttcom<$$> "Rl<$$>*" EQ 20" 
echo >>t:com<$$> "Echo *"Fatal {FAIL} error detected!*"" 
echo >>t:com<$$> "Search SeaShell $" noline 
echo >>t:com<$$> "RS<$$> N0NUM" 
echo »t:com<$$> "IF WARN" 

^7* This listing will be 
^    included on next 
^ month's subscribers' * 

disk,  . r-Y" 

32* 
33, 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 

echo >>t;com<$$> 
echo >>t5COm<$$> 
echo >>t:com<$$> 
echo >>t:com<$$> 

42* echo >>t;com<$$> 
43* echo >>t:com<$$> 
44* echo >>t;com<$$> 
45* echo >>t:com<$$> 
46. echo >>t:com<$$> 
47. echo >>t:com<$$> 
48. echo >>tscom<$$> 

50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 

54. echo >>t rcoin<$$> "Echo *"No secondary error code was returned?* 
55- echo >>t:com<$$> "endif" 
56. echo >>C:com<$$> "endif" 
57*endif 
58* join t:maincom<$$> t:com<$$> as t:maincoin2<$$> 
55. failat 21 
60. execute t:maincom2<$$> 
61. failat 10 
62*lab end 
63*echo "<$$>*'coT> " noline 
64,execute >NIL: t:seashell<$$> ? 
65.lab quit 
66. echo "SeaShell process ending..*-' 
67. delete ti(maincom2<$$>Icom<$$>Iseashell<$$>Imaincoin<$$>} quiet 
68. quit 
69;Inter everything here. Numbers are error codesE 
10:205 - Probably a badly epalt command name 
10:117 - Keywords f/K), while optional, require some argument 
10:118 - The command requires more or less arguments. Check for 

spaces 
10:120 - Usually caused by too many or too few quotes 
10:121 - You may need to EXECUTE this file or set the S bit using 

PROTECT "file" +S 
1Q:212 - This is not logical - are you TYPEing a directory? 
10:214 - Open write protect (or UNLOCK the FFS disk) 
10:222 - UBe the FORCE switch to delete this file or leave it aloneE 
10*223 - UBe PROTECT <file> +R to fix this problem 
10:224 - use PROTECT <file> +w to fix this problem 
10:225 - It may be a PC disk or it may need formatting! 
10:226 - Floppy drives are kits: you have to put a disk in firstl 
20:116 - This command requires 1 or more arguments to work 
20:117 - Keywords [/K)r while optional, require some argument 
20:202 - The directory may be ASSIGHed or file is being used 
20:203 - The destination name is already in use. Pick another name 
20:204 - Directory name may be a file 
20:205 - Generated when a file or directory cannot be found 
20:206 - How did you get this one? 
20:209 - YOU can't do this with this device for command) 
20:210 - How did yon get this one? 
20:211 - Probably an internal programming glitch 
20:213 - Disk broken? You my be in trouble here 
20:215 - This is not possible* Use COPY then DELETE 
20:216 - Use the ALL switch if that's what you mean! 
20:218 - The volume (disk) is not available. Spelling? 
20:221 - The disk you are copying TO is full... 
20:222 - Use the FORCE switch to delete this file or leave it alone! 
20:223 - Use PROTECT <file> +R to fix this problem 
20:224 - Use PROTECT <files* +W to fix this problem 
30:225 - it may be a PC disk or it may need formatting! 
20:226 - Put a disk in the required drive 

line is a lot simpler if you break it in two: 
echo "count=$a: Displays the "count" variable, 
evaf $a+l to env:a^": Increments the value in 

"a" before ECHO is executed but after the $a pan- 
is expanded. This line is expanded by AmigaDOS to 
read (for example) 'eval 1+1 to env:a". So the 
result, 2 in.this case, is sent to a file which also 
happens to be the variable we're working with! You 
can prove that for yourself using: 

1>GETEWV a 
2 

The ingenious part here is since this is part of the 
ECHOed string and it never generates any printed 
output, this line is really two lines compressed into 
one. This gives rise to an interesting demo which is 
a great introduction to scripts (AmigaDOS 
command programs). Environmental variables really 
come into their own when used in scripts like this - 
and if you have never entered one before, this is a 
good example to start with, Enter Listing 1 in ED 
(without the line numbers, they're only there for 
reference) and save is as LOOP, 

The program is executed like this: 
1>EXECUTE LOOP 3 
Itoopi i 
Loop: 2 
Loop: 3 

Now you might be wondering what's so clever 
about a program that can count from 1 to some 
number. Nothing in itself, but the code used is very 
compact. Here's how it works: 

1) Takes the argument from the command 
line, If loop is not given a value to work with, it 
executes once and stops. 

2) Sets the global variable "Loop" to its 
starting value. 

3) Marks the start of the repeating loop, 
4) Increments the value of "Loop17 using the 

automatic technique described above, 

Setting SeaShell'$ Workbench parameters from 
the information window. Note how the CON: 
description uses a height and title parameters. 

5) Literally translated this line reads: If the 
value (VAL) of "Loop" ($LOOP) is "not greater than 
or equal to" (NOT GE) count plus 1 ( eval 
<count>+r). Quite a mouthful. More simply, the 
user's input is inserted at <count> and 1 is added 
by automatic insertion of EVAL's output. It's the 
sort of thing you rarely see because it seems too 
good to be true. 

6) Control reaches here if "Loop" is less than 
"Count+1" control is transferred back to Step 2. 

7) Acts as a reference for IF to jump to when 
the test at Step 5 is false; when the loop counter 
has exceeded the requested value. 

CONCLUSION 
By now you should have a fairly good idea of how 
the environmental variables work in AmigaDOS 2. 
The setup in AmigaDOS 1.3 is similar, but less 
powerful and much more difficult to control. I'll 
leave that for next month - something to look 
forward to. In the meantime, you might like to try 
entering SeaShell; it is a long program but the 
result is well worth it since it can help pinpoint 
many of the more common errors. Enteri ng the 
code is a good exercise in itself - and you might 
like to try figuring out how some of it works. 
Alternatively, subscribers will get this program on 
next month's subscribers' disk. © 
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AMOS Action 

In the first of an occasional series covering the very basics of 

AMOS, Simon Green delves into the beautiful world of colour. 

And - don't forget to fasten your seatbelts for the Turbo extension! 

We live in a colourful world. It's hard to 
imagine that just 50 years ago colour 
television was virtually unheard of, 

never mind colour computers. But although we all 
seem to take colour imagery for granted these 
days, relatively few people seem to understand 
how exactly it is created. 

PAINTING WITH LIGHT 
Many AMOS programmers tend to ignore colour, 
and just use the default palette, or a simple black 
background with garish red, green and blue hues. 
But using colour intelligently can help to make your 
AMOS programs more attractive and pleasant to 
use, and with a little effort some impressive effects 
can be achieved. 

If you've been using the Amiga for a while, 
you1 re probably aware that all colours are specified 
by mixing different amounts of red, green and blue 
(see the beginners box for more information). The 
colours (RrG and B) that make up the final colour 
are known as the colour's components. Standard 
Amigas with the original (OCS/ECS) chipset use 4 
bits to control each colour component. This allows 
16 possible levels for each component {2 to the 
power of 4). This explains why the Amiga can only 

display 16 different shades of gray, and why the 
total number of different possible colours is 4096 
(16 * 16 * 16). 

AG A Amigas extend this system to use 8 bits 
per colour component allowing 256 (2 to the power 
of 8} different possible levels for each component. 
Using 8 bits per component is sometimes referred 
to as 24-bit colour, since this is the total number 
of bits used to represent each colour (8 x 3). As we 
all known AMOS is unfortunately still not able to 
take advantage of this (see AMOS News). 

HUE AND CRY 
In AMOS, colours are usually written as three digit 
hexadecimal (ie. base 16) numbers such as "$faa" 
or "$005". This is convenient, because each 
hexadecimal digit can have 16 values (0 to 9 and 
then a to f), and therefore each digit controls one 
colour component. Unfortunately, this makes it 
quite difficult to manipulate colours in AMOS. To 
make things easier, \ have created a few simple 
user defined functions which can be seen in the 
"SPREAD" function in listing 1. The first 
*FnMAKEC0L(rTg, b)", takes the required RGB 
values and returns a colour number comprising ail 
the components. The three ether functions: * Fn 

RED(Col)\MFn GREEN(Col),"and uFn BLUE(Coi)" can 
be used to extract the red, green and blue 
components from a colour number, respectively. 

It is important to remember that no matter how 
many different colours it is possible to create, only 
a small selection of these colours can ever be 
displayed on the screen simultaneously. Standard 
Amigas can only display a maximum of 32 colours 
on the screen at the same time, if you don't take 
into account unusual display modes like EHB and 
HAM. The colour table, or palette, determines what 
colours actually appear on the screen. In AMOS 
you can use the "Colour" instruction to change the 
contents of the palette. For example, to change 
colour 0 to be pink, we would simply use 'Colour 
O^faa". 

LOW FAT SPREAD 
It is possible to use the "Palette" command to 
change the entire palette at once, but it can be 
quite long and tedious to have to specify every 
colour in turn. To alleviate this problem, I have 
created for your programming enjoyment a simple 
colour spread function, which will automatically 
create a smooth spread between any two colours, 
in a very similar way to the "spread" button in 

(a mirror of it) at "src.doc.ic.ac.uk", 
which will probably be much faster 
for users in the UK. 
nic.funet.fi 
/ pu b/a miga/programming/ amos. 
This FTP site, based in Finland, 
contains a lot of interesting material 
not available on Ami net, including 
issues of Amoner, an AMOS 
disk magazine. 

WORLD WIDE WEB 
Ami net is now also accessible from 
the Web, on an experimental basis. 
The address {or URL, as we say in 
the business) is; 
http://sre .doc. ic .ac .uk/ pu bl ic/am i 
n et/info/www/home-src .doc.html 
Several people have also expressed 
a keen interest in finding the 
address of the Amiga Web site that 
was shown in a screen shot in last 
month's issue of Amiga Shopper, 
For those of you who are interested 
it is: 
http://www.es. cm u .edu :8001/We 
b/People/ mjw/Com p uter/ Amiga/ 
MainPage.html 
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AMOS ON THE INTERNET 

Following on from last month's 
"AMOS on the Net", and in 
conjunction with this issue1 s big, all- 
there-is-to-know feature on the 
Internet (turn to page 10 
immediately if you haven't read it 

yet), here's a quick guide on 
where to find AMOS material on the 
world's largest computer network. 
So wax up your modem, because 
everybody's going surfing, 
surfing TCP/IP... 

Ftl* toy dir) Erojl isLtxt ainHaker2J)efio. lha 
screenedu22.lha , si it clha SRM-V?2.lha 

\ stars.Tha starm:ruricti2.lha strong, lha suartt.lba tat<rejip&. ma T9Sdew9.Lha tscenel ■ ihs turbol,lha 

D ir deu/anos deu/anos deu/anos dev/anos dev/anos dey/anas 
dev/am>s dev/afios dev/ano* 
dev/anos 
deu/aflos deu/apios aeu/awos 

mm 
Seadsti? Size Rescript ion 24K List &f current projects by AND* users o* 37K AMDS utility for naking rairtbous * 183K Requires EasyLife Extension * 91K £ood RtiGS(pro) Screened for ganes eet.. ,* 85K Icon editor for use ui th ANQSCP raj * ilK fln ypjrade to the Resource Bank Maker * 7K RGB Supporting flHGS extension with starf* 91K HMOS cruncher fur fHes/executables £flH0* 94K u*r*o using TURBO in RfW3 * 56K SuarM lines fly to nouse pointer - very* 21K Addenda to artos92.dfis for TAKE * 186K flMQS Bob/Sprite editor> * 147K [>eno of scene/rtap editor with TURBO Plus* D«to of TU 

download i)nfo Dong n)ane r)eadfie s>ort v)ieu q>uEt 
Cortftahd: 

ftate 2496 Parous, 8-NoneH SiSi 
The Amine t - more public domain Amiga software than you could possibly 
imagine (or want) - and ait for free! 

PROGRAMMING 
PROBLEM 
Usenet newsgroups 
" com p. sys, am iga. progra m m e r' i s 
the newsgroup for general Amiga 
programming and often includes 
contributions relevant to AMOS- If 
you've got any programming 
problems, you can post them here, 
and the readers of the group, which 
include many famous names in 
Amiga programming (including 
myself of course), will do their best 
to help you, Of course, you wiii get 
much more expert advice If you write 
to Amiga Shopper {Amiga Shopper, 
30 Monmouth Street, 8athh Avon 
BA1 2BW) instead ! 

THE AM I NET FTP 
SITE 
FTP sitesftp.wustl.edu 
/a minet/dev/ amos 
This is the main Aminet FTP site, 
and has an ever growing selection of 
AMOS software, which includes the 
Turbo extension {see below}. There 
is also a complete copy of the site 
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LISTING I: 

COLOUR SPREAD 

1 Simple colour spread function 1 Simon Green, 1954 

Screen open 0,320,256,32,Lowraa 
Flash Off : Cura Off ; Cls 0 

' make a pretty spread of colours 
Colour 1,$F00 : Colour I0,$FFO 
SPREAD[1,10] 
Colour 20,$F0 
SPREADJ10,20] 
Colour 31,$316 
SPREAD[20,311 

* display palette to check it works I 
Paper 0 : Fen 1 
For K=0 To 31 

Ink N r Bar 0,N*8 TO 7,N*8+6 
Locate 2,N : Print N,HaiS(Colour(N),3) 

Next 
End 

Procedure SPREAD[FIRST,LAST} 
■ Froducea a amooth colour spread 
' between colours "first" and "last" 

Def Fn MAKECOL(R,C,B)=R*256+G*16+B 
Def Fn RED(CJ=(C/256J mod 16 
DSf Fn GREEN(C)=(C/16) mod 16 
DSf Fn BLUEIC)=C mod 16 

CF=Colour(FIRST) 
C L=C olou r(LAST) 
NCOLS # = LAST-FIRST 

DR#=( Fn RED(CL)- Fn RED(CF))/HCOLS# 
DQ#s( Fn GREEN(CL)- Fn GREEN(CF))/NCOLS# 
DB#=( Fn BLUE(CL)- Pu BLUE(CP))/NCOLS# 

For N-0 To LAST-FIRST 
R= Fn RED(CFJ + DR#*N 
G- F» GREEN(CF)+DG#*N 
B= Fn BLtJE(CF)+PB#*N 
Colour FIRST+N, Fn MAKECOL(R,G,B) 

Next 
End Proq 

Francois Lionet's first game was 
BLITSI Chicken Chase on the C64 

which was published in the UK 
BOBS | by Ralnblrd Software. It Involved 

an amorous rooster that had to 
protect his hen house from all sorts of Invaders 
whilst still managing to find time to make sure 
that the chickens continued to produce eggs. 

When using colour cycling Its easy to create 
animation effects like these. All you have to do Is 
draw each frame of your animation on the same 
screen, but in different colour. 

Deluxe Paint This makes it very easy to produce 
ntce smooth palettes. The code can be seen in 
listing i, To use the function, first simply set the 
first and last colours in the spread in the usual 
way, and then call the "SPREAD" function with the 
numbers of the first and last colours as the 
parameters. The program given does a few of these 
spreads and shows the results to demonstrate how 
it works. You might like to try incorporating the 
spread function into a program to produce a 
complete Deluxe Paint style colour requester, with 
sliders and everything else you'd expect. Then 
again, you might not. 

COLOUR CYCLING 
Another interesting effect that can be achieved 
using colour is known as colour cycling. Most of 
you are probably familiar with these sort of shifting 
colour effects seen in demos (last month's plasma 
clouds program was a good example). Colour 
cycling works by simply shifting the contents of the 
palette up or down, 

One of the more fun things you can do with 
colour cycling, apart from those painful demo-like 
effects, is simple animation. All you do is draw 
each frame of your animation on the same screen, 
but in a different colour. Obviously this is restricted 
to simple two-colour animations, but it can be very 
effective. The only restriction is that because you 
are simply drawing in different colours on the same 
screen, the frames must not overlap too much. To 
play back the animation, you simply highlight each 
colour in the palette in turn, whilst keeping the 
other colours black to hide the other frames. 

A program to demonstrate colour cycling 

It may not look very exciting, but the Turbo 
extension (read more about it under the A Free 
Lunch news section) can bring a new lease of life 
to your AMOS programs 

animation can be seen in listing 2. Once you have 
typed it in and run it, you will be presented with a 
black screen. You can now draw your first frame 
using the mouse. I'll leave the subject of your 
animation to your, no doubt vivid, imagination. You 
can use the left mouse button to draw, but 
unfortunately there is no delete function (I feel 
erasure stifles creativity). Once you have finished 
the frame, press the right mouse button to go on to 
the next frame, and continue until you have 
finished drawing all the frames. At the moment the 
program uses a 16 colour screen, and therefore 
allows just 15 frames. You can change it to use a 
32 colour screen, giving 31 frames, but this 
unfortunately means that it is impossible to see 
the mouse pointer. However in my experience, this 
will actually improve your drawing ability! Anyway, 
once you have finished all the frames, the program 
will play back the animation; first forwards, then 
backwards (this is called ping-ponging). Enjoy! Next 
month I'll tell you how to write games that use two 
mice simultaneously, and more! 

MORE AMOS 
Want to know how to program games in AMOS? 
If so, then get your hands on Ultimate AMOS, 
the essential guide to AMOS programming. Turn 
to page 82 for details on how to order a copy. 
Ultimate AMOS - £19.95 
By Jason Hoi born 
From Future Publishing, Free post (BS4900), 
Somerset, Somerset TA11 6BR 
* 0225 822 511. 

LISTING 2; ANIMATION BY COLOUR 
' Simple animation toy using colour cycling 
' Simon Green, 1994 

NOOFCOLS==16 
Screen Open 0,320,256,NOOFCOLS,Lowres 
Flash Off : Curs Off : Cls 0 

HIDDEN*$0 : Rem Background colour 
VISIBLE=$FFF : Rem Pen colour 
SEETHR(J=$886 : Rem See-through colour 
DELAY=5 : Rem Playback speed 

' set up palette and display frame numbers 
Paper '0 
For N=0 To NOOFCOLS-1 

Colour N,HIDDEN 
Pen N : Print N 

Next 

' record animation 

Change House 2 : Limit Mouse 

For FRAME=1 To NOOFCOLS-1 
' make current frame visible 
Colour FRAME,VISIBLE : Ink FRAME 
' show previous frame in a darker colour 
If FRAME>1 Then Colour FRAME-1 SEETHRU 
1 allow frame to be drawn with mouse 
While Mouse Key and 2  : Wend 
Repeat 

Gr Locate X Screen(X Mouse),Y Screen*" 
(Y Mouse) 

While Mouse Key=l 
Draw To X Screen(X Mouse),Y Screen* 

{Y Mouse) 
Wait Vbl 

wend 
Until Mouse Key and 2 
Bell 

' hide frame 
Colour FRAME,HIDDEN 
If FRAME>1 Then Colour FRAME-1,HIDDEN 

Next 

' play back animation ping-ponged 
Do 

For FRAME*1 To NOOFCOLS-1 
Colour FRAME,VISIBLE 
Wait DELAY 
Colour FRAME,HIDDEN 

Next 
For FRAME=NOOFCOLS-2 To 2 Step -1 

Colour FRAME,VISIBLE 
Wait DELAY 
Colour FRAME,HIDDEN 

Next 
Loop 
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AMOS 73 

TURBO LIBRARY WITH EMPHASIS ON SPEED 

it's often said that there are 
two things you can never have 
too much of in a computer 
system - speed and speed. 
After you've been using AMOS 
for a while you might start to 
notice that some of its graphics 
functions aren't quite as rapid 
as you would like, especially 
when compared to some other 
fashionable programming 
languages that I could mention. 

The Turbo Library is a 
public domain extension for 
AMOS that adds a whole 
selection of new commands to 
the language, As its name 
suggests, the emphasis 
throughout is on speed. The 
new commands Include fast 
replacements for AMOS' 
graphics commands, and some 
very interesting and completely 
original commands. 

The software was written by 
Belgian coder Manuel Andre. 
Fortunately the package comes 
complete with English 
documentation and a selection 
of AMOS programs that 
demonstrate the usage of all 
the different commands, 
Separate versions of the library 
for AMOS and AMOS Pro are 
provided, and the installation of 
either is relatively painless. 

Turbo Plus promises own more exciting features, 
Including this map-editor program. 

The AMOS News 

There have been a lot of rumours and speculation 
about the future of AMOS, and the AMOS AG A 
extension, which Is something that AMOS users 
have been crying out for almost ever since the AG A 
Chip set was first released. The news from 
Euro press is that there is currently no development 
being carried out on any AMOS products- ltTs still 
being marketed and supported, but no new AMOS 
products are currently planned. 

Frangois Lionet, the author of AMOS, is busy 
working on an as yet unnamed games-creating 
product for the PC. Euro press tell me it's object- 
oriented and requires no programming. Even a 
novice will be able to create a complete game in a 
couple of hours just by pointing and clicking. It 
sounds a bit like the Shoot-em-up Construction Kit 
to me, but no doubt with the talent of Mr Lionet 
behind it, it will be an impressive piece of software, 
despite its Microsoft connections- 

It seems uncertain whether Frangois will ever 
return to the Amiga and AMOS. Europress seem to 
be pulling out of the relatively unprofitable Amiga 
software market. It appears that it Is now up to the 
users to support AMOS, There are several people 
currently working on AG A extensions, including 
famous AMOS programmer Aaron Fothergill, but I 
haven't seen anything yet 111 keep you posted. 

HIGH VELOCITY 
So, what does it actually do? First of all, the library 
provides a number of accelerated graphics 
functions, including all the usual plot, point, draw, 
and circle commands. These perform exactly the 
same functions as their AMOS equivalents, but are 
two to three times faster. There is even a simple 
3D line drawing function that enables you to draw 
three dimensional objects in perspective, 

The second major set of commands are the 
wblit" commands, which allow regions of the screen 
to be moved around. In fact, up to 96 different 

scrolling zones can be defined. The blit commands 
are significantly faster than the AMOS scroll 
command, and the scrolling can be executed under 
interrupt, without the intervention of your program. 

The next group are the block and Icon 
commands- These are especially designed for 
games that use small {usually 16 by 16 pixel) tiles 
to make up their background graphics and, as 
you'd expect, they are very quick. Turbo also 
includes improved zone commands, which speed 
up collision detection considerably. 

Trie library also has support for "vector 
objects". These are objects,made up of lines, 
which can be defined, stored, and then displayed 
at any position or size on the screen. An interesting 
concept, but lTm not sure what youfd use them for. 

The demo writers amongst you will be pleased 
to hear that the Turbo extension also provides 
support for interrupt driven stars, This enables you 
to easily create those nice dotty starfields that are 
so beloved of demo creators- The extension also 
provides some more esoteric capabilities, including 
multitasking control, the ability to move bitplanes 
independently, bit manipulation operators and 
functions to obtain system information, 

A FREE LUNCH 
As with most of these AMOS extensions, the Turbo 
extension is a bit of a hit and miss affair. Some of 
the new commands are genuinely useful, and you'll 
soon wonder how you ever managed without them, 
but many are pretty obscure and don't really add 
anything to the language. My own experience has 
shown that the Turbo commands certainty can 
make your programs run a lot faster (especially if 
they involve a lot of moving graphics), but you have 
to know what you are doing to get the most from 
them. Seeing as the whole thing is in the public 
domain and therefore completely free of charge, 
what have you got to lose? If you write games or 
demos in AMOS, then you can't afford to miss the 
Turbo extension. 

The package is available on Ami net as 
"turbol9.lha* in the usual Vdev/amos" directory 
(see last month's " AM OS on the Net" for more 
information). If you can't manage this, your local 
friendly public domain house or AMOS user group 
will be able to track you down a copy no doubt, 

The latest version of the extension is vl.9. 
Unfortunately, it appears that this will be the last 
public domain release, "Turbo Plus", as the next 
version will be known, is to be sold commercially by 
"Playfieldr, an American magazine which claims to 
be "the journal of creative AMOS programming". 
The new extension promises no less than 130 
commands, and apparently includes, amongst 
other things, colour text support (with colourfonts), 
new map commands and a map editor program, til 
be reviewing it as soon as it's been released,CD 

BEGINNERS 

START HERE 

How come mixing red and green makes yellow? 
I myself remember being very confused the first 
time I started experimenting with colour in 
Deluxe Paint, alt those years ago. Playing 
around with the red, green and blue slider 
controls in the palette requester just didn't 
seem to do what I expected. 

When I was at school, you made a green 
colour by mixing together blue and yellow, and 
mixing all the colours together just made a 
horrible brown colour. 

DIAGRAM 1 - Mixing different combinations 
of pure red, green and blue light produce 
various attractive new colours. 

But on the computer, mixing red and green 
produces yellow, mixing green and blue 
produces cyan (turquoise), mixing red and blue 
produces magenta (purple), and mixing all three 
produces white. Weird [ This is shown in diagram 
1 above, 

However, don't let this panic you - even my 
small brain soon learnt that painting with light is 
very different from painting with pigments. By 
mixing different amounts of red, green and blue 
light, almost any visible colour can be produced. 

The reasons for this are deeply involved in 
the physics of light and human colour 
perception, but the RGB system itself is very 
simple to use. 

For example, orange is red with about half 
as much green in it ($f80), and brown Is a dark 
orange ($840), Mixing equal proportions of red, 
green and blue produces shades of gray 
(eg.$333, $888). This is illustrated in diagram 
2 below. 

DIAGRAM 2-By mixing different Intensities 
of red, green and blue light almost any colour 
can be created. 
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ADVERTISING HATES 
£30 + VAT 
per Company entry 

AMIGA SHOPPER MARKET PLACE 
Beauford Court 
30 Monmouth Street 
Bath, Avon 
BA1 2BW 

Tel: 0225 442244 
Pax: 0225 480325 

We accept cheques 
for payment av!sT 

LANGHAM P.D. K9 WolverbampLnci Stud. ('IHISMII WolverhamplMi WV81PL 
NOW AN OFFICIAL DISTRIRfTTOH OF PI IJCF.NCRWA.ltF. 

SEND tMSK + S.A.E. OR £1 FOR A rATAfjOGUE IHSK LIS I INC. OVFR 5000 TITLES INCUD1NG: 
GAMES UTILITIES, DEMOS, MLIS1C, CLIPART. HLIDK.SHOWS, VHIM HSH. ASSASSINS CAMI-S. T-HAG. 
I:L>L CS [ ION\L, ANIMATIONS AND sroE'L LUNKS 
PD i'HK KM 35F 4IF VOL SUPPLY YOUR OWN DISKS £ I i IF IVE SUPPLY THE DISKS ► DISCOUNTS ON LARUK. ORDERS 100+ DISKS \KKI- t HEgi KS.'?. ORDhRSI'W TO: H. i'AYM- 

The t<ne« w?rtiw> or Ifss r>>A*rAjl test editor u now available. It will wwfc on any Amga and under all versions of W&KBsnclv The full parity IXW5B fTu? Mciwrq faciltoej' 

• fttoflful ftfl OK* fa pogamnsi # SjtnbAhdtatal^ftwjneso ttS&ff}* wuwiCttt>,ytji\ n/pe V Cciif** m^hedatuiKniiiKnhAntp On** 

ACTIVITY 
(lormwlj OTEVJHI MBII Ofifcr) Oj~tZU(lTC 

AMIGA PD/PC SHAREWARE FROM 89p 
SEND 25P STAMP FOR A 

STATING WHICH CQMPUTEH YOU HAVE, TO, 
343 G0NCA5TEH PC]AH Fi OTHER HAH. SOUTH YORKSHIRE 565 2UF TEL: (0709) 37773D FAX: (0709) B38068 

ASSASSINS PD 
091 258 6418 

Assassins games and utilities collection are now 
available direct from the producers for £1 plus p+p. 

Why not join the ASl Club and receive 
20% discount on every order- 

1st ANNUAL ANIMATION CONTEST 
Accepting submissions for 2-D and 3*D 

animations. Your animation could appear with 100's of 
others In a video distributed Worldwide! 

Great prizes awarded! Deadline Oct 14,1994 
For rules & info call; (209) 277-1188 or Internet: 

mquaschn S1 mondrian. CSU Fresno. EDU 
BBS: (209) 447-0365 LoginiAnim PW: Contest 

Send tape & S.A.S.E. to: 
AfJlM CONTEST 

PO Box 9«39, FrawD, CA. U.S.A. 93794 

rDO YOU OWN7V"MODEM7n 

Why not coll THE PAD 
1 Gig HD, 600Mb CD, 2 Gig Dot 

On-line 24Hrs 0704 834583 
590Mb IDE HD's 1 0ms , Only £379 

Inc, VAT & Delivery, TEL 0704 834335 
PD 75 p Send 5 Op or 

2 1 si Class stamps for a cat disk. 
Cheques payable to Online PD, 1 The Cloisters., 

Hal sail Lane, Formby, Liverpool L37 3PX 

ASTROLOGY 
Wide range of programs lor 

Am ateu r/P rofessional As1 to\ oge rs 
free catalogue (sae 38p ■ 9"x7") 

ASTROCALC 
Dept AS, 67 Peascroft Rd* Hemel 

Hempstead, Herts HP3 8ER, 
tel: 0442 251809, lax: 0443 243302 

TOP QUALITY AMIGA FD & SHA8BWAHE 
INDEX L* 1 TTJ.S OM.V £1 1-3 [4Mi5*1.50 iPi^uisKi £1.251 

PlClt VOTE OWN N\MEt mrMHER Jt SUH ITS lASVt 
THE LEADER - OTHERS CAN ONLY FOLLOW? 

Amiga Repairs in the Midlands 
1st. 19&4 

AS00 & A500+ 
£40 Inclusive of Labour and Parts, 

Return Carriage and 3 monlfts guarantee. 
Send cheque &. computers to: 
Heath Computers, Office 10, 

Imex House, Kings Road, Tyseley, 
Birmingham Bl 1 2AG 

021 707 7160 

The A500 Repair Manual enables both the 
novice and the etpert to carry out 

successful repairs to their Amiga A5O0- 
Special Offer: Order unw and rt-reivr 

ajtve diagnostic disk 
Price only £5.95 Including post and packing 
Send cheque/PO made payable to A Plaskert to: 
A Plaskettt Dent AS, 2B Meadowside, 

Chelmsford, Essex CM2 6LN 
Tel: 0850 627066 

TOTAL SOLUTION 
Tutorials for Progrctrnming. Griiplwis, Must:, AmigaDOS, 

Games Crtaion and mucn mocer for both the beginner and 
[he advanced. AH this. nz#Sy padcaged in a 

Disk-Belied Magaane. 
Send £3.M to the address beJaw far your copy of Issue 2 and 

receive the lirst ^sueabsdutery *ree< 
Total Solution (ASJ, Challenge Logic, 

PO BOX 2 S, MansfTeld, Notts NG19 SLZ 
Cheques payable tor 

Challenge. Logic Club 

FREE 
452 GAMES CHEATS 

FREE 
NEW 1.3 EMULATOR 

FREE CATALOGUE DISK FROM 
CIWERCPROIHW P.D. 

KING 0702 295887 NOWI 

CAPRI CD Di$™aun@ M 
CCimT ALL AVAILABLE AU|Afl<DlC V*^ " " „ TITLES IN STOCK HllllWIl 
75+ GDTV TITLES (MOST COMPATIBLE WITH C032) 

6t>+ CD32 TITLES A/J0E0 CD TITLES 
HEW RELEASES AVAILABLE NOW 

Lock n' Load £10.99 CDTV/C032 
Aminel2£19.99 CDTV/CD32 

CO Exchange 1 E19.99 CDTV/CD32 
Gold Fish (2 CD'S) £29.99 COTV/CD32 

Defender of the Crown 2 £29.99 CDTV/CD32 
(Broiler Ency 2 £99.99 CDTV/CD32 
Euro Scene 1 £14.99 CDTV/CD32 

Gyinne&s Disk of Records 2 £39.99 CD32 
Network CD & Cable £34.99 CD32 

CD32 SPECIAL OFFERS 
□verkill/Lunar C £14.99 Mean Areanas £14,99 

Attred Chicken £14.99 Pinbafl Fan £19.99 
7 Gates of Jamnala £ 17.99 Pre/ Alien Ere £17.99 

CAPRI CD DISTRIBUTION 
DEFT AS1, 9 DEAN STREET 
MARLOW, BUCKS SL7 3AA 

TEL/FAX 0828 891022 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

MODEMS 
ALL MAKES SUPPLIED 

FOR THE BEST PRICES 
FREEPHONE: 0800 526 376 

MJ COMMUNICATIONS 

MILITARY STRATEGY 
WAR GAMES 

The world s leading example of 
machine intelligence in the fiefd 

of wargaming. 
Send S A E. for details to: 

K W Software 
135 Mngingiow Rd, 
Sheffield Si 1 7PS 

"The Best (Racing 

Software) Available11 

"DAMNABLY GOOD' Racing Post 
Amiga Format (April 93) 

KING OF THE COMPUTERS " 
- S. Life/Weekender (November 93} 

Now m its seventh successful year, the PRO-PUNTER software will turn your 
AMIGA into a year round expert racing advisor. With a long history of 
excellent forecasting performance, users are looking forward to another 
brilliant flat season. Written to highly professional standards; attractive and 
easy to use; full edit/review facilities; unique low maintenance database; 
does not require daily maintenance or costly updates. 43 page user guide. 
Superb Flat results in 1993. 

Available for IBM PC & clones, COMMODORE AMIGA, ATARI ST. 
RRP £99. SPECIAL OFFER PRICE (DIRECT FROM PUBLISHER) £85. 

GET SET FOR THE FLAT SEASON NOW! Mastercartf/Visa accepted. 
FREE INFORMATION PACK ON REQUEST 

DGA SOFTWARE (AMS)P 437 KINGS ROAD, ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE, 
LANCSOL69AT. Tel: 061-330 0184 

&•! yosr copy of "Amiga Review" today! 
lfe cower every area of the Amiga with great 

reviews and the latest news! 
Send £2.25 lor your copy payable la: 

VISUAL PROMOTIONS, P0 BOX 208, 
FOLKESTONE, KENT U19 5EI IEL: 0303 245378 

AMIGA USERS 
Do you went to loin one of the fastest 
growing Amiga user groups in the UK? 
We can offer benefits for atf Amiga 
Users, Don't miss this opportunity*f 
Send an S.A.E. for further Information to, 

Northern Amiga Users Group 
Dept. AS. P.O. Box 151, Darlington 

County Durham, DL3 BYT. Tel: (0325 352260 

DISK CATALOGUE 
0928 "732 550 
NO LISTS - NO HUNTING IT'S A 

UNIQUE DATABASE THAT'S 
POWERFUL AND HELPFUL AND 

ONLY AVAILABLE FROM US 

Ftrsf sub-d*cthr Sn Betyum of fl ~3it 
Contact Tfjf LM*n$pfeg*fstrao+M 

8GQGBruS3*. T*i 050/3*159H 
C&fahgum cfisA avaihbf* only 9QFr 

From disk 1900 onwards. 
Follow 17 Bit and enjoy rf/nfga. 

DISKS! 

All with 100% lifetime guarantee & labels 
GRADE 'A' 3.5" DS/DD 

20 Disks 
50 Disks 
100 Disks 
PHONE US FOR ALL THE 
BEST PRICES ON AMIGA 

CD32, PRINTERS & 
SOFTWARE 

THE COMPUTER SHOP, 11 ALL SAINTS PASSAGE, 
^■1    HUNTINGDON, CAMBS PE18 6LE 

TEL/FAX (0480) 435858 

£6 + £2 p+p 
£15 + £2 p+p 
£29 + £3 p+p 

FOR LARGER QUANTITIES 
PLEASE PHONE FOR THE 

LOWEST PRICES 
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PRO TIPSTER 

The world's leading horse racing software. 
Can he used for National Hunt & Fiat racing. 

Every British & major foreign course included. 
No daily maintenance of database required. 

Databases can liotd up to 1000 horses' details 
Races are calculated on going, course, distance, speed rating, weight, race class & Rwrji. 

Het calculator is included in the package. 
Comes complete with a comprehensive easy to understand manual. Ideal for beginners 

or experienced punters. No costly monthly updates are needed, 
Pro-Tipster successfully predicted [IIX winners out of 430 races using lop two selections in each race. 

Guaranteed lowest priced horse racing software currently available. 
Check our competitors' adverts. Compatible with all Amiga's (1Mb required). 

£19.95 
To order PRO-TIPSTER make chequesfl\0* payable to:- 

LK. SOFTWARE, 
28 DEVONSHIRE ROAD 

GREAT YARMOUTH, NORFOLK NR30 3AL 

GREAT TITLES FROM 

THE FINAL FRONTIER 
The Official SIAT Tri* Magazine, 
Produced by enthusiasts for Trekkie 
enthusiasts everywhere. Packed with InftK music, pictures and much more. 
Latest issue No 7 now available. 

4 DISKS - £6.00 

THE CLONK 
The BEST copy ing disk available! 
Contains - BMZopj 3, Freecopy 1,8, Diskmutt, 5 u perdu per 3, Stifiri i p> 2, 
Tetracopy, C-Copy. All with dock 
All the best copiers for £2*50 
FREE WITH EVERY £10 SPENT 

PROJECT VFQ 
Over 4 Mefc «f UFO rivaled tMrt 
files from across Ihe globe. 
Sightings Encounters, Abductions COTur-Upaj, f ir. Etc, mime highly classified. Conies complete with a 
text reader or you can use your own 
favourite word pro or text editor. 

6 DISK SET - £7 JO 

I TOP 20 TITLES 1 
1, Stereogram Construction kEl. (3) 2, Real AC A demo, 124N1 On] v. fl> I, Wally World Came. {2} 4. Award (.CHihUuctuin Kit {I) 5. Hsm Many Tunes, (IOil modules) tl> 6. Vjnm Checker 6.41. (!) 7. Hoi the same. 1200 onl^m 8. MulliTask Copier 1.4. (It P. Golngo 2 game, (1) 10, Doop musk, {!) II, 3D in the 90*s. (Stereograms) (1) 12, Kruk-ilmp 7 Slid,.. Mm*  (Ii 
13. MorphyfMa&ic Man. Not 1.3 <t> 14 Oclatutor 2 (1) 15. Big Girls AGA(l) 16. PC Task 2 (Include Dos disk) (2) 17. Lock Pic 2 (I) 
IB.VXbess 2. Not 1.3(1) 1°. Sequential demo. Any Amiga.(l) 20. X-Be«t Pro, (1) 

£1.5» Eaeh - S or more £1.00 Each 

TELESCAN 

STACKED DECK^ 
The ultimate card pack: 
24 Programs containing 37 
card games tor all tastes. Patience games, Poker gHin?<it Cribbage, Bridge, Hearts, Klondike, Eltackjack, Spnrlfs, 
Streets & Alleys, Montanna 
plus many more. A must for the card sharp: 

3 DISK SET - £4.50 

SPECTRUM EMULATOR 2 
The latest version ofthfc pnpulur 
emulator. Come* complete with 
SEVENTY all time classic games 
all ready to load and run. Runs 

OK On 1200 but slow on other 
machines.  8 DISKS - £9.50 

SCANNER DISK MAG 
Now in itTs 3rd year and packed 
with the best PD programs plus 
reviews Inewstactult section,'Art1 

musidtips etc* Amiga Shopper rated tt 10.'10. Why not Irv the 
latest issue'? SCANNER is on two disks and 
is compatible on ALL Amtgas. 
2 PACKED DISKS - £3.50 
SE\D i mSl CL ASS STAMPS FDR 
OtRFAMOlKATALOGLEDISK 
SENT FREE WITH FIRST ORDER 

Flease make cheques & PO's payable to N JORDAN and post to - 
TELESCAN COMPUTER SERVICES PO BOX 1 THORNTON-CLEVELEYS LANCS FYS 1SH or if you prefer you can telephone your order using your ACCESSfVISA on 0253 - 8292*2 

Real Time Clock 

A1200 /A600/A500 

This compact battery-backed clock measures just 7x6x2 cms! 
Installation is easy, it simply fits onto the parallel port (keeping your 
warranty1 intact), and incorporates a throughport enabling all other 
peripherals to be used. 
It comes complete with a disk'containing some useful utilities, including 
a calendar/diarv program with a multiple alarm facility. 

Now Just £13.99 inc VAT (plus £1 P&P) 

 Please make cheques/POs payable to: 
|/ivTp   Kyte Products, 45 St Ladoc Road, 
|\M \-      Keynsham,AvonBS18 2DR 
I W 11- Tel: (0272) 400805 

AMIGA REPAIRS 

FIXED CHARGE ONLY £42.99 Incl. 
* FIXED CHARGE INCLUDES PARTS, LABOUR, DELIVERY, VAT 
* 90 DAY WARRANTY ON ALL REPAIRS 
* 24 HOUR TURN-AROUND ON 95% OF REPAIRS 
« ALL UPGRADES PURCHASED FROM US FITTED FREE WITH REPAIR 
■ INCLUDES REPAIRS TO DRIVE & KEYBOARDS, ADD £10.00 IF NEED 

REPLACING, FULL DIAGNOSTIC TEST AND SERVICE 

Est 
12 Years 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

A500 INTERNAL DRIVE £38.99 
Simple to fit, fully documented 

Simple to fit fully documented 
KICKSTART L3 ROM £25,00 
For software compatibility 
KICKSTART 2.05 ROM £29,90 
Upgrade to A5QQ+ ROM 
SUPER DENISE £28.70 
Excellent value 
68000 CPU £15.00 

A500 MODULATOR £18.00 
Exchange/Repair 
A500 KEYBOARDS £44.10 
Factory new, Genuine part 
FATTER AGNUS 8372A £36.50 
1 Meg chipram compatible 
CIA IC £9.20 
Printer, Serial, Drive ports 
GARY IC £11.50 
PAULA IC £19.95 
A500 PSU £25,00 

A A ATTENTION ALL DEALERS 
Our company now offer the most competitive dealer repair service. 

Full credit facilities available. 
Send for our FREE information pack today... 

We reserve the right to refuse repair for whatever reasons 
Prices only valid with this coupon 
Service HOTLINE <0533) 470059 
DART Computer Services 
105 London Road 
LEICESTER LE2 0PF    3    Compute^ Services 

Top Quality Service at sensible prices 

 ~—" (Dept AS), 7 Beresford Close, Waterioovjlle, 
Hampshire P07 SUN Tel: (0705) 642409 

Office hours: 1 Gam-7pm Mon-Fri, 10am-3pm Sat 
WE STOCK 
LSD Legal Tools 
Ffed Fish 
Panorama 
APDG 
Scope 
Amicus 
Assassins Games 
TBAG 
Disk Magazines 
Grapevine etc 

Catalogue dis* free with 
your ilrst order or send 
2 x 25p stamps 

DEMOS 
Complex: Real (ACA) Cr^ptoburriBrs: Crash Test 
RamJawTastg tag 
Difference (2) (AGA) &yntw AtsitnlnliHn 

ARftwrieda-SemieiUlais 
Faif%WIriuak FtiK Moon 
LSD: Jesus on E's [2 dlaks. 2drivK) Mg»: Neural Assault 
Sanity: Arte Stf3«!8bRlfe:9flnoBre (2) 
TrajaTis Tectino TracJu Melon: Mind Expanding Lemon: Saera defae Axis: BirjTime Sensuality (21 (AQA) 
Damage: Uquala (AGA) ' t HarmapedUon (AGA) 

"GAMES 
High Octans (2) AGA 
Skidmarks 
Mf Men Olympics {2} 
Super Nibbly 
Kfodike Deluxe (3) (AGA) 
CARDSETS lor above: 
Cindy Faces, Anime, 
Hajlme(4) 
Swrch&d Tanfts VV75 
MepabaO.O (2) (AGA) 
GigerTertrts(AGA) 
Peter's Quest 
Super Obliteration 
Motorella Fmadara (2) 
{A&A) 
IBHgfc Gall p) 
Arcade Classics *2 
Tans N Slu« 
Delude PacMan 

MUSIC Blamectarwii Symphony f\ 
(AGA) C-iubty Brawn 
Capita: Ugof 2 U4T1M 
Musta Ebeneezer Guode HanteOfE II LSD: Dont Panic N?A:    Music .13 IAGW taiMfess/SittttbalkiOiag 
Tunas II {3} Jean Mictie^ Jarra: 
Docklands War Dime Worlds Ware's WofM Sample 
Denw (2) 
Ra« Samples OciarneitPFO tTtlterfZ) Qciaiiufl Mil Sic 
Ooop Spasm. I Feel Good L7: ThrsA-n'1 Pleasure 12} 

AGA SLI0ESH0WS 
Chaos Bates Remix (2) 
NFA: Phoebe CateS 
NFA: BorisValfe|o(2) 
NFA: Bodyshop 1 M.ll 
(2) til (1), IV (2),V (2), VI 
(2), VII (2) 
NfA:ClaiujlaSchiffer 
NFA: Sherllyn Feon 
KfA; Topics II (2) 
NFAErikaEleniak 
Linda Lusardi (2) 
W.5:Swmsuits#1tf2//3 
GlF8eawties1 to 1B 
Jerassw Park 
Ferrari Slides 
NidhJ&refid him (2 
Each) 
Oione: Shed Tears (2) 

1 DO cap. disk box.......£5.50  Drtve CJeaner  All Amiga Oust Covers..£2.00  50 D500 disks £20.00 
Mouse Hat £2.00   100 DSDD disks £39.00 

All PD disks £1.00 each Pgslatfe: UK 50p Europe add 20p per disk World add 4Dp per disk 

All cliques payable to Exctusrws PD. 
Dlher accessories, and hardware 
avaiiab'j. g.eaE3 cai.io' iwM 

IF WE HAVEN'T GOT          WE'LL GET IT AT NO EXTRA CHARGE 

AMIGA REPAIRS & SPARES 

it FREE ESTIMATES * NO STANDARD CHARGES * 
* MOST REPAIRS 48 HOUR TURNAROUND it 3 MONTH WARRANTY * 

* COLLECTION/DELIVERY ARRANGED * 
it FREE TECHNICAL HELPLINE it 

MONITOR REPAIRS 

WE NOW REPAIR ALL AMIGA 
COMPATIBLE MONITORS 
including Commodore J 084 <& the 

entire Philips range. 
REPAIRS to A60Qs & A1200* 

also undertaken 

MAIL ORDER HARDWARE SALES 
A1200 Race & Chase Pack.    £289-95     A120O Combat Pack £339.95 
A40Q0-O3G 4MB 214MB HDD £999.95     Canon BJ40SX printer £179.95 
Hewlett Packard HP520       £279.95     Star LC-100 Colour Printer „£ 139,95 

We can part exchange your existing equipment on. any of the above 
A520 MODULATOR BROKEN? 

We will repair & return it for just £ 15.00 inc. 

★ ★        -JwB^y** * 
WE WILL COLLECT FROM YOUR DOOR TODAY 

{If advised before 10am & in UK mainland) 
A500 Rom Swi tcher £14.95      A600 Rom Switcher £14.95 
High Res Denise ■ £2250 
5719 Gary £13.00 
68000 Processor -£5.00 

S520CJA , £9.95 
Pada £12.95 

A500 MODULATORS 
Repaired & returned for just £15,00 inc 

HAWKWELL ELECTRONIC SERVICES 
Mount Bovers LaneP Hawkwell, Hockley, Essex SS5 4JB 
Orders & enquiries Soulhend-on-Sea Tel 0702 207593, Mon-Fri 9am-5pm 

Technical helpline Soutbend-on-Sca 0702 207274 Mon-Fri 9am 5pm 
Callers welcome Monday -Friday only 9am-5p*n  
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76   USER GROUPS  

Find your local group 

Your at-a-glance guide to every Amiga user group in the world. 

SOUTHEAST AND EAST 
Addlestone 1-1 Amiga Club. Contact Peter 
Duckett tr 0932 855834 after Spm. 
Ashford Kent Youth Computer Group. Con- 
tact Jim Fanning * 0233 629804. 
Banstead Limited Edition Software. Con- 
tact Les, 28 Congcroft Avenue, Banstead, 
Surrey SM7 3AE. 
Brentwood Hermit Computer Club. Contact 
John Maynard * 0277 218897. 
Brighton Hanover Computer Cfub, Contact 
Colin Jones * 0273 602834, 
Bromtard Better Than Life. Contact Mark 
Waters, 7 Linton Downs, Bromtard, Here- 
fordshire HR7 4QT\ 
Camberley Camberley User Group. Contact 
F Wei Ibe love * 0252 871545. 
Cambridge Cambridge Sixty-Eight Group 
(CASE). Contact EPL Rowel I 
-B 0954 210692- 
Chesham Beaconsfield and District CC. 
Contact Philip Lishman * 0494 782 298. 
Claoton Cheapo PD Club, Contact Jason 
Meachen, Ivy Cottage, Chapel Road. Beau- 
mont, Clacton, Essex C016 OAR. 
Coulsdon The Crumblies. Contact Frank 
Barron * 081 668 7695 
Coventry Gov and Warb Commodore Com- 
puter Club. Contact Will Light 
* 0203 413 511. 
Enfield Enfield Amiga Club, Contact Sean 
Clifton * 081 8042867 
Folkestone Amiga 101. Contact D Cryer 
u 0303 245 378. 
Gerrards Cross Chic Computer Club. Con- 
tact Steve Winter » 0753 884473. 
Hastings Computer Club. Contact 
tr 0424 421480. 
Horsham Amiga Zone. Contact Gareth and 
Raymond, 7 Swindon Road, Horsham, W, 
Sussex RH12 2HE, 
Ipswich Not the Night. Contact Andrew, 8 
Lanark Road, Ipswich, Suffolk !P4 3EhL 
Ipswich Micro Ac Id. David Charm an 0473 
626226. 85 Carlford Close, Martlesham 
Heath, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP5 7TA. 
Lelgh-on-Sea Sensible. Contact M Street, 
158 Hadleigh Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex 
SS9 2 LP. 
Lolgh-on-S*a The Swop Shop Club. Con- 
tact Ian Prentice » 0702 710267. 
London (East Ham) Amiga ho lies Club. 
Contact Kevin Bryan 
* 071-580 2000 Ext 240. 
London (Hampstead Garden Suburb) 
Amiga Club, Contact Imp 
tr 081 455 1626. 
London (Wmchmore HIM) Access Informa- 
tion Tech no logy. Contact Darren 
* 0956 229729. 
London Twilight, Contact 13 Mavis Court, 
Ravens Close, London NWS 5BH. 
Luton Amiga Users Group, Contact Dave 
« 0582 481952. 
Mitch am PD for Beginners. Contact M Ma- 
rias, 48 Lavender Grove, Mitcham, Surrey 
CR4 3HU. 
Mundosley APDEG (Amiga Public Domain 
Exchange Group).Contact Richard Brown 
tr 0263 720868. 
Newlngton Sittfngbourne Co-op Amiga 
Club. Contact Andy * 0795 842608. 
Norwich AG A Exchange. Contact K, 
Phillips, 18 Brownshill, Cromer, Norwich 
NR27 OQA. 
Norwich Magic Windows. Contact Frame, 
26 St Senets Road, Stalham, Norwich, 
Norfolk NR12 90N. 
Orpington ICPUG South East. Contact len 
Beard * 0689 830 934. 
Romford Digital Disk Amiga. Contact David 
Cowell * 081 590 2546. 
Rye Rye Amiga Group, Contact Oliver Cam- 
pion « 0797 222876. 
Southampton Blitz programming Club. 

Contact mr D Collins, 6 Bentley Green, 
Southampton SO 18 5GB. 
Southend-on-S#a Southend Team, Contact 
tr 0702 333974. 
Sutton Agnus. Contact Philip Worrei, 115 
Brocks Drive, North Cheam, Sutton, Surrey 
SM3 9UW. 
Thotford Blzart Disk mag. Contact Stephen 
Marghan, Timberton House, The Mount, 
Buckenham Tofts, Thetford, Norfolk 
IP26 5HP. 
Thornton Heath AmigaBASIC club. Con- 
tact: imran Ahmad tr 081689 9102. 
Watford Hertfordshire Amiga Users Group. 
Contact Keith Alexander » 081 4211784. 
West Watford AmigaSoc, Contact Neil 
Cartwrlght tr 0923 248483. 
Wit ham Amiga Witham Users Group. Con- 
tact K Anderson ■ 0376 518271. 
Yarmouth Robctronix Amiga Club, Contact 
P Symonds * 0493 667161 

SOUTHWEST 
Bodmin Amiga Users Klub (Bodmin). Con- 
tact Jack Tailing, 1 Windsor House, 19 
Castie St. Bodmin, Cornwall PL31 2DX. 
Bournemouth Bournemouth Amiga Club. 
Contact P Chamberlain « 0202 296714, 
Bristol Avon Micro Computer Club. Contact 
Roger or Bob * or Fax 0272 311642. 
Bristol Bristol Amiga Club, Contact 3 Park- 
stone Avenue, Horfield, Bristol BS7 OBX. 
Bristol EmuSoft, Contact Nalpex, 48 Long- 
hand stones, Cadbury Heath, Bristoi 
BS15 SAP. 
Bristol Game Swap Club. Contact Ade Aji- 
dahun « 0272 240399 
Dukinfield CC. Swaps ho p. Contact Tom 
Hampson tr 061 339 9488. 
Exeter Exeter 16-bit User Group. Contact 
Andrew Deeley or Phii Treby at 25A 
Gloucestershire Rd, Exwtck, Exeter, 
EX4 2EF. 
Reading Charlies PD. Contact Charles 
Read, 10 The Cedars, Tilehurst, Reading, 
Berks RG3 6JW. 
Salisbury CHUD. Contact Mr M Sellars 
rc 0980 33154. 
Taunton imagine Object Makers, Contact 
Charles Mo, 16 Calder Crescent, Taunton, 
Somerset TA1 2NH, 
Torquay Ami-Info. Contact Paul Caparn, 
Horn aside, Higher Warberry Road, Torquay, 
Devon TQ11SF, 

MIDLANDS 
Birmingham 68000 in Birmingham. Con- 
tact VIike Bedford White, 16 Westfield Rd. 
Acocks Green, B'ham B27 7TL 
Birmingham Software Exchange Service. 
Contact Michael Pun a 021 459 7576, 
Coventry Coventry and Warks Commodore 
Computer Club, Contact Will Light 
tr 0203 413511. 
Derby Living Poets Society. Publication 
and appraisal of creative writing, (free PD}, 
Cyberspace. Darkside on the net. Sean 
Woodward. Fido 2: tr 2503/104; 11, 
Menin Road, ALIestree, Derby,DE22 ZNL, 
UK. £10/Year £40 Life. 
Hereford Hereford Amiga Group Help. 
Contact John Macdonald « 0981 21414. 
Loughborough BR & CJ Computer Club, 
Contact B Robinson tr 0392 72889 or 
9 03922 841296. 
Melton Mowbray Melton Amiga Users, 
Contact Stephen Mowbray * 0664 63421. 
Nottingham East Midlands Amiga User 
Group. Contact Richard Haythorn 
TT 0602 298075. 
Solihull Deluxe Cheats Disk User Group. 
Contact Steven Frew, 96 Campden Green, 
Solihull, West Midlands B92 8HG. 
Solihull Sid The Kid Amiga. Contact Sid 
Reeves, * 021 705 8619, 
Solihull Solihull Computer Users Group. 

Contact Rich or Lee, 41 Leafield Road, 
Solihull, W. Midlands B92 SNZ. 
Sutton-on-Sea Aden PD. Contact Den 
Rounding. 8 Primrose Lane, Miami Beach, 
Trusthorpe Road, 5utton-on-Sea, Lines 
LN12 211. 
Telford Shropshire Amiga Link. 
Contact N Cockayne « 0952 591376. 
Telford West Midlands Amiga Club. Con- 
tact Kevin Genner Telford Snooker Centre, 
Canongate, Oakengates, Telford, 
Shropshire. 
Witney Cacophony (Unlimited). Contact 
Mark Wickson, 49 Perrott CJose, North 
Leigh, Witney, Oxon 0X8 6RU. 

NORTHEAST 
Balby Warpdrive. Contact B Scales 
* 0302 859715. 
Barnard Castle Amiga Users' Club, Con- 
tact Paul Kellett 67 Green Lane, Barnard 
Castle, County Durham DL12 8LF 
Bamsley Amiga Programmers' User Group. 
Contact Andrew Postill, 2 Selby Road, 
Newlodge, Barnsley, South Yorkshire 
S71 1TA. 
Catterlck Champion PD Club. Contact 
Steve Pickett, 31 Somerset Close, Catter- 
ick, N Yorkshire DL9 3HE, 
CheateMe^Street Chester-ie-Street 16-Bit 
Computer Ciub. Contact Peter Mears 
w 091 385 2939, 
Darlington Darlington Commodore Users 
Club. Contact Steve Wheatley, 1 Ruby St, 
Darlington, Co Durham DL3 OEN. 
Darlington Jemsoft Amiga Users. Contact 
Dan wood. 3 Cavendish Drive, Darlington, 
Co Durham DL1 2GQ. 
Darlington Northern Amiga Users Group. 
Contact Membership Secretary, PO Box 
151, Darifngton, County Durham DL3 8YT. 
Durham The Amiga Club, Contact G Star- 
ling, 31 Pine Lea, Brandon, Durham 
DH7 8SR. 
Harrogate Club 68000. Contact Chris 
Hughes * 0423 891910. 
Houghton-le Spring Ciub Amiga. Contact 
Chris Longley, 5 Bowes Lea, Shiney Row, 
Houghton Le Spring, Tyne and Wear, 
Kelghley Pennine Amiga Club. Contact 
Neville Armstrong * 0535 609263. 
Mickley Nothing But AMOS Monthly disk 
magazine. Contact Neil Wright 
* 0661 842292. 
North Berwick East Lothian Amiga Group. 
Contact Mr J Curry * 0620 2173, 
Otely Harley's PD Swaperama, Contact G 
Vamey tr 0943 466896, 
Rotherham Software City. Contact N 
Richards » 0709 526092. 
Sheffield Steel PD. Contact James White- 
head, 33 Middle CIiffe, Drive Crowedge, 
Sheffield S30 5HB, 
Spalding TDM. Contact Gedney Marsh, 
Spalding, Lines. 
Sunderland Blitter. Contact Philip Kruman, 
213 Fordfield Rd, Sunderland SR4 OHF. 
Sutton-on-Sea Aden PD Club. Contact Den 
Rounding, 8 Primrose Lane, Miami Beach, 
Trusthorpe Road, Sutton-on-sea, Lines 
LN12 2J2. 
Tunstall The Amiga Studio. Contact Dave 
Rose * 0782 815589. 
Washington Mainly Amiga, Contact Ray 
Scott *r 416 9189, 
Whiteley Say Club Futura. Contact G Hol- 
land, 16 Hermiston, Monkseaton, Whitley 
Bay, Tyne and Wear NE25 9AN. 

NORTHWEST 
Accrlngton New Hall Amiga Users Club, 
Contact Bill Grundy 9 0254 385365. 
Blackburn Blackburn Amiga Users Group. 
Contact Eric Hayes » 0254 675625. 

Blackpool Channel Z Diskmag. Contact 
Darren Busby, 3 Edelston ftd, Blackpool 
FY1 3HIM. 
Fleetwood Fylde Computer Club. Contact 
Colin Biss » 0253 772502, 
Lytham St Anne* Amiga Users Group Part 
2. Contact Andy Wilkinson 
*r0253 724607. 
Oswaldtwlsti© Hyndbum Amiga Users 
Club. Contact Nigel Rigby 
rt 0254 395289. 
Skelmersdale Computeque, Contact Steve 
Lalley tr 0695 31378, 
Stamford Under 18 Only. Contact Joe 
Locker« 0780 64388 

SCOTLAND 
Angus Angus Amiga CDTV club. Contact J 
Robertson » 0356 623072. 
Bathgate Lothian Amiga Users Group. 
Contact Andrew Mackie, 52 Birniehill Ave, 
Bathgate, W Lothian EH48 2RR. 
Cowdenbeatrh Amiga FX, Contact Ryan 
Dow tr 0383 511 258, 
Dundee Tay-Soft PD Club. Contact Dave 
Thornton « 0382 505437. 
Dunfermline Dunfermline Sound & Vision 
Club. Contact Stan Reed, 7 Maxton Place, 
Rosyth, Dunfermline, Fife KY11 2DG. 
East Lothian Amiga Club {every 2nd week), 
Derek Scott a 0620 823137, (Saturday 1 
- 4pm). Bridge Centre ( Fold rate, H adding- 
ton, East Lothian, Scotland. 
Edinburgh Edinburgh Amiga Club. Contact 
Stephen Fradley * 031 555 1142. 
Edinburgh Edinburgh Amiga Group, Con- 
tact Neil McRea, 37 Kings knows Road 
North, Edinburgh EH14 2DE. 
Glasgow Amiga Helpline, Contact Gordon 
Keenan, Amiga Helpline, 6 Skirsa Square, 
Glasgow G23, 
Hawick Borders Teri Odin BBS. Derek 
Scott, 0450 373071. 26d Harden Place, 
Hawick, Borders, Scotland. 
Inverness Highland PD.Contact David 
Paulin u 0463 242431.) 
Johnstone Using AMOS, Contact Colin 
McAllister n 0505 331342. 
Perth Perth and District Amateur Com- 
puter Society. Contact Ala stair MacPher- 
son 137 Glasgow Rd, Perth, 
Redburn Redburn Computer Users Group, 
Contact Ruby Anderson * 0294 313624. 

WALES 
Bangor Amiga Maniacs. Contact Johnny, 8 
Tan-y-Grais, Caernarfon Rd, Bangor 
LL57 4SD. 
Carmarthen Bloomfield Video and Comput- 
ing. Contact Mrs Beryl Hughes 
w 0267 237522. 
Clwyd ShieldSoft PD. Write to 26 Doren 
Avenue, Rhyl, Clwyd LL18 4LE, 
w 0745 134 3044. 
Clwyd Solo {Amiga). Contact Mike, 26 
Doren Avenue, Rhyl, Clwyd LU8 4LE. 
tr 0745 343044 
Neath Amiga Navigation. Contact Dave 
Thomas 4a, Allister St, Neath, 
W Glamorgan.) 
Powys BI ue Bed lam. Co ntact M ic h ael 
Grant * 0873 811791. 

N IRELAND 
N Ireland N. Ireland Amiga User. Contact 
Stephen Hamer, 98 Crebiily Rd, Bally- 
mena, Co Antrim BT42 4DS. 
N Ireland Digital Intensity {diskmag). Con- 
tact Simon Denvir, 40 Old Cave Hill Rd, 
Beifast BT15 5GT. 

SPECIAL INTERESTS, BBSs 
1520 Plotter Group {ICPUG) John Bentley 
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* 062S6 65932. (AS40) 
1520 Plotter Group. Contact John Bentley 
** 06286 65932, 
Amiga Buzz BBS, Contact David Cllft on 
w 0924 491 461. 
Angus Amiga Musicians Club. Contact 
Gavin Wylie, Guthrie Street, Carnoustie, 
Angus, 
Animelga BBS Contact Nick Polwin » 
0462 483 981 . 
Basingstoke AMOS Programmers Ex- 
change. Contact J Lanng, 7 Majestic Rd, 
Hatch Warren, Basingstoke, Hants 
RG22 4XD. 
Bldwell BBS. Contact SYSOP Mark Lunt 
Modem * 0582 863 906. 
Birmingham The Junction Box BBS, Con- 
tact mark Pegler * 021 321 2235. 
Borders TeriOdin BBS. Contact Derek 
Scott * 0450 373 071. 
Branston Fen Amiga Boatowners, Contact 
D Beet Lock Branston Fen, Lincolnshire 
LN3 5UIM- 
Braunston Nr Daventry GFA Basic forum. 
Contact J Findlay * 0788 891197 
Braunston, Nr Daventry Amiga E Support 
Group, Contact John Findlay 
9 0788 891197. 
Broads t airs AMOS Programmer Club, Con- 
tact Careth Downes-Powell, 6 Brassey Av- 
enue, Broadstairs1 Kent CTio 2DS. 
Camber ley Independent Commodore Prod- 
ucts Users Group. Contact Fred Wellbelove 
v 0252 871545 
Chelmsford Independent Commodore 
Products Users Group. Contact David El- 
liott tr 0245 328 737 
Coventry Independent Commodore Prod- 
ucts Users Group, Contact Will Light 
tr 0203 413511 
Cumbria {Barrow-in-Furness} The Power 
Plant BBS. Contact Neal Postletnwaite 
» 0229 431590. 
Dublin independent Commodore Products 
Users Group. Contact Geoffrey Reeves 
* 010 353 1 288 3863 
Exeter Independent Commodore Products 
Users Group, Contact John Buckle 
IT 0392 214760 
Glasgow 24-bit Club. Contact Gordon 
Keenan, 24-bit Club, 6 Skirsa Square, 
Floor 1, Glasgow G23. 
Glasgow Action Replay Users Club. Con- 
tact Gordon Hagan, 66 Muirstde Avenue, 
Kirkintilloch, Glasgow G66 3PR, 
Hlghftold* CDTV User Group. Contact Gary 
Ogden, ^0785 227059. 
Highlander BBS. Contact Alan Walker, 
Mark Price * 0452 384702 & 
* 0452 384557. 
Impulse BBS. Contact James Norris 
a 081 698 8978. 
Ungfleld In Touch Amiga. Contact P Allen, 
0342 835530, PO Box 21, Ungfleld, Sur- 
rey RH7 6Yj. 
Liverpool Nickelodeon BBS. Contact 
SYSOPS Mark Williams, Tony Ross 
* 051 709 8508 (Liverpool). 
London (Richmond) Micro Academy. Con- 
tact Don Pavey * 081 878 1075, 
London Independent Commodore Products 
Users Group, Contact the Membership 
Secretary (Fax 081 651 3428). 
9 081 651 5436 
London On-line Network BBS, Contact 
n 081 539 6763 (London). 
Look Northwest BBS. Contact « 0282 
698380 or 0282 619518, 
Lothian Independent Commodore Products 
Users Group. Contact Andy Ruddon 65 
Drum Brae Terrace, Edinburgh EH4 7SF. 
Macclesfield Independent Commodore 
Products Users Group. 
Contact Peter Richardson 
tr 0298 23644 

Maidenhead Independent Commodore 
Products Users Group. Contact Mike Hatt 
w 0753 645 728, 
Manchester CDTV Users Club. Contact Ju- 
lian Lavanini, 113 Fouracres Rd, Newall 
Green, Manchester M23 8ES. 
Mid Thames Independent Commodore 
Products Users Group, Contact Mike Hatt 
* 0753 645728 

New Whlttlngton Digital Music Club. Con- 
tact Roger Hunt w 0246 454280. 
Nc-rmanton BASIC Programmers' Group. 
ContactMark Blackail * 0924 892106. 
Plymouth Pilgrims BBS. Contact 
Jon Wickett » 0752 366 939. 
Rochford Ray Tracers. Contact Neil Hal 
tarn, 12 Meesons Mead, Rochford, Essex 
SS4 1RN. 
Romford Phoenix Demo. Contact Frank 
« 081 597 4661. 
Rotherham Marksman (Trojan Phaser user 
group). Contact David Green, 67 Thicket 
Drive, Maltby, Rotherham, S Yorkshire 
566 7L8. 
Solent Independent Commodore Products 
Users Group, Contact Anthony Dimmer 
rt 0705 254969 
South Mostly Harmugs BBS. Contact Lee 
Sanders a 0705 614 824. 
South East Independent Commodore Prod- 
ucts Users Group. Contact Leo Beard 
* 0689 830 934. 
South Wales Independent Commodore 
Products Users Group. Contact Mike 
Bailey » 0446 775287 
South West Independent Commodore 
Products Users Group. Contact Peter 
Miles • 0297 60339 
Stevenage Independent Commodore Prod- 
ucts Users Group, Contact Brian Grainger 
a 0438 727925 
Stoke-on-Trent Independent Commodore 
Products Users Group. Contact David 
Rose » 0782 815589. 
Swindon Amiga Video Producers' Group. 
Contact J Strutton 
» 0793 870667 before 9pm. 
Swindon MUG - MED Users Group. Con- 
tact Richard Bannister, 6 Gievum Roadt 
Stratton St Margaret, Swindon, Wilts 
SN3 4AF. 
System One BBS- Contact 
v 0743 791501. 
Sysop Auto Pilot BBS. New BBS, Amiga 
only. Wednesday Evenings from 7pm, all 
weekend. Generous ratio's for first 50 
callers! Sysop, Gavin Dolphin, 
* 0332 660768. 
Sysop Frontier. Mathew Recardo, 
* 0527 597531, 
The Cartoon BBS. Contact the Bartman 
* 071 635 0592. 
Thetford CD BBS, Contact Paul Morns 
B 0842 763639. 
Trick or Treat II BBS. Contact Mark 
Meaney * 0703 391 797. 

Amiga Shopper wants a truly 
comprehensive list of alt the Amiga user 

Walllngton Bible Bureau .Contact AD 
v 081 669 7485. 
Ware Gamer-Link. Contact Stu, 28 Church- 
field, WareT Herts SG12 OEP, 
Warlock BBS. Contact Mr Mangjin 
* 031 659 5806 
Warrington The CDTV Revolution. Contact 
Lee Beckett■ 0925 268819. 
Watford Independent Commodore Prod- 
ucts Users Group, Contact Bob Rigby 
tr 0923 264510 
West Riding Independent Commodore 
Products Users Group. Contact Kevin Mor- 
ton .w 0532 537318 
Wlgan Independent Commodore Products 
Users Group. Contact Brian Caswell 
« 0942 213402 
Wltham Video Visuals. Contact Chris 
Brown, 4 Lavender Close, With am, Essex 
CMS 2YG. 
Workington AMOS Programmers Group, 
Contact John Mullen at 62 Lonssdale St, 
Workington, Cumbria CA14 2YD, 
WorHngham Sliver BBS (10pm - 3am). Mat 
Tillett 0502 715296. 
27 Hillside Avenue, Worlingham, 
Beccies, NR34 TAJ. 

OVERSEAS 
Australia Amiga Users Group of Western 
Australia. Contact Bill Sharpe-Smlth PO 
Bon 595, Cloverdale WA 6105 Australia. 
Australia Comp-U-Pal. Contact Comp4J-Pal, 
116 Macarthur Street, Sale, Victoria 
3850, Australia. 
Belgium AUGFL vzw. Contact Lieven Lema, 
Meesberg 13, 3220 Holsbeek, Belgium. 
Denmark Danish AMOS user group. Con- 
tact Tom Poulsen, DABG, postbox 127, 
2640 Hedehusene, DK Denmark. 
France 16-32 Micro. Contact F Moreau, 
132 rue Jean Follain, 5O00O Saint-Lo, 
France v 315220 02. 
France Maritime Amiga Club. Contact CDR 
K OseiT GM Ships Refit Office, 51 Rue de 
la Bretonniere, 50105 Cherbourg, France, 
« 33 33225447, 
Germany Royal Air Force Amiga Club. Con- 
tact Stan Young, HMF RAF Laarbruch, 
BFP0 43* 
Germany Worldwide PD Club. Contact 
Dave White, Berliner Strasse 39, 40S8O 
Ratingen, Germany 
» 02102 499729 (Germany). 
Gibraltar Gibraltar Amiga Users Club. Con- 
tact David Winder, 7 Lime Tree Lodge, 
Montagu Gardens, Gibraltar 

groups worldwide. If your user group 
Isn't listed on this page, please send the 

u 010 350 79918. 
Greece Amiga Athens Club. Contact Ste- 
la no s Papamichael, 9 Derfeld Rd, Patlsia, 
11144 Athens, Greece * 01/2027973. 
Greece Amiga Pros User Group Greece. 
Contact Stefanos Siopoulos, 52 Silivrlas 
Str., N. Smymi 17123, Athens, Greece, 
a 01/9349963, 
India Indian Amiga Friends. Contact Bllal, 
46 Paragon 405 Lokhandwaza Complex, 
Andheri (W), Bombay-400058. 
Ireland Amiga Addicts, For info SAE to A 
Minnock, Clonkelly, Binn, Co Offaly, 
Ireland, 
Ireland AMOS Users.Contact Brian Bell, 8 
Magnolia Park, Dunmurry, Belfast 
BT17 ODS, 
Ireland City Centre Amiga Group. Contact 
Patrick Chapman. 70 Ballygall Crescent, 
Finglas East, Dublin II, Ireland, » 345035, 
Ireland CUGI Commodore Users Group of 
Ireland. Contact Geoffrey Reeves, c/o St 
Andrew's College, Booterstown Avenue, 
Blackrock, Co Dublin. * +353 1 288 
3863. 
Ireland Mavan Computer Club. Contact 
Mark Arnold, Cannistown, Navan, Co 
Meath, Eire * 046 21078. 
Ireland Norths ide Amiga Group. Contact 
William Kelling, 10/A Rainsford Avenue, 
Dublin 8, Ireland * 01532 807, 
Ireland Software Exchange Club, Contact 
Michael Lacey, Fern's Post Office, Ennis- 
corthy, Co. Wexford, Republic of Ireland* 
Malta HTS (Malta). Contact K Cassar, 
Block 1 Flat, 6 H E Hal-Tmiem, Zejtun 
ZTN07 Malta » 674023. 
Malta Malta Amiga Club. Contact Zappor, 
PO Box 39, St Julians, Malta, » 440453 
Portugal Software Asylum. Sid Sanches, 
Portugal » 062 831566. Apartado 6156, 
3000 Coimbra, Portugal. 
Singapore Singapore Sling, Contact Eric 
Chai ML, Block 4 #14-413, Pandan Valley, 
Singapore 2159, * 65 4680630. 
Sweden 32-bit ware. Contact 32-bit ware, 
Ekorrstigen 10,147 63 Tumba, Sweden. 
USA Japan Amiga Group,Contact: Rick 
Gardaya, PSC 78 Box 3876, APO AP 
96326 USA, 
Note: this list Is provided as a tree 
service for amateur, non-profit-mak- 
ing user groups. Amiga Shopper 
does not endorse or recommend 
any particular group and cannot be 
held responsible for any losses or 
problems you might suffer. 

form to Amiga Shopper User Groups List, 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

USER GROUPS 

GROUP NAME:  

CONTACT NAME:  

CONTACT TEL:  

CONTACT ADDRESS:  

Please Tick: 

AS40 

□ Southeast and East □ Southwest 

□ Midlands □ North East 

□ North West □ Scotland 

□ Wales □ Special Interests, BBSs 

□ NEW ENTRY □ UPDATED ENTRY 
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TaWxi 

What do you think? The best 

letter of every month wins £25, 

so send your thoughts and 

opinions to: "Talking Shop", 

Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth 

Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BT* 

COMPELLING COMMODORE 
Having just finished reading the 
"Amiga Tapes" Feature in issue 38,1 
felt compelled to make one or two 
comments. Commodore do seem to 
be in serious finanoial difficulty 

(That's putting it mildly - Ed), but I feel, for two 
reasons, that this should not pose a problem for 
current "serious" Amiga users. 

Firstly, Commodore have never seemed to 
really know what to do with the technology, which 
unfortunately has shown through in poor 
marketing and development. The Amiga brand 
seems to attractive to die alongside Commodore, 
and I feel that any future owner would stand a 
better chance of making a commercial success of 
the Amiga than Its current owners, particularly If 
a new owner were for example r aggressive 
marketeers such as Nintendo, who would seem to 
have missed the CD-ROM boat, and may well 
deem it prudent to buy in technology. 

Secondly, even if the format does meet with 
an unsympathetic owner, current Amiga Shopper 
readers should still not have a great deal to fear. 
Together with my A1200 I also own a Sinclair QL, 
a machine which you may recall ceased 
production over nine years ago, when rescued by 
Sinclair Research. Since Amstrad refused to sell 
the design, but had no interest In producing the 
machine, their Intention was clear... the QL was 
to quietly fade away. 

Even now, because of the hobbyist/serious 
user base the QL attracted, both hardware and 
software are still being developed (albeit on a 
fairly small scale). It seems reasonable to assume 
that whilst game players may move on, sheer 
weight of numbers of serious users should ensure 
there Is sufficient scope for profit for developers 
such as GVP and Soft Lngik for years to come. 

Antony Prime, 
Crewe 

Indeed, Commodore s marketing of the Amiga has 
been pretty minimal, mainly due to the fact that 
they don't have the vast amounts of cash that rich 
companies such as Sega can throw into TV adverts 
and the like. Despite this, the CD32 has done 
extremely well (with just under half of the CD 
games market), and anything that gets people 
buying and using Amigas can't be bad. Hopefully, 
the new owners of the Amiga (see page 4 for the 
latest news) will have money to spend on 
marketing the Amiga. 

As you say, there will still be an Amiga market 
if the technology gets "lost", but I'd much rather 
edit a magazine where we can talk about new 
Amigas and lots of stunning new bits of equipment 
not the budget re-releases that Amstrad and 
Sinclair users have to put up with. Computers 
[such as the Spectrum and Amstrad CPC) continue 
long after they have been discontinued by the 
manufacturers, but you will rarely see anything 

really exciting for them. 

MUSIC MADNESS 
I am in the process of setting up a non-profit 
making newsletter which will give composers of 
all standards a chance to have their work 
assessed by other writers and which will also give 
them, in turn, the opportunity to review their 
fellow musicians' work. 

All types of music are welcome; there will be 
over 30 categories covering everything from pop, 
rap and jazz right through to brass band, 
orchestral, hymnsT etc. Members will submit their 
music on tape, disk or manuscript. 

The Initial aim is to have a membership of 
approximately 100 strong, each paying a monthly 
fee of between £3-£5. There will be a prize of 
£100 for the best piece submitted each month 
and an annual prize of £1000 for the composition 
of the year. The monthly winners will be decided 
by the members and the annual winner by a panel 
of professionals from the music world. As the 
membership grows, so will the size of the prizes. 

If any reader is interested in becoming a 
member, contributing articles, or would like 
further details, they can write to : 

Mr. Dixon 
1 Pembroke Place 

Penrith 
Cumbria 

CAll 9HB 

PONDERING PCS 
I feel compelled to write to you regarding the 
state of the Amiga. The Amiga Is in a dead-end 
situation because of piracy. Slowly and surely, the 
PCs are taking over. At the end of this year I will 
be selling my A1200 and buying a 486DX33. The 
reason for this is that I find the A4000 too much 
of an expense, compared to PCs 

Mark Gerard 
Wlgan 

You re in for a nasty shock. Most games for PCs 
will cost at least £45, and serious packages will 
cost you several hundred pounds. Word for 
Windows, for instance, will cost you around £240 
while Final Writer or Wordworth will onJy cost you 
less than a hundred quid. Ray tracing programs are 
even worse, with the premier PC 3D package (3D 
Studio) costing around £2,500. Contrast this with 
imagine 3, which will only cost you around £95, PC 
software is much more expensive than Amiga 
programs, so unless you are planning to use 
pirated copies of these programs, you'll need to 
spend several hundred more pounds on getting 
your software. 

NO NEED FOR NT? 
In the Talking Shop of issue 37, you request 
letters on the subject of "the Super Amiga". A 
couple of observations on the inclusion of 

windows NT (New Technology) compatibility. Just 
how is this compatibility to be achieved? I can 
see two ways this might be done. You could pick 
a processor for the machine which is supported by 
Microsoft and then simply include a full release of 
the NT operating system with the machine. 

The other way of implementing NT, which 
would require a lot more work on Commodore's 
part, is to again use a Microsoft supported CPU, 
but incorporate a copy of NT's program interface 
within the Amigas OS, alongside its native 
libraries and function calls. This wayT an NT 
application could be fooled into thinking it was 
working within a standard NT setup, but 
actually it would be running under Amiga Dos, 
allowing NT and native Amiga applications to 
multitask together. 

Might we not see the complete 
disappearance of the Amiga as a format in its own 
right, becoming merely another Windows NT clone 
machine (albeit one with groovy hardware)? 

In conclusion, I think that the introduction 
of NT compatibility could have as many dangers 
as advantages. 

N D Tromans 
Stourbridge 

Is this technically feasible? At the very least it 
would mean that Workbench and Amiga Dos would 
need the same resources (100Mb of disk space 
and at least 16Mb of RAM) that Windows NT 
requires, thus losing many of the advantages that 
Workbench has over Windows and Dos. 

Windows NT is really designed for very high end 
machines only, so Tm not convinced that it's vital 
for the next generation of Amigas to be able to run 
this incredibly greedy and cumbersome system. 

USING UNIX? 
I realise that predicting the future is a fickle art, 
but would you agree that most arrows point 
towards Unix? 

Are we Amigans about to emerge from our 
elitist/ pi racy ridden shells and join the rest of the 
gang, or will we push the Amigas still further up 
the 68XXX ladder using AmigaDos until we kill all 

Will we see the complete disappearance of the 
Amiga as a format in its own right? 
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WIN A FORTUNE! (OR £25 AT LEAST!) 

£25 COULD BE YOURS 
Tve got that certain nothing/No one can do 
without/The Spanish call it Nada/I cait it nowt" 
said the incomparable John Cooper Clarke, but 
here at Amiga Shopper we prefer to reward sharp, 
incisive, witty or otherwise interesting letters. In 
order to do this, the best letter in every month's 
Talking Shop will be rewarded with a crisp cheque 
for £25, signed personally by Richard Gardiner, 
head money man at Future Publishing. Of course, 
if you're going to win this incredible sum, you 
need to know what sort of things we find 
interesting and which things we find as boring as 
a copy of Mem Katnpf. 

ENTERTAINING EPISTLES 
• Interesting uses for your Amiga 
• The future of the Amiga 
• The Dream Operating System 
• What we should do to Cliff at his leaving do. 
• What you would like to see in Amiga Shopper 

NOBBLY NO-NOS 
• Shameless plugs for Cliff's book 
• The trouble with "fribbles 
• An Assembler column (it's coming, honest!) 
• Why PCs aren't very good (we know) 
• Why do you lay out the mag on Macs? 

the developers around us? 
Cybernaut 

Reykavik, Iceland 
Unix [a powerful mult; user operating system) was 
available for the Amiga, and it was bundled with 
one Amiga (called the 3000UX). Unfortunately, 
Commodore decided not to develop this further, 
and there have been no new versions of Amiga 
Unix for several years. 

Although Unix is accepted as a standard on 
mini and mainframes, it's never been that popular 
with microcomputers, so I would be extremely 
surprised to see it adopted as a worldwide 
standard, especially in the face of competition from 
operating systems which are much easier to use. 

DIY DANGERS 
Once upon a time Amiga Shopper promised to 
print articles on do-it-yourself projects and 
modifications. So far I haven't really seen much of 
these. I can't be the only one who would like to 
see some articles on advanced DIY projects? 

Julian Hadlow 
Somewhere 

Hardware projects are one of the things I am 
currently examining, but they are fraught with 
difficulties as it's very easy for a user to damage 
their machine by wiring the project up wrong. 
Despite this, I am considering several projects at 
the moment, and I'm very interested in hearing 
from anybody who has a design for one that they 
want to get published, if you have any good ideas 
you know where to write! Over to you lot.,. 

CRIMINAL COMMS 
One area never covered is the Illegal use of 
modems, or, more correctly, using illegal modems 
on BT lines- In all the magazines you will find 
many adverts offering various brands of modems, 
however unless you spec! a Ely look for It ait of 
them are illegal to use on British telephone lines. 
So much is written about software theft, yet 
nothing about this equally Illegal use of modems, 

James Abram 
Wolverhampton 

To clarify the situation slightly, it is not illegal to 
sell modems which are not approved by the BABTt 
but it is an offense to connect one to the public 
telephone network. As you mention, many people 
are using unapproved modems, although many 
people question the validity and necessity of BABT 
approval. 

We at Amiga Shopper do not use unapproved 
modems, but many people (including several 
prominent BBSs) choose to do so. Our policy has 
always been, and will always be, that our readers 
are capable of making their own decisions. We 
certainly don't want to encourage people to break 
the law, so any future mentions of unapproved 
modems will be accompanied by a warning about 
the legality of using them. 

4000 FOLLY 
Being a keen user of imagine and Vista, I recently 
fitted a 40Mhz 68882. This highlighted a design 
"feature" which must have saved Commodore a 
full 5 or 6 pence per machine. The FPU socket is 
there, but where-o-where Is the socket for the 
FPU clock, as mentioned in the Commodore 
manual? If I hear the excuse "It was felt that the 
average user would not require an accelerated 
FPU" I shall scream. 

The A4O00 is a superb machine. It's my third 
Amiga, and the best yet. But when a company is 
in such as financially delicate position as the big 

Fitting you own FPU would be easier if 
Commodore had fitted a socket for the dock. See 
"4000 Folly." 

C, why do they vex their clients with a 
combination of careless design and penny- 
pinching compromises? 

My advice to readers wanting an A4000 
would be to buy an A1200, strip out the 
motherboard and install it in a large biscuit tin (a 
Crawfords tea time assortment is Ideal), link up 
the A1200 casing as a keyboard and vol la! You've 
now created a truly expandable system, 
something which Commodore have boasted, and 
failed to deliver. 

Rick Parkin 
Brighton 

Not only would this produce an expandable system, 
but you could set it up to dispense biscuits by 
pressing the disk eject button. Those pink watery 
things were always my favourite... 

Penny pinching compromises? Anything that 
helps to bring the cost of a machine down can't be 
Dad, but I think in this case I agree with you. The 
A4000 is marketed (?) as a high end machine, and 
high end implies that it can be easily expanded. I 
added an FPU to an A4000 recently, and I certainly 
wasn t happy to have to solder a socket on a scant 
few millimetres away from the CPU. One slip of the 
Soldering Iron, and you have a dead machine. 

STRAINING SUBSCRIPTION 
It would appear from your reply (to a letter from 
David Bran wood in May 94 about subscription 
rates) that you misunderstood his point. To use 
your analogy, suppose that you bought a Vauxhall 
Astra for a certain price and now wish to buy a 
new Astra. 

You discover that Vauxhall are offering a free 
sunroof and tape player with their new cars to 
anybody buying an Astra for the first time, but If 
you have already owned one, you don't get the 

freebies! I don't suppose you'd be very happy. 
In the same way, why do new subscribers get 

offered free binders and cheaper subscriptions, 
but existing subscribers who renew their 
subscriptions do not get any of these? Of course 
there is a solution - allow your subscription to 
lapse and then take out a new subscription, 

Being one of the shrinking minority in this country 
who can't drive and don't like cars very much, car 
analogies tend to go straight over the top of my 
head. As long as you don't ask for a trade in on 
your old issues, I'll let you off. 

I agree with you about renewing subscriptions, 
which is why all subscribers (new, old, middle aged 
or young at heart) will now be able to take 
advantage of any special offers or get any freebies 
when they take out a subscription or renew an old 
one, All subscribers will also get the amazing 
subscribers disk as from next month, which will 
feature ail manner of wonderful things. 

FINANCIAL FAVOURS 
I feel a bit disgruntled about your subscription 
policy - am I the only one? I've been a subscriber 
for just over two years, when I only had to fork 
out £14.95. What a bargain that was, and I 
suppose it was too good to last. However, the 
price has just escalated, and when my renewal 
notice dropped through the letter box this time, I 
had to think long and hard before sending off the 
cash, I now wish I had thought a little longer. 
Whereas I had to pay £35 for 12 issues, I notice 
that I could now receive 14 issues for £30 and a 
free binder; I can't think that other regular 
subscribers are too pleased either. 

On the other hand, congratulations on an 
excellent magazine. All the problems that I've 
encountered so far with my Amiga have been 
dealt with in one of my back Issues of Amiga 
Shopper - it's just a question of finding the 
answer. I like the idea of an Index disk; the 
problem Is finding the time to compile it. 

Please keep the present contents mix about 
the same. Although not all of the features are 
relevant to my present interests or understanding, 
I like to feel that the information Is at hand 
should I require it. 

Chris Mbbert, 
Orkney 

Thanks for the words of praise, Chris. I fully intend 
to keep the general mixture of reviews, features 
and other bits the same, although you will see 
some changes over the next few months. Your 
point about the cost of subscriptions is also noted. 
The fact that we no longer have a regular coverdisk 
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BYTE BACKS 
A few excerpts from some of the letters we 
didn't have space to print. 

"I'm glad to see that tables are in Wordworth 
3 but what about scientific notation, equations 
and graphs?" 

"Come on Commodore I Think aggressive 
pricing. Let's get the Amiga moving fry 
allowing It to stretch to wider horizons. It's 
better to suffer now than suffer later-" 

Megat Hashlm, 
Manchester 

"I personally strongly reject any moves to 
censor and regulate computer software* I do 
not consider a few stuffy MPs and Journalists 
should have the right to dictate what 
computer material Is suitable for me to 
possess." 

Ian Stonelake, 
Ux bridge 

"One of the things that really annoys me Is 
companies who don't bother announcing 
upgrades to registered users. A notable 
exception Is Dlgrta who realise that offering 
upgrades at cheaper prices will reduce pirating 
of the more serious software." 

J Farrar 
BFPO 

has complicated things slightly, as St affects the 
costs of the magazine pretty significantly, This 
confusion should now be cleared up, so contact 
our subscription hotline on tr 0225 822511 of you 
are still having problems. 

This is also a good time to mention another 
good reason to subscribe. As of next month, all 
subscribers will get a new disk with their copy of 
this excellent magazine. This will contain all of the 
listings in the magazine (so you don't have to 
spend long hours typing them in) as weJI as some 
of the best PD and shareware we cover in Amiga 
Shopper. This would be the ideal place for a regular 
index for the magazine. I "II investigate the 
practicalities of this. 

TOWER TERROR 
Its here at long last - the new Amiga A4000T. 
After what seems like an age of waiting , has It 
really been worth ft? Tall, gleaming, cream and 
black, Zorro III expansion ports galore and that's 
about It I'm afraid to say. 

Where is the monitor? Commodore still don't 
supply any Amlgas with a monitor, and as there 
was serious shortage of them over Christmas, a 
£2000 Amiga without a monitor is not a lot of use 
to anyone except as a games machine, and I 
thought Commodore were trying to get away from 
that tarnished impression* 

Where is the faster processor? Commodore 
still supply the A4000T with a measly 63040 
25Mhz processor, With only 6Mb as standard a 
processor of this type will be slowed down 
considerably. 

But what about the cost? So why is It so 
expensive now? The new A4000T with no hard 
drive retails at a massive £1,949 RRP. This puts 
Is out of the home market league and Into the 
semi-pro and professional market. I don't really 
want to get Into the Amiga-V-PC debate (Good - 

Sp*ctr»m Lnulat ir v2.8 
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ZX Spectrum games such as A tic Atac are now 
available aa part of a PD emulator. Are they legal? 

Ed) but Commodore do not really help themselves 
In this field. They say that they want to promote 
the Amiga as a computer for home and business, 
but who will buy an Amiga when you can get a 
Pentium PD equivalent for £1500 less? 

S A Little 
Swindon 

The A4000T is obviously aimed at the graphics 
workstation market. When you buy a Silicon 
Graphics machine you are offered a wide variety of 
options in terms of disk space, memory capacity, 
tartan patterned disk drive, and so on. 
Commodore's obvious intention is that dealers will 
put together packages for individual customers. In 
these terms, leaving the machine without a disk 
makes sense, as the dealers can add exactly what 
the customer requires, For this sort of price, you 
aren't going to be buying one off the shelf. 

However, the A4000T is too expensive. This 
isn't just a problem for this machine, but for all of 
the high-end Amigas. The falling cost of PCs has 
meant that the A4000 does not seem to offer good 
value for money. We all know that Workbench is far 
superior to Windows (or Windoze as many people 
call it)T but how do you convince somebody who 
has used PCs that Amigas are worth the extra? 

GODDAM GAMES 
I am a games player and I want to be a serious 
computer user. The problem is that I am not good 
at programs and utilities so I need seme serious 
help. Where can I find how to use the Amiga to its 
full potential (apart from this magazine)? 

How do you think I should start to know and 
use the programs better? I also want to make my 
Amiga (A600) a more butch machine haw do you 
suppose (sic) I should do this? 

Jonathan Shewrlng 
Coleshill 

The first thing you need to do is keep buying Amiga 
Shopper. Secondly, check out the many Amiga 
books available, many of which are aimed at 
beginners such as yourself. However, no amount of 
reading is going to help you if you aren't afraid to 
experiment. Get hold of some PD programs or 
magazine coverdisks and play around with them. As 

ELECTRONIC EMISSIONS 

Amiga Shopper can now accept letters by E-Mail 
at the following addresses: 

Internet 
Letters® amshop. demon. co. u k 

Fidonet 
2:2502/129.1 

Mercuryfslet 
240:370/0.50 

long as you keep backup copies of important disks, 
there is nothing you can do which will damage the 
machine. 

Expanding an A600 is a more difficult matter. 
Although there is an expansion slot on the bottom 
of the machine* this is only big enough for a RAM 
expansion card, so you won't be able to fit an 
accelerator to your machine. You should seriously 
think about adding a hard drive and some extra 
RAM if you are planning to do things such as DTP 
or ray tracing. Even then, this machine is not going 
to be particularly fast, so if you are really serious 
you should think about upgrading to a faster 
machine such as an A1200 or an A4000/030. 

Finally, a decent spelling checker would be 
handy. This will not only point out words that you 
have not spelt correctly, but also bring out any 
try ping errors in your letters, 

EMULATION ENDINGS 
While browsing through the Public Domain 
advertisements In your magazine, I noticed that 
many of their emulators (especially those 
compatible with the elderly 8 bit machines (Such 
as the ZX Spectrum - Ed)) Include free software 
on the disk as well. In some cases this Is 
complete games. 

Is this legal? I'd have thought that 
organisations such as FAST would have cracked 
down on this long ago, or Is It Just that they feel 
downgrading the Amiga to play 8-bit games from 
machines which are long past their prime doesn't 
matter? 

Stuart N Hardy 
Sheffield 

Spookify enough, we received a Spectrum Emulator 
disk from a PD company this month which 
contained several games, including 3D Death 
Chase, Atic Atac and Galaxians. Although these 
games are old, they are still copyrighted, and the 
people who hold the copyright have every right to 
sue the people who are distributing the disks. 
Having said that, are they likely to bother? After all, 
the games are several years old and they aren't 
losing any money from people copying them. 

To clarify the situation, I spoke to Simon Alty 
From Ocean, whose game Eskimo Eddie was one of 
those included on this disk. He said "Eskimo Eddie 
is a copyrighted property of Ocean Software Ltd. 
Offering a Spectrum emulator together with a copy 
of the game in question is clearly a breach of 
copyright - in other words it is piracy, Ocean 
abhors piracy in any form and therefore cannot 
condone such emulations/1 

Andy Braybrook, programmer of Classic games 
such as Uridium, says "I don't think they should be 
distributing this stuff without permission. If it 
serves to get people interested in finding more up- 
to-date games by us, then at least it helps. It's 
interesting that people are looking at these games 
and I'd be intrigued to see whether people are stilt 
really playing them." 

ASSEMBLER AGONY 
You don't need plenty of Interest to publish a 
monthly 16-page assembler tutorial. It Is much 
more simple; If you don't publish it, I will take a 
trip to your office and clog up all the toilets. 

Pieter Frenssen 
Belgium 

Alright then! We get the message. You can have a 
tutorial, although it won't be 16 pages. We only 
give 16 pages to really important things such as 
what a great bloke I am. Next month - I promise! 
Now leave me alone! I want to go to the toilet! CD 
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[ ]MOHA 3-1. HALLOWEEN spool*! W*ht% eta* SteteiwH, and otwawpy people... C My £ 3 0 0 

I ]MOHQ 5-2. HOUSES Cot*ges, Semi defatted etc. All very high qgaHty Ordy£5-D0 

15-2 WEDDINGS uim atsMtf ofW«lc*aart Include;, Bride*, Grooms, Catos etc       Orty £5-ffD 
[ jA/OWE 4'2. WOMEN High qualilytii!»i,QM:r JOinall. HoWajina Woritfc Res ilng « Only^flP 

[ WOTE 5-2, TEDDY BEARS tangs coBetHon of Teddy Bears, "fcddy'i porDng, rwvnjnfl, sUting. etc fill 
L WOVE VEHICLES Hundred! of Vehicles. deluding Manes, Caw, etc Ofy Oil 

5-2. SALETIME 
JAl£! ssstoFtvaPUKE Uquttaton, FFS CrediTen: Only OD 

[WOAN 9-4. ANIMALS Hundreds ofAnimal images Dogs, cats, W m mals, DKH ate       Onfr M-IO High quaNty pictures of child** playing, CTOL rurraia standing etc etc Only im 
[ PffW5-2 OFFICE & BUSINESS Pens, ca mputers, paper, sta mps People wcdfriQ, Telephones etc etc       CWy £5 M 

L WOSE3-1. SEA LIFE Loads ofWuea weed, seagulls, Isherraen, both, beadies e* Only mo 
[ ]MOFL 4-2, FLORAL Large a mount®? Floral I mages j.UvMOP 

WORE 6-3. RELIGIOUS i ]jw a Hundreds ithijn:ri«s. Hirikss, ofitSgiouspktJss 5,rjhorrs,famll famines etc     Only £100 cute! tots of drfferentbatas 4MUI huha 4kl>uu □0*1$ DaDf lnngs □nly«-D1 
tarious cat pictures WA 6-2. WACKY & COMICAL lumerouscoattat Images, Curtoon caps, funny cat&dog pki        Cnry f* 0 D 

]MODE 3- L DECORATIVE rn rn m In B -v 
ICIUKJW al T 2 months of tie year        Only ft Of 

I WOSP 7-UPORTS & OLYMPICS forfous SSflf*ige«nt5 *E aBoam&KwnJn&Cjtinj Only ODD 
[ IMOfO     FOOD & DRINK redsotlPCididrtnkpfclUBS includes, Wines, ateab, desserts Oi* £7-10 

L JMODO 3-1 DOGS ^oualtydogliug» ncludos Sufi dog, Hounds, etc Only C-00 
UMOSC 5-2. SCHOOL ools books, tad* Studying, friends, playing, etc Only £5-00 

[\MOAV 10-4. ANIMALS HundrBdsofMBceltaffwou; animate. Including Bids, Ante, Bears, Farm etc    Orty £1 0-0(1 

FREE BOXOF TEN QUALITY BLANK DISKS WITH E^RY PURCHASE OVER £25 / 
3 

Over 25 High quality 
Scenery images for use 
within any Scab. Qwe your 
Sea la Productions fat wry 
professional fetish 

Only £17-01? 
[ )5CA        Professional Scala Scenes Images can SIJO be imported into DPant * 

Thetrtowrl (III lop quality 
Pagesfteanri forts featured 
on fen disks, aH easily 
instateDte Info PagesfreatT!, 

Onff £1?-0D 
[ ]PSF 17-10. Pagestream FONTS 

A three dtek confection of 
Kiddies cUparr, cartoons, 
ani mals and comical 
pictures included,*! can be 
Kitouradin 

1 

<**'■■) 
Onlji£MI0 

Oyer ED high quality images 
tor use wifnin Pagesener1 01 1 
Subject; include Cars, 
An mals, Computers etc 

On* nuo 

Tteccfection of fantastic 
quality mono images 
contains well over 100 in 
folHi subjects include: Cars, 
people, banners, Xmas, Food, 
Animals etc,etc 

Onty ftSDI 
t WKA T-3, Kid* clipart Vtote nti any faini orDTP Padsge [ }MPC 3*L Pagesetter Art Oiiiycofflpafblewlti Pagesetter [ ]GFX 15-10. Professional Art Wate whh any PakiTOr DIP Package 

0»er CO compugtuphlc fonts 
fcruselnWorrJwonti, Evety 
font will give you a very 
prcfcs^naf quality print 
out. From sfeze 3 to as latge 
as you like 

On^ l?M 
[ )PSF 7-3, Wordtvor/k Fonts 

ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address   

Credit card details 
Credit card no: 

" immmmnnnnn: 
Exp, Date 

Tel 
Payment method Total Faisks 
Price £ 

/ A huge nap of toburdnn fcruse r al lesdng ps»ril f Ad|) patfaages. Subject ixW«. Awmab, Cau, 
I SJ«*eSi fts^ Ma« tub, ftopttt«, F   A Inseils. \ HaftB, [STKB, eK, elt.   fcra bt fhenonteirifl.. 

D 

■WW! over IfiD Amiga bitmap 
fm for use in Scala, Penpal, 
Detafe-PaJnteic. 
From/poritupfeflpolnllnsls. 

_ Complete wit easy to use font 

L ?<J. Scala Fonts & Editor 
U ctjartlMacjes m aono, le: J tobun and so «A ioric fill *ftf padage tt*i syppons *W sot nut i«: D^Me pwt swies, Photan paiitsenes, PioPttge, PagesisB B, Page setter lbs Desktop pubfebw, Scala, Adorage, foftance, Personal paiit unlsss stfiffid. Motti&e MtitTbedlMtysm otmyty) ^JAf* (fid *Wa^(lK^JO^fi^dtofujiBj[s. *[ ] ACT M. GRAPHICS COHIff RTEH is avsttsbte at £t f fl to atow to conferttoese images into ottertonas. 

The [nosttomprehenswe 
setof professional colour 
tents amiable. Wei om 
2 DC in all. For use in any 
Paint package. 

Only £1S-OD 
[ \CLF US. Colour Clip Fonts 

Ordering by Post 
Simrt sentf s«urorderin on *n A tpage, bang t« rteu you requk*, *w 
mtari cost and jour nnme & adchess; orif fou wish simply mart off l» teas 

wbti loorclef;fMlif04rrmmeeK.af>i^dll* p^etoEpkMscketing, 
1st locroffiws, Ucloita Cwte, 1SM 3 S Mcurta Rd, S wndon, Wlitfrin. 

Ordering by Phone 
Calany lis betwen 9-314 531pm Mondarto Saturday iMi your 
gaitcrtdrtalf arrtfwIiBieyou tooMtetoowte 

Please add a total of SOp for Postage &. Packing in the UK 
13 SAME DAY GUARANTEED DISPATCH ON ABOVE TITLES ADD £4*0 

Epic Marketing, First Floor Offices, Victoria Centre, 13B-13 9 Victoria Road, S windo wn, Wiltshire SN1 3BU. Tel: 0?93 490888 

Oveseas Orders 
Overseas enters are welcome, iwnhere is a niniatun orderof 3 ties, 
and please add £1-11 per title tor firstdass AirMaiuelfcerj 

Colleeting 
^Kt are wetoHS 10 cofcctywirorfar, but joy are iowecl to phone If 
tswgri prior to cofceton. Offlce Hours: Mta M - >H pi; Mon-Saf 
f/A" Delivery charges. 



GET THE BEST INFO 

ADVICE ^^^^ ^^^^ IIW E^E^^^ 

AMIGA 

DESKTOP 

VIDEO 

The Amiga Is the world's premier low 
cost graphics workstation. But Its 
basic power, built-in expandability and 
ever-widening range of quality soft- 
ware and add-ons mean It's capable 
of highly professional results. All it 
takes Is the know-how.., 

Amiga Desktop Video shows you how to: 
• Title your own videos 
• Record animations 
• Mix computer graphics and video 
• Manipulate Images 
...and much, much more 

The author, Gary Whiteley, is a professional vldeographer and Amiga Shopper 
magazine's 'tame' desktop video expert. In this bock he explains desktop video 
from the ground up - the theory, the techniques and the tricks of the trade. 

Includes a comprehensive glossary to help you unravel desktop video 
Jargon and terminology 

AMIGA 

SHOPPER PD 

DIRECTORY 

Commercial software Es expensive. 
Which Is why more and more users 
are turning to the public 
domain/shareware market for their 
software. You can build a huge 

% Amiga software library for the 
price of a couple of commercial 

II packagesl 
But first you need to know 

what software Is available. And 
then you need to know what it 
does. And then you need to 

know whether It's any good. 

How do you find this out? Ycu find out herel 

The Amiga Shopper PD Directory has been assembled from the first 30 
Issues of Amiga Shopper magazine, All the PD/shareware reviews since 
Issue one have been collated, compiled and Indexed In a single 500-page 
volume. 

Programs are divided into categories, reviewed and rated. We name the 
original suppliers of the programs and we've also Included a directory of cur- 
rent suppliers at the back of the bock. 

Get this book and save yourself £££sl 

Includes 
one packed 
floppy disk 

ULTIMATE AMOS 

Explore the full potential of AMOS with easy- 
; to-understand descriptions, diagrams and 

dozens of example AM05 routines. AM you 
need to produce your own Amiga games Is 
a smattering of BASIC knowledge, AMOS - 

I and this book! 

• Learn essentia! 
programming principles 
• Master screens and scrolling 
• Find out how to handle 
sprites and 'bobs' 
• Incorporate sound and music 
In your games 
• Discover dozens of handy AMOS 
routines for incorporating Into 
ycur own programs 

400 pages packed with all the Information you need 
to get the best out of the Amiga's ultimate games 
creation package! 

Includes a disk containing all the routines and programs printed in the book, plus four 
skeleton stand-alone games. 

GET THE MOST 

OUT OF YOUR 

AMIGA 1993 

1 

If you've got an Amiga, you've got the 
world's most powerful, versatile and cost- 
effective computer. If It can be done a 

I computer, It can be done on the Amiga. 
I But getting started In comms, desktop 

publishing, music or any other area of 
computing Is difficult If ycu don't have a 
friendly guide. 

This book Is your guide! It 
covers every Amiga application, from 
desktop video to programming, from 
games to musicf explaining the jar- 

gon, tbe techniques and the best software and 
hardware to buy. And,.. 

E 

i 

includes 
two packed 
floppy disks 

• Discover the Amiga's history 
• Get to grips with Workbench. 
• Find out about printers, 

hard disks, RAM, floppy disk drives 
and accelerators 

• Leam useful AmigaDOS commands 
• PLUS 2 disks of top Amiga utilities! 

Save £10! 

You can save £10 on the price of this book if you buy it at the same time as Ultimate 
AMOS - see the form on the right for details. 



WIATIOH 

CAN BUY 

Future books are written by the very same people 

who write your favourite Amiga magazines. 

So you know you can count on the very best, from 

our money saving PD Catalogue or our guide to C 

Programming. The finest Amiga books you can buy. 

Includes 
four packed 
floppy disks 

COMPLETE AMIGA C 

Here, in one single package, is everything you need 
to start programming in C All the Information you 
need, all the explanations, all the jargon-busting, 
all the documentation AND all the software! 

Getting started in C programming has never 
been easier than this! 

• Learn the basics of C programming with this 
300-page book by Cliff Ramshaw, editor of 
Amiga Shopper magazine 
• Write and compile your own programs using 
the full version of top shareware C compiler 
DICE, provided with the book 
• Explore all the compiler's features with the 
orvdisk documentation 
• Exploit your Amiga's special features using 
the version 1,3 and version 2 Commodore 
'includes'and libraries1 also provided (these are 
compatible with version 3 machines hut will 
not provide version 3 features) 

Everything you need to get started in C programming on the Amiga is right here at a fraction of 
the price of a commercial package 

THE POCKET 

WORKBENCH 

AND 

AMIGADOS 

REFERENCE 

How do you copy flies? How do you 
format floppy disks? How do you 
move things from one folder to 
another? 

If you've just got your 
Amiga, Workbench and Amiga DOS 
can be confusing - unless you've 

got expert help on hand: 

• Understand Workbench menu options 
• Customise Workbench for your needs 
• Make the most of the supplied Tools, 
Utilities and commodities 

PLUS For more advanced users there's a full Amiga DOS 2 & 3 command 
reference, listing all the commands in alphabetical order and quoting func- 
tion, syntax and examples. Learn how to really drive your Amiga! 

This pocket-sized book contains the essential Amiga DOS reference sec- 
tion from "Get The Most Out of Your Amiga" En a rlngbound, handy edition - 
as well as much, much more. 

Future Books Priority Order Form 

Your name  Please send me (tick as appropriate); 
□ Get Ihe Most out of your Amiga 1993              FLB009A £19.95* 

Your address _                                                              * Save £10! You can buy this book at the reduced price of 
£9.95 if you order if in conjunction with Ultimate AMOS (below) 

 ,    □   Ultimate AMOS                                       FLB025A £ 19.95 
□ Pocket Workbench & AmfgaDOS Reference         FLB017A £9.95 

Postcode                                                                             □  Complete Amiga C                                   FLB106A £24.95 
□ Amiga Desktop Video                                 FLB084A £ 19.95 

Your signature                                                                          Q   Amiga Shopper PD Directory                         FLB114A £14.95 
Atl prices include postage and packing 

Amount enclosed £ (Make cheques payable to Future Publishing Ltd. ) 

Method of payment (please tick one): VISA □   ACCESS □     CHEQUE □    POSTAL ORDER □ 

CARD NUMBER □□□□   □□□□   □□□□   □□□□ Expiry date: □□□□ 

Tick i f you do not wish to receive direct ma if from other companies CH 

Or call our 

credit card hotline 

Now send this form and your payment to: Future Book Orders, Future Publishing Ltd, Free post (BS4900], Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR 
You will not need a stamp when you post this order and postage and packing are Free. There are no extra costs. Please allow 28 days for delivery. 
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In this edition of Public Domain World 

Graeme Sandiford delves, once again, into 

the delightful depths of some of the best PD, 

shareware and licenseware around. 

This month we Have another fine selection of 
software on test. We also have a new 
feature to the PD section - we've Included 

a top ton list of PD programs that have been 
bought from two popular PD libraries. 

VIEWTEK 2.1 
KEW=II (disk no. V1145) 
Without doubt, one the PD utilities I have found 
most useful over the past couple of years is 
Viewtek. This handy Wb 2+ program can be used to 
view animation, pictures and even convert picture 
from GIF or JPEG to the IFF format. It has been 
written oy Thomas Krehbiel who also happens to be 
the creator of ImageFX, one of the top image 
processing packages for the Amiga. One of the 

Viewtek is an Indispensable too/ for view graphics 
fiieSf and with the arrival of 2.1 It's even better. 

things that most people like about Viewtek is the 
ease with which it can be used. You don't have to 
fiddle around with hundreds of AmigaDOS options, 
although you can if you desire - you can just 
double-click on its icon from Workbench and then 
use the file selector to choose which picture or 
animation you wish to display. 

Another way of using the program is by 
selecting your files from Workbench by shift-clicking 
on the image files and then double-clicking on the 
Viewtek icon (holding the shift button on the 
keyboard and selecting each file in turn), Viewtek 
will then display the first picture - to view each the 
remaining pictures you can prss your left mouse- 
button. If you press the right mouse-button, this will 
abort the loading of all the selected pictures, 

So what's new in this latest version? The 
program now has a configuration file which contains 
the default display options. Viewtek will also read 
options that may be contained in the picture icon's 
Too! Types. To alter the configuration file you need 
to open a text editor, such as ED, and then 
uncomment the different options (by removing the 
semi-colons from in front of the options you wish to 
use). Once you have saved the configuration file 
Viewtek will refer to it before displaying an image or 
picture. However, any options you enter from the 
CLI will override those contained in the 
configuration file. 

Another useful new feature is the ability to 
display an animation directly from a disk. This 
means you can display an animation that is larger 
than your available free memory. Viewtek's 

documentation explains how this works quite well - 
there are two tasks: one that is set for reading 
data from a disk; and another for displaying the 
data. The two tasks work simultaneously, so you 
should see a smooth piayback. The quality of the 
playback depends on the size and complexity of the 
file, the speed of your hard disk, and the buffer 
size. To achieve the best playback possible, you 
will need to try out several buffer sizes - a certain 
amount of patience is needed to get good results. 

Viewtek also supports DataTypes. These can 
be used to add additional Image formats to 
Viewtek's repertoire. Another advantage of using 
DataTypes is that if you come across a DataType 
for a compressed format, such as JPEG, that 
is faster than Viewtek's own decompression 
routines, you can specify that Viewtek uses the 
DataType instead. 

Viewtek is AGA-compatibte in all modes, 24-bit 
images are displayed and saved in HAM S. Version 
2 now has now extended its support for 24-bit 
graphics cards. The disk is supplied with different 
versions of the program to which it will display your 
files on the corresponding card. The cards 
supported are: DCTV, IV24, Opal Vision, Retina, 
EGS, Firecracker24 and Picasso. 

This really is a fantastic program - we would 
recommend it to anyone who is into graphics or 
has any graphic files they want to access quickly 
and simply, 

Program Rating 93% 

TOTAL CONCEPTS - STARS 
AND GALAXIES 
NBS{disk CLE 58) 
The universe is a big place - no I mean really big 
as in hugely big or, in sad 70's talk, humungous, I 
mean, Jook how many series of Star Trek it's taken 
to cover just a fraction of our galaxy. Given the vast 
proportions of the universe. It's hardly surprising 
that there are loads of interesting things in it. But, 
how do you find all of the interesting stuff when 
pretty much all of outer-space is filled with er... 
space. Well, those jolly nice fellows at Total 
Concepts are here to give a helping hand with Totai 
Concepts - Stars and Galaxies. They are the 
people who brought us Total Concepts Dinosaurs, 
Ecology, and others, As with the others, Stars and 
Galaxies is a Hyper Book-based multimedia 
presentation. It contains not only text files, but also 
images of several stars and galaxies. 

Stars and Galaxies contains some very 
interesting and well-researched information. As this 
is an educational package it is aimed mainly at a 
young audience, however there is plenty of material 
that will be of interest to adults as well. The 

BEGINNERS START HERE 

The world of Public Domain Is great because of 
Its variety. There are all sorts of software 
categories: shareware, freeware, charityware, 
and even gift ware. So here's a quick list of the 
categories of programs you are likely to 
encounter In the PD World. 

• PD stands for Public Domain. It's the most 
widely available kind of software discussed In 
this section of the magazine. It's actually free; 
the only condition is that the program and 
associated files are remain unaltered and are 
distributed together. A PD library should only 
charge a nominal fee for disk duplicationr 
postage and the library owner's time and effort, 

• Shareware is simple concept, but It relies to 
some extent on a persons honesty. It gives users 
the chance to try before they buy. Two versions 
of a shareware program usually exist. One is a 
limited version which can be freely distributed, 
and the other Is the full version which Is only 
supplied to users who pay the registration fee. 

• Licenseware Is more like commercial software 
In that you have to pay In advance for the 
program, but the author gets some of this 
money. 

• You may well be wondering: If I find a useful 
program In the Public Domain can I make a copy 

for my best mate?" The answer Is usually yes, 
but you can't distribute registered shareware or 
licenseware. 

• Giftware Is where an author asks you to send 
a gift if you find his or her program useful 

• Charityware Is another extremely well- 
intentioned form of software. The author of a 
piece of charityware will ask you to make a 
donation to a charitable organisation. 

• Whlskeyware is a new concept pioneered by 
our own Toby Simpson. If you use the program, 
you send him a bottle of (decent) whiskey. 
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PUBLIC PERSONALITY 

Interview with Paul Clepek of 
NBS 
Isle of Wight-based NBS are 
one the most popular PD 
libraries around, and one of the 
oldest too. I quite often get 
letters or phone calls 
recommending them because 
of their prompt and friendly 
service. Their 
newspaper/catalogue is 
professionally produced and 
has a strong editorial content. 
The current issue also lists all 
of the Fred Fish disks from 500 
to 975. I had a chat with Paul 
Ciepek, the founder of NBS, 

When did you open your 
libraryf and why? 
We opened the library in 1987. 
Originally we were purely selling 
disks. We slowly started to 
collect Public Domain, mainly 
demos, when somebody came 
up with the idea that "you 
ought to sell these," so we did. 
That's when we started off the 
"Public Domain Earthquake". At 
that time everyone was selling 
PD quite expensively, and when 
we started out we cut our 
prices to nearly half of most 
other libraries* 

What have you found Is the 
best thing about running a PD 

Hbmry? 
Umm, a good question. It's 
quite difficult - I still quite 
enjoy seeing new software that 
is around. It's a bit sad now, 
because it's nothing like it 
used to be. One thing I really 
enjoy is seeing good software 
authors becoming a success 
from starting off just writing 
humble PD and moving on, 
even if it's just to license ware. 
It's nice when someone 
releases a bit of shareware, it 
receives a good review, and 
then the author becomes 
successful as a result, 

What have you found to be the 
worst part? 
Cataloguing probably. There's a 
couple of thousand disks in the 
library and then there are all 
the other collections such as 
Fred Fish, TBag. The best part 
of a day a week is taken up 
looking at new stuff. 

What do you think of the 
current Amiga PD scene? 
As far as music and demos are 
concerned, I think we're just 
coming to the end of the 
techno side of things. (Thank 
Goodness - Graeme). With 
demos people are still 
experimenting with the 1200's 

abilities, and while there are 
some interesting demosT there 
is not much originality. The 
most exciting thing about the 
current PD scene, if exciting is 
the right word, are the new 
utilities that are appearing. The 
quality of serious PD software 
has increased tremendously. 

What changes would you like 
to see in the PD world? Is 
there anything you're unhappy 
about, or would like to see 
more of? 
What I would like to see more 
of is originality of ideas. Quite 
often we have a new word 
processor sent inT but what's 
the point of adding it to the 
library when there are several 
that already do the job better? 

A lot of our readers have said 
that they have been Impressed 
by your service. Do you have a 
secret behind your success? 
I think it's probably because we 
are "professional" - it's a full- 
time occupation. If we get an 
order in the morning, it goes 
out the very same day. We also 
take pride in what goes in the 
library, and we always have a 
great team of experts to help 
if people have problems with 
our software. 

introduction does a splendid job of describing the 
enormity of the universe and the different stellar 
bodies that are sprinkled across It It also explains 
a little about how stars are formed and other 
important concepts. The best thing about the 
explanations is that they nearly always give some 
everyday references to make difficult concepts 
easier to understand, and to provide an idea of 
scale. There is, of course, plenty of information 
about the Milky Way. It's surprising how much you 
don't know about your own galaxy 1 

The style of the text is clear, informative and 
lively. It's accessible to all age groups yet it 
remains uncondescending. As this is a multimedia 
presentation you can skip from certain areas of the 
text to others. This ability is put to good use when 
explaining the more complicated topics such as 
hydrogen "burning". You can then use a hypertext 
link to get more information; this takes the form of 
a button on screen, and clicking on it will bring up a 
window of text. 

The programme's excellent collection of 
Images can also be accessed in a similar way. 
instead of boxed-out area of text, image buttons 
are large oval shapes with the instructions "click 
here for image" printed inside. The images are of 
an excellent standard for non AGA-machines and 
obviously required a lot of tracking down. But, it 
would have been nice if there was an AG A 
version of the programme, although 1 suspect this 
is due to the Hyper Book's limitations. There are 
some particularly stunning images of nebulas and 
some good pictures taken by the Hubble telescope. 
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EaglePtayer has loads of dead-lmpresslve dials 
and bars - what they are for Is beyond me thought 

Stars and Galaxies covers an incredible 
number of topics and is pretty in-depth with its 
coverage. It explains effectively everything from 
protostars to black holes, 1 can only begin to 
imagine the time and effort that was spent on 
compiling this wonderful project. As a reflection of 
this effort, this package is license ware and costs 
£5.50 for the three-disk set. As it is a three disk 
collection, you would benefit from having a external 
floppy drive or hard disk. However, even if you only 
have the one drive, you are unlikely to find it too 
much of an inconvenience as the presentation is 
well-structured and, if you follow the programme 
page by page, you'll only need to change disks a 
couple of times. But, the best bit, for parents, is 
that the next time your child asks a difficult 

question about the starsT the Sun, or even the 
galaxy, you can lock them in a room with an Amiga 
and be confident that they find an answer without 
you having to wade through several encyclopedias. 
Oh yes, one other thing - if you don't ring up and 
order a copy now, you may die only knowing the 
tiniest fraction of the universe's secrets. (I think I 
rather die ignorant myself - Ed). 

Program Rating 97% 

EAGLE PLAYER VI .40 
Roberta Smith DTP (disk no Mus091 A/B) 
I must admit I'm not much of a music fan, but I 
was quite impressed by Eagiepiayer. It's a 
shareware module player with a host of useful and 
interesting tools. The most impressive part of this 
program is the number of module formats it can 
play. Excuse the clumsy sentence, but 
EaglePlayer's approach to module formats is 
modular. You can add different module formats, 
called players, to a directory called players which is 
checked each time you attempt to load a module. 

Another nice thing about the program is its 
general slickness and the professional feel. When 
you load or stop a module, it doesn't just stop 
dead but lowers the volume gradually. As with 
many other module players, the program is multi- 
tasking. EagiePiayer uses the Workbench screen to 
operate, opening several windows for each tool, 
and there are tools aplenty. There are loads of up- 
and-downy lines and bar-type things that obviously 
serve some important and incredibly complicated 
purpose, which is quite beyond my limited 
understanding of all things Hi-Fi related. One thing 
is for certain - they do look dead professional. One 
of the ones I do understand is the Quadroscope; it 
displays the activity in each of the four sample 
channels. The Leveigraph is simply a pair of dials 
that indicate the current volume, The time tool is a 
nice simple windowr it displays the current time 
and the length of time the module has been 
playing. The control panel can be used to turn off 
channels, skip songs or modules, control balance 
and volume, turn the Amiga's sound filter on or off, 
or to iconify the program. 

There are one or two other options available 
from the pull-down menus, such as setting play 
time limit You can also load and save your 
configuration and define the iconification mode, but 
most functions are avaiiabfe from the tool 
windows. Of course, as this is a shareware 
program some functions have been disabled. 
However, the programmers have left enough for 
you to experiment with the program's functions. 
The registration fee is only DM20 and, in my 
opinion, is well worth it 

Program Rating 91% 

NIGHT SKY 1 .8 
NBS (disk no. CLE 08} 
The universe is a big place... oh rats, Tve done 
that one already! Anyway, Night Sky is basically a 
poor man's Distant Suns - it can be used to 
explore the heavens. You can choose a view of 
space from any position on Earth during any period 
of time between 1800 to 2200. 

When you run the program it asks for a day, 
month, year, time, latitude and longitude. It uses 
this information to calculate your starting 
viewpoint. Once this has been established you are 
free to scroll around the screen with your mouse. 
On your travels you are likely to encounter several 
dots of varying colours and sizes - these are stars 
and planets. Clicking on a planet or star, if you can 
manage it as they make quite a small target, will - 
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Tom'5 Sfoiy Book, created in Hyper Book, 
contains some of my aMime favourite stories, 

bring up some information about it. This includes 
its namet right ascension, declination and, if it is a 
star, its magnitude, 

I must say I found the whole thing a little 
tedious. There are very few options and no pictures 
whatsoever, You can track the planets of the Solar 
system and zoom in on an area of the screen, but 
that's pretty much as far as the program's options 
go. I'd heard a lot about this program, and I must 
say I was very disappointed, especially after 
reviewing Dynamic Skies in issue 37. It should be 
okay for serious die-hard star-gazers who don't 
mind scrolling a limited region at the pace of a 
snail In conclusion, don't buy this program buy 
Dynanimc Skies, as it gives Night Sky 's bottom a 
good and thorough kicking. 

Program Rating 47% 

TOM'S STORY BOOK 
Roberta Smith OTP {disk no. E0S3) 
Tom's Story Book is yet another application created 
in Hyper Book, As the name suggests it is a story 
book for children. It contains several children's 
stories, nursery rhymes and a selection of jokes* 
This is a demo version (the full one will cost five 
pounds) which has a number of stories missing, 
including one of my favourites - Fuss in Boots. 

There are some games thrown in as well, 
although Noughts and Crosses could just as easily 
be played on paper, as there is no computer 
opponent. Another game that requires two human 
players is Four in A Row. This is just Noughts and 
Crosses on a larger scale - instead of trying to get 
three noughts or crosses in a row, you try to get 
four of your counters in a row, The third and final 
game is Hangman - this can be played against the 
computer; it will choose and then hide a random 
word which you then try to find. 

There are quite a few popular stories such as: 
Aladdin, Utile Red Riding-Hood, Robin Hood and 
Sleeping Beauty. There are also plenty of nursery 
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Yes, you too can create targe text headings from 
ASCII characters with Banner In Useful Utilities. 

COMMODORE 

WINDOWS.. 

Version 37.175 

Don't panic! Our office Amigas haven't been 
corrupted by PC-contemptibtes; it 's just Bootlogo. 

rhymes for your children to recite, When you pay 
your five pounds you1 II receive almost double the 
number of stories and rhymes, as well as jokes - 
arghh! To read them, all a child has to do is click 
on the next page button easy! 

The programme is aimed at children of about 
seven to nine and to a certain degree it should 
succeed in capturing their attention. I cant help 
but feel that it would have benefited from a few 
illustrations. However, all in all, this is quite a good 
product and is worth a look for most parents. 

Program Rating 77% 

USEFUL UTILITIES #1 
PD Mart 
34 Park House, New StT Essington, South 
Staffordshire, WV11 2BL. 
This collection was compiled with the intention of 
providing PD buyers with even more value for 
money - rather than paying a couple of pounds for 
a disk that is only 30 per cent fullt this disk is 
jammed to bursting point with PD utilities. This is 
the first disk that Martin, of PD Mart, has put 
together and he is planning to supply more if there 
is sufficient demand for this one. 

The first program, in alphabetical order, is 
ApplSizer (pronounced appy sizer). It provides a 
rather useful function, once run the program 
creates a little appicon. Briefly, an appicon is a 
small icon that is placed on your desktop by a 
program, usually if you double-click the program will 
open up, or if you drop a file on the icon the 
program will open this document, if it is of correct 
type, for editing. If you drop a file or directory on 
AppiSizer's appicon it will provide some information 
about it It displays the amount of disk space it 
takes up, the block size, the number of blocks 
used - if it is a directory it also displays the 
number of files and directories it contains. This is 
actually quite a useful function. If you are trying to 
clear some space on a hard disk, you can find out 
which directories and files would give you more 
space if they were removed. It's especially useful if 
you are copying files to floppy disks, This latest 
version is an update from its shell-only predecessor 
and should prove invaluable if you don't have a 
directory utility such as Directory Opus or S/D. 

Arestaure is another useful utility to have 
around; it will attempt to restore any files you may 
have accidentally deleted. That's what it does, nice 
and simple, except for the fact I couldn't get the 
program to recognise my hard drive, It's not as 
good as Disks atve, but it is certainly smaller, 

One of the first thing a new serious Amiga-user 
will want to know how to do is how to create a 
bootable disk, This is not as easy as you might first 
think; you have to make a startup-sequence and 
tots of other fiddly stuff. Well, AutoDisk_WB2 will 

save you from most of the hassle - it will create a 
bootable disk with the bare minimum of files. You 
can then adjust this disk to your needs, such as 
adding libraries required by certain programs. Using 
the program is straightforward; just run Autodisk 
and insert a blank formatted disk, the program 
then copies all the necessary files across. How 
easy can you get, and it still allows bootable disks 
to keep a degree of mystehousness. 

Have you ever logged on to a BBS or read a 
text file with a big heading where the letters are 
made out of several small ASCII characters? I've 
always wondered how they achieved that effect, I'm 
still not quite sure how most people do it, but 
Banner is a program that does that automatically 
from a textstring you have typed in. The program 
must be executed from shell and requires that you 
enter a couple of options, There are quite few 
additional options you can use to alter the 
appearance of the resulting banner (heading). You 
can alter the size, style (bold, italic, underlined or 
normal), the font used to create the banner, the 
character to be used for each letter and even the 
orientation of the banner, 

Bootlogo is a tiny program that displays a 
picture when you boot your machine. 

DefTool is a program that will appeal to those 
of you who are addicted to using shell instead of 
Workbench, It can be used to define a default to an 
icon. Yes, I know you can do this by selecting the 
icon while using Workbench and bringing up its 
info. However, if your aversion to Workbench is 
such that you start foaming at the mouth at the 
mere mention of the word, you will be glad that the 
program can be used from shell. This is of more 
use to software developers than general users. 
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If you often misplace files or programs, then Findlt 
is definitely the program for you. 

One of the highest entries in my personal top 
ten of annoying computer-related things is receiving 
disks or files that have been crunched by an 
obscure packer. Thankfully DLD should be able to 
help you to decrunch these files. It can unpack files 
that have been crunched by an astounding number 
of different programs. The reason it can handle so 
many formats is that it makes use of a rather nifty 
library that contains every packer routine I've ever 
heard of and many more. 

Exploding Layers has no practical use 
whatsoever. It simply makes the opening, closing, 
exploding and imploding of Workbench windows a 
lot flashier, In fact it just does what the Mac's 
operating system does; it animates the window so 
that It appears to grow or shrink. There you are - 
pretty pointless really.(But it looks good - Ed). 

Find It is a program that can be used to find 
things. No, not money or lost pets - rather it will 
search your hard disk for files, directories, and 
even programs. What's more, you can display, 
execute, or even edit the files you find with the 
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Library Manager will keep an eye on your libraries 
and over-zealous Installation scripts. 

program of your choice. Pretty good, eh? 
LibMan is a library manager. It will help you 

keep track of which libraries you have in your LIBS 
directory. Not only that, it will check disks as they 
are inserted to see if they contain any libraries that 
you don't already have or are a newer version. If it 
does find a newer version of an existing library or 
one you do not have, it will ask you if you want it 
installed and then it will copy them across if you 
wish. It also has an option that will protect certain 
libraries from being deleted by over-zealous 
installation programs. 

SlarBfank is a relatively simple screen saver. If 
your mouse and keyboard are left inactive for a 
while, then Star Blank will display an animated 
starfield. This will help extend your monitor's life- 
span, as it reduces phosphor burn. 

To be honest, I was pleasantly surprised by the 
number of useful programs that were stuffed on to 
this disk. What's more, only the two virus checkers 
were archived (Virus_Checker V6.34 and Virus! If). 

Product Rating 84% 

CALORIE COUNTER DIARY 
John J Cassar, 31 St. M ungo Ave, Town head, 
Glasgow, G4 OPG. 
Nowadays it seems virtually impossible to turn on 
the TV without being bombarded with ads for 
slimming shakes, cereals and even chocolate bars. 
It seems that many of us are concerned with our 
weight. Personally I've always been able to stuff my 
face with just about anything and not put on 
weight (I hate you - Ed). Regular exercise and 
healthy eating can help you keep healthy. Calorie 
Counter Diary is a shareware program that has 
been designed to give you a helping hand when it 
comes to keeping track of your weight and your 
calory intake. 

There are several parts to the program. The 
Main Editor is where you start off after loading the 
program. From here you can access any of the 
other editors, set your preferences, enter user 
details and enter one of the analysis modes, 

The Products Editor contains all the information 
on the various foods you are likely to eat. There is 
a substantial list of foodstuffs already available, 
complete with nutritional information such as 
calories, protein, carbohydrate, fat and fibre. You 
can also add your own products to the list - this is 
quite easy, especially as many stores and food 
producers often include nutritional information on 
their labels. 

The Confession Editor (great name) is where 
you enter what you've eaten during the day. To do 
this you scroll up and down a list of products, 
select the ones you've scoffed that day and enter 
the amount. The computer will then work out your 
nutritional intake for the day, 

Once you have entered your intake for the day 
you can return to the Main Editor. From there you 
can take a look at the Day-By-Day analysis. This will 
draw up a chart that displays the recommended 
daily intake of protein, fat fibre and carbohydrate 
in green, and the amounts you have actually 
consumed in red. 

Progress To Date analysts will inform you 
of how your weight has progressed, how much 
energy you've consumed and your average 
caEories consumed. 

Desired Weight analysis draws up a colourful 
chart of height and weight. It then marks your 
present height and weight on the graph. There are 
five bands of colour that indicate if you are 
underweight, desirable, slightly overweight, 
overweight or worse, obese. 

Once a week there is a special day. No, this 
doesn't mean you can eat as much chocolate as 
you want instead this is the day the computer will 
ask you to weigh yourself and measure your 
progress. 

Although I don't have much use for the 
program, it is certainly a very good program with 
plenty of options, a sensible design and is easy to 
use. This is definitely a well-polished and 
professional program and it is worth more than the 
ten pounds it costs, If you would like an evaluation 
copy send a check for two pounds to John J Cassar 
at the address above. 

Program Rating 92% 

HD UTILS 1 
KEW=II 
Having a hard drive can bring you a definte 
increase in productivity, but it can also create its 
own unique problems. Trying to find a file amongst 
hundreds of others, or wading through directories 
in order to launch a program isn't fun. This 
collection was put together to make lives of hard 
disk owners even easier. Included on the disk are 
some familiar names, ABackup, DiskSalv2t 
FiieLocator, Reorg and TootsDaemon2< 

ABackup is a hard disk back-up program. It 
helps restrict the damage done when you have a 
hard disk failure. It does this by making a copy of 
the files on your hard disk on to several floppy 
disks - in this way you can always replace any 
damaged data, Once you have selected the volume 
you wish to back up, you are given an opportunity 
to select the files you wish to back up. There are 
several options you can choose from to make the 
selection of files much quicker. You can select all 
the files in the directory or none, select them by 
date, name or by bits. For example you could 
select ail the files that have .DOC extension and 
were created between II May and 17 June. Once 
you have set the criteria and the files have been 
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Calorie Counter Diary is an excellent weight- 
watching program, but be warned -it's merciiess! 

selected, you can, if you wish, reverse the selected 
and non-selected files. You also have the option of 
compressing files, in order to fit more information 
on each disk - this will increase the back-up time. 
You can also save your selections so you can 
reload them the next time you wish to back up the 
same drive. A back-up program is something every 
hard drive owner should have, and this is an 
excellent one, especially as it is PD! 

DiskSalv is another program that is worth 
having in case of an accident. This is particularly 
useful if you have not backed up your hard disk, or 
have damaged information on a floppy disk. As the 
name suggests, DiskSalv will attempt to salvage 
damaged files, and it's jolly good at it too. 

Fife Locator is a program that can be used to 
track down fiies you have mispiaced. The program 
is easy to use - you enter the file name you are 
looking for, select the drive or drives to be 
searched, press Start, and away the program goes, 
looking for as many occurrences of that name it 
can find. When entering the fifes name you can 
also use wildcards. When Hie Locator finds a file 
that matches your description it will list their paths 
from their root directory. One thing you cannot do, 
however, is launch programs or edit the fiies that 
are found, as you can with Findjt. The program is 
also slower than Findjt and doesn't seem to like 
Workbench 3.0 very much at all 

ReOrg is another well-known program - it s a 
hard disk optimises When your hard disk begins to 
get full it becomes fragmented, and runs out of 
continuous areas to store data. This can 
sometimes mean that individual files have to be 
split up in order to be saved, so you end up with 
one part of a program or document in one area of 
the disk and another elsewhere. This results in a 
slower drive, as the drive head will have to move 
across a larger area to copy and execute files. 
ReOrg works by defragmenting your drive so that 
the files occupy continuous areas of the hard drive. 
However, this can often be an unpredictable 
process, so you should backup your drive before 
defragmenting it. ReOrg provides a valuable 
service, and is a worthy addition to any hard disk 
owner's software collection. 

It can be quite a pain in the neck trying to 
execute a program that is buried under several 
directories. Tools Daemon is a program that can be 
used to add any program to your Tools menu on 
Workbench. There are certain programs that have 
this ability programmed in, but ToolsDaemon wilf 
enable the addition of any of your programs to the 
Toolbar, After doing this, it is a simple matter to 
execute a program - you just pull the Tool menu 
until you reach the program you wish to execute, 
and the program is launched. 

While this collection doesn't include any 
particularly stunning programs, it does provide hard 
disk owners with enough tools to make the general 
running of their computer much easier. It also 
contains programs that you hope you will never 
have to use, but will be grateful you have them 
when the worst happens. It is a good, sound 
collection and you would be well advised to buy it 
unless you like living on the edge.. . 

Product Rating 80% 

COURSE FORM 
Roberta Smith DTP 
There is plenty of money to be made in the sport of 
horse racing - there is also as much to be lost. 
Some people employ a number of systems to try to 
ensure that they make as much money as 
possible. The more successful ones are usually 
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TOP TEN PD CHART - ITS THE ONLY CHART THAT COUNTS 
This month we have decided to make a change 
and give you a list of the top ten programs and 
disks that have been ordered from two PD 
libraries- The reason for this Is to give you the 

opportunity to see which programs have proved 
popular with your fellow Amiga-users. 

With something as personal as PD programs 
a single person's opinions, no matter how well- 

formed they are, can always be enhanced by a 
general concensus. Our sources for this 
month's chart are NBS and Roberta Smith DTP 
- two of the most popular libraries around. 

Roberta Smith DTP ^ 081 455 1626 

COURSE FORM (N/A) 

AUDEOMAGIC 6.0 (MUS 709) 

CLIPART (X36) 

FORECASTER (OS 194) 

VOYAGE OF COROMARDEL (E038) 

Disk Manager 4 (BU145) 

Assassins Office Helper (N/A) 

Graphics Aid Disk (UG024) 

Scribble Comms II (N/A) 

Grinder (UG001) 

Roberta Smith DTP, 190 Falloden Way, 
Hampstead Garden Suburb, London NW11 6JE 

NBS w 0983 529594 

TYPING TUTOR (CLU 03) £3.50 

ASI Virus Killers VI. 7 (PU460) 

SID V1.06 (U290) 

Powertext (CLU) £3.50 

ASI Fix Disk A1200 (PU351) 

VMorph V2.30 (U772) 

ASI Video Titler Utils (PU457) 

Spectrum Emulator V1.7 (PU381) 

The Geneologist (PU384) 

ASI Multi vision AGA (PU461) 

NBS 1 Chain Lane, Newport, 
Isle of Wight, PO30 5QA 

based on some of probability basis. Course Form is 
a program that trfes to improve your winning 
chances by employing similar methods. It is 
designed to rate horses on a points basis and tries 
to assess the most likely winner of a race. 

To use the program you will require a 
newspaper which has a list of all the runners in 
the day's races. You first seiect Course from the 
main menu - this gives you the opportunity to enter 
the details of the course that is going to be run, 
such as whether it will be hunt or flat. Once you 
have done that, you need to go to the Rate section 
of the program. 

The Rate section is where you enter the details 
of the four favourite horses that will be running, the 
information should be contained in your paper. 
You'll need to enter the Name of the horse. Its 
Form Last Time Out - this informs the program 
where the horse was placed En its previous race. 
Weight gives the program the weight of the horse. 
This will only be asked for in Handicap races. The 
horse's age also needs to be inputted. 
Course/Distance informs the program if the horse 
was a Course Winner or Distance Winner. Once you 
have entered information for the four favourite 
horses, you must click on the RATE button. 

The rating screen will list the horses and the 
rating figures it has calculated for each one. Click 
on PRINT if you wish to print out this information, If 
a horse receives a rating figure of above 75, it is a 
strong indication that the horse should do well, 
However, if it gets a figure below 40 you should 
avoid placing a bet on that horse. 

As I am not a gambling person, and would have 
great difficulty in convincing the magazine's 

publisher to give me any money to place a bet, it 
would be difficult to give the program an accurate 
rating in regard to reliability. However, the program 
is well-designed and, as a result it is very easy to 
use and its documentation is excellent. On these 
criteria the program rates quite highly, but you'll 
have to take a gamble on whether or not the 
program is worth its two pound registration fee. 

Program Rating 78% 

Mr D J Noble, 53 Thrales Close, Marsh Farm, 
Luton, Beds. 
Marblebase has been designed to be an easy-to- 
use and simple database. One of the program's 
strong points is that, when designing a record, you 
can resize and move around a field you have just 
created. It also has an automatic sort function, a 
search option, and print options as well. However, 
its most distinctive feature is its appearance - its 
background is a rather fetching marble texture. 
While this does little to Improve the program's 
functionality, it does make using the program that 
much more pleasurable, 

To create a database, the first thing you must 
do is add a number of fields. You'll need these 
later on to enter your data in. The first of these 
fields will be used as the entry for each of the 
records once a list has been created. Creating a 
field Is easy - you pull down the create field menu 
and drag out the shape of the field with your left 
mouse-button, and then use your right mouse- 
button to fix it in position, it would have been nice 
if you were given information about how many 
characters you will be able to fit Into the field at its 

current size. Before you draw the field you are 
asked what type of field you want it to be - you can 
choose from integer, textstring, real or date. 

Once you've layed out all of your fields in a 
record you can then pufl down the create record 
menu. You can then fill 3n the data for each of the 
fields, press Esc to go to list mode which lists the 
records you have created so far. When you are 
happy with all of your records you can save them 
for later use and, if you wish, print them out. 

The program is by no means feature-packed, 
but if your database requirements are minimal then 
Marblebase should be enough to help keep track of 
your collection of rare 70s dance records, or 
selection of Japanese poems. 

Program Rating 73% 

WE NEED YOU! 
If you have written a program that you feel 
other Amiga-users might find useful, or 
entertaining, don't keep It to yourself. Why not 
send It to us for review? 

If you come across a particularly useful PD 
or shareware program, why not send in a copy 
of If for us to have a look at? When you do, 
please be sure to Include any documentation 
and please give us the supplier's name and 
address as well. 

If you run a PD library, you will almost 
certainly appreciate a bit of free publicity. If 
you would like to appear in these pages, the 
quickest way of receiving a mention Is to send 
In some of your latest PD for review. 
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OPEN ALL HOURS 

WELL, NEARLY! 

9am-10pm Mon-Sat, 

10am-6pm Sunday 

SPECIAL OFFERS!! 
iKii Ml 11TI ■ 11 kH i: 

AMIGA HARDWARE 

A120O Race & Chase pack ..£289 95 
A1200 Desktop Dynamite .",£329-95 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Mousehouse £1 80 
Mousemat 9mm triick ..£2-50 
Diskdrive cleaner £1 80 DISKS 100 CAP BOX 

29P     £31 -99* 

*ASK FOR SPECIAL DISK OFFER WHEN ORDERING 
2-5" HARD DRIVES FOR A600/A1200 

60 MEG 
80 MEG 
120 MEG 
258 MEG 
344 MEG 

£139 
£189 
£199 
£259 
£309 

HARD DRIVES IWCIUDE FULL FITTING KIT t IMSTRUCTIOHS | 
A12D0 RAM EXPANSIONS 

2MB £109-95 
4MB £174-95 

FEATURES RATTER? BACKED CLOCK AND SOCKET 
FOR OPTIONAL FPU 

PRINTERS & RIBBONS 

Star LC100 Colour .£134 00 
Star LC24-30 + Auto Sheet Feeder „ £209-00 
Seikosha SP1900 9 Pin Mono £119-00 
Seikosha SL95 24 Pin Col..,£189-00 
HP310 colour ink jet £219 00 
HP310 + Auto Sheet Feeder £269 00 

WE STOCK A WIDE RANGE OF RIBBONS 

AT LOW PRICES   PLEASE CALL 

LEADS & CABLES 

H A600 

_ead  

Null Modem  
Joystick Extender 3 metre... 
Joystick/Mouse Extender.... 
Amiga to SCART  
Amiga to 1084S/8833  
Analog Joystick Adapter  
4 Player Adapter  
Parnet Cable  

 £4-99 
....£599 
....£3-99 
.».E3-99 

.£7-99 
....£7-99 
....£4-99 
...,£5-99 
 .£8-99 

TRACTORFEED DISK 
LABELS 

| Now you can print your own profess is no I disk labels! 
5O0 Plain white disk labels on tractor feed, 

CD32 + Software £249 00 
Amiga A4000 £Phone 
Microvitec 1438 Monitor. £295 00 
Cubscan 1440 Multisync £399 95 
External Floppy + Virus Killer £56 95 
A500 Internal Floppy Drive £48-95 
A500 512k Ram exp + Clock £23 50 
A500 1 5 Meg Ram exp £76 95 
A500 1 Meg Ram exp £29 00 
A1200 2 Meg Ram exp + Clock £109 95 
A1200 4 Meg Ram exp + Clock £174 95 
A500/A600/A1200 Power Supply £29 95 
A600 1 Meg Ram Exp ,£29 00 

DISKS & LABELS 

All disks are supplied with labels. 
UNBRANDED DISKS are 100% error free. 
In the unlikely event that any of our disks 
are faulty, then we will replace the disks 
AND reimburse your return postage! 

3-5" DSDD Grade A £0-37 each 
3-51' DSDD Grade B £0-29 each 
3-5" Rainbow £0-44 each 
3-5" DSHD,. £0-58 each 

3-5" DSDD Fuji (box of 10) £4 90 
3-5" DSHD Fuji (box of 10) £8-^0 
5-25" DSDD Fuji (box of 10) £2-50 
5.25" DSHD Fuji (box of 10) £4 90 
1000 3-5" labels. £6 50 
1000 3-5" tractorfeed £8-50 

STORAGE BOXES 

5 25" disks 
10 capacity £0-95 
20 capacity £1 95 
40 capacity £3 49 
50 capacity £3-95 
100 capacity £4 50 
80 capacity Banx drawer £8 49 

t 150 capacity Posso drawer...£15 95 
200 capacity drawer * £11 -95 

VISIT OUR SHOP 
9 30am - 5-30pm Mon * Sat 9 00am - 1pm Thurc 

A500 Dustcover  
A600 Dustcover  
A1200 Dustcover  
Monitor Dustcover  
LC20 Dusrtcover *  
LC100 Dustcover  
LC200 Dustcover  
LC24-200 Dustcover  
Roboshift ! 
Amiga Lightpen ! 
Optical Mouse.., ! 
Megamouse II ! 
Megamouse 400 DPI ! 
Point Mouse ! 
Altadata Trackball ! 
Crystal Trackball ! 
Zydek/Truedox Trackball ! 
Zyfi Amp/Speakers ! 
Zydek Pro Speakers ! 
Action Replay Mk III \ 
Midi Master .*. \ 
Tilt/Turn Monitor Stand  
2-piece Printer Stand  
Metal Printer Stand  
A4 Copyholder  
Metai Angle Poise Copy Holder, J 
A500/A600 ROM Sharer j 
V1-3 ROMA/2 04 ROM J 
Microperf Tractorfeed Paper: 500 sheets . 

2000 sheets 

JOYSTICKS 

except those marked \ 
Trigger Grip Models 
Quickshot turbo  
Python 1M ,  
Jetfighter \  
Topstar  
Sigma Ray  
Base Fire Button Models 
Maverick 1M  
Zipstick  
Comp Pro 5000*  
Comp Pro Extra  
Comp Pro Star  
Cruiser Multicolour*  
AdvancedGravis Black  
Advanced Gravis Clear  
Comp Pro Star MINI  
Aviator 1 Flightyoke  
Handheld Models 
Speedking  
Navigator , 

£1050 
..£13 95 

ANALOG JOYSTICKS 
Ttiesa Joysticks will fit any Amiga 

Warrior 5., £14-95 
Saitek Megagrip 3 £19 50 
Speedking Analog £13 95 
Intruder 5. £25-50 
Aviator 5 Flightyoke  £27-50 
Adapter to use any PC analog Joystick 
on an Amiga  ...ONLY £4-99 

COMPUTER SUPPLIES! 

0782 206808 Anytime 
0702 $42497   - 9*O0anv5.d0pm Weekdayt 
0630 653193/0782 320111 - Evenlnfl* & Weekends 

BUSINESS HOURS 
9am to 10pm Mon-Sat, 10am to 6pm Sun 

- ■    \ All ft ems and offers subject to availability. E&OE 
t        Postage £3*30: Next Day £3-75 L-EUflQEafllLj We accept POs, cheques & credit cards 1^am 

^     Please write Cheque Card Number on cheque for instant clearance 
BUSINESS AND EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME Afl Prices tnc VAT 

TTli-UOT OOMpnT^Pi 5>up-pu^ 36 HOPE ST, HAN LEY, STOKE ON TRENT ST1 5BS 



90   PUBLIC DOMAIN WORLD 

A1200 Only PD, Contact B J 
Cowdall, 27 Pheasant Way, 
Cirencester, Glos, GL7 1BJ. 

Activity Software, 393 
Doncaster Road, Rotherham, 
South Yorkshire S65 2UF w 0709 
377 730 Fax: 0709 838 068. 

AG A Exchange, 18 BrownshEII, 
Cromer, Norfolk NR27 OQA. Ads 
free. Membership fee £9. 

Amicom PD, 22 Church View 
Close, Havercroft, Wakefield WF4 
2PHL 

AMOS PD, 1 Penmynydd Road, 
Pen Ian, Swansea SA5 7 EH. 

Amigaholics, Kevin Bryan, 49 
Coutts House, Charlton Church 
Lane, Charlton, London SE7 7AS. 

Amiga nuts United, 1 Daffern 
Avenue, New Ar!eyP Coventry 
CV7 SQR. 

Amiga Productivity PD Series, 
51 Ennors Road, Newquay, 
Cornwall TR7 1RB. Contact 
M J Docking, 

Angiia PDL, 30 Victoria Street, 
Felixstowe, Suffolk, !P11 7EW. 
tr 0394 283494. 

Animl PDT 2 Fatherweil Avenue, 
West Mailing, Kent ME19 6NG. 

Armchair PO, 180 Blackton 
Close, Newton Ayeliffe, Co 
Durham DL5 7EY. 

Altaian, 40 Northwell Gate, 
Otley, West Yorkshire LS21 2DN, 
tt0943 466476. 

Asgartf PDT 20 Langdale Drive, 
Flanshaw, Wakefield WF2 9EW. 
H 0924 363059. 

Batty's PD. Contact Ian or Lynn 
Battison, 7 Denmark Road, North- 
ampton NN1 SQR. * 0604 
22456. Life membership £3.99. 

Bar kin' Mad, 18 Rhyber Avenue, 
Lanark, Lanarkshire ML11 7AL. 

Beats Brothers, 6 Brownings 
Close, Pennington, Lymington, 
Hampshire S041 SGX. 

Belshaws PD, 55 Baldertongate, 
Newark, Notts. NG24 1E11 
^ 0636 72503. 

BG PD, 6 Peter Street, White- 
haven, Cumbria CA28 7QB. 

Blitter, 213 Fordfield Road, 
Sunderland SR4 OHF. 

BHtterchips, Cltffe House, 
Primrose Street, Keighley, BD21 
4NN. T* 0535 667469. 

BTK, 7 Callander Road, Catford, 
London SE6 2QA.   081 473 
1650, 

Bus Stop PD. Contact Lisa or 
Cheryl, 6 Smiths Avenue, Marsh, 
Huddersfield HD3 4AN. 

0484 516941. 

C and C PD. Contact Chris 

Wild man, 3 a The Cedars, 
Tile hurst. Reading, Berks. RG3 
6JW, w 0734 411131. 

Chris's PD, 22 Merryfields 
Avenue, Hockley, Essex SS5 5AL. 

Colwyn PD, Andy Roberts, 17 
Gladys Grove, Colwyn Bay, Clwyd 
LL29 7YB, « 0492 533442. 

Gompo Software, 36 Priory Rd, 
Fareham, Hants, P015 5HT 

Computer & Design Services, 
24 Blackmoor Croft, Tile Cross, 
Birmingham 833 OPE. 
* 021 779 6368 

CP PD, (in association with NFA 
Productions) 3 Dunedin Crescent, 
Wlnshill, Burton on Trent, Staffs. 
DEIS 0E1 * 0283 516736. 

Crazy Joe's, 145 Effingham 
Street, Rotherham, South Yorks, 
S65 1BL. n 0709 829286. 

Cygnostic, New Enterprise Centre 
Little Heath Ind. Estate, Old 
Church Road, Coventry CV6 7NB. 

Deja Vu, 7 Hollinbrook, Beech 
Hill, Wigan WN6 7SG. 
w 0942 495261. 

Deltrax PD, 36 BodeIwytidan Ave, 
Old Colwyn, Clwyd LL29 9NP fr 
0492 515981 

Diskovery PD, 108 The Avenue, 
Clayton, Bradford, West Yorkshire 
BD14 6SJ. * 0274 880066. 

Essex Computer Systems, 118 
Middle Crockerford, Basildon, 
Essex, SS16 4 J A, 
w 0268 553963. 

Eurodisk PD, PO Box 2, Radlett, 
Herts WD7 8QL. 

Express PD, 47 Aberdale Road, 
West Knighton, Leicester LE2 
6GD. ™ (B33 887061, 

Fantasia PD, 40 Bright Street, 
Gorse Hill, Swindon/Wilts SN2 
6BU. 

Five Star PD, 48 N erne si a Road, 
Amington, Cam worth B77 4EL. 
v 0827 68496, 

GVB PD, 43 Badger Close, 
Maidenhead, Berfe. SL6 2TE, 
w 0831 649386. 

Haven Computing, 15b Meeching 
Road,Newhaven East Sussex 
BN9 9RL. « 0273 513491 

Highland PD, David Paulin, 1 
Whin park, Muirtown, Inverness 
IU3 6NQ. * 0463 242431, 

Holmes Brothers Compilations. 
Contact Craig for monthly 
compilation disk. 23 Rocester 
Avenue, Wednesfield, 
Wo I ve rh am pto n, West Midi ands 
WV11 3AU, ^ 0902 733418, 

Hornesoft PD. Contact Chris 
Home, 23 Stanwell Close, 
Wincobank, Sheffield S9 1PZ. 
^ 0742 422000, 

ICPUG (Independent Commodore 
Product Users Group), PO Box 
1309, London, N3 2UT. 

« 081 346 0050. 

Immediate Arts, 26 Lyndhurst 
Gardens, Glasgow G20 6QY. 
^ 041 946 5798. 

John Leaver, 99 Ibsley Gardens, 
London SW15 4LX, 

Judge DreddTs PD, 1 Nottingham 
Road, South Croydon, Surrey 
CR2 6LN, 

Kew=ll Collection, PO Box 672, 
South Croydon, Surrey CR2 9YS. 
E 081 657 1617. 

KTTs PD. 75 The Drive, Rochford, 
Essex SS4 1QQ. * 0702 
542536. 

Langham PD. Contact Richard 
Payne, 89 Wolverhampton Road, 
Codsall, Wolverhampton WV8 1PL 

Logic PD, 8/5 Glen almond Court, 
SighthNI, Edinburgh EH 11 4BE, 

Magnetic Fields, PO Box 118, 
Preston, Lancashire PR2 2AW. 
n 0772 881190 

MegaSoft, 78 Bockingtiam 
Green, Basildon, Essex SS13 
1PF,    0268 559164 

NBS, 1 Chain Lane, Newport, 
Isle Of Wight, PO30 5QA, 
if 0983 529594, 

Network PD & Shareware 
Library, Ken mare, Co. Kerry, Eire. 
« 010 353 64 41603 

NFA-PD, R. Monks, PO Box 42, 
Grimsby, South Humberside 
DN33 1RY. 

NJH Computers, 12 Meesons 
Mead, Rochford, Essex SS4 1RN, 
v 0702 546796. 

Northern Amiga Users Group, PO 
Box 151, Darlington DL3 SYL 

Numero Uno, 21 Bursts!I Hill, 
Bridlington, N Humberside Y016 
5NP. * 0262 671125. 

Online PD, 1 The Cloisters, 
Hatsall Lane, Formby, Liverpool 
L37 3PX w 0704 834 335, BBS 
0704 834 583. 

Orbital Software, Contact A 
Flowers, 37 The Orchard, Market 
Deeping, Peterborough, Cambs. 
PES 8JR. * 0778 3&064. 

Pathfinder PD, 41 Marion Street, 
Singley, W Yorks. BD16 4NQ. 
* 0274 565205, 

Penguin Public Domain, PO Box 
179, Reading, Berks RG3 3DD, 

PD Soft, 1 Bryant Ave, Southend- 
on-Sea, Essex SSI 2YD. 
TT 0702 466933, 

Phil's A120O Only PD, Phillips 
Woods, 101 Grove Rd, Gosport, 
Hants P012 4JJ, 

Premier PD, 45 Fairfield Gardens, 
Eastwood, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex 
SS9 5SD, ^ 0702 520520. 

Riverdene PDL, 30a School 
Road, Tilehurst, Reading, 

Berkshire RG3 5AN. 
v 0734 452416. 

Roberta Smith DTP, 190 
Fa I lode n Way. Hampstead 
Garden Suburb, London NW11 
6JE,    081 455 1626. 

Scribble PD, 2 Hillside Cottages, 
Bu rstall, Suffolk IPS 3DY. 
0473 652 588, 

SeaSoft Computing, The 
Business Centre, 1st Floor, 80 
Woodlands Avenue, Rustington, 
W. Sussex BN16 3EY. * 0903 
850378, 

Sector 16,160 Hollow Way, 
Cowley, Oxford, 
s 0865 774472, 

17-Bit Software, 1st Floor 
Offices, 2/8 Market Street, 
Wakefield, West Yorkshire WF1 
1DH. u 0924 366982. 

SoftvHIe. 35 Market Parade. 
Havant, Hants P09 1PY. 
^ 0705 498199, 

Software Expressions, Unit 4, 
44 Beauley Road, Southvilie, 
Bristol BS3 1PY. 
* 0272 639593. 

Startronics, 39 Lambton Rd, 
Chorlton, Manchester M21 OZJ. 
tr 061 881 8994. 

Tasmania PD, 4 Boultham 
Avenue, Lincoln LN5 7XZ. 
n 0522 538706 (after 6 pm), 

Telescan Computer Services, 
Handsworth Road, Blackpool 
FY5 1SB, «r 0253 22296. 

Trevan Designs Ltd. PO Box 13, 
Aldershot, Hants. GU12 6YX. 
ft 0483 725905 (note: modem) 

Vally PD, PO Box 15, Peterlee, 
Co Durham SR8 1NZ. 
* 091 587 1195. 

Virus Free PD, IF Offices, 
Victoria Centre, 138-139 Victoria 
Rd, Swindon, Wiltshire SN1 3BU. 
w 0793 432 176 

Visage Computers PDL. 
18 Station Road, Ilkeston, 
Derbyshire DE7 5LD. 
w 0602 444501. 

WMC {Worldwide Marketing 
Concepts), 5 Arthur Terrace, 
Penisarwaen, Gwynedd, LL55 
3PN. ^ 0286 871815, 

Your Choice PD Liorary, 39 
Lambton Road, Chorlton-eum- 
Hardy, Manchester M211ZJ. tr 
061 8818994. 

• Attention! If you run a PD 
library not listed here, or want 
to amend any information, send 
us the full details. 
• Whenever you write to the 
libraries for a catalogue, Include 
an SAE for its return. 
• The libraries named in the 
reviews were the ones that 
provided us with the disks. 
Given that PD can be freely 
copied, the same programs may 
be available from several 
libraries. Search around! 
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POOLSWINNER 
riQ/l/5 THE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM g^f 

yjyt* I ^   WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE    *J " t « 

ft THE LEGENDARY POOLS PREDICTION AID, Poo Is winner, 
now has artificial Intelligence. The latest version at the program, 
Fools winner Gold, his tfic power to learn from the results of its 
own predictions, constantly adjusting the prediction formula to 
improve performance. 

• AUTOMATIC FIXTURE GENERATION: Fixtures for English and 
Scottish League matches are generated automatically by 
Fools winner Gold (yearly updates are available from Seled, 

• MASSIVE DATABASE 22000 match database over 10 years, 
• PREDICTS SCOREDRAW5, NO-SCORES, AWAYS and HOMES 

Predictions are based on many factors „ recent form, the massive 
database, league standing, goal scoring rates, and draw averages* 
The user can adjust all parameters. 

• SUCCESSFUL Selec guarantee that Pools winner performs 
significantly better than chance* 

• LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE matches are covered. Can be used 
for the non-league and a mature matches often on the coupon. 

• FULL LEAGUE TABLES (home & away) are automatically 
generated by the program as results come in. 

• UPDATED WEEKLY. Pools winner Cold is supplied fully updated 
with all league results from the start of the season 

• IMMEDIATE USE No need for tiresome input of previous results. All results are 
already in the program - predictions can start immediately. 

• PACKAGE CONTAINS disc, detailed operating manual and support literature. 

£42.50 
All inclusive 

Also available from Selec.., 

COURSEWINNER V4 £36.50 
THE PUNTER'S COMPUTER PROGRAM. With artificial intelligence. 
Uses pjast form, going, distance, speed ratings, prize money etc. 
Contains British course statistics - best jockeys, trainers, draw effect 
etc. Detailed analysis of all runners in a race, with profit. Sophisti- 
cated aid lo successful betting, with a long pedigree, 

POOLS PERM PLUS £36.50 
Perm analyser and checker, complete with 5 years of coupon results 
and popular perms for analysis* Checks your weekly entry for winning, 
lines, or tests your theories on results over the last 5 years. Reveals all the 
weeks a bet would have won, and the probable dividend. 

Formats available: IBM (MSDOS 3or5M) 
AMIGA all models 
ATARI ST / Falcon 

All programs are supplied on diic, 
packaged with detailed instruction manual, and support literature. 

Prices aie inclusive of VAT &. delivery 
Send rMq^t f POI Card Sc. 
for return ofpost service u>, Selec Software (Est \m) 

62 Allrincham Rd, Galley, Chcadle, Cheshire SKS 4DP   Tel 061-428-7425 
(send for full list of our software) phone or FAX 14 hrs 

11 
H il 

111 

Jd estamos nos novas instala^oes povo me I ho r o servir! 

Visite o CENTRO AMIGA e veja as enormes capaddades deste 
gremde compittodorl 

Precos especias de CAMPANHA durante o mes de Junho! 

AMIGA 4C0C)/3<VHD1 »€flRAM4A4B im C€C$CC 

ftSftS^S^^ ' SIT; (EfM^flDffi 
t AINCA OIEKTA tt 1 DlflttU/AMRDf SCH (HI64LCSCUNE1NC WUK EC    11 5€0$€€ 

PARA OUTRA5 CONriqURACDES, CONSULTE-NOSI 

HARDWARE E SOFTWARE a precos mois boixos do que em INGLATERRA! 

Os precos referidosjer tem IVA iircluido 

CONSOiA CD 32 E CD'S V1DCC E CDAf ICOS 
L&^™ta QD/ fifflEfi MOD 

Wacas emuladcras tie Macintsli (EHTLAM) 
\Rmm otto W3a(tea)/(Et3^s^ 

i l#i< <is Acoleradcras 

SE O SEU AMIGA NAO TEM DISCO RfQIDO, NAO PERCA 
MAIS TEMPO, MONTAMOS DISCOS EM QUALQUER 

AMIGA TAMBEM AOS MELHORES PRECOS 

W}Q GO vivo o que e un\a BBS c os vantokr\s que do Ite pode proporcionor 

.CENTRO AMIGA ciaroi 

M-3:5 B -5? ou S15«C5135S'-32S6K283 3!'FAX 0!-3C = S W.S;SB* COS"..V 6<3 £1 Z*' VALACTEAESS' 

LOWEST PRICED TOP QUALITY 

RIBBONS, INKJETS, TONERS & DISKS 

Printer Ribbons 
BLACK 1 off 5+ 10+ BLACK ] off 2± 5± lfl± Ainslrad DM? 2000/3000 2.S0 2.6S 2,45 2.25 Fanawmlc       123/1124/1140 3,45 3,31 3,11 2.91 Amstrad DMP AUtWi 3.66 3.51 3.31 3. LI Panasonic KXP1OS0/1180/90/1592 2,89 2.74 2.54 2.34 Amstrad PC WB256/8512/LQ3 'V,- ■ 2.85 2.70 2.50 2.30 Panasonic KXP2123/2180 5.75 5.60 5.40 5.20 Brother M1009/1024/11 09/1 209 3.75 3.35 5,70 5.55 5,35 5.15 CLt izen L 2i)flf 1 &P J 0/5wif t 24/0 2.S5 2.70 2,50 2.30 Star LCI 0/20/ LOO 2.29 2.14 L94 1.84 Commodore MPSL220/1230 4.50 4.35 4.15 3.95 Star LC200 3.00 2.85 2.05 2.45 Epson LQ10G 4.10 3.95 3.75 3 :,- Star 2-86 2.71 2.51 2.31 Epson UJ4DO/5D<VSDO/B50 3.45 3.30 3,10 2.90 Taxan Kaga KP810/815/9 L 0/9 L 5 3,14 2.99 2.79 2.59 Epson FX/MX/RXS0/FX/LXaO0 290 2.75 2.55 2.35 COLOUR Epson FX/MX/ftXl[)0.rFX/-MXIC>00 3.36 3.2L 3,01 2.81 Cktl sen Swift Z4 12.81 12.06 12.46 12,06 Epson LXSO/B^TO 2.12 1.97 1.77 1..67 Panasonic KXP2123/2180 10.63 10.48 L0.28 %M M annesmann TiJIv S0/&1 3.00 3,75 3.55 3.35 Star LCI ovwoo 6.00 5.85 5.65 5,25 NEC Pinwrfter P22O0 3.03 2M 2.65 2.43 Star LC200 9.73 9.63 9.43 9,03 OKI Ml.) 52/183/192/193/196 3.17 3,02 2 82 2.62 Star LC24-10/200 9.63 9.48 9.28 9.88 

Ring for Ribbons Not Listed 

| Ring lis and WE WILL BEAT all otfaerRibbo^rice^ 

3f Disks & Disk Boxes 
DS/DD DS/HD 

10 Disks     £5 £8 
25 Disks    £12 £18 
50 Disks £21 £31 

100 Disks £36 £56 
250 Disks 583 £128 
500 Disks £102 £238 
Preformatted (MS-DOS) dJpfci mllabfe at 2p extra/dlik 

All Disks Certified 100% Error Free 
and INCLUDE FREE Labels, 

100 Cap. 
Lockable 
Disk Box 

£5.99 
with orders 

of £10+ 

Inkjets. Ink Refills & Toners 
Canon BJ-IO/20 Cartridge 17.54 each 
Commodore MPS 12 70 Cartridge 12.13 each 
UP Deskjet Cartridge (Dou blr Cap.) 24,24 each 
HP Beakjcl Trl-Cotour Cartridge 28.89 each 
HP Thinkjct/Quietjet Cartridge 12.13 each 
HP Deskjet Tri-Colou r Cartridge Refill  16.00 each 
[nkjet KefillFi (Twin Packs) For Canon B-M0/20, BJ300, HP 
Deskjet. Availahie in EJJack, Cyan, Magenta, Vetlow, Red, 
Bine, Brown, Light fire en, Dark Crecn and Gold, 
I Pack £11.00, 2* Packs B 10.60 ea, 5- Packs ea 
HP Laserjet tl/JU Toner Cart rlrlge '1 i .fl L each 
HP Laserjet [[P/DJP Toner Cartridge     53,14 each 

Ring For Inlets & Toners Not Usled 

Miscellaneous Items 
Roll 1CD0 3*" Disk Labels 8,99 
3*" Disk Cleaning Kit 2.99 
Parallel Printer Cable (1.8m) 3.99 
Mouse Mat 2.99 

CPU & Monitor Dust Cover 5,49 
Monitor Dust Cover 4,99 
80 Column Printer Dust Cover 3,99 
Amiga 500 Dust Cover 3.99 
Amiga 600 Dust Cover 3,99 
Amiga 1200 Dmst Cover 3.99 

All Prices INCLUDE VAT (@ m%) & UK Delivery 

0543 250377 0543 250377 
Ring us or send cheques to: i^^a 

Owl Associates Ltd, Dept 236, Owl House, ygij 
5 The Brambles, Lichfield, Staffs WS14 9SE 

Official Government & Educational orders welcome E&OE 

from [LOCL^^ 

VIDEO OPTIONS L4020 
Plug in card for A4000 

Five outputs:- R.F. (TV) + Y/C + 3 x Composite 
Designed to produce quality multi-output 
options from the video port -       only £150 

GOLD 
AWARD 

AMIGA    ■ I CAMCORDER 
SHOPPER   E USER 

"has to be "Best Peripheral" 
a good buy" 1993-4 

£149.™ 
A.U.I 
"I will have no hesitation in pushing aside the genlock 
I have been using for the last 5 years and replacing it 
with the Mini PRO" 
LOLA MARKETING LTD 
FREEPOSTP MARKET HARBOROUGH, 
LEiCESTERSHIRE LE16 7BR 
TEL 0858 880182 

ALL PRODUCTS DESIGNED AND MADE\N UK 
Prices include VAT. 



EX-SOFTWARE 3.5" 

50 1H.99 

100 27.?? 

200 53.?? 

250 U39 

500 11939 

1000 Z5H39 

ViSKS fiRE. OVCR-fROPUCTION RUNS 
H?OA\ A SOFTWARE HOUSE THEY 
CARRY OUR REPLACEMENT OR 

REFUNV GUARANTEE ANV COME 
COMPLETE WITH LABELS. 

3.5" SUPERIOR LOCK ABLE BISK BOXES 

100 Capacity box 199* 

m Capacify box 5.99* 

ZOO Capacity drawer 9.99* 

♦ Only if Purchased 

with Disks 

SUPPLIES LTD 

0703 0 

457111 

RIBBONS-POST FREE 

Full Mark Brand 

Citizen IZOV/IZHV Swift M 
Citizen Swiff ZH Colour 
Panasonic KXP fOM/MZS/l'W 
Panasonic KXP 2J23 
Panasonic KXP 2113 Colour 
Star LCW/LCIO 
Star LC10-H Colour 
Star LCZH-IQ/m-ZdO 
Star LCIH-1Q Colour 
Star LCZQQ 
Star LCZOO Colour 
Star LCZH-ZOQ Colour 

HP Deskjet 500 Double Refill 
Canon 3JICE Double "Refill 

Z off H off 
PRICE EACH 

115 155 
N,?5* 

515 3.05 
H. 95 115 

10.95' 
UO Z.% 
5.90 510 
I. 95 1.15 

935' 
3.00 110 

935' 
9.95* 

935" 
935' 

t*K\n\mum order - I ribbons. except thoss 
marked with on asterisk' 

ACCESSORIES-POST FREE 

Quickshof Apache Joystick i35 
duickshot Python /M Joystick 135 
Qulckshot Maverick JAl Joystick 1135 
Mouse Mat 
Mouse Holder 
Roll 10Q0 3,5 Disk Labels 
Amiga A500fA6QQfAllQQ Cover 
Philips monitor cover 
StarfCltlzenfPanasonic 
SO col.    Printer cover 
All products are subject to availability - AH prices Include VAT. 

Please add £350 p*p for disks and boxes or £5.9? if goods required 
overnight. E&.QE. 

VISA 
SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD rax .703457222 

Unit 12, The Sidings, Hound Rd, Netley Abbey, Southampton S031 5QA 

THE MAGAZINE FOR ALL AMIGA ENTHUSIASTS    ORDER FORM AS 
BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE 

In depth coverage of the 
burning Amiga issues ftSOE 46 GUT NOW »■ 

JAM was launched On 1990) because at that time there was no UK Amiga 
magazine that properly catered for the serious Amiga user We were the 
first to recognise the need for such a magazine (others followed our 
lead), and we have resolutely stuck to our original policy of providing a 
'no-frills' publication that concentrates on accurate information and 
In-depth articles on everything for the Amiga bar games. 
Nothing will ever convince us to compromise those ideals because, unlike 
traditional magazines, JAM is not driven by profits from selling advertising 
space, it is driven by the turnover in subscriptions, so the needs of its 
readers, never mind how specialised those needs may be, are what 
matter to us most Instead of dreaming up article ideas based on what is 
likely to sell more advertising space, our articles are written because they 
are the kind of articles our subscribers say they want to read. 
JAM is edited and produced (totally on the Amiga) by Jeff Walker, who Is 
also a Consultant Editor fcrthe magazine you are reading right now, and 
who has been for many years a regular contributor to the serious 
sections of all the UK Amiga magazines. He also writes a lot for JAM. 
Why not give us a try? We know you won't be disappointed. ^ 

STUDIO WILL ENHANCE THE OUTPUT FROM ALMOST ALL AMIGA SOFTWARE 
'Studio can make a real difference to the    *You need this software if you own a printer." 
quality of your printouts. It's particularly      CU Amiga, May 1993 
strong when dealing with colour..." "The quality really has to be seen to be 
Amiga Format, October 1993 believed!" Amiga Mart, May 1993 

INTRODUCTORY 6 ISSUE TRIAL ... 
(3 back issues + 3 issue subscription) 
6 ISSUE SUBSCRIPTION   
(Starting with the current issue) 

1 ISSUE SUBSCRIPTION 

 £ 10 (Europe £15) 

 £ 15 (Europe £20) 

 £2S (Europe £35) 

. £49,95 

□ 

□ 

(Starting with the current Issue) 
STUDIO PRINTER SOFTWARE  
(WB2+, supports ali Deskjets, LaserJets ana" compatibles, 
Ricoh LP i 200, and most Epson compatible 24/48-pins) 
STUDIO LIGHT .... ■ £ '5 (European) 
(WB2+, usable demo of Studio with fixed settings for ail DJ 
and LJ printers, price Includes Intro 6 Issue trial to JAM) 
CANON DISK - - £15 {European) 
Q/VB2+, Enhanced drivers for use with Canon bubble jets 
and lasers, price in dudes intra 6 Issue trial to JAM) 
CANONSTUDIO „ - —  
(WB2+, registered shareware version of the CanonDlsk. 
More features, more documentation, no crippled bits.) 
STAR DISK *   £15 «^oPe £20) 
(Enhanced drivers for Star LC 9124-pin and Sj-48/144 
printers, price includes Intro 6 issue triai to JAM) 

I enclose a cheque/money order for £. 
NAME  

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

Cheques and money orders 
made out to: 

JAM 
Telephone 0895 274449 

Photocopy or use a separate piece of paper if you dont v/ant to cutyo<ur magazine 

DATE / /  

Send your order to: 
Just Amiga Monthly 
75 Greatftelds Drive 
Uxbrldge, UBfl 3QN 
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Product Locator 

The complete guide to the best in Amiga hardware, software and PD. 

1    Hardware l 
Supplier: Marcam Rating: 70% Reviewed: 22 Supplier: Digital Micronics Reviewed: 1.8,13 Price: £499 Reviewed: 29 Supplier; JCL Price: £650 Supplier: Silica Ad RAM 2000 Supplier; Canon Price: £699 Frame Crabber Price: £399 500RX Internal RAM expansion for big box Price: £227 CSA Mega Mlget Real-time colour video capture GVP Impact IIHC + 6 

External 8Mb RAM expansion for Amigas Canon BJ 300 33MHr fifi030+FPb" accelerator for system Excellent hard card for A1500+ 
A500 Rating; 70% Fast desktop ink^et. Three fonts, the A500 Rating: na Rating: 70% 
Rating: 60% Reviewed: 8 360DPI, 300 CPS. Rd i fig: 70% Reviewed: na Reviewed: 8,13 
Reviewed: 5 Supplier: Power Computing Rating; 70% Reviewed: 3.5 Supplier Marcam Supplier: Silica 
Supplier; WTS Electronics Price: £179 Reviewed: 22 Supplier:            Omega Projects PMDH: £599 Price: £299 
Price: £199 AriSpeed Supplier: Canon Price: £369 Fujitsu B100 GVP IV24 
& 1230 16MHz 6S000 accelerator for the Price: £495 CSA Rocket Launcher Little known ink jet. Three fonts, 24 bit video card for A15GOE+K 
14MHz 68030 an 0 68S82 A500t+) Canon LBP4 Plus 50MHz 68030+FPU accelerator for 300 DPI, 160 CPS. 910*576 pixels 
acceierator for the A1200 Rating: 70% 5PPM, 300 DPI laser. 512K bas:c the A1500 Rating: 70% Rating: 70% 
Rating; 90% Reviewed: 3,5 RAM Rating: 90% Reviewed: 22 Reviewed; 12 Reviews-[J: 27 Supplier; Silica Rating: 70% Reviewed: 20 Supplier: Fujitsu Supplier: Silica Supplier: Silica Price: £173 Reviewed: 22 Supplier:            Omega Projects Price: £349 Price: £1799 
Price; AEHO Supplier Canon Price: £549 Fujitsu B200 GVP Series 2 
A1500/820D0 One of the few high-density drives Price: £1175 □ataFlyer 2000 Improved B100. Three fonts, 300 RAM expansion card from the 
Discontinued. Big-box version of for the Amiga CAX3S4 Hard drive card for A1500 and DPL ieo CPS. Amiga masters 
A500/A500+ Rating: 70% Stylistic external floppy disk for all above Rating: 50% Rating: 70% 
Rating: Reviewed: 8 Amigas Rating: 50% Reviewed: 22 Reviewed: 24 
Reviewed: Supplier;       Applied Engineering Rating: 70% Reviewed: 1 Supplier: Fujitsu Supplier:         Power Computing 
Supplier: Commodore Price: £140 Reviewed: 0,2,8 Supplier: Trikjgic Price: £499 Price: £159 
Price: £S/H500 Alfaaptlc Supplier: Cumana Price: £350 Fusion Forty Hams 290 A 2 630 3000dpi true optical mouse Price: £75 DCTV 50 MHz 66040+FPU accelerator for SHVS genlock with fade and 
25MH* 68030 and FPU accelerator Supplier; Golden Image CBM040 Pseudo 24-bit video enhancer for the A1500(+) dissolve 
for the A1500H Price: £29.95 40MHz 68G40+FPU accelerator for all machines. 368x580 pixels Rating; na% Rating: 70% 
Rating; na Alfapower HO the A3000 Rating; 70% Reviewed: na Reviewed: 16 
Reviewed; na IOE hard drive controller for Rating: 90% Reviewed: 12 Supplier: Power Computing Supplier:                Hama PVAC Supplier: Commodore A500/A500+ Reviewed: 20 Supplier: Silica Price: £1999 Price: £749 Price: £1200 Rating: 80% Supplier: Commodore Price: £499 G-Force Harlequin 
A3M0-1* Reviewed; 33 Price: £na Dfeonlx 701 25MHz 68030+FPU for the 24-Dlt video card for A150CK+). 
Discontinued. 608030 ISMHz very Supplier Golden Image Cherry MM PC Ink-Jet printer. 300 DPI, A1500{+) from GVP 910x576 pixels 
rare, ECS chip set + 2Mb Price: £99.95 High resolution 9' x 12' touch 200CPS. Rating: 70% Rating: 90% Rating: na Alfascan tablet Ratingr 50% Reviewed: 15 Reviewed: 11 Reviewed: na Hand-helo 400dp monochrome Rating: na Reviewed: 22 Supplier: Siilca Supplier: ACS Supplier Commodore scanner Reviewed: na Supplier; Kodak Price: £599 Price: £1400 
Price: £5/H900 Rating: 90% Supplier: Cherry Price: £399 G-Force 030 ICD Kickback 43001 Reviewed: 14,22 Price: £Ab<.) DlgiTiger II 40MHz 68030+FPU for the Keyboard switchable Kickstart ROM 50MHz 63030+FPU accelerator for Supplier: Golden Image Citizen 240C Simple colour video capture system Al500(+> from GVP shaFer 
the A1500f+) Price: £119.95 24-pin colour printer, 240 CPS and Rating: 70% Rating: 70% Rating: na Rating: 90% Aliases n-Pl us + OCR nine resident fonts Reviewed: ' 17 Reviewed: 27 Reviewed: na Reviewed: 3,5 Hand-held 400dpi monochrome Rating: na Supplier: SA&H Supplier: Silica Supplier: Silica Supplier: Silica scanner Reviewed: na Price: £200 Price: £699 Price: £27 Price; £1799 Rating; 90% Supplier: Citizen PlgFvlew IV G-Force 40 Imago Master 44000-30 Reviewed: 14,22 Price: £350 Simple colour video capture system 26MHz 68040+FPU for the Professional genlock that does it ail Stripped version of A4000 Supprler: Golden Image Citizen L24d Rating: 70% A1500(+) from GVP Rating: na Rating; na Price: £139,95 24^pin impact printer. 109 CPS Reviewed; na Rating; na% Reviewed: na Reviewed: na Alfascan-SOO Rating: 70% Supplier: Silica Reviewed: na Supplier; Neriki Supplier: Commodore Hand-head 800dpi monochrome Reviewed: 4 Price: £150 Supplier Silica Price: £1150 Price; £999 scanner Supplier: Citizen Em plant Price; £1999 KCS HD2 A400O-4O Supplier; Golden Image Price: £292 Interesting Macintosh emulator for GsneSys Hign-perforrrianee, duai high-density Flagship 25Mhz 68040/AGA Amiga Price: £119.95 Citizen M200 A1500(+) All-singing genlock from the UK floppy drive Rating; na A MAS 2 24-pin impact printer with 240 CPS Rating: 70% masters Rating: 90% Reviewed; na 8-bit stereo sound sampler with performance Reviewed; 28 Rating; 70% Reviewed: 35 Supplier: Commodore volume control Rating; na% Supplier: Blittersoft Reviewed: 29 Supplier:            Bilcon Devices Price: £2000 Rating: na% Reviewed: na Price: £254.95 Supplier; G2 Systems Price: £199 4500 Reviewed: na Supplier: Citizen Epson Epl4£X>0 Price: £934 Kickswitch Early machine with 512K. Good Supplier: MicroDeal Price: £250 6PPP/. 300DPI laser engine . 512K GenleScan British-made keyboard switchable S/H models rare. Price; £100 Citizen Projet basic RAM. Hand-head 400DPI monochrome Kickstart ROM sharer Rating: na Amrtek 600 Impressive ink-jet fron n Citizen. 360 Rating; 70% scanner Rating: na Reviewed: na Internal RAM expansion for the DPI, 360 CPS Reviewed: 22 Rating: na% Reviewed; na Supplier: Commodore A600 

70% 
Rating: 70% Supplier; Epson Reviewed: na Supplier:           Omega Projects Price: £120+ fused) Rating; Reviewed: 22 Price: £799 Supplier; Datel Price: £25 4500+ Reviewed: 

Supplier: 
24 Supplier: Citizen Epton LQ400 Price; £130 M1230XA Early V2 machine with 1M RAM. Silica Price: £496 Budget 24-pin monochrome printer, Genttlzer 50MH2 68030+FPU accelerator for Good value S/H. Price: £45 Citizen Swrft 24 121 CPS E-ilry iKve touch tablet, with a 9' x the A1200 Rating: na Aries 2000 Well-made 24-pin impact engine. Rating: 70% 6' working area Rating: 70% Reviewed: na internal RAM expansion for big box 121 CPS. five fonts. Reviewed: 4 Rating; 

Reviewed: 
na% Reviewed: 29 Supplier: Commodore Amigas Rating; 70% Supplier; Epson na Supplier;                 indy Direct Price; £140 (used) Rating: 70% Reviewed: 4 Price: £269 Supplier: Datel Price: £299 AS0O0-16 Reviewed: 24 Supplier: Citizen Epson UBSO Price; £130 Me£amous&40Q 16MHz 68020+FPU accelerator for Supplier 1 Jower Computing Price: £428 Basic 9-pin engine from Epson. Gl Scanner Optomechanical mouse the A50Q(+) Price: £129 Citizen Swift 9 Three fonts. 106 CPS Hand-held 400DPI monochrome Rating: 95% Rating: na% Audio Engineer 9-pin impact printer ,121 CPS, Rating: 50% scanner Reviewed: 32 Reviewed: 4 B-tait stereo sound sampler with Three fonts. Colour kit avail. Reviewed: 4 Rating: 90% Supplier:             Golden Image 

Price: £14,95 Supplier: ACL adjustable volume Rating: 90% Supplier: Epson Reviewed: 5 Pru-:e: £189.99 Rating: 90% Reviewed: 4 Price: £269 Supplier: Golden Image Megamlx Master 4530 Reviewed: 5 Supplier; Citizen Epson SQ370 Price: £150 From the Vidi Amiga men an 8-bit 40MHz 6B030+FPU accelerator for Supplier: Silica Price; £280 Epson's answer to the Projet. Eight Glare Guard stereo sound grabber. the A500(+) Price: £199 Citizen Swift 90C fonts. 360 CPS, 360 DPI. High-priced performance VDO Rating: na Rating; 90% Automouse/juyrttck switch Budget priced 0-p|n colour with six Rating: 70% screen filter Reviewed: na Reviewed: 20 Optomechanical mouse foots. Reviewed: 22 Rating: 70% Supplier: Rombo Supplier: Silica Hating: 95% Rating: 70% Supplier: Epson Reviewed: 26 Price: £39.95 Price: £800 Reviewed: 32 Reviewed: 29 Price: £659 Supplier: GMO Distribution MIcroGen 4590 Supplier Golden Image Supplier; Citizen Epson Stylus 800 Price: £86.25 eudge-t-pricod-general purpose Hard disk/RAM expansion for Price: £12.95 Price: £169 Budget Inkjet printer (it shows}. GT6SO0 fade/dissolve genlock A30Q+ B5000-2S Clarity 10 350DPI, 360 CPS, Epson's amazing 16.8 million Rating; na 
Reviewed: na Rating: 50% 25MH2                           for fo; 16-bit stereo sound sampler with Rating: 50% colour 600DPI flat-bed Reviewed; 1,8,13 the A500 

70% 
adjustable volume Reviewed: 29 Rating: 90% Supplier:         Power Computing Supplier: Commodore Rating: Rating: 70% Supplier: Epson Reviewed: na Price: £199 Price; £399 Reviewed: 3.5 Reviewed; 25 Price: £295 Supplier: Power Computing MlcroSampler A600 Supplier: ACL Supplier: MicroDeal FD Internal 2000 Price: £1300 Budget priced 8-bit stereo sampler Tne most basic Amiga currently Price: £479 Price: £149 Internal floppy disk for large model GVP DSS Rating: na 

Reviewed: na available new Canon BJ-lOex CofourPIc Amigas GVP's 8-bit stereo sampler with Rating; 80% reliable and popular mk^et Real-time colour video dig 'ise' Rating; 70% volume control Suppner: DateJ 
Price: £25 Reviewed: na 360DPI, 83 CPS 

90% 
Rating: 70% Reviewed: 8 Rating: 70% Supplier; Commodore Rating: Reviewed: 2 Supplier:         Power Computing Reviewed: 3 MinlGen Price: 

A6802SVHS £199 Reviewed: 
Supplier: 

22 
Canon 

Suppliar: 
Price: JCL 

£399 
Price: 
Floptical Disk 

£50 Supplier: 
Price: 

Silica 
£60 

The simpte&t genlock money can 
buyl 
Rating; 90% 
Reviewed: 31 

SVHS version of AS802 geniock Price; £299 ColourPlc+ Removable optical disk tor the GVP Imoact 11+ with fade and dissolve Canon BMOf x Real-time colour video digitiser with Amiga Ultimate hard disk/RAM expansion Rating: 50% Alternative BJ-1Q ink-jet. 3600PI, animation Rating: 90% for A500(+) Supplier: Lola Reviewed: 10 11U rj^s Rating: 70% Reviewed: 8 Rating; 90% Price: £40.35 
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NEC P20 
Reliable 24 pin impact engine. 
Eight resident fonts. 115 CPS 
Rating: n.)K< 
Reviewed: 4 
Supplier NEC 
Price: £351 
Nanus HO 
Internal hard drive card for A1500+- 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 8,13 
Supplier: Power Computing 
Price: £350 
Movla 301 
Internal IDE hard disk for A500{+) 
Rating: 50% 
Reviewed: 8 
Supplier; Power Ciimputing 
Price: £399 
Octagon 200B 
SCSr controller for 
A2DD0/3000/4O0O 
Supplier: Golden image 
Price: £129.00 
Oki ML3&0 
Tough, office-type printer. 24 pin. 
127 CPS. Three resident fonts. 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 4 
Supplier; Oki 
Price: £386 
Oki 0L4D0 
4PPM, 300DPI k£D page printer. 
Reliable, low-cost. 512K RAM. 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 22 
Supplier: Oki 
Price: £549 
Opal Vision 
24-Bit video card for A1500W. 
768x530 pixels 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 20 
Supplier: Silica 
Price; £399 
Optomouse 
High-resolution optical mouse with 
no ball 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 28 
Supplier; Gasteiner 
Price: £14,95 
PC Dual Drive 
Double-decker external floppy disk 
for all Amigas 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 0,3 
Supplier: Power Computing 
Price: £120 
internal RAM expansion for the 
A500 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 24 
Supplier: Power Computing 
Price: £30 
PC501+ 
1Mb internal RAM expansion for the 
A500+ 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 24 
Supplier: Power Computing 
Price; £36 
PC601 
Internal RAM- expansion for the 
A600 
Rating; 90% 
Reviewed: 24 
Supplier: Power Computing 
Price; £40 
PC38DB 
Popular external floppy disk for ail 
Amigas 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 3 
Supplier; Power Computing 
Price: £55 
External RAM expansion for the 
A5001+) 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 24 
Supplier; Power Computing 
Price: £109 
Hand-held 400 OP I monochrome 
scanner 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 14 
Supplier: Power Computing 
Price; £99 
PowerSoan Colour 
Hand-held 400DP! 256 colour 

50% 
23 

Power Computing 
£239 

Rating: 
Reviewed: ' 
Supplier: 
Price: 

Rating; 93% 
Reviewed: 37 
Supplier: Power Computing 
Price: £649 
Pro Agnus 
2Mb Agnus CHIP for A500/A2000 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 24 
Supplier; WTS Electronics 
Price: £139 
Pro RAM 601 
Internal 512K RAM expansion for 
the A600 
Rating; 90% 
Reviewed: 24 
Supplier WTS Electronics 
Price: £38 
Pro RAM Plus 
Interna) 512K RAM expansion for 
the A500 
Rating; 50% 
Reviewed: S 
Supplier: Datel 
Price: £25 

na% 
Simple genlock 
Rating: 
Reviewed; na 
fv.j | jpl it; r: Gordon Harwood 
Price: £130 
RAM Master II 
l.5Mb RAM internal expansion for 
the A500 
Rating: na% 
Reviewed: na 
Supplier: Datel 
Price; £100 
Real-time Clock 
Essential battery-backed up ctocfc 
system for A1200 machine 
Rat ng: 70% 
Reviewed; 
Supplier: First Choice 
Price: £17.99 
24-bit video card for A1500(+J. 
1024x1024 pixels 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed; 13 
Supplier: Power Computing 
Price: £1499 
Rendale -B802FMC 
Very simple but effective genlock 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 31 
Sup a I or. Marcam 
Price: £178 
24-bit video card for A150O1+}. 
2400x 1200 pixels 
Rating; 70% 
Reviewed: 27 
Supplier: ACS 
Price; £345 
RF542C 
Unique 5.25" external floppy drive 
Etom Roctec 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed; 0,8 
Supplier: Silica 
Price: £80 
Ricofi LP1200 
6PPM, 40o DPI laser engine with 
2Mb basic RAM. 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed; 22 
Supplier; Silica 
Price: £S20 
Roc Key 
Genlock add-on (cbromakey} for the 
RocGen Plus. 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 19 
Supplier: Silica 
Price: £350 

Internal IDE bard disk for A500(+> 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 8 
Supplier: Power Computing 
Price: £499 
Ptiotorealislc colour printer 

Simple genlock with fader 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 8 
Supplier: Silica 
Price: £117 
RocGen Plus 
Simple genlock with fade and 
dissolve. Noisy 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 10 
Supplier: Silica 
Price; £199 
Reditu 
Sexy little slimline floppy drive for 
all Amigas 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 3 
Supplier: Silica 
Price: £60 
Sample Studio 2 
frbtt stereo sampler 
Rating: na% 
Reviewed; no 
Supplier: Datel 
Price: £70 
Sharp JX1D0 
Hand-held 200DPI colour scanner 
Rating: na 
Reviewed: na 
Supplier: Silica 

Price: £695 
Sharp JX300 
30ODPI colour flat-bed scanner 
Rating: na 
Reviewed; na 
Supplier: Silica 
Price: £3600 
Sound Enhancer 
fiass and treble boost control for 
Amiga sound. 
Rating: na 
Reviewed: na 
Supplier; Omega Projects 
Price: £40 
Sound Trap 3 
Tiny, if basic, monophonic 8-bit 
sound sampler 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 3 
Supplier; Omega Projects 
Price: £30 
Star Laser 4 
4PPMt 300 DPI laser. 1M basic 
RAM. 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 22 
Supplier: Star 
Price: £1173 
Star LC20Q-24 
Colour/monochrome impact. Four 
resident fonts. 91 CPS 
Rating; 70% 
Reviewed: 4 
Supplier: Star 
Price; £304 
Stereo Master 
Budget-priced 84>it stereo sound 
sampler with volume control 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: ll 
Supplier: ffiSOfl 
Price: £40 
Stereo sampler 2 
8-bit stereo sound sampler with 
volume control 
Rating; na 
Reviewed: na 
Supplier: Tri logic 
Price: £40 
Supra 5uOXp 
External hard drive/RAM expansion 
for A500(+} 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 1,8,13 
Supplier: WTS Electronics 
Price: £489 
SyQuest Tape Backup 
SCSI tape streamer for Amigas with 
SCSI port 
Rating: 50% 
Reviewed; S 
Supplier: Omega Projects 
Price: £600 
Toshiba CD-ROM 
CD-ROM for Amigas with SCSI ports 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed; 27 
Supplier Alamthera System 
Price: £499 
V-Lab 
Real-time colour video capture 
system 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 17 
Supplier: ACS 
Price; £300 
S-VHS VldeoCenter 
The original, low-end VideoCenter- 
the VC1. 
Supplier: G2 Systems 
Price: £581.63 
VideoCenter 2 
Well-endowed genlock from the 
British SVHS masters 
Rating: na 
Reviewed: na 
Supplier: G2 Systems 
Price: £1170 
VldeoCettter 3 
High-performance suite from the 
masters 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 7 
Supplier; G2 Systems 
Price: £1999.99 

VideoMaster VM 2 
Expensive, high-performance SHVS 
genlock 
Rating: 50% 
Reviewed: 1 
Supplier; Power Computing 
Price: £799 

Budget real-time video capture 
system with colour facility 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 25 
SuDp-lo" MIcroDeal 
Price: £69.95 
Vldeocomp GKSO 
High cost, high performance 
genlock system 
Rating; 90% 
Reviewed: 3 
Supplier: Silica 
Price: £1300 
Video Digitiser 
Real-time video capture system with 
co our facility 
Rating; na 
Reviewed: na 
Supplier: Datel 
Price; £80 

Colour video capture system. 
Rating: na 
Reviewed: na 
Supplier Power Computing 
Price: £200 
Vidi Amiga 12 AG A 
Popular and powerful budget priced 
video digitiser 
Rating; 90% 
Reviewed: 22 
Supplier; Rombo 
Price: £99.95 
Vidi Amiga 12RT AGA 
Real-lime 12-bit video digitiser 
Rating: 80% 
Reviewed; 36 
Supplier: Rombo 
Price; £199.99 
Vidi Amiga 24RT AGA 
Real-time 24-bit video digitiser 
Rating: 80% 
Reviewed: 36 
Supplier: Rombo 
Price; £299.95 
VXL3D 
25MH2 63030+FPU internal 
accelerator for the A500 
Rating: na 
Reviewed; na 
Supplier; Indi Direct 
Price: £409 
WcrdSync 2000 
Hard disk card for A1500+ 
Rating; 70% 
Reviewed: 1,13 
Supplier: WTS Electronics 
Price: £450 

AcouTrans 3D 
Converts 3D objects 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 33 
Supplier; Micromouse 
Price: £39.29 
ADPToots Professional 
Remote control for ASDG's Art 
Department Pro 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 35 
Supplier: White Night 
Price: £125 
Advantage 
One of the best all-round Amiga 
spreadsheets 
Rating; 70% 
Reviewed: 1.9 
Supplier: Silica 
Price: £100 
Aladdin 40 
Amazing ray-traced rendering 
package 
Rating: 93 
Reviewed: 38 
Supplier: Hobbyte 
Price; £213 
Alternative Scroller 
Video titling system 
Rating: na 
Reviewed; na 
Supplier; Alternative Image 
Price: £50 
Ami-Back 
Very popular hard disk backup 
system 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed; 29 
Supplier Omega Projects 
Price: £69,99 
AmiBase 4 
Simple flat-file database 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 36 
Supplier:       One Vision Software 
Price: £15 
Amigavislnn 
Hypercard-like engine 
Rating: na 
Reviewed: na 
Supplier: Commodore 
Price; £80 
BASIC programming language with 
many extensions 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed; 3,9 
Supplier: Europress 
Price; £50 
AMOS 3D 
3dHextension for AMOS BASIC 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed; 5,7 
Supplier: Europress 
Price: £30 
AMOS Compiler 

Compiler for AMOS BASIC 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 5,9 
Supplier Europress 
Price: £30 
AMOS Pro Compiler 
Compiler extension for AMOS 
BASIC 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 30 
Supplier: Europress 
Price: £34.95 
AMOS Professional 
Bigger, more powerful version of 
AMOS 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed; 20 
Supplier; Europress 
Price: £69.95 
AntiA 
Font enhancement utility 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: B 
Supplier: Zen 
Price: £40 
Art Department Professional 
Latest version of famous image 
processor 
Rating: 84% 
Reviewed: 37 
Supplier; First Computer Center 
Price: £149.95 
Art Expression 
Structured <object oriented) drawing 
package 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 24 
Supplier: Silica 
Price; £150 
Bars and Pipes Pro 2 
Very powerful music and 
multimedia engine 
Rating: 80% 
Reviewed: 31 
Supplier; Meridian 
Price: £299.99 
Brilliance 
The Amiga's first real paint program 
for years. A classic. 
Rating; 95% 
Reviewed: 38 
Supplier: * Meridian 
Price; £199.95 
Brantlcasl Titler 
Video titling system 
Rating; 70% 
Reviewed: 2 
Supplier: Meridian 
Price: £327.27 
Callgarl 24 
Power drawing at a budget price 
Rating: 50% 
Reviewed: 33 
Supplier: Amiga Centre Scotland 
Price: £99.95 
CanD0 2.51 
Hypercard-iike applications 
generator. 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 33 
Supplier: INOVAtronics 
Price: £149.95 
CMPanion 
Patch editor for MIDI 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed; 6 
Supplier: Gajits 
Price; £100 
Count and Add 
Matns 
Rating; 70% 
Reviewed; 10 
Supplier Lander Software 
Price: £26 
CygnuS CD 3 
One of the best pure text editors 
around. A programmer's tool 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 33 
Supplier: Silica 
Price; £79.95 
Deluxe Paint 4 
AGA version available. 
Rating: 80% 
Reviewed: 10 
Supplier: Electronic Arts 
Price; £90 
Devpac 3 
The ultimate assembly language 
development tool 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 10.12 
Supplier: HiSoft 
Price: £70 
Directory Opus 4 
Super-powerful graphical window on 
AmigaDOS 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed; 28 
Supplier: Silica 
Price; £64.95 
Disney Animation Studio 
Animation program from the 
masters. 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 1 

Supplier: Silica 
Price; £80 
Easy AMOS 
Stripped down version of AMOS 
BASIC witn debugger 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed; 12 
Supn icr: Europress 
Price: £35 
Elan Performer 2 
Video presentation system 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 11 
Supplier; Silica 
Price: f.ifiO 
Essence II 
Specially generated textures 
Rnt:n£. 90% 
Reviewed: 32 
Supplier: Alternative Image 
Price; £100 
Final Copy 2 
Upgrade to the hugely successful 
Final Copy 
Rating; 70% 
Reviewed: 25 
Supplier; Gordon Harwood 
Price: £79,95 
Final Writer 
Upgrade to Final Copy 2 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 33 
Supplier: Gordon Harwood 
Price: £129.95 
Fun School 3 
3 R's software witn fun graphics 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 2 
Supplier: Europress 
Price: £25 
Fun School 4 
3 R's software with fun graphics 
Rating; 90% 
Reviewed: 3 
Supplier: Europress 
Price; £25 
GB Route Edit 
Editor for users of GB Route Plus 
Rating; 80% 
Reviewed; 10 
Supplier: Complex Computers 
Price; £30 
GB Route Plus 
Automated route planning for OK 
drivers 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 10 
Supplier: Compfex Computers 
Price: £S0 
GigaMem 
Virtual memory for big Am<gas with 
bigger hard disks 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 33 
Supplier; Gasteiner 
Price; £69.95 
HiSoft BASIC 
Under-rated version of the BASIC 
language, internal compiler 
Rating; 70% 
Reviewed: 9 
Supplier: HiSoft 
Price; £50 
His peed Pascal 
Interesting implementation of 
Pascal from the language masters 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 19 
Supplier: HiSoft 
Price; £100 
Home Office 2 
Superb integrated office suite from 
Gold Disk 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 20 
Supplier: Silica 
Price: £99,99 
Another HyperCard clone 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 6 
Supplier Silica 
Price: £100 
Image Master 
Powerful image processing system 
Rating; 90% 
Reviewed: 18 
Supplier:   Amiga Centre Scotland 
Price: £175 
imageFX 
Rival to Art Department 
Rating; 70% 
Reviewed: 27 
Supplier; Silica 
Price: £269.95 
Imagine 2 
Powerful 3D modelling system 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed; 14 
Supplier: Silica 
Pnce: £270 
K-Spread 4 
Power spreadsheet with GEM-like 
interface 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 9 
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Your Guarantee of Value 
This magazine comes from 
Future Publishing, a company 
founded just eight years ago 
but now selling more computer 
magazines than any other 
publisher in Britain. We offer: 

Better advice. Our titles are packed with tips, 
suggestions and explanatory features, written by the 
best in the business. 

Stronger reviews. We have a cast-iron policy of editorial 
independence, and our reviews give clear buying 
recommendations. 

Clearer design. You need solid information, and you need 
it fast. So our designers highlight key elements in the 
articles by using charts, diagrams, summary boxes, 
annotated photographs and so on. 

Greater relevance. At Fu*ureT editors operate under two 
golden rules: 

• Understand your readers' needs. 
* Satisfy them. 

More reader Interaction. We draw strongly on readers' 
contributions, resulting in the liveliest letters pages and 
the best reader tips. Buying one of our magazines is like 
joining a nationwide user group. 

Better vaiue for money. More pages, better quality: 
magazines you can trust. 
The home of Britain's finest computer magazines: 

Amiga Shopper, Amiga Format, Amiga Format Specials, 
Amiga Power, PC Answers, PC Plus, PC Gamer, 

Sega Power, Mega, Commodore Format, PCW Plus, 
ST Format, GamesMaster, Amstrad Action, PC Format, 

Total!, Super Play, Edge, MacFormat, Future Music, 
CD-ROM Today, Amiga CD32. 

PUBLISHING 

Supplier; HiSoft 
Price: £150 
Lattice C V5 
Trie most popular commercial C 
compiler 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 3,9 
Supplier: HiSoft, 
Price; £230 
Let's Spell 
Writing 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 2 
Supplier: Softstuff 
Price: £20 
M2 Amiga 
Amiga implementation of Wirth's 
Modula-2 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 7.9 
Supplier; Real-Time Associates 
Price: £125 
MakePath 
Automatic path generator add on for 
VistaPro 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 23 
Supplier: Meridian 
Price: £24.95 
Map Master 
Image mapping system 
Riil i re 70% 
Reviewed: 14 
Supplier: Alternative Image 
Price: £54 
Media Point 
High-end presentation autriorii>g 
system tike Scala 
Rating: 91% 
Reviewed: 37 
Supplier: Meridian 
Price: £329.99 
Micro French 
Learn franglals by computer 
Rating; 70% 
Reviewed: 17 
Supplier: LCI- 
Price: £24 
Mini Office 2 
Integrated suite of office software 
Rating: 60% 
Reviewed: 17 
Supplier: Europress Software 
Price: £59.95 
Movfesfttter 
Basic cartoon animation package 
from Gold Disk. 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 14,23 
Supplier: Silica 
Price: £59.95 
Mu&ic-X 
Popular midi sequencing software 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: na 
Supplier: Micralllusions 
Price: £150 
lYlusic-XJnr. 
Budget version of Music-X 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed; na 
Supplier: MicroUlusions 
Price: £50 
Nexus Backdrops 
Backdrops for specialised video 
use 
Rating: 50% 
Reviewed: 29 
Supplier: Video World 
Price: £29.95 
Noddy 's Big Adventure 
13 educational games featuring 
Noddy. Stage 1 Nat. Cir, 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 35 
S u ppl ier;        Ttie J umping Bean 
Company 
Price: £24.99 
OCR 
Optical Character Recognition 
Rating: 95% 
Reviewed: 19 
Supplier: Golden image 
Price: £49.95 
OctaMed Companion 
Tutorial for OctaMED Pro VB5 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed; 29 
5 u ppl ier:        SeaSoft Com puting 
Price: £16,99 
OctaMed Professional V5 
Very powerful and hugely popufar 
music/midi editor 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 29 
Supplier        SeaSoft Computing 
Price; £30.50 
PageStream 2,2 
Inexpensive page layout program 
with Postscript 
Rating: 50% 
Reviewed; 2.3 
Supplier: Meridian 
Price: £69-95 
Pen Pal 
Fun word processor with integral 

Uatd-oase 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed; 5,9,25 
Supplier: Gordon Harwood 
Price: £49,95 
Pepe's Garden 
The 3Rs 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 10 
Supplier: Prisma 
Price: £25,99 
Personal Fonts Maker 2 
255 colour font constnjetion utility 
from Cloanto 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 36 
Supplier: Meridian 
Price: £59.95 
Personal Paint 4.0 
Latest version of Cloanto's DPaint 
rival 
Rating: 75% 
Reviewed: 37 
Supplier: Meridian 
Price: £59.95 
Picture Book 
The 3 Rs 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 10 
Supplier: Triple R Education 
Price: £20 
PuwerBase 3.34 
Simple flat-file database 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 30 
Supplier: Amivision 
Price: £14,95 
Powerwavea 3.1 
Makes 30 wave based objects 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed; 21 
Supplier:        Database Software 
Price: £17.95 
Pro Draw 3,0 
Structured drawing compliment to 
Pro Page 
Rating: 90W 
Reviewed; 27 
Supplier: Silica 
Price: £132 
Pro Page 4 
Big, well-respected page layout 
from GolO Disk 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 27 
Suppler: silica 
Price: £199.95 
Professional Calc 
Major upgrade of Advantage with 
many more features 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed; na 
Supplier: Silica 
Price: £150 
Protect VS 
Latest version of Amor's power 
word processor 
Rating: 80% 
Reviewed: 35 
Supplier: Arnor 
Price: £99 
Quarterback 6.0 
Latest version of popular HD 
backup utility 
Rating: 82% 
Reviewed: 37 
Supplier: Meridian 
Price: £74.95 
Quarterback Tool* Deluxe 
Collection of disk utilities 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 31 
Supplier: Meridian 
Price: £129.95 
Real 3D 2 
Clever surface texture modelling in 
a class of its own. 
Rating; 80% 
Reviewed: 31 
Supplier: Alternative Image 
Price: £469 
Resource 
Disassembles binary to macro 
assembly language 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 33 
Supplier: Helios 
Price: £130 
Scala EE100 
Semi-pro editing for LANC equipped 
gear 
Rating: na 
Reviewed: 36 
Supplier: Scala UK 
Price: £149 
Scala MM300 
Costly, all-singing, afl-dancmg video 
FX generator 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 36 
Supplier; Scala UK 
Price: £329 
Sculpt 40 
A genuine classic of ray tracers. 
Rating; 90% 
Reviewed: 7 

Supplier: Alternative Image 
Price: £400 
Smooth Talker 
Video prompting system 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed; 16 
Supplier: Zen Computers 
Price: £140 
Writing for little ones 
Rating; 70% 
Reviewed: 6 
Supplier: Lander Software 
Price; £26 
Spelling 
Rating; 70% 
Reviewed: 6 
Supplier: ESP Software 
Price; £20 
Studio 
Al|-singing printer di vor 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 33 
Supplier; JAM 
Price: £49.95 
Superbase Personal 2 
Very powerful programmable 
'C a:ir>ivj: drtlHtiHse win fcrm$ 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed; 9.12 
Supplier: Oxxi 
Price: £100 
Superbase Pro 4 
Very powerful programmable 
relational database with forms 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 4,9 
Supplier: Oxxi 
Price: £400 
SuperJamt 
Music generation by computer 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 15 
Supplier: Blue Ribbon Sound 
Price: £100 
Surface Master 
Another gribbly surface generator 
for Imagine 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 14 
Supplier: Aftemative Image 
Price: £28 
TechnosounrJ Turbo 2 
Sample editor 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed; 30 
5'j ppl i<: 1: New Dimensions 
Price: £39.99 

Price: £34.99 
The French Mletrees 
French language tutor for all 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed; 4 
Supplier: Kosmos 
Price: £20 
Touch Typist 
Computer aided course in touch 
typing 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 15 
Supplier Sector Software 
Pics- £14 
TrapFAX 
FAX software for high-speed 

Edits landsape.DEM tiles for 
VistaPro 
Rating; 70% 
Reviewed: 26 
Supplier: Mend an 

Rating: 80% 
Reviewed: 35 
Supplier: Blittersoft 
Price: 74.95 
Turbo Print Pro 
Enhanced printing utility 
Rating: 70% 
Reviewed: 14r15 
Supplier: Meridian 
Price: £49,95 
TypeSmrth 2 
Scalable font utility 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 36 
Supplier: Meridian 
Price: £135 
Upper Disk Tool5 
Disk recovery tools 
Rating; 81% 
Reviewed: 37 
Supp ier:    Wheelbarrow Software 
Price: 19.95 
VistaPro 
Real-world landscape generator 
Rating: 90% 
Reviewed: 7 
Supplier: Meridian 
Price: £100 
VTClock 
Video-type clock overlay for video 
use 
Ratirig: 90% 
Reviewed: 35 
Supplier:            Zen Computers 
Price:     * £35.25 
Word worth 2 AO A 
Improved version of Wordworth 
Rating: 80% 
Reviewed: 33 
Supplier: Digita 
Price: £129.95 
Wordworth 3.0 
Latest version of Delta's high- 
power word processor 
Rating: 65% 
Reviewed: 37 
Supplier: Digita 
Price: £149.95 

Supplier's list 
For Information on the libraries supplying pull jic domain and shareware. check out our full listing on page 90. 
ACL „  

 ~..„0533 440041 
Arnor.... „..„.„   0733 &B909 Hitter Soft   0908 220136 Calculus «T,„„n,„„„,  0543 418666 Cloudhall  
Commodore                                                            nn^a 770nea 
ComplBX Computers ......... 
Digita  
EntertRlmtnt Int........... 
ESP... ,   .....001 343 9143 

 ,,,0625 869333 

easterner.......  
WiO   071 615 03.00 Gordon Harwood -...„„•  
HISoft  
Indl Direct ,  
Kosmoa Software ,  
Lola Electronic*  

 0604 730466 MCM „„ 
Meridian...  
MlcroltluslonS   .0480 430467 Haw Dimensions. ,„...,•  

 0753 819S19 Omega Projects   0642 682206 Power Computing „,,,,,..„,   0234 273000 
 081 G567333 

ScalB UK   0620 444234 
SHIca......  
Slran Software^,,,,  
The Jumping Bean Company  „„ 0802 792&3B Trltoglc  
Trfppla 'R' Software ,   0742 7B037O White Knight Technologies   0992 714539 Zsn Computer Services..............  061 793 1931 
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96   SAFE SHOPPING 

Your guide to safer 

AMIGA 

ofiopvmg 

Getting confused in 

the alluring 

shopping jungle is 

easy. Amiga 

Shopper leads the 

way to a better buy. 

Colourful adverts tempt you with amazing 
pieces of equipment and software for your 
Amiga. They are faster, bigger, better and 

you are just dying to get your Hands on them. 
Your first step to avoid dishonest businesses 
{thankfully they are a small minority, but all It 
takes Is onel) and ultimately disappointment on 
your behalf, Is to read our Safe Shopping advice. 
Follow a few simple steps and the Amiga kit of 
your dreams will safely be yours. 

BUYING IN PERSON 
• Where possible, always test any software and 

hardware in the shop before taking it home, to 
make sure that everything works properly. 

• Make sure you have all the necessary leads, 
manuals or other accessories you should have. 

• Don't forget to keep your receipt. 

BUYING BY PHONE 
• Be as clear as you possibly can when stating 

what you want to buy and make absolutely 
sure you confirm all the technical details. 
Things to bear in mind are: 
version numbers, memory requirements, 
other hardware or software required, and 
compatibility with your Amiga (be sure you know 
which version of Kickstart you have). 

• Check the price you are asked to pay, and 
make sure that it's the same as 
the price advertised. 

• Check that what you are ordering is 
actually En stock. 

• Check when and how the article will be 
delivered, and that any extra charges are as 
stated on the advert. 

• Make a note of the date and the name of 
the person you are ordering from. 

BUYING BY POST 
• You must remember to clearly state exactly 

what you are buying, at what price (refer to the 
magazine, page and issue number where it s 
advertised) and give any relevant information 
about your system set-up that will reduce the 
risk of hiccups. 

• Make sure you keep copies of ail 
correspondence. 

MAKING RETURNS 
You are entitled to return a product if it fails to 
meet one of the following criteria: 

O The goods must be of 'merchantable quality/ 
O They must be "as described". 
0 They must be fit for the purpose for which they 

were sold, or for the purpose you specified 
when ordering. 

If they fail to satisfy any or all of the criteria, 
then you are entitled to: 

• Return them for a refund. 
• Recesve compensation for part of the value. 
• Get a replacement or free repair. 
• When returning a product, ensure you have 

proof of purchase and that you return the item 
as soon as possible after receiving it. That's 
why it is important to check It thoroughly as 
soon as it is delivered. 

GETTING REPAIRS 
• Always check the conditions of the guarantee, 

and servicing and replacement policy. 
• Always fill in and return warranty cards as soon 

as possible, and make sure that you are 
aware of all the conditions in the guarantee. 

BUYING PD 
• Even though PD software is relatively 

inexpensive, you should still apply the 
guidelines set out above, making sure that you 
confirm all orders as clearly as possible. 

• Shopping around is still important when buying 
PD because different sources charge different 
prices for the same disks. There is no set 
pricing structure for disks, but bear in mind 
that PD houses are meant to be non-profit- 
making operations, CD 

Buying by Mail - Ten Steps to Safety 
When you're buying from any mall order company, It's 
worth following Amiga Shopper's useful guidelines to 
avoid confusion and disappointment: 

1. ) Before you send any money, ring the supplier to 
make sure the Item you require is In stock. Ask 
questions about the company's policy on delivery and 
returns of faulty equipment. Make sure that there are 
no hidden costs such as postage and packaging. Find 
out when you can realistically expect to receive your 
goods. 

2. ) Always read the small print In adverts. This Is 
normally where the unpleasant surprises are hidden 

3. ) Beware companies that do not Include their 
address on their adverts. Also, avoid companies which 
do not answer or return your calls, 

4. ) By far the best method of payment Is by credit 
card."If ordering goods of more than £100 In total 
value, remember that you are legally entitled to claim 
compensation from some credit companies If the 
retailer goes bust. Check your credit card company's 
policy carefully. You can also try to get extra Insurance 
In advance. 

5. ) If you're not paying by credit card, pay by cheque. 
Never send cash, and avoid using postal orders. 

6. ) Keep records. If you are buying by credit card keep 
a note of the time of the order and ask for an order 
number. When ordering anything over the telephone, 
always double-check the price. 

7. ) When sending a cheque keep a note of the cheque 
number, the date and the exact value. Make sure you 
know the exact name of the mall order company. 

8. ) When you receive your goods, check them 
carefully. If anything Is missing or faulty, contact the 
supplier Immediately. 

9. ) Always order from the most recent issue of Amiga 
Shopper. 

100 lf a problem does arise, contact the supplier In 
the first Instance. Calmly and politely tell them your 
problem. Moat problems turn out to be minor hitches 
or misunderstandings that can easily be resolved. If 
you think you have a genuine grievance, contact your 
local Trading Standards Officer. The number Is In the 
phone book. 

ADVERTISERS INDEX 

1st Computer Centre IFC 

Amiga Format .58-59 

Dart -■■75 

DGP - - 91 
Direct Computer Supplies ...89 

Epic 81 

Exclusive PD 75 

Future Books 82-83 

Hawkwell ....75 

IK Software 75 

just Amiga Monthly ... 92 

Kyte 75 

Lola 91 
Owl Associates ...,.._.>-91 

Selec Software 91 

Silica Systems 9, 29, IBC 

Softwood Software 52-53 

Stylus Inc.. -.65 

Telescan 75 
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COMPETITION 97 

WIN A WINDOW 

TO THE WORLD 

Your chance to win a US Robotics V32 Terbo 

Modem and free* Internet access for a year! 

This month we have a real stonker of 
a competition* Not only are we giving 
away a brand new shiny V.32 terbo 
fax/modem (donated by those nice 
people at U$ Robotics tr 0753 
011 ISO), but we also have free* 
Internet access (monks to those nice 
people at Demon Internet Services rr 
081 343 3881) for a year for five 

lucky winnersl 
If all this talk of the Internet is 

gibberish to you, perhaps youfd better 
read our in-depth feature on the 
Internet starting on page 10. This 
feature also has the answers to the 
questions hidden away, so why not 
nip back mere before entering this 
month's excellent competition? 

First Prize       A US Robotics V.32 Terbo modem and free" 
internet access for a yean 

Pius four prizes of Free* internet access for a year. 

To win, just write your answers to the questions at the 
bottom of the page on the back of a postcard and send it tot 

More Modems, Madam! 
Amiga Shopper 30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW 

Alternatively, you can 
E-Mail your entries to: 
COMPETlTlON@AMSHQP.DEMQN£O.UK 

Please state on the back if you don't want your name and address included on a mailing 
list We will pick out five winners from all of the correct entries received on or before the 
closing date of Friday 12 August Ail the usual rules apply* Anybody engaged in the 
building of the by-pass on Lime Solsbury Hill is automatically disqualified, Only one entry 
per household is allowed. May the Goddess be with you in your endeavours. 

THE QUESTIONS 
1 What does DARPA stand for? 

2 What is the program used to search for files across 
the Internet called? 

3 What is the name of the Amiga 
World Wide Web browsing software? 

* Except for the phone bill - that's your problem. 

A taster of just a few of the things you can 
find out there on the Internet 

THEY ARE THE CHAMPIONS 
We had an extremely good response to our Brilliance competition from issue 38. So good, 
m fact that Graeme has had to go and spend two weeks in Turkey to recover from the 
struggle of having to sort the post every morning. Anyway, our jolty nice Production Editor 
Anna has reached delicately into the hat and yanked out ten winners, so the following 
lucky people will he receiving a copy of the truly boffo paint program Brilliance 2 shortly. 

Murray Hutton from New Zealand 
Mr J Warner from Newport Pagnell 
Robert Sowden from Truro 
Dave McFarlane from Leicester 
John Bell from Eltesmere Port 

Mrs E Adams from Swanky, Kent 
Steve Carter from Chelmsford 
Neil Curnow from St Ives 
Mr A Marshall from Eastbourne 
Angus Ellis from Weybridge 

Congratulations to you lott You should he receiving your prizes within the next few weeks. 
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98   NEXT MONTH 

Next month's Amiga Shopper will bring 

you the full gen on both of these stunning 

3D packages, including opinions and tips £ t 

from professional animators, 

Plus V-Fast modems and assembly language programming. 

On sale Tuesday 2 August for £2.50. Watch the skies! 

! DEAR NEWSAGENT, Please reserve/deliver me a copy of M3Q Shopper every 
I month, beginning with the August issue, which goes on sale on Tuesday 5 July. 

! Name ,  

Address 

I Postcode "  
i • NOTE TO NEWSAGENT: Mgo Stepper is published by Future Publishing 10235 

1442244) and is available from your local wholesaler 
1 '  

BE SURE TO AVOID 

DISAPPOINTMENT - 

RESERVE YOUR 

FAVOURITE 

MAGAZINE AT 

YOUR LOCAL 

NEWSAGENT NOW! 

da have any 
problem getting 
hid of your 
favourite Amiga 
mag, call fori* 
listen on 022$ 
442244 and shell 
help you out 

AT-A-GLANCE 

GUIDE 
To help you find what you want 
quickly, here Is a cross- 
referenced list of everything 
covered In this month's Amiga 
Shopper. You'll find a detailed 
index to the problem-solving 
Amiga Answers section on page 
41. The page numbers given are 
for the first page of the article In 
which the subject is mentioned. 
Amiga Disks and Drives 
Insider Guide 35 
AmtgaDos 68 
AMOS 71 
Answers 42 
Answers Cover 41 
Back Issues 60 
Blizzard Review 25 
Buying Advice 96 
C Programming 54 
Calorie Counter Diary B7 
Course Form 87 
Creating the Cover Image 39 
DirWork2 Review 32 
Distant Suns Review 30 
Eagleplayer VI.40 85 
Edge 34 
Editors' Desk 8 
Future Publishing Books 82 
G Force Review 24 
Genius Hi Sketch 096 19 
Gold Fish 34 
HD Utlls i 87 
Humanoid Review 33 
Imagine Preview 27 
Internet Feature 10 
Letters 78 
Lightwave Preview 26 
Marblebase 88 
News 4 
Next month 98 
Night Sky 1.8 85 
Opinions 38 
Par Review 20 
PD World 84 
Product Locator 93 
Reader Ads 40 
Subscriptions 66 
Syndesis 3D-R0M 18 
Tabby 19 
Tablets Review 19 
Timing in Music 62 
Tom's Story Book 86 
Total Concepts - Stars 
and Galaxies 84 
US Interview 36 
US News 7 
Useful Utilities 1 86 
User groups 76 
Video Backgrounds 56 
Video Creator Review 23 
ViewTek 2.1 84 
Window Shopper 34 
World Wide Web 14 
Zappo Smart Stor 35 

Are there any products or 
subjects you'd like us to take a 
look at? Well, just drop a line to: 

Amiga Shopper, 
30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath, Avon BA12BW. 
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NFWI CD-ROM DRIVE FOR A1200 
9mm mm a & EXTERNAL 3%" HARD DRIVE FOR A600/1200 

FROM SILICA - THE UK's No1 AMIGA SPECIALISTS 

SOFTWARE PACK 

Wnen you buy your Amiga Irtim Stfca, at SF/ our advsrtiseG prices, we will -give you one 
or more Irce gifts. The gilts include tl»e raw Chaas pack. GFA Basic 4 Ftiaton Pairrt II. Check inis ad to see which gifts come witti each Ann i]3 I^TI Si! :a Ar erhjrced AGA vsrsicn of 

Chaos that lakes M\ advantage ol faster speed and the AA Chipset will be sent with A12Q0 S AMQQs. 
CHAOS ENGINE  £25.99 
SYNDICATE   £34.99 
PINBALL FANTASIES   £29.99 
NICK FALDO'S CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF  „„, £34.99 

CHAOS PACK: £125.96 
GFA BASIC v3.5 - Powerful Basic Programming Language£50-00 
PHOTON PAINT II - Powerful Graphs Painting Package ... £89.95 

AMIGA 600 
SUMMER PACK 

2Mb '*^1fr£f VERSION ■ +£30 \ 

SPECTACULAR VOYAGE 

INCLUDES 6 GREAT CD TITLES 
WING COMMANDER 
DANGEROUS STREETS 
CHAOS ENGINE 
MICROCOSM 
DIGGERS 
OSCAR 

FREE DELIVERY 
IN UK MAINLAND 

PACK INCLUDES: *U* AMIGA 600  £199-93 
» BUDMM hb DRIVE t TV yQOuLtfCfl 
• ZOOL - PLattorm Gams 
m STRIKER - Soccer 
• PINBALL DREAMS- Rrtsll S.m 
• THANSWHrTE - Wwd Praoasscr 
FREE FRW1 SIIXA <Sw Tcp Le*i Cg65 91 

TOTAL PACK VALUE: C593.&2 LESS PACK SAVING: E394.S3 
SILICA PRICE: £199,00 

AMIGA 4000 
SPECIFICATIONS 

1 YEAR ON SITE,'AT HOW E WARRANTY ON ALL OOMFtGUflATIOMS 
FREE DELIVERY IN UK MAINLAND 

MIPS Hlll.fi 0.0 

0.37 
The A40M 030EC runs ai least 3 thnei lairer nan 1he spaed o1 Lns AGOQ. 
GRAPHICS : 
• ■B7MLL0S 

COLOURS 
• ^ESOJUTONS 

UPT012BOX512 AND KOxftM 
OPEN ARC HUTECTTJ RE: ire WCCO has t»e>n do&cjr>Bd lor 1lB.«fillily   proMiflncj   plfcift t}\ rnm-rciry &. pnripncral cxpa-i:' 
• it WAIT ZDffiO t SLOTS • SKFCAT SLOTS • '*?4-r:,'y?EOfV.(y 
POWER: CHWE 

AMIGA 4000 
CONFIGURATIONS 

The Amiga 4000 030EC is available m two RAM/Hand Drive versions from Silica (pJease- see below). Both are Ihlly configured and approved and i Commodore's full or*e year on- warranty. RAM upgrades are al£0 labia Ircxn Silica. Oue to current fi jctjalions in ihe martaei, pJease. call for upyriiti'.' prices. 
FREE SOFTWARE INCLUDED WITVI ROTH MODELS 

Deluxe Paint IV AGA ... WORTH £39.99 
WordW&rth V2 AGA , WORTH £189.99 
DIGITA Print MaTiag&i lor WordVforth .,. ... TH £39.99 

TOTAL VALUE: E2G9.97 
25MHZ 68030EC 

DESKTOP 
4  214 £ggg 

4 540 £1299 
RAM UPGRADES CALL  FOR  PRICES 

C* APPROVED 
Silica are a fully authorised Amiga dealer. We can upgrade Amiga 600 or l200's with hard drives, far new or existing owners, without affecting C-rjrnmndctffl's official on site warranty. We oner olhar upgrades and repair service Tor A.5QC and 
A500PLU& computers. 
UPGRADES & REPAIRS • Latest t«st iKfvipment ■ 30 srnmecf tecrin\cians ■ 1,OQO$ of parts in stock ■ FAST, 48 hour semes ■ Wo can collect (ES+VAT) ■ FREE return courier ■ AiS work guaranteed 
CALL FOR A PRICE LiST 

1 
Mb 

Nb 
■ RAV 

£199 INC VAT - WWC 0533 

«C VAT-AMC 0638- 

COLOUR MONITOR 
FOR ALL AM1GAS 

FREE 

■ PHILIPS B633Mkll 
2mm Ooi Puich 14" Colour Screen * fiOfl ilols x 255 lines RfiSOlutiKl - 15.75KH: ■ Analog RGB. Ddigal TTL rind tempos^ V*teg * Anli-pjiara ScnsEn    r~.    :    : i * EMemal Controls [" ""'J Vnjiii-:- .jittr o'.-'Huh Cn-P nr. ,,rqv 

Saturatifln W UK MAINLAND Hgri?nnl3l Srult NMTA] Stereo Sound wih rT m   I <9 Headphcme Sc[ ■    ■   - .. 

TV/MONITOR 
FOR ALL AMIGAS 

FREE AMIGA 
SCART 
FROM SILICA 

• 14- Ren«M Comrol Colwr TV/ttonitor • Inc RG9 Scad Socket for use wdh Amigas • Inlrn RKJ Remote Conlrol • OnScrefinDiapiwloAdiusiCaln^r.'VQlumH 
• OrvCH Timer fflFF DELIVERY • Rwh BUck FEature tff |n( f/AmLAND w 40 Channel Prtigra'mmi Memary firlj 

• PLUGS INTO THE BACK OF THE CD*3 

■ ALLOWS YOU TO PLAY VIDEO CDs hill screen, lull moiion lllnns & music videos 
- CD-I LINEAR COMPATIBLE Allows you to olay CO-l Mms & music videos 
• PEHJECT FREEZE FRAME 
• INSTANT TRACK :■■ SELECTION 
• SUPERB CD f^jnn QUALITY SOUND    3tl ifiJ 
FREE DEUVERY 1 HCV'-CMCBM 

• 2Mb. RAM 
• CD QUALITY STEREO SOUND 
• 16.8 MILLION COLOUR PALETTE 
• GAMES FROM BELOW £20 
» PLUGS INTO A TV OR MONITOR 
• PLAYS MUSIC CDs 
• DUAL SPEED Transfers dala almost twee as fast as ordinary CD-ROM drives 
• MULTI-SESSION Recognises ALL data on CDs, even if the ."ipfmafccn was. added after initial pressing 

SECOND CD3! 

CONTROLLER 

• 11 BUTTON CONTROL PAD 
• COMPATIBLE WITH 26 CDTV TITLES 
• FULL SCREEN VIDEO-CD OpHonal extra FMV nodule which allows you to watch films on 1tie C032 - compatible wish the Salasl Video-CD standard, ewtorsed by JVC, Malsushita. Phillips and Sony (see lelt) 
• CD-i LINEAR COMPATIBLE Wilh op:io^. t'MV ircdule. will psay CO-i Hlms and music videos 

• 6 FREE CD TITLES 
• MICROCOSM • CKA0S ENGINE 
• DANGEROUS STREETS ■ OSCAR 
• WING COMMANDER • DIGGERS 

FREE DELIVERY 
IN UK MAINLAND 

CD3 

£239 

?i FULL PANOz Oc GAMES F'J/S k 1 MUSIC VIDEC TITLES APE AV^LABLE FCfi cgy ■ CALL     t, PPICE usr j 

COLOUR MONITOR 
FOR ALL AMIGAS 

I FILL S1LHL0 SPEAKERS & CABLE FOR CONNECTION TO THE AMIGA 
MICROVITEC 1438 MONITOR * 2flmm Dct f*dn 14* Cttour Scroon * Up. to 1U24 x 7fiB RBBduOcn * H-3flKHi Hom FnjquBrtdes » MBtogue RGB Input ■ ErtflinaiCwttds       FflEf D£LIV€HY Hi &iqlUnt*s.CwHra6t MAiHLAHD HOTnofllal and VenYai / Jn 
* Anh-gaie Screen        f^W ^W^r 

CD-ROM DRIVE 
FOR A1200 

VU HARD DRIVE 
FOR A1200 

EXTERNAL OVERDRIVE 35 

AMIGA 1200 PACKS 
CHASE 

+ HARD DRIVE OPTIONS 
COMPUTER COMBAT 

FREE' ■ WORTH £39.99 
CIVILISATION AGA 

C03?H»rpalihlc CO-ROM DM™ Icr llieA12CO Rug-; i!iC:> Ihfr PCMCIA pOfl - RAM trt&Kaun part con s1in be used Feaiufes Milsumi PXOOl Dual Speed Drwe- ReadBCOaa, ISOg66iHPC>, Audieand HFS (Wau) OOs C032 cmulaliurt «/lwa/e. PLUS' saltwar* lo play Audo CDs Bfld View Kijdai Ptiolo CDs    FREE DELIVERY IN and a hat or Uasted       Uf( ¥AiNtM(j 
£199 

• Plug-in External 3Vi" Hard Drive 
• 1 TO, 250 andi 040Mb Versions 
• Plugs in to PCMCIA Port 
* Allows Data Transfer at twice the speed of an internal drive 
• Can be u&ed as second dnve for more storage capacily 
■ Flexible + portable storage unit 
* Styled lo mate* Amiga 1200 
* FREE AGA Software - CIVILISATION 
* Use tfoos, not afTecl Commodore Waranly 
FREE DELIVERY IN 

UK MAINLAND 

170 

250 

340 

£269 WC VAT-HAH 3617 

£289 INC VAT-HW 3535 

£329 INC VAT HAR 3535 

FREE DELIVERY 
IN UK MAINLAND 

PACK, INCLUDES: 
• 2wi Ajnga 13W  •      Maniell i ■ TrulbAGA Wcrtd ChirtipKinshU AGA 

+ FREE FRDW 5IL C!-A (See Top Lett) 
RACE 'NT CHASE  

2^ J £299 
2h127i£499 

2 200 £529 
2 340 £699 

FREE DELIVERY 
IN UK MAINLAND 

PACK INCLUDES: 
• Tr-.il f.M~Jt     • Vv"t1'.*.'.vr- ■■' " '.V -.r.y • Bran The Lwn   • Day 8y D*^ PUnns • to* 2 • Parwryl Painl W fflES" FROM SILICA (S*e Top Lettl 

COMPUTER COMBAT 
2   o £349 

2™12,r»£549 
2 200 £579 

2 340 £749 

AMIGA 1200 SPECIFICATIONS 
• £302080 PjfttSStt ■ HJdtMOMSfM • 32-ht Aretirtsctura.'Si* CMp RArVI • AmQi0riS^30.'Hu(l-«iTVMakil3tDr • AA Chip Sol: lfi.6 WNon Cdnin: • 1 ■ s?-H:: CPI:-' RAM sjcDaracn Slot • PCMOA SirartCaidSkJl • 96 *&> Hf^bMid lift NuflHifc Kwpad 

• ^'.- Inlt raiflEMffdCrv: • 1 V«ffJn.5ilRWjr:p!ly 
HARD DRIVE OPTIONS ■ Afiprcved2: Hard Dnws. ■ Fniri c j' c:l!. tc- cv. fic-.ji :i-'.W she d - mrs nyi ifwittal* m rarity ■ CflrtiedbyOyvircdara'i OHnial 1 flat Wjn*«y • LK* 1or Specul flHicul Up?Tdc s1>yn- 

S1LJC4 
THE SILICA SERVICE 

Refoie yo.j riwirin whfn 
to buy your new corrpuler, 
we sucjgesi you ihink very 
carefully about WHERE 

you buy it. Considef what it 
*QE T° will be like a lew rwithe after 

you have made your purchase, 
when you may require additional peripherals or 
.software, or help and advice. And, wM the company you 
buy from contact you wilh details ol new products? At 
Silica, we ensure thac yoL will have noming to worry 
aoout. Wih our unrivalled experience and expertise, we 
can meet our customers' requrements wrth an 
understand ng wtiicti is second to none. Complete and 
return Ihe coupon now lor our latest FREE literature and 
begin to cxpericrce :hc- "Silica Service". 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DEUVERY: Dnal hardware orders sh sped i. the JK mainland (thM is a small charge lor Saturday delivery}. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPUNE: A team of tcchn cal experts will be at your service 
• PRICE MATCH: We match com pesters on a "Sane product - Same price" basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS: We have a pre™ irask rEcord n prcleasional computer sales. 

• PART OF A E50M A YEAR COMPANY: Wih ever 200 stall - vVe are solid, reliable and profitable. 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discoums are awiilnklf! Tel: cai-3QB 0B3B. 
• SHOWROOMS; We have demonstration families at all (Mjr stones. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All at your computer requirements are available from one specialrsl supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will lw mailed lo you. with special reduced price offers, as well as details on all software and peripherais- 
» PAYMENT) flc sccnrl most -l.ijr rn rii: n.ir.1% rnsh chn^i.e nr monthly terms (APR 29,B% - written quotes on request) 

•J 
UcA. 

MAIL ORDER 
PLUS TECHNICAL AND HEAD OFFICE 

081-309 1111 
1-4 THE MEWS, HATHEHLEY Rem SiOCuP, KEUT, OAWk 4OX 

PLUS BRANCHES AT; 
BRISTOL      Pebenhams - \n H wi. St James Barton Q272 291021 
CHELMSFORD  Oebenhams ■ c?nd FUD.;-. 11 High Sl oe: 0245 355511 
CRDVDON      Debunhams-iiniino:; 11-31 North Fnc 061-683 4455 
GLASGOW     Pebwihams - m n«ri, 97 Argyle Sirget 041-221 OflSB 
GUILD FORD    Debenliams - Uro nanrj. Millbrook 04B3 3013 00 
HULL Deoenriams - 12ndFieorj. Prosit Street 0482 25151 
IPSWICH       Debentiams - i2n3 FIMM, Westcjate SI reet 
LONDON       52 Tofanhari Court Road 
LONDON       Debenhams - m Boed. 334 Oscford St 
LONDON 
LUTON 

Se fridges - (Eassmait Areny 3B9 Mord St 
DAenhams-dsiriMfi. Arridale Centre 

MANCHESTER 
PLYMOUTH 
SHEFFIELD 
SIDCUP 
SOUTHAMPTON 
SOUTHEND 

Deoenhams • (3rd FODU, Market Street 
Debenliams - &t \ w\ Royal Parade 
Debenltams <3rrj FiMri. The MODI   
1-4 The Mews, Hatberley ftoad 
Debenham&- iistnofj, Queensway 
KcrjrJies - I2rd HODIJ, High Street 

0473 221313 
071-580 4000 
071-493 3735 
071-629 1234 
0582 21281 
061-B32 B66B 
0752 266656 
D742 76S611 
081-302 B811 
0703 223888 
070? 468D3D 

t \ "o: Silica. AMSHP-0B94-211, 1-4 Tre Hews, Hullr'ty Hd. 3 dnnp. ftenl. DA14 4DX 
PLEASE SEND ME AN AMIGA CATALOGUE 

Mr/MrsyMiss/Ms;  Initials: 
Surname:   
Company m matter-  
Address:  

  Postcode:  
lei (Home):  
Tel {Work);  
Which computEr(s), if any, do you own? 

..^..^..^..jmj 
m+s ra per InrinR ,ilrr iVvuvn 



Page 10 There has been a lot said 

about the Internet recently, 

with several TV programs dis- 

cussing it and the American 

Government setting up the so- 

called "Information Superhigh- 

way". Let us show you 

what it's all about and what 

exactly it means for you, the 

Amiga user. X 

Page 20 an in depth review of the 

j     piece of video hardware that 

everybody is talking about - 

the Personal Animation Recorder 

Page 26 We take a first look at Imagine 3 

and Lightwave 3D standalone 

Page 42 Plus 10 pages of Amiga problems 

solved by our resident team of 

Amiga experts 


